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Introduction
This report discusses the underpinnings for policies that would internalize the national security benefits
of a robust nuclear enterprise, including generation from existing and new nuclear power plants and the
associated and extensive supply chain. Both elements are under considerable stress and call for Federal
response.
Specifically, this report analyzes the key role played by the U.S. nuclear energy enterprise in meeting three
national security imperatives:
• maintaining U.S. leadership in ensuring nuclear non-proliferation;
• supporting the U.S. nuclear Navy; and
• supporting the global strategic stability and deterrence value of nuclear weapons.
The report’s focus is the role of the nuclear energy enterprise as a key enabler of these objectives; it is
not about the nuclear enterprise per se. The report includes an appendix that details the current state of
the domestic nuclear energy enterprise for readers who want more information on this topic.
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Report Summary
The U.S. electricity system is a lifeline network on which all other lifeline networks depend, including many
that directly and indirectly support key components of our national security infrastructure. While most of
the electricity system has been developed and is operated by the private sector, significant public
obligations come into play for electricity service providers, such as the requirement to provide universal
access to affordable and reliable electricity. These obligations necessarily come with significant public
regulation that determines allowable cost recovery through customer rate setting.
Nuclear power has additional drivers for public support because of “externalities” to the prevailing
methods for setting rates:
• Climate change risk mitigation: Nuclear power and renewables (hydro, wind, solar, geothermal,…)
are “zero” greenhouse gas emissions technologies, with wind and solar significantly outpacing other
renewable fuel sources for power generation capacity additions. Nuclear power has, by far, the
highest capacity factor among all currently deployed generation technologies, while wind and solar
have relatively low capacity factors and are highly variable; these features suggest different roles for
grid operations.
• Risk management: Nuclear and renewables generation is characterized by relatively high capital
costs when weighted by capacity factor and low to zero fuel cost; natural gas historically has been
the opposite, with low capital cost and high and varying fuel costs. In recent years, low natural gas
fuel prices have led to significant deployment of combined cycle gas capacity; last year, for the first
time, natural gas surpassed coal as the most used fuel for power generation. While natural gas
prices are projected to remain moderate for several years, the history of gas price volatility suggests
that sound risk management would argue for a portfolio of generation technologies with fuel diversity
in order to mitigate fuel price exposure in the long run.
• National security: Nuclear power and a robust associated supply chain (equipment, services,
people) are intimately connected with U.S. leadership in global nuclear nonproliferation policy and
norms and with the nation’s nuclear security capabilities.
The first two externalities -- climate change risk mitigation and risk management through fuel diversity -are, in some locations, being taken into account, although policies and approaches are highly uneven
and inadequate. Many states recognize the climate change benefits of existing nuclear power plants,
although most states have renewable portfolio standards that credit the zero emissions characteristics
of renewables only. There is considerable regulatory activity in developing rate structures that value grid
services (capacity, storage…), but little activity for valuing fuel diversity and “baseload” services.
The national security imperatives of nuclear energy, however, are not addressed in state rate-making.
This is understandable: national security policy is inherently Federal in nature. As such, the fundamental
role of a robust nuclear energy sector in meeting national security imperatives must, in reality, be
addressed by the Federal government.
This report discusses the underpinnings for policies that would internalize the national security benefits
of a robust nuclear enterprise, both generation from existing and new nuclear power plants and the
associated and extensive supply chain. Each of these dimensions are under considerable stress and
call for Federal response.
In October 2016, then-Secretary Moniz delivered a presentation at the CSIS workshop “Nuclear Energy
at a Crossroads.” He listed eight areas with important decisions to be taken within approximately five
years that would play a crucial role in determining the trajectory of the American nuclear enterprise in the
6
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long run. The first two were the fate of existing nuclear power plants and final resolution of cost, schedule
and cost recovery performance for the four AP-1000 units under construction at two sites in the
Southeast.
In just the ten months since that workshop, two nuclear utilities have announced the closure of three
more units before the end of their current operating license period, state programs to provide Zero
Emission Credits for existing nuclear plants in New York and Illinois moved ahead but are in litigation, and
perhaps most significant, in the wake of significant cost and schedule overruns and
Toshiba/Westinghouse financial travails, construction termination of two of the four new units was
announced and the fate of the other two remains unresolved at the moment.

Meeting National Security Priorities Requires a Robust Nuclear Energy Industry. These
trends, issues and developments provide the backdrop for our discussion of a robust U.S. nuclear energy
sector as a key enabler of national security. This sector helps the U.S military meet specific defense
priorities, supports the implementation of U.S. nonproliferation policy, and is essential to the global
projection of U.S. military capability. The flip side is that an eroding nuclear enterprise will compromise
important nuclear security capabilities or make them more costly.

The Role of Nuclear Fuel Cycle Development Standards in Nuclear Nonproliferation. The U.S. initiated
the era of nuclear energy. Since President Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace speech (1953), the subsequent
establishment (1957) of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the entry into force (1970) of
the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), the United States has been the leader in setting the global
standard for nuclear fuel cycle development consistent with nuclear nonproliferation objectives.
A pillar for this leadership role has been the Atomic Energy Act Section 123 requirements for bilateral
agreements with countries that receive nuclear technology, services and/or know-how, supplemented by
export licensing programs at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Part 110) and at the Department of
Energy (Part 810) that regulate individual transactions within the 123 framework. The 123 agreements
in many cases established nonproliferation benchmarks beyond the NPT requirements; U.S. leverage to
do so was rooted in the historically unique capabilities in U.S. technology, services and know-how. While
this supply chain remains strong, other countries with less stringent requirements have advanced their
capabilities dramatically and are capturing significant global market share for new reactor construction.
The most obvious case in point is in the Middle East, where recent U.S. 123 negotiations with Egypt,
Jordan and Saudi Arabia have been unsuccessful; all three countries have signed agreements with Russia
for reactor construction and fuel supply. In addition, Russia has finished construction of Iran’s operating
reactor, is committed to additional reactor construction, and supplies Iran with nuclear fuel. Russia also
has an agreement with Turkey.
Even the UAE, with which the United States has a “gold standard” 123 agreement, chose South Korea as
the developer of its first nuclear reactors. The dominant Russian presence in the Mideast nuclear power
market does not augur well for U.S. national security objectives in the long term. A strong domestic
nuclear enterprise will be necessary, perhaps not sufficient, to protect and advance U.S. national security
equities as nuclear fuel cycles develop internationally in regions that historically have had little or no
nuclear energy.
The U.S. Nuclear Navy Relies on a Robust Domestic Nuclear Energy Supply Chain. The Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program is comprised of military and civilian personnel who design, build, operate, maintain
and manage the nearly one hundred reactors that power U.S. aircraft carriers and submarines and
provide training and research services. The program is operated jointly by the Department of Energy and
7
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the U.S. Navy. Nuclear reactors provide the Navy with the mobility, flexibility and endurance required to
carry out its global mission. More powerful reactors are beginning to be employed on the new Ford class
aircraft carriers and will enable the new Columbia class of submarines in the next decades.
Two important points must
Figure S1. Commercial and U.S. Navy Supply Chain Companies by State
be made in this context.
First, a strong domestic
supply chain is needed to
provide for nuclear Navy
requirements. This supply
chain has an inherent and
very strong overlap with the
commercial nuclear energy
sector and has a strong
presence in states with
commercial nuclear power
plants (see Figure S1,
supply
chain
states
including the Navy’s). This
supply chain for meeting
the critical national security
need for design and
operation of Navy reactors
includes
a
workforce
trained in science and
engineering, comprised of
U.S. citizens who qualify for security clearances.
Second, the Navy will eventually need additional highly enriched uranium (HEU) to fuel its reactors for
long intervals between refueling. Because of the national security use and the sensitivity of HEU
production, the entire supply chain from uranium feed to the enrichment technology must be U.S. origin.
There is currently no such domestic capability in the supply chain. The relatively lengthy time period
required to stand up such a capability raises serious, near-term concerns about the U.S. capacity to meet
this critical national security need.
Supporting the Global Strategic Stability and Deterrence Value of Nuclear Weapons. Even as we aspire
to the eventual elimination of nuclear weapons, they are and will remain at the core of the United States’
defense posture for the foreseeable future as a deterrent to the use of nuclear weapons against the U.S.
and its allies. Simple arithmetic identifies the large Russian stockpile of nuclear weapons and their
delivery systems as the dominant existential threat to the United States, underscoring the importance of
nuclear weapons to global strategic stability and deterrence. The nuclear weapons stockpile requires a
constant source of tritium (half life about 12.5 years), provided by irradiating special fuel rods in one or
two commercial power reactors. As with the Navy HEU requirements, the tritium must be supplied from
U.S. origin reactors using domestically produced LEU reactor fuel. Once again, we do not have the longterm capability to meet this need because of the absence of an enrichment facility using U.S.-origin
technology. This is a glaring hole in the domestic nuclear supply chain, since the only enrichment facility
in the United States today uses Urenco (European) technology to supply power reactor fuel.

The U.S. Nuclear Energy Supply Chain. As noted, the nuclear supply chain plays a critical role in

supporting U.S. nonproliferation and defense priorities. The United States has been a leader in “all things
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nuclear” – nuclear energy, nuclear technology for medical and industrial uses, nuclear security – and this
leadership is a continuing national security imperative, as discussed above.
However, the reality is that the supply chain, while extensive, has been sustained by the large deployed
fleet (still by far the world’s largest). The dramatic reduction in new plant construction following the Three
Mile Island incident in 1979 has taken its toll in a scaled back domestic manufacturing capability. The
new builds in the Southeast promised a reversal, but as already discussed this advance has already been
compromised and is at risk in its entirety. Further the early retirement of existing plants, with as much as
another twenty gigawatts considered at risk by 2020, will also impact the supply chain, which already has
significant gaps. Without a strong nuclear energy program, which is by far the largest nuclear activity in
the United States, sustaining the supply chain for both civilian and national security objectives will be
challenging.
Figure S2. Number of Nuclear Supply Chain Companies by State

A snapshot of the current
domestic supply chain
(Figure S2) shows more
than
700
companies
located in 44 states
providing
products
or
services in direct support of
the U.S. nuclear energy
industry. The top five states
for nuclear supply chain
companies
are
Pennsylvania,
California,
Texas, Illinois and Ohio. The
geographic distribution of
these companies tends to
follow the location of
operating
commercial
reactors, reinforcing the
point about needing a
strong
nuclear
power
sector. However, discussions with several U.S. companies point to the eroding supply chain, since many
key components are no longer supplied domestically or have limited domestic fabrication capability;
among them are: reactor pressure vessels; steam generators; pressurizers; main condensers and turbine
generators; specialized valves; and passive residual heat removal.
Beyond these commercial supply chain gaps is another concern: the specialized national security
requirements, such as domestic origin enrichment capability, that cannot be met with today’s supply
chain. As noted, Figure S1 also includes the supply chain for the nuclear Navy; all of the companies in
this chain also supply the commercial sector. BWXT, for example, provides materials and services to the
commercial nuclear industry, owns four facilities that specialize in the design and manufacturing of large,
heavy components for Navy reactors, and is one of two private firms licensed to possess and process
HEU. There is obviously synergy among these various activities. A shrinking commercial enterprise will
have long term spillover effects on the Navy supply chain, including by lessened enthusiasm among
American citizens to pursue nuclear technology careers.

9
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The picture is clear: a stabilized existing reactor fleet and new builds, perhaps incentivized by the
favorable emissions characteristics of nuclear power, will be needed to rebuild a supply chain that will
underpin both clean energy and national security success.
Nuclear Engineering Human Resource Pipeline. Following the Three Mile Island accident in 1979, new
orders for nuclear reactors evaporated, although a number of reactors finished construction in the 1980’s
and 1990’s. Not surprisingly, this had a dramatic impact on the human resource supply chain. The
number of nuclear engineering graduates in the United States fell from 1408 to 345 students between
1979 and 2001.
Early in this century, the promise of a “nuclear renaissance” was embodied in the Energy Policy Act of
2005 that included the authorization of loan guarantees and of nuclear energy research and education
program expansion, standby insurance and production tax credits for new plant construction.
Announcements of planned new commercial nuclear power plant builds, combined with procurement
actions for next generation Navy
nuclear submarines and aircraft
Figure S3. Nuclear Supply Chain Companies and Nuclear Engineering
carriers, gave a boost to educational
Programs by State
programs.
Several universities
reestablished nuclear engineering
educational programs and total
enrollments and graduates steadily
increased over the decade. These
actions demonstrated that colleges
and universities and students are
quite responsive (with relatively
short time delays) to changes in the
nuclear energy marketplace. This
progress is now at risk.
Also, there is a clear correlation
between the location of nuclear
engineering educational programs
and
nuclear
supply
chain
companies (Figure S3).
For
example, New York and Ohio have the most higher education nuclear engineering programs; each state
also has more than thirty supply chain companies.
If, however, the future of nuclear power is not robust and the nuclear enterprise further weakens, nuclear
engineering and other related disciplines are likely to constrict once again. At a minimum, high quality
U.S university programs are likely to tip more towards international students coming from countries with
expanding nuclear prospects, which will further dilute the pool of American nationals who can fill national
security roles. Retirements are also a significant concern. The Nuclear Energy Institute reports that the
nuclear power sector will soon lose 25,000 skilled workers to retirement.
Clearly, without a vibrant nuclear enterprise, it will be difficult to attract the talented scientists and
engineers needed to support both commercial and national security needs for decades to come.
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The U.S. Nuclear Energy Enterprise as A Key National Security Enabler: Considerations
for Policymakers
The analysis suggests that the imperatives of global climate change, collective energy security, balance
of trade and U.S. national security require a viable domestic commercial nuclear power industry, including
a robust supply chain of technology, services and human resources. Recent events and future trends
point in the opposite direction: commercial reactors are shutting down, new builds are struggling, the
supply chain is at risk, and it is likely that the educational pipeline will negatively respond to these
challenges.
National security is an inherently Federal responsibility. Externalities such as climate change and fuel
diversity, although not yet adequately accounted for, may be partly taken into account in state level policy
and regulatory actions. It is unrealistic, however, to anticipate state or regional level internalization of the
national security benefits of a strong nuclear enterprise. In this context, we close with a summary of
issues that need to be taken up at the Federal policy and regulatory level, including through possible
statutory changes or fixes that would require Congressional action.

The U.S. Nuclear Energy Enterprise: Considerations for Policymakers
It is essential that policymakers recognize that a robust nuclear energy enterprise is a key enabler
of the Nation’s nonproliferation goals, and that it supports both the fleet modernization plans of
the U.S. Navy, as well as the global strategic stability and deterrence value of nuclear weapons. To
ensure that these issues and concerns are are addressed going forward, the Federal government
could:
✓ make maximum flexible use of its existing resources and capabilities, including credit support,
tax incentives and federal siting and/or purchase power agreements, to bolster support for
current new builds and to encourage additional new builds. This could include legislative action
where necessary, to extend the availability of the current PTC and the DOE Title XVII loan
guarantee program.
✓ work with states to harmonize federal and state policies affecting the design of organized
electricity markets to appropriately value attributes of nuclear electricity including supply
diversity.
✓ direct FERC to place greater emphasis on the national security importance of nuclear power and
its associated supply chain.
✓ foster the organization of a broad-based consortium of nuclear supply chain companies, power
generation companies, financing institutions and other appropriate entities to share the risk and
benefits of additional new builds domestically, and a competitive offering internationally of new
commercial nuclear power plants. The federal government should make maximum flexible use
of existing resources and capabilities, including export financing assistance, as an inducement
for formation of the consortium.
✓ expand and accelerate support for RD&D for a new generation of advanced nuclear reactor
technologies. The program should be fully competitive, stage-gated and cost-shared. The 2016
SEAB Task Force report provides a good template. The initial phase of technology development,
engineering and systems analysis and conceptual design should be funded at a level of about
$2 billion over the next 5 years.
✓ maintain and expand current programs to provide support for nuclear engineering education,
including fellowships as well as training grants targeted to key occupational needs.
✓ regain U.S. leverage in using 123 Agreements to advance nuclear nonproliferation objectives by
developing more flexible approaches for negotiating future agreements.
11
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The U.S. Nuclear Energy Enterprise: A Key National
Security Enabler
Full Report

In 2013, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) convened a special task force that
articulated the rationale on the linkage of the U.S. commercial nuclear industry and national security.
That report, Ensuring Leadership in Nuclear Energy: A National Security Imperative 1, provided an initial
articulation of the national security rationale for a robust domestic commercial nuclear industry sector.
This study elaborates, updates and amplifies that discussion. Specifically, this report highlights the key
role that a robust nuclear energy sector and supply chain plays in meeting U.S. national security
imperatives. It addresses the geopolitical concern of diminishing global market share for U.S. companies
and the impact on nonproliferation objectives.
In addition, it takes a more detailed snapshot of the current domestic nuclear market supply chain, the
erosion of capability to supply the domestic commercial nuclear power market, and the relationship
between commercial supply chain and support of the U.S. nuclear Navy program. Finally, the report looks
at the issue of the educational pipeline providing the next generation of nuclear scientists and engineers
to serve both domestic commercial industry and U.S. government nuclear programs.

U.S. Nuclear Energy Policy Framework and National Security Issues
On October 26, 2016, then Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz addressed a workshop at CSIS entitled
“Nuclear Energy at a Crossroads.” His presentation outlined eight issues, trends, or developments that
will shape the future of nuclear energy, each requiring that important decisions be taken over the next
five years:
1. The prospects for existing nuclear power plants and the associated implications for carbon
emissions;
2. Final resolution of cost, schedule, performance and cost recovery for the four new nuclear power
units under construction at two plant sites in the Southeast;
3. The schedule of capital planning decisions for many utilities that reflect a second round of nuclear
plant license extensions from 60 to 80 years, absent which there were will be a large wave of
retirements after 2030 and a concomitant need for clean replacement power;
4. Valuation of various grid services (fuel diversity, capacity, storage and others) with major
implications for the need for additional new nuclear power generation as part of a portfolio for a
future reliable, resilient, decarbonized electricity system;

1

www.csis.org/
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5. The ongoing need to address spent fuel management (including moving ahead with consolidated
storage), which continues to pose headwinds for many decisions in the nuclear space;
6. The need to maintain and strengthen the U.S. commercial nuclear enterprise as an essential pillar
of U.S. nonproliferation and national security policy;
7. Development and deployment of small modular reactors (SMRs), and specifically, the need for a
better understanding of the cost and performance parameters in the real world; and
8. Establishment of a robust RD&D program for advanced reactor technologies in the context of an
expanded “all of the above” commitment to clean energy innovation.
In the ten months since this workshop, the “crossroads” metaphor has taken on even more meaning. In
the intervening period:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Two nuclear utilities have announced closures of three more nuclear power plant units before the
end of their current operating license period;
State programs to provide Zero Emission Credits (ZECs) for existing nuclear plants in Illinois and
in New York moved ahead but are in litigation;
There has been virtually no progress on resolution of the spent fuel issue, while the Government
has made payments from the Judgment Fund in the range of $600-700 million in just this past
10-month period;
Funding support for the next generation of light water reactor based small modular reactors
(SMRs) and for other key elements of the nuclear energy innovation agenda, including
development of accident tolerant fuels, life extension and non-LWR advanced reactor R&D, is in
question;
The DOE Title XVII loan guarantee program authority for innovative nuclear energy technologies is
targeted for rescission;
Delays in the construction of new nuclear power plants has endangered the production tax credit
program. The House of Representatives has passed legislation to extend the nuclear production
tax credit beyond the sunset date authorized in the Energy Policy Act of 2005, but corresponding
Senate action is unclear;
The FERC held a technical workshop on electricity capacity market issues, including how to
reconcile federal and state requirements affecting electricity supply mix in organized markets, but
any federal action has been held up due to lack of a quorum at the Commission; and
In the wake of Toshiba/Westinghouse financial difficulties, construction termination of two of the
four new GW-scale reactor builds was announced last week by their owners, Santee Cooper and
SCANA. The Vogtle project is the sole reactor build carrying the flag of the “nuclear renaissance,”
and its future is being evaluated.

These setbacks notwithstanding, the existing nuclear fleet remains the Nation’s largest source of carbonfree electricity; meeting key mid-century greenhouse gas emission targets will be significantly more
challenging without existing and new nuclear power plants. All indications suggest that the world is
committed to a low carbon economy.
Decarbonizing the electricity system is necessary to meet economy-wide low carbon goals. This means
that growing electrification of other sectors will take on even greater significance in the years and decades
ahead. In this context, the trajectory for nuclear power is central to the discussion.
The importance of this critical contribution of the nuclear fleet has been further elevated by the
Administration’s announced intention to withdraw the United States from the Paris Climate Agreement
and the subsequent announcement by cities, states, universities and businesses that they will strive to
13
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meet climate goals absent federal leadership. These subnational efforts will require all available tools to
meet mid-century targets.
While the public policy debate has been principally focused on the environmental attributes of
commercial nuclear energy, Secretary Moniz advanced two other bases for public support of nuclear
power in his 2016 remarks. One stems from fuel diversity. While nuclear and renewables are essentially
“high capital cost, low operating cost” (weighted for capacity factor) technologies, natural gas combined
cycle generation is a low capital cost technology with significant fuel cost exposure. The recent history of
low natural gas prices (contrasted with very high prices at the turn of the century) has been the principal
driver in the expanded use of natural gas in electricity generation, last year surpassing coal as the largest
fuel source for power generation; this fuel switching has made a significant contribution to carbon dioxide
emissions reductions. While further growth in natural gas market share is expected and welcomed if
natural gas prices remain low, an elementary and robust risk management strategy suggests that a fueldiverse generation portfolio that includes nuclear and renewables is in the public interest, especially in a
low carbon environment.
The third driver of public support for nuclear energy and a strong nuclear enterprise is its role in collective
energy security and national security. The critical role played by a robust nuclear power sector in both
our energy and national security policy frameworks has received inadequate attention in the public
debates on electricity, fuel diversity, and energy innovation. This essential role is the focus of this paper.
Energy security has been defined by the International Energy Agency as “the uninterrupted availability of
energy sources at an affordable price.”2 Long-term energy security deals with long term investments in
energy assets consistent with economic developments and sustainable environmental needs. The
concept of energy security has evolved from this simple statement, with the most recent formulation
consisting of seven principles put forward by the G-7 Energy Ministers in Rome in May 2014 and
subsequently adopted by the Leaders at the G-7 Summit.3 Three of these principles are directly relevant
to nuclear energy:
➢ Diversification of energy fuels, sources and routes, and encouragement of indigenous sources of
supply;
➢ Reducing our greenhouse gas emissions, and accelerating the transition to a low carbon economy,
as a key contributor to enduring energy security; and
➢ Promoting deployment of clean and sustainable energy technologies and investment in research
and innovation.
The G-7 Energy Security principles follow from an overarching statement that energy security is a
collective responsibility among allies and friends, since the energy insecurity of any single partner can
influence geopolitical considerations for all. This is especially true for the United States given its special
responsibilities in many parts of the world.
The IEA provided further elaboration on the concept of electricity security, stating that the overarching
principle of electricity security is to “…ensure enough power system flexibility to cope with variations of
demand and generation availability while still reliably delivering power.”4 There are many analyses of the
potential for further expansion of variable renewable electricity generation, either at utility scale or as
distributed generation sources. All credible analyses however, especially in the context of the three G7
2

https://www.iea.org/topics/energysecurity/subtopics/whatisenergysecurity/
http://eurpoa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-530_en.htm
4
IEA Note on Electricity Security for the G7, March 2, 2016.
3
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principles highlighted above, also include some level of bulk electricity generation capable of operating
at high capacity factors – i.e. nuclear power, coal with CCUS, utility scale storage for significant time
periods. Of these, only nuclear is deployed at large scale today.
The National Security imperative should be another key dimension of domestic nuclear energy policy. A
vibrant domestic nuclear energy industry, including a healthy supply chain and sustained pipeline of
highly trained nuclear scientists and engineers, is essential for the achievement of U.S. national security
objectives.

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Development and Nuclear Nonproliferation. The United States initiated the
era of nuclear energy and, since President Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace speech (1953) and the
subsequent establishment (1957) of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and entry into force
(1970) of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), has been the leader in setting the global standard
for nuclear fuel cycle development consistent with nonproliferation objectives.

A pillar for doing so lies with Atomic Energy Act Section 123 requirements for bilateral agreements with
countries that receive nuclear technology, services and/or know-how, supplemented by export licensing
programs at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Part 110) and at the Department of Energy (Part 810)
that regulate individual transactions within the 123 framework. The 123 agreements in many cases
established nonproliferation benchmarks beyond the NPT requirements, and U.S. leverage to do so was
rooted in the historically unique capabilities in U.S. technology, services and know-how.
While this supply chain remains strong, the reality is that other countries with less stringent requirements
have advanced their capabilities dramatically and are capturing significant market share for new reactor
construction globally. The most obvious case in point is in the Middle East, where recent U.S. 123
negotiations with Egypt, Jordan and Saudi Arabia have been unsuccessful. All three countries have signed
agreements with Russia for reactor construction and fuel supply. In addition, Russia has finished
construction of Iran’s operating reactor, is committed to further construction, and supplies fuel. Russia
also has an agreement with Turkey.
Even the UAE, with which the U.S. has a “gold standard” 123 agreement, chose South Korea as the
developer of its first nuclear reactors. The dominant Russian presence in the Middle East nuclear power
market does not augur well for U.S. national security objectives in the long term. A strong domestic
nuclear enterprise will be necessary, perhaps not sufficient, to protect and advance U.S. national security
equities as nuclear fuel cycles develop internationally in regions that historically have had little or no
nuclear energy.

Supporting The U.S. Nuclear Navy. The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program is comprised of military

and civilian personnel who design, build, operate, maintain and manage the nearly one hundred reactors
that power U.S. aircraft carriers and submarines and provide training and research services. The program
is operated jointly by the Department of Energy and the U.S. Navy. Nuclear reactors provide the Navy with
the mobility, flexibility and endurance required to carry out its global mission. New more powerful reactors
are beginning to be employed on the new Ford class aircraft carriers and will enable the new Columbia
class of submarines in the next decades. Two important points must be made in this context.
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Figure 1. Commercial and U.S. Navy Supply Chain Companies by State

First, a strong domestic supply
chain is needed to provide for
nuclear Navy requirements. This
supply chain has an inherent and
very strong overlap with the
commercial nuclear energy sector
and has a strong presence in states
with commercial nuclear power
plants (Figure 1). This supply chain
for meeting the critical national
security need for design and
operation of Navy reactors includes
a workforce trained in science and
engineering, comprised of U.S.
citizens who qualify for security
clearances.

Second, the Navy will eventually
need additional highly enriched
uranium (HEU) to fuel its reactors for long intervals between refueling. Because of the national security
use and the sensitivity of HEU production, the entire supply chain from uranium feed to the enrichment
technology must be U.S. origin. There is currently no such domestic capability in the supply chain. The
relatively lengthy time period required to stand up such a capability raises serious, near-term concerns
about the U.S. capacity to meet this critical national security need. Serious consideration is being given
to transitioning Navy fuel from HEU to LEU, but this will certainly take many decades for submarines and
in any case the same enrichment technology requirements would apply to LEU used for this purpose.

Supporting the Global Strategic Stability and Deterrence Value of Nuclear Weapons. Even
as we aspire to the eventual elimination of nuclear weapons, they are and will remain at the core of the
U.S. defense posture for the foreseeable future as a deterrent to the use of nuclear weapons against the
U.S. and its allies. Simple arithmetic identifies the large Russian stockpile of nuclear weapons and their
delivery systems as the dominant existential threat to the U.S., underscoring the importance of nuclear
weapons to global strategic stability and deterrence.
The nuclear weapons stockpile requires a constant source of tritium (half life about 12.5 years), provided
by irradiating special fuel rods in one or two power reactors. As with the Navy HEU requirements, the
tritium must be supplied from U.S. origin reactors using domestically produced LEU reactor fuel. Once
again, we do not have the long-term capability to meet this need because of the absence of an enrichment
facility using U.S.-origin technology. This is a glaring hole in the domestic nuclear supply chain, since the
only enrichment facility in the U.S. today uses Urenco (European) technology to supply power reactor fuel.

Global Nuclear Power Developments and Nonproliferation Considerations
A robust U.S. nuclear technology and services supply chain is clearly very important for American national
security, and ultimately the scope and health of that supply chain depends on the operating reactor fleet
and the new reactor builds as the biggest driver of commercial activity. It is undeniable that the domestic
nuclear energy sector is in a precarious state, with numerous units shut down before the end of their
operating licenses, another 20 GW considered at risk for premature closure by 2020, and the new builds
in South Carolina and Georgia facing existential challenges because of cost and schedule overruns and
16
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the Toshiba/Westinghouse financial situation (see Appendix A for an overview of the domestic nuclear
energy situation).
Given this, the engagement of American companies in the global nuclear energy market takes on even
greater significance. Such participation is linked both to the competitiveness of U.S. companies and to
the conditions attached to commercial transactions by nonproliferation norms. Consequently we provide
an extensive overview of the global nuclear energy market and the associated nonproliferation issues.
The bottom line is that, while there is considerably more nuclear energy growth in some parts of the world,
American company market share is not what it once was.
World electricity demand is projected to increase by nearly 70% between now and 2040. As more
countries seek reliable and clean sources of electricity, forecasts suggest almost a doubling of worldwide
electricity generation from nuclear fuel in that timeframe.5 Countries outside of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (non-OECD) are expected to account for 86% of this increase in
nuclear generation, led by China, Russia, and India.6
As of April 2017, there were 449 nuclear reactors generating electricity in 30 countries.7 Last year, with
a combined capacity of 390 GW, the global nuclear fleet generated roughly 15% of the world’s electricity.
Five countries generated more than half of their electricity from nuclear, including France (72.3%),
Slovakia (54.1%), Ukraine (52.3%), Belgium (51.7%), and Hungary (51.3%), while another eight relied on
nuclear for at least one-quarter of their total power supply.8 Because nuclear power generation facilities
are at the gigawatt-scale, new nuclear power development can account for a significant share of electricity
generation in many smaller countries. The scale factor can pose issues for energy security if a country
becomes overly dependent on nuclear generation, especially if there is only a single source providing
operation and maintenance assistance and fuel cycle services.
Demand for nuclear power is growing in many regions of the world (Figure 2).9 Most of demand growth
for nuclear energy is expected to come from developing countries, as populations grow, trends toward
urbanization continue, and demand for clean energy resources increases. The growth of the global
civilian nuclear market is valued between $500 and $740 billion over the next 10 years alone. 10 By
2040, worldwide generation from nuclear sources is projected to nearly double to 4.5 trillion kilowatthours (kWh).11 In 2016, worldwide reactor construction reached a 25-year high with an estimated 64
reactors—and a combined capacity of 61.5 GW—under construction in 15 countries (Figure 3).12 More
than half of the new reactors are being built in China, India, and Russia. In China alone, 21 GW of new
capacity is expected by 2021—roughly the capacity of South Korea’s current nuclear fleet.13 Of the 4.5
trillion kWh expected from nuclear sources worldwide in 2040, China is projected to produce more than
1.2 trillion kWh, which would make China the world’s largest producer of nuclear power.14
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Figure 2. Current Trends in Nuclear Energy Programs by Country

In many growth markets, including China, India, and Russia, domestic demand for nuclear power is
increasingly met from indigenous supply chains that are expanding their capacity to design, build, and
operate nuclear technologies and facilities. A common trend is to buy the initial reactor designs from
foreign vendors, and as more units are constructed and the local content of sourced components
increases, there is an effort to develop
Figure 3. Number of Nuclear Reactors in Operation/Under
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that simplify plant assembly.17 Argentina’s CAREM prototype and the floating reactors in Russia that are
under construction are recent developments, as well as demonstration projects planned in several
countries, including the United States.18 U.S. efforts include an early site permit for an SMR at the
Department of Energy’s (DOE) Idaho National Laboratory (INL).19

The U.S. Role in the Global Nuclear Energy Market: Growing Challenges
The global nuclear energy market still relies on U.S. technologies and designs but our domestic nuclear
sector is increasingly foreign-owned.20 Many nuclear technologies can no longer be fabricated in the
United States21, and as more reactors are expected to retire early in the coming decades this trend could
accelerate.22
To advance its collective energy security agenda and maintain its national security posture, the United
States must continue to influence global nuclear priorities. This requires a robust domestic nuclear
supply chain that can effectively compete in the global nuclear energy market, not only to capture a share
of the benefits, but also to provide the leadership to ensure that nonproliferation and energy security
objectives are not eroded.

History of U.S. Leadership in Global Nuclear Nonproliferation. Since building the world’s first

reactor, the global nuclear industry and the international regimes for safe, secure and proliferationresistant peaceful uses of nuclear rested in U.S. leadership. The loss of domestic capacity is, however,
likely to weaken the U.S. ability to influence international nuclear programs. As other countries strengthen
their nuclear capabilities and market positions, they are more likely to successfully exert influence over
global nuclear priorities and norms.
The United States established the framework for global commercial nuclear power development and led
its early evolution. President Eisenhower’s “Atoms for Peace” address to the United Nations in 1953 was
the genesis for the creation of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), formed in response to the
deep fears and expectations generated by the discoveries and diverse uses of nuclear technology. The
Agency was established by unanimous resolution to provide assurance to the international community
that countries are honoring their commitments to use nuclear materials and facilities exclusively for
peaceful purposes.23
The United States helped design and build a global framework to promote the development of the nuclear
fuel cycle, as well as its safe and secure operation. The Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NPT), which entered into force in 1970, provided the foundation for current nonproliferation
efforts.24 The elements of the NPT constitute a bargain between the five declared nuclear weapons
states—the United States, Russia, China, France, and the United Kingdom—and the non-nuclear weapons
17
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states. Countries without these weapons agreed to not acquire them; states with them agreed to pursue
disarmament over time; and all states were permitted to access nuclear technology for peaceful
purposes, under safeguards.25 A total of 191 States have joined the NPT, more countries than any other
arms agreement in history.
As noted by the Congressional Research Service,26 the NPT itself was silent on how to assess compliance,
how to resolve compliance disputes, and what procedures to follow in the event of non-compliance. There
is no language on verification of the obligations in Articles I or II of the Treaty.27 However, Article III does
require states to accept nuclear safeguards, and with U.S. leadership, IAEA has developed and
implemented a comprehensive program of safeguards that provides insight into NPT compliance. IAEA
Safeguards, for example, are now embedded in legally binding agreements with partner countries, and
provide the IAEA with the right and obligation to verify the status and safety of each country’s nuclear
material.28 To date, the IAEA has concluded comprehensive safeguards agreements with 174 countries.
The United States historically has set the standard for strengthening verification and compliance with the
NPT. The Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 1978 amended the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) to put in place
stringent requirements for the export of U.S. nuclear technology. Section 123 of the Act required that
bilateral agreements, subject to Congressional review, be put in place prior to the export of nuclear
materials, components or other technology know-how. Section 123 lists nine criteria that must be part
of any such agreement.
The United States has Section 123 agreements in place with 24 countries, Euratom (which includes 27member countries), the IAEA and Taiwan.29 However, some nations that are accelerating nuclear
programs, such as Mexico, do not have a Section 123 agreement with the United States, which closes
the market to American businesses.30 Mexico already has two reactors in operation, and multiple
proposals for power uprates, as well as plans for new nuclear plants under consideration by the
government.31
Further, the AEA established export licensing programs at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Part 110)
and at the Department of Energy (Part 810) to regulate individual transactions within the 123 framework.
➢ DOE’s responsibilities are administered through the DOE National Nuclear Security Administration
(NNSA), which is responsible for maintaining a safe, secure, and effective nuclear deterrent;
preventing, countering, and responding to the threats of nuclear proliferation and terrorism
worldwide; and providing the U.S. Navy with nuclear propulsion. 32 NNSA is engaged in over 130
countries worldwide to collaborate and build the capacity of foreign partners to prevent and
respond to nuclear dangers. DOE/NNSA administers the Part 810 licensing program for
authorizing the transfer of unclassified nuclear technology and assistance to foreign atomic energy
activities within the United States and abroad. In 2015, DOE issued a comprehensive update to
the final rule (Part 810) to clarify the activities and technologies that are within the scope, and to
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provide an affirmative list of destinations that are generally authorized to receive these transfers,
among other enhancements.33
➢ The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is another key U.S. agency that engages multiple
international organizations on nuclear safety and security. As a global leader in nuclear regulatory
issues, the NRC works to develop codes and standards worldwide to ensure that regulatory
environments are based on sound approaches.34

Global Proliferation Concerns are Increasing. Over the last two decades, the global nuclear

security environment has changed significantly. The global proliferation of technology continues to
enhance the capacity of both state and non-state actors in many aspects of nuclear security. Several
countries outside of the five declared nuclear weapons states have demonstrated growing and morediverse capabilities that could support a nuclear weapons program and continue to produce fissile
material. The importance of strong nonproliferation regimes and verification is increasingly clear. These
trends will continue to challenge international capabilities.35
The shift in the global nuclear energy market away from the United States and toward other regions of
the world is exemplified by Saudi Arabia’s actions in 2015. The failure to reach a 123 agreement, with
the disagreement rooted in nonproliferation constraints on permitted nuclear activities, has (among
several factors) led the Kingdom to turn to Russia. Saudi Arabia and Russia signed a cooperation
agreement in 2015 without the restrictions of a U.S. “gold standard” 123 agreement and then agreed in
principle to the construction of sixteen Russian reactors in Saudi Arabia over the next quarter century.
The UAE is already well along in the construction of four South Korean reactors. Iran is operating a reactor
finished and fueled by Russia. Of course, Iran’s nuclear program is moving ahead with significant
constraints imposed by the JCPOA36 over a fifteen-year period and with stringent verification
requirements. If the U.S. nuclear enterprise is weakened over the next decade and beyond, the risk of a
weakened nonproliferation regime is substantial and would pose a challenge for U.S. national security.
Weakening of the U.S. enterprise is not merely a possibility. Despite the fact that much of the global
nuclear industry is based on designs and technologies developed in the United States, a significant
number of firms in the U.S. nuclear supply chain are foreign-owned while important nuclear components
are no longer fabricated domestically, including reactor pressure vessels, steam generators, and
pressurizers, among many others.37 The loss of these capabilities may have spillover effects in the U.S.
ability to support global nuclear security and meet domestic national security requirements.

The Growing Influence of China, India, and Russia. China is one of the largest contributors to the
shift in global nuclear energy markets. Rapid electricity demand and heavy reliance on fossil fuels has
led to China’s interest in increasing its clean energy sector.38 China’s 13th Five-Year Plan (2016-2020)
expects an additional 770 GW of non-fossil generation by 2020 from renewable, hydro, natural gas, and
nuclear sources, while coal production capacity will be limited to 1100 GW. Over that time period, nuclear
generation capacity will increase by 70%.
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Since 2010, China’s nuclear reactor additions have accounted for more than 80% of new nuclear capacity
across all non-OECD countries.39 At China's current construction rate, one reactor is expected to come
online every five months through 2025. Last year alone, China added 5 of the 10 new reactors that came
online globally. As of 2016, China had 37 operating reactors, with a total capacity of 32.4 GW. Despite
this sizable sector, nuclear generation accounted for only 3.56% of the total electricity supply. China has
the youngest nuclear fleet compared to other major markets, with nearly all reactors entering into service
since 2000. Of China’s current nuclear fleet, the majority of reactors were designed and built in China.40
In addition, there are two Canadian and two Russian reactors in operation. The majority of reactors under
construction are the Chinese CPR-1000 model. Other models under construction include Westinghouse’s
AP-1000 and Russia’s VVER. According to the most recent Five-Year Plan, China aims to become a reactor
design exporter and compete alongside established companies for reactor tenders worldwide. Already
there are two reactors being developed for export, the ACC1000 and the CAP1400, which is based on the
Westinghouse AP1000.41
Another major player in the growth global nuclear power is India, where electricity demand has more than
tripled in the last two decades.42 According to International Energy Agency (IEA) forecasts, to support its
growing domestic electric power sector, India will need approximately $1.6 trillion in investment in
generation, transmission, and distribution by 2035. With 22 reactors in operation, India ranks seventh
in the world in terms of the number of reactors and 13th in the world for electricity generated from
nuclear. Another 6 reactors, totaling 3.9 GW of capacity, are currently under construction. By 2050, India
plans for nuclear generation to represent 25% of the total electricity supply, up from the current level of
near 3.4%.43 Nearly all reactors in operation were designed and constructed by the Nuclear Power
Corporation of India Ltd (NPCIL).
Russia is one of the world’s largest producers of nuclear generation, as well as one of the largest suppliers
of nuclear energy technology. Last year, Russia had 35 reactors with a combined capacity of over 26
GW.44 Russia also has the second most reactors under construction (7) after China, representing an
additional 5.52 GW of capacity. The significant growth in capacity—roughly one new large reactor per year
through 2028—is due in part to capacity retirements over that time period.
Due to improvements in the nuclear supply chain and technology in Russia, reactor utilization capacity
has increased drastically from around 60% in the 1990s to around 90% in recent years.45 Its state-owned
nuclear supplier, Rosatom, plans to boost the share of nuclear in electricity generating capacity from
17.1% to around 50% by 2050. As part of this long-term strategy, Russia hopes to move its nuclear fleet
to fast reactors with a closed fuel cycle. According to Rosatom, the ultimate aim is to eliminate the
production of very long-lived radioactive waste and to become the world’s leaders in both fast reactor and
closed fuel cycle technologies.46
Russia exerts significant influence in global nuclear energy markets as a key supplier of nuclear
equipment and services. Rosatom provides reactor design, construction, operation and maintenance
services, as well as nuclear fuel sales and support. Since the end of 2013, foreign orders for Russian
nuclear reactors have nearly doubled, from $74 billion to $133 billion. Much of this growth is attributed
39
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to sales in Eastern Europe, where there are 13 new reactors under construction.47 Rosatom also has
deals in other markets, including the Middle East, Asia, South America, and Western Europe (Figure 4).48
Overall, Russia has the world’s largest portfolio of foreign reactor construction projects with 34 nuclear
plants in 12 countries.49
Figure 4. Foreign Markets for Russian Nuclear Technology and Services

A primary component of Russia’s global nuclear energy strategy is the government’s support for
competitive financing and the readiness to take equity or even build, own, and operate (BOO) new
facilities. Under BOO deals, Russia provides the facilities, nuclear fuel, fuel processing, education, and
operations and maintenance to the purchasing country. These deals benefit Russia by allowing Rosatom
to expand into new markets, with prospects for long-term returns based on the highly integrated nature
of its supply chain.
These are the terms for Turkey’s first reactors, which plan to come online by 2023.50 According to the
intergovernmental agreement (IGA), signed in 2010, affiliates of Russia’s Rosatom will finance, design,
build, and operate four VVER-1200 reactors, totaling 3.8 GW of capacity.51 Once operational, these
reactors will represent 5% of Turkey’s current installed generation capacity and could account for more
than 6% of the country’s total power supply.52 The Russian company will own a 99% stake in the project,
and has pledged to fully finance the project at over $20 billion.53 In June 2017, it was reported that
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Rosatom will sell a 49% stake in the Akkuyu project, located on Turkey’s Mediterranean coast, to Turkish
investors.54
The Turkish government’s role in the BOO deal is to provide Rosatom with the plant site, project support,
and a power purchase agreement (PAA) for the sale of electricity. According to the 15-year PPA, Turkey’s
state-owned wholesale utility will purchase 70% of the electricity generated from units 1 and 2 and 30%
from units 3 and 4 at a fixed price of 12.35 cents/kilowatt hour (kWh).55 After the 15-year period, the
joint-venture company may sell 100% of the electricity generated on the competitive market, though will
transfer 20% of its net profit to the Turkish Treasury until the plant is decommissioned.56
Russia’s expanding role in the global nuclear energy supply chain has led some countries to try to limit
their exposure to Russian control and influence. This has been particularly important in Europe, where
nuclear energy provides 55% of the EU’s low-carbon electricity, and several countries are 100%
dependent on Russian nuclear fuel.57 In Hungary, for example, four VVER reactors are in operation, which
together provided roughly 50% of the country’s total electricity supply last year.58 The reactors have been
operating since the Soviet-era. In 2014, an agreement was signed between Hungary and Rosatom to
build two new VVER-1200 reactors at the existing facilities, located in southern Hungary, with a loan for
nearly $12 million.59 The new reactors, with planned capacity of 2.4 GW, will increase the share of nuclear
to more than three-quarters of Hungary’s total electricity supply—all from Russian reactors, with Russiansupplied fuel.60
The European Union (EU) expressed concerns that the deal may violate anti-competition laws, and that
Hungary should not further expand its dependence on Russia, especially after Russia’s annexation of
Crimea and military intervention in Ukraine. The deal was approved in 2017 after the Hungarian
government committed to reducing the fuel supply contract with Rosatom from 20 to 10 years, after
which time alternative suppliers would be able to bid for fuel contracts.61 In recent months, Rosatom has
promised to increase its financial support for the project to 100% of the costs.
After years of development, in 1997, Westinghouse became the first company to deliver an alternative
supply of fuel to Russian VVER reactors.62 By 2000, the U.S. government began working with
Westinghouse to develop a fuel fabrication program for Ukraine, due to the fact that Russian VVERs
provide more than 50% of the country’s total electricity supply. Since then, the U.S. government has
invested $52 million to encourage the diversity of energy supplies and suppliers in Ukraine, and to
advance their common energy security objectives. Led by the U.S. Department of Energy, the U.S.-Ukraine
Nuclear Fuel Qualification Project (UNFQP) is designed to provide 42 nuclear fuel assemblies from
Westinghouse to the South Ukraine Nuclear Power Plant, equal to one-fourth of the fuel that powers a
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reactor for up to four years of operation.63 As of today, there are 15 Russian VVERs in operation in
Ukraine.64
Westinghouse remains the only company to provide fuel supply alternatives to Russian VVERs. In 2015,
Westinghouse and eight European partners announced a project to establish alternative fuel assemblies
for other European member states that are 100% dependent on Russian reactors and fuel: Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary, and Slovakia.65 The project partners offer a range of knowledge and
expertise in fuel manufacturing, licensing, and safety in these European countries most dependent on
Russian fuel. The EU funding, part of the European Supply of Safe Nuclear Fuel project, is aimed at
diversifying nuclear sources in both the short- and long-term.66

Analysis of the U.S. Nuclear Energy Supply Chain
The United States has been a leader in “all things nuclear” – nuclear energy, nuclear technology for
medical and industrial uses, nuclear security – and this leadership is a continuing imperative. As such,
the United States historically has had a robust, highly-integrated supply chain of people, businesses, and
facilities across the country, providing critical research, technical services, and equipment to customers
spanning the commercial nuclear power sector to the nuclear Navy.
While the supply chain remains extensive, it has suffered the erosion of domestic manufacturing
capability for a significant number of components as the wave of new nuclear plant construction receded
following the Three Mile Island accident in 1979. Consequently, there are some significant gaps in the
domestic supply chain. The nuclear renaissance that held promise a decade ago would have been the
stimulus to re-invigorate the supply chain. The lack of significant progress and resultant market
uncertainty may instead further erode
the supply chain capabilities.
Figure 5. Nuclear Supply Chain Companies and Reactors by
State

Current Domestic Base of
Commercial Companies and
Facilities. An inventory compiled by
the American Nuclear Society (ANS),
updated annually, identified more than
700 companies, located in forty-four
states that provide products or
services in direct support of the U.S.
nuclear energy industry (Figure 5).
Pennsylvania, California, Texas, Illinois
and Ohio were the top five states for
nuclear supply chain companies,
respectively.
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The ANS inventory also provides information on the type of product or service offered by each company
in the nuclear supply chain. When considering the number of commercial offerings from nuclear supply
chain companies per state (defined as the total number of equipment/products and services offered by
all companies within each state), the top five states for total commercial offerings were North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, California, Texas and Ohio (Figure 6). These supply chain companies provide equipment
and products, operations and maintenance services, or both to the 61 U.S. nuclear power plants.
Thousands of unique components are provided by these firms, including special valves, boilers, storage
containers, pumps, and concrete, among others, to support the nuclear industry. Companies such as
BWXT Technologies, Inc. (BWXT) employ hundreds of specialists in Ohio, Indiana, and Virginia in the
design and supply of reactor
Figure 6. Nuclear Supply Chain Total Commercial Offerings by State
components and in providing
maintenance, testing, and repair of
operating reactor sites. Other
companies, such as BNL Industries,
Inc. focus on providing individual
components that are used across the
U.S. nuclear energy supply chain.
The geographic distribution of nuclear
supply chain companies tends to
follow the location of operating
commercial reactors. There are no
states that have operating reactors
that do not also have supply chain
companies present. There is a strong
correlation between states with
significant nuclear power and those
with a large supply chain presence.

The Nuclear Navy Supply Chain.
There is also a correlation between the commercial and nuclear Navy supply chains. Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program is comprised of military and civilian personnel who design, build, operate, maintain,
and manage the nuclear-powered ships and the many facilities that support the U.S. nuclear-powered
Navy.67 Nuclear reactors provide the U.S. Navy with the mobility, flexibility, and endurance required to
carry out its mission to maintain, train, and equip combat-ready naval forces.68
The nuclear Navy is central to America’s national security strategy of projecting military capability globally.
Of the U.S. Navy’s 276 deployable battle force ships, 83 are powered by nuclear energy, with a total of
96 reactors in operation.69 This includes 10 aircraft carriers, 55 attack submarines, and 18 strategic
submarines. U.S. submarines and aircraft carriers are completely reliant on nuclear propulsion to ensure
their worldwide, forward presence. Thanks to improvements in reactor design and operation, modern
submarines and aircraft carriers can now travel over 1 million miles before refueling.70
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https://nnsa.energy.gov/sites/default/files/nnsa/inlinefiles/nuclear_propulsion_program_8-30-2016.pdf
http://www.navy.mil/navydata/organization/org-top.asp
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http://www.navy.mil/navydata/nav_legacy.asp?id=146;
https://nnsa.energy.gov/sites/default/files/nnsa/inlinefiles/nuclear_propulsion_program_8-30-2016.pdf
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The DOE National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) provides the design, development, and
operational support to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program in collaboration with the U.S. Navy.
Government and contractor personnel support DOE-owned, contractor-operated Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Program sites: Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory (KAPL) in Schenectady, New York; KAPL – Kesselring Site in West Milton, New York; and the
Naval Reactors Facility at Idaho National Laboratory.71 With combined staffs of over 7,500 engineers,
scientists, technicians, and support personnel, Bettis and KAPL develop the advanced naval nuclear
propulsion technology and provide technical support for the continued safe, reliable operation of all
existing naval reactors.72 Private companies, including Westinghouse and Bechtel, have experience
operating Bettis and KPL on the government’s behalf.
Outside of these facilities, private companies, with over 1,000 contractors, located mostly in the Eastern
and Midwestern parts of the country support the design and fabrication of naval reactor components
(Figure 7).73 In 2016, there were companies in at least ten states that directly support the U.S. Navy
Nuclear Propulsion Program, all of which also work in the commercial nuclear industry. BWXT, for
example, which provides materials and services to the commercial industry, also owns four facilities that
specialize in the design and manufacturing of large, heavy components used for Naval reactors. BWXT
is also one of two private firms licensed to possess and process highly enriched uranium. 74 Meanwhile,
other firms, including Bechtel, Westinghouse, and GE also provide critical supply chain components and
services that support both the commercial and U.S. Navy nuclear programs.
Figure 7. Commercial and U.S. Navy Supply Chain Companies by State

Standards for naval applications are
far more rigorous and stringent than
those required for civilian nuclear
reactors because components on
warships must be designed to
accommodate battle shock; radiated
noise limits; crew proximity to the
reactor; and frequent, rapid changes
in reactor power.
As a result,
specialists throughout the nuclear
energy supply chain work for years to
manufacture
the
specialized
components used in Navy nuclear
propulsion. Due to these long lead
times and special requirements, any
spillover effects from the loss of the
commercial reactors on the people,
companies, and facilities that support
the U.S. Navy could present significant
challenges.75
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https://nnsa.energy.gov/sites/default/files/nnsa/inlinefiles/nuclear_propulsion_program_8-30-2016.pdf
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http://www.bwxt.com/about/business-units/bwxt-nuclear-operations-group
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An emerging issue for the Navy is the retirement and replacement of its submarine fleet. There has been
some concern that an aging fleet could trigger a potential shortfall of mission-ready attack vessels.76 A
recent report to Congress stated that the Navy was committed to maintaining a new-build rate of two
attack submarines per year given a sufficient operating budget and industrial base that is capable of
handling the increased work demand.77 (The United States has previously built submarines at a rate of
three or more per year).78 Since the submarine fleet is reliant on nuclear propulsion,79 it will be important
to maintain a robust and active domestic nuclear supply chain to help ensure critical mission readiness
for the U.S. Navy.
Years of decline in the commercial nuclear energy industry has resulted in increased reliance on a global
supply chain of people, services, and components. Already there are a significant number of foreign firms
involved in supporting the U.S. commercial nuclear industry, despite the fact that the global nuclear
industry still relies on designs and technologies developed in the United States. While the U.S. Navy has
developed redundant sources of supply for its nuclear capabilities, and requires that all Naval Reactor
Engineers must be U.S. citizens, a sustained decline in the commercial nuclear industry will have impacts
on the nuclear engineering labor force which may spillover into the naval program. 80

Supply Chain Challenges. Despite the robust nuclear supply chain network in the United States, many

factors are negatively impacting the U.S. commercial nuclear energy industry. A combination of low
natural gas prices, increasing renewables penetration, low electricity load growth, and relatively high
capital costs, among others, are exposing many nuclear power plants to the risk of closure.81 In the last
six years alone, five nuclear power plants totaling 5 gigawatts (GW) of capacity have closed in Florida,
California, Vermont, Nebraska, and Wisconsin. Four new reactors under construction have experienced
delays and cost overruns, in part due to the financial distress of Westinghouse, formerly in charge of the
design and construction.82 Indeed, construction has been halted on the new AP-1000 reactors in South
Carolina. By 2050, EIA estimates that 25% of plants currently operating will be removed from service.83
The restart of the new build program for GW-scale light water reactors revealed some key gaps in the
domestic supply chain. For example, Southern Company identified a number of key components that
could not currently be supplied domestically and consequently had to be sourced outside the United
States including: reactor pressure vessels; steam generators; pressurizers; passive residual heat removal
(prhr); and condensers and turbine generators (have limited domestic fabrication capability).
The gaps in the domestic supply chain also impact the ability to deploy SMRs as well. For example,
NuScale reports84 that it will most likely need to source the following components outside the United
States: valves; reactor vessels; turbine generators/main condensers; pressurizers; passive residual heat
removal (prhr); and core makeup tank.
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https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monograph_reports/2005/RAND_MR456.pdf
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https://www.navy.com/about/equipment/vessels/submarines
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https://csis-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fspublic/legacy_files/files/publication/130719_Wallace_RestoringUSLeadershipNuclearEnergy_WEB.pdf
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We may be comfortable to list these as they are EIA’s assumptions for “at risk” capacity:
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/pdf/0383(2017).pdf
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https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=31192
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NuScale, private communication
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The electric power grid, and thus the U.S. economy, is highly dependent on the nuclear energy industry.
The people, companies, and facilities that support the U.S. nuclear supply chain are fundamental to
ensuring that commercial nuclear reactors continue to operate efficiently and safely. With operating
nuclear reactors in 30 states across the country, and nuclear supply chain companies located in nearly
every state, the size and geographic distribution of the commercial supply chain is considerable and
supports a sizable well-trained workforce. However, the nuclear energy supply chain is highly integrated.
With multiple reactors at risk of closure across the country, the same people, companies, and facilities
affected by the loss of the commercial reactors may also provide critical support the Navy’s Nuclear
Propulsion Program.
Without new reactor builds in the United States there are expected to be fewer jobs for nuclear engineers.
A shrinking labor force and a perception of limited professional opportunity will have long-term
consequences to the domestic nuclear supply chain, which has historically positioned the United States
as a global leader in the commercial industry and in global nuclear security frameworks. As other
countries continue to strengthen their nuclear capabilities and market positions, they are more likely to
successfully exert influence over global nuclear priorities.

U.S. Nuclear Engineering Education Pipeline. Servicing the U.S. nuclear supply chain requires a
well-trained labor force. Nuclear engineers today work for the Federal Government, nuclear power
generation and supporting equipment and service companies, and in the research, development and
testing units of defense and engineering companies. 85 The size of the education pipeline is an important
indicator of the health of the industry; a student’s choice of a major in college-level engineering education
programs is affected by perception of the future prospects in that field. The data for nuclear engineering
programs shows a strong relationship in this regard.
Historical
Trends
in
Nuclear
Engineering Education. Data on the

Figure 8. History of U.S. Nuclear Engineering Graduates, 1966-2015

nuclear engineering educational
pipeline had been compiled on a
consistent, ongoing basis by the
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and
Education (ORISE).86 The historical
trends show a nuclear engineering
education pipeline that has greatly
fluctuated across time from the
1960s to present (Figure 8).
The number of nuclear engineering
graduates experienced a marked
increase through the late 1960s
and 1970s, and reached a peak of
1485 total students (Bachelor’s,
Master’s, and Ph.D.) in 1977.
Following the Three-Mile Island
incident in 1979, the number of
graduates began a precipitous decline that lasted until the early 2000s. The Three Mile Island accident
in 1979 was a significant event leading to a reversal of the nuclear industry. Construction of new
85
86

https://www.princetonreview.com/careers/99/nuclear-engineer
https://orise.orau.gov/stem/workforce-studies/nuclear-engineering-enrollments.html
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commercial nuclear power plants began a period of decline in the 1980s and 1990s as existing projects
were either cancelled or completed, and new orders ceased. This trend appears to have led to a similar
decline in nuclear engineering education, where the number of total degrees granted plummeted to a
drastic low of 345 total students in 2001.
The perception that the domestic nuclear power industry was entering a Renaissance period began to
take hold in the early 2000 period. The key transformative event was the enactment of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (EPACT20005), authorizing loan guarantees, standby insurance and production tax credits
for the construction of new nuclear power plants. EPACT2005 also authorized expansion of nuclear
energy research and education programs. These events appear to be correlated with a revival of
university nuclear engineering programs. The total number of nuclear engineering programs began to
recover in 2005, with six new programs added by 2010. According to the U.S. Department of Energy
there are currently 32 universities throughout 26 states that offer advanced degrees (Masters’ or Ph.D.)
in nuclear engineering.87 Although U.S. universities that offer nuclear engineering programs are fairly
dispersed across the country, states with the most universities that offer nuclear engineering programs
tended to be in the Eastern and Midwestern portions of the country. The data show continued growth in
the total number of nuclear engineering graduates, approaching the 1977 historical peak. The uptick in
total graduates was reflected in all three degree-types from the early 2000s until 2015, when the number
of graduates reached 1162 total students (78% of the 1977 peak).
The data on job placement of graduates, however, shows a notable decline in the share of graduates
taking positions in the commercial nuclear power industry and its associated supply chain companies
(Figure 9).88
In 2015 there were approximately 147 Ph.D. nuclear engineering graduates in the U.S. Of those who
reported post-graduation plans, 40% listed government service (Federal, DOE contractor, state and
local, military) as their plans for post-graduation job industry placement. Nearly half as many graduates
(24%) listed industry as their plans for post-graduation job industry placement.
Figure 9. Nuclear Engineering Post-Graduation Plans
Figure 9. Nuclear Engineering Post-Graduation Plans
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https://www.energy.gov/ne/downloads/nuclear-science-and-engineering-education-sourcebook
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These data stand in noticeable contrast to those of the 103 Ph.D. nuclear engineering graduates in
1975. Of those who reported post-graduation plans, industry was the largest post-graduation job
placement category at 37%, while government was 32%. This difference suggests a shift in early career
outlook away from industry and toward government and academia between 1975 and 2015.
Universities play many important roles in shaping the future U.S. nuclear supply chain. In addition to
preparing nuclear engineers for the labor force, they also play an important role in hosting some of the
nation’s nuclear research and test
reactors.89 As of July 2016, nearly all of
Figure 10. Nuclear Engineering Programs and Research
the 31-operating research and test
and Test Reactors by State
reactors were located on university
campuses (Figure 10).90 While these
reactors serve as vital educational tools
in nuclear engineering programs, as well
as in biological and medical programs,
82 research and test reactors have been
decommissioned since 1958.91
Universities with nuclear engineering
programs also tend to be located in states
with robust nuclear supply chain
companies (Figure 11).92 Of the 26 states
that currently offer a Bachelor’s,
Master’s, or Ph.D. in nuclear engineering,
each state had at least one company
involved in the supply chain. New York
and Ohio, which had the most universities
that
offered nuclear engineering
programs, both contained more than 30 supply chain companies.
Workforce Outlook and Implications. If past is prologue, the recent spate of announcements of early
closures of existing nuclear power plants, as well as the most recent announcement of cancellation of
the two new builds at the Summer nuclear facility, could precipitate a new downturn in nuclear
engineering education. This could have serious implications for the ability to provide trained personnel
to service both the domestic commercial nuclear power industry as well as support the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Program.
The Nuclear Energy Institute reports that the nuclear power sector will soon lose 25,000 skilled workers
to retirement.93 Because of the current and future retirements of nuclear reactors throughout the country,
there are low expectations that these positions will need to be filled. Furthermore, projections from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) suggest that nuclear engineering jobs will experience the largest
decrease in new positions between now and 2024 compared to all other engineering disciplines—despite
the fact that nuclear engineers are some of the highest paid.94
89

https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/map-nonpower-reactors.html
https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/datasets/
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https://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/fact-sheets/research-reactors-bg.html
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Data obtained from American Nuclear Society Buyers Guide 2016 for company information, and independent research crossreferenced through the American Nuclear Society for university information
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https://www.nei.org/News-Media/News/News-Archives/help-wanted-25000-skilled-workers
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The issue is not simply a numbers
issue; there also is a potential
concern regarding American versus
foreign students in U.S. nuclear
engineering education programs.
The growth of nuclear energy on a
global scale is attracting more
foreign students into nuclear
engineering educational programs.
While a number of these students
may decide to remain in the United
States and seek employment in the
domestic supply chain industries,
many will return to their native
countries. This suggests that the
current level of students in U.S.
nuclear engineering programs may
not necessarily be an indicator for
future trained nuclear workforce.
70

Figure 11. Nuclear Supply Chain Companies and Nuclear
Engineering Programs by State

Figure 12. Share of Foreign Students in U.S. Engineering Programs
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The number of foreignborn students enrolled
in engineering
programs has been
increasing. Estimates
from the American
Society for Engineering
Education (ASEE) show
that in 2016, more
than half of graduate
students in
engineering (58.1% of
Master’s students and
57.7% of Ph.D.
students) in the United
States were not born in
the U.S. (Figure 12).95

The most significant potential impact may be on the Navy Nuclear Propulsion Program. Typically, nuclear
engineers working on Navy nuclear programs must be U.S. citizens with appropriate security clearances.
An educational pipeline that is shrinking, together with an increased proportion of non-U.S. citizens, could
pose greater challenges to the Navy nuclear program in the future than it does to the domestic
commercial nuclear energy industry. If the prospects for further expansion of the domestic nuclear power
are extinguished for the next decade or so, the ramifications for both the educational pipeline as well as
the domestic supply chain could be significantly adverse.
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The U.S. Nuclear Energy Enterprise as A Key National Security Enabler: Considerations
for Policymakers
The analysis suggests that the imperatives of global climate change, collective energy security, balance
of trade and U.S. national security require a viable domestic commercial nuclear power industry, including
a robust supply chain of technology, services and human resources. Recent events and future trends
point in the opposite direction: commercial reactors are shutting down, new builds are struggling, the
supply chain is at risk, and it is likely that the educational pipeline will negatively respond to these
challenges.
National security is an inherently Federal responsibility. Externalities such as climate change and fuel
diversity, although not yet adequately accounted for, may be partly taken into account in state level
policy and regulatory actions. It is unrealistic, however, to anticipate state or regional level
internalization of the national security benefits of a strong nuclear enterprise. In this context, we close
with a summary of issues that need to be taken up at the Federal policy and regulatory level, including
through possible statutory changes or fixes that would require Congressional action.

Considerations for Policymakers. It is essential that policymakers recognize that a robust nuclear

energy enterprise is a key enabler of the Nation’s nonproliferation goals, and that it supports both the
fleet modernization plan of the U.S. Navy, as well as the global strategic stability and deterrence value
of nuclear weapons. To ensure that these issues and concerns are are addressed going forward, the
Federal government could:
✓ make maximum flexible use of its existing resources and capabilities, including credit support, tax
incentives and federal siting and/or purchase power agreements, to bolster support for current
new builds and to encourage additional new builds. This could include legislative action where
necessary, to extend the availability of the current PTC and the DOE Title XVII loan guarantee
program.
✓ work with states to harmonize federal and state policies affecting the design of organized electricity
markets to appropriately value attributes of nuclear electricity including supply diversity.
✓ direct FERC to place greater emphasis on the national security importance of nuclear power and
its associated supply chain.
✓ foster the organization of a broad-based consortium of nuclear supply chain companies, power
generation companies, financing institutions and other appropriate entities to share the risk and
benefits of additional new builds domestically, and a competitive offering internationally of new
commercial nuclear power plants. The federal government should make maximum flexible use of
existing resources and capabilities, including export financing assistance, as an inducement for
formation of the consortium.
✓ expand and accelerate support for RD&D for a new generation of advanced nuclear reactor
technologies. The program should be fully competitive, stage-gated and cost-shared. The 2016
SEAB Task Force report provides a good template. The initial phase of technology development,
engineering and systems analysis and conceptual design should be funded at a level of about $2
billion over the next 5 years.
✓ maintain and expand current programs to provide support for nuclear engineering education,
including fellowships as well as training grants targeted to key occupational needs.
✓ regain U.S. leverage in using 123 Agreements to advance nuclear nonproliferation objectives by
developing more flexible approaches for negotiating future agreements.
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APPENDIX A
Snapshot of U.S. Nuclear Energy Market
The United States is the world’s largest producer of nuclear power.96 The first-ever nuclear reactor was
constructed in the United States in the 1940s, and since then a long history of research, science, and
engineering has supported the U.S. commercial nuclear power industry as it grew rapidly throughout the
1970s. Utilities saw the new form of electricity production as economical, environmentally clean, and
safe.97
Electricity generation from nuclear sources has averaged 20% of the total U.S. supply since 1990. The
U.S. nuclear energy industry has maintained this level of output for decades, despite the fact that few
new reactors have been built. This was made possible, in part, by the robust nuclear supply chain.
Research, technical services, and ingenuity led to enhancements at existing power plants that increased
capacity by more than 7.30 GW since 1977—the equivalent of adding seven new reactors to the electric
grid.98 Operators were also able to shorten the length of time reactors needed to be offline for refueling.
99 As a result, the capacity factors of U.S. nuclear plants have increased by nearly 30% since the 1990s
without sacrifice to reactor performance or safety.100 In 2016, nuclear power plants generated
approximately 805 billion kilowatt hours (kWh),101 enough electricity to power Japan.102 This represented
19.7% of total U.S. electricity output, while installed capacity of nuclear was only 9% of the U.S. total.103

Status of the Current Reactor Fleet. As of July 2017, there are 61 nuclear power plants with 99

commercially active reactors across 30 states (Figure 13).104 This is twice as many reactors as the next
two largest countries combined (France and Japan). Twenty-six of those states with active reactors had
between one and five, while four states had six or more. The majority of reactors are located in the
Eastern and Midwestern parts of the country. As of June 2017, the average age of U.S. commercial
reactors is 36 years, with the oldest operating reactors entering into service 48 years ago.105 The newest
reactor to enter service was in October 2016 and has a 1.150 gigawatts (GW) capacity.106
Approximately 80% of the electricity generated from nuclear power in the United States comes from plants
with multiple reactors.107 The economies of scale allow plant operators to spread costs over multi-unit
sites, resulting in lower generating cost. In 2016, the average total generating cost at multi-unit facilities
was $31.63 per megawatt hour (MWh) compared to $41.39/MWh for single-unit plants. While these
96
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costs have fallen in recent years, total generating costs, including capital, fuel, and operating costs have
increased by nearly 20% between 2002 and 2016, due mostly to significant increases in capital costs.
To ensure that reactors continue to operate effectively and safely over their lifetimes, operators invest
substantial resources in their
facilities.
Figure 13. Active Commercial Nuclear Reactors and
Generation by State, 2017

Nuclear power plants in the
United States are licensed to
operate for 40 years. Each
nuclear power plant is
licensed based on a given set
of requirements called the
“licensing basis,” which are
determined primarily by the
type of plant.108 The original
determination of a 40-year
initial licensing term was not
based on limitations of nuclear
technology.109

Beyond the 40-year operating
period, plant operators may
apply for extensions for up to
20 years. License renewals
represent
the
most
inexpensive option for future electricity generation for the operator. At the end of a nuclear reactor’s 40year license, initial capital costs are likely to have been fully recovered and decommissioning costs are
likely to be fully funded. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the agency in charge of
regulating power plants and other uses of nuclear materials, has renewed licenses for 84 of today’s 99
operating reactors, and is currently reviewing applications for another 11.110 The nuclear sector depends
on these life extensions, without which nearly the entire current nuclear fleet would be forced to retire by
2030.111
Beyond the 20-year life extension, two companies have announced their intentions to seek a second 20year license renewal. According to research from the Electric Power Research Institute and the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), there are no general technical issues that would impact the safe operation
of a nuclear power plant during the second license renewable period.112
When the NRC licenses a commercial nuclear power plant, it sets limits on the maximum heat output, or
power level, for the reactor core. To increase a plant’s maximum power level, the operator submits
designs and plans to the NRC for approval. These “power uprates” may come in the form of improved
power measurements, changes in the plant’s equipment to boost output, or in significant modifications
to the facility’s design and operation.113 Since the 1970s, power uprates account for adding 7.30 GW of
108
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capacity to the grid, the equivalent of seven new reactors.114 According to the EIA, power uprates are
expected to account for another 4.7 GW capacity from existing facilities by 2040. However, based on
current trends in the nuclear sector, the EIA expects no additional uprates beyond 2040.

Reactor Closures. Since the first commercial U.S. nuclear reactor came online in 1957, more than 30

nuclear reactors have retired. While no nuclear power plants closed between 1998 and 2013, five plants
totaling 5 GW of capacity have closed in the last five years in Florida, California, Vermont, Nebraska, and
Wisconsin.115 Economic reasons were cited as the main drivers of the plant retirements, as each of the
facilities retired before the end of the 20-year extensions.116 In the case of Vermont’s Yankee facility, the
604 MW capacity plant was retired after 42 years of service—2 years into its 20-year extension. According
to the plant operator, the U.S. Northeast’s shift toward natural gas was the primary reason for the
shutdown.117 At the time of its closure, Yankee was responsible for 70% of Vermont’s and 4% of New
England’s total electric generation.118 The plant employed 600 people, and provided hundreds of millions
of dollars of local and state tax revenue.
According to EIA, an additional six plants are scheduled to retire in the next nine years (Figure 14).119
Four of these—Palisades (811 MW), Pilgrim (688 MW), Oyster Creek (625 MW), and Three Mile Island
Figure 14. Projections of the Decline in Nuclear Power Generation

Nuclear electricity generating capacity
Gigawatts

Year-over-year nuclear capacity changes
Gigawatts
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(837 MW)—have planned retirement dates more than a decade before their operating licenses
expire.120,121 According to the plant operator, the Three Mile Island facility has not been profitable in the
last five years.122
A combination of low natural gas prices, increasing renewables penetration, low electricity load growth,
and relatively high capital costs, among others, are exposing many nuclear power plants to the risk of
closure.123 By 2050, EIA estimates that 25% of nuclear plants currently operating will be removed from
service.124

New Builds. Since the mid-1990s, only one new reactor has entered service in the United States: the

1.15 GW Watts Bar Unit 2, located in Tennessee. As of January 2017, the NRC had 10 applications for
new reactors in various stages of review. The NRC review process can take up to five years to complete,
which includes a review of the reactor design—using an NRC-certified reactor design may shorten the
application process—and the construction plans.125
There are four new reactors under construction in the United States, with two in Georgia and two in South
Carolina. In 2008, Westinghouse signed agreements with electric utilities in those states for the
construction of four reactors with AP-1000 models. Since then, project delays and cost overruns has
created uncertainty around the future of the plants, especially after Westinghouse filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy in March 2017.126 In July 2017, the project owners in South Carolina announced that the
Virgil C. Summer Units 2 and 3 would be abandoned.127 According to Santee Cooper and South Carolina
Electric & Gas Company, to complete the project would cost more than double the original budget and
not conclude until 2024—five years late.128

120
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122
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What is Uranium? How Does it Work?
(Updated January 2017)
Uranium is a very heavy metal which has been used as an abundant source of concentrated energy for 60 years.
Uranium occurs in most rocks in concentrations of 2 to 4 parts per million and is as common in the Earth's crust as tin,
tungsten and molybdenum. Uranium occurs in seawater, and can be recovered from the oceans.
Uranium was discovered in 1789 by Martin Klaproth, a German chemist, in the mineral called pitchblende. It was named
after the planet Uranus, which had been discovered eight years earlier.
Uranium was apparently formed in supernovas about 6.6 billion years ago. While it is not common in the solar system,
today its slow radioactive decay provides the main source of heat inside the Earth, causing convection and continental
drift.
The high density of uranium means that it also nds uses in the keels of yachts and as counterweights for aircraft
control surfaces, as well as for radiation shielding.
Uranium has a melting point of 1132°C. The chemical symbol for uranium is U.

The Uranium Atom
On a scale arranged according to the increasing mass of their nuclei, uranium is one of the heaviest of all the naturally-occurring
elements (Hydrogen is the lightest). Uranium is 18.7 times as dense as water.
Like other elements, uranium occurs in several slightly differing forms known as 'isotopes'. These isotopes differ from each
other in the number of uncharged particles (neutrons) in the nucleus. Natural uranium as found in the Earth's crust is a mixture
largely of two isotopes: uranium-238 (U-238), accounting for 99.3% and uranium-235 (U-235) about 0.7%.

The isotope U-235 is important because under certain conditions it can readily be split, yielding a lot of energy. It is therefore
said to be ' ssile' and we use the expression 'nuclear ssion'.
Meanwhile, like all radioactive isotopes, they decay. U-238 decays very slowly, its half-life being about the same as the age of the
Earth (4500 million years). This means that it is barely radioactive, less so than many other isotopes in rocks and sand.
Nevertheless it generates 0.1 watts/tonne as decay heat and this is enough to warm the Earth's core. U-235 decays slightly
faster.

Energy from the uranium atom
The nucleus of the U-235 atom comprises 92 protons and 143 neutrons (92 + 143 = 235). When the nucleus of a U-235 atom
captures a moving neutron it splits in two ( ssions) and releases some energy in the form of heat, also two or three additional
neutrons are thrown off. If enough of these expelled neutrons cause the nuclei of other U-235 atoms to split, releasing further
neutrons, a ssion 'chain reaction' can be achieved. When this happens over and over again, many millions of times, a very large
amount of heat is produced from a relatively small amount of uranium.
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It is this process, in effect "burning" uranium, which occurs in a nuclear reactor. The heat is used to make steam to produce
electricity.

Inside the reactor
Nuclear power stations and fossil-fuelled power stations of similar capacity have many features in common. Both require heat
to produce steam to drive turbines and generators. In a nuclear power station, however, the ssioning of uranium atoms
replaces the burning of coal or gas. In a nuclear reactor the uranium fuel is assembled in such a way that a controlled ssion
chain reaction can be achieved. The heat created by splitting the U-235 atoms is then used to make steam which spins a turbine
to drive a generator, producing electricity.
The chain reaction that takes place in the core of a nuclear reactor is controlled by rods which absorb neutrons and which can
be inserted or withdrawn to set the reactor at the required power level.
The fuel elements are surrounded by a substance called a moderator to slow the speed of the emitted neutrons and thus enable
the chain reaction to continue. Water, graphite and heavy water are used as moderators in different types of reactors.
Because of the kind of fuel used (ie the concentration of U-235, see below), if there is a major uncorrected malfunction in a
reactor the fuel may overheat and melt, but it cannot explode like a bomb.
A typical 1000 megawatt (MWe) reactor can provide enough electricity for a modern city of up to one million people.

Uranium and Plutonium
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Whereas the U-235 nucleus is ' ssile', that of U-238 is said to be 'fertile'. This means that it can capture one of the neutrons
which are ying about in the core of the reactor and become (indirectly) plutonium-239, which is ssile. Pu-239 is very much like
U-235, in that it ssions when hit by a neutron and this yields a similar amount of energy.

Because there is so much U-238 in a reactor core (most of the fuel), these reactions occur frequently, and in fact about one third
of the fuel's energy yield comes from "burning" Pu-239.
But sometimes a Pu-239 atom simply captures a neutron without splitting, and it becomes Pu-240. Because the Pu-239 is either
progressively "burned" or becomes Pu-240, the longer the fuel stays in the reactor the more Pu-240 is in it. (The signi cance of
this is that when the spent fuel is removed after about three years, the plutonium in it is not suitable for making weapons but
can be recycled as fuel.)

From uranium ore to reactor fuel
Uranium ore can be mined by underground or open-cut methods, depending on its depth. After mining, the ore is crushed and
ground up. Then it is treated with acid to dissolve the uranium, which is recovered from solution.
Uranium may also be mined by in situ leaching (ISL), where it is dissolved from a porous underground ore body in situ and
pumped to the surface.
The end product of the mining and milling stages, or of ISL, is uranium oxide concentrate (U3O8). This is the form in which
uranium is sold.
Before it can be used in a reactor for electricity generation, however, it must undergo a series of processes to produce a useable
fuel.
For most of the world's reactors, the next step in making the fuel is to convert the uranium oxide into a gas, uranium
hexa uoride (UF6), which enables it to be enriched. Enrichment increases the proportion of the uranium-235 isotope from its
natural level of 0.7% to 4 - 5%. This enables greater technical e ciency in reactor design and operation, particularly in larger
reactors, and allows the use of ordinary water as a moderator.
After enrichment, the UF6 gas is converted to uranium dioxide (UO2) which is formed into fuel pellets. These fuel pellets are
placed inside thin metal tubes, then known as fuel rods, which are assembled in bundles to become the fuel elements or
assemblies for the core of the reactor. In a typical large power reactor there might be 51,000 fuel rods with over 18 million
pellets.

A worker holds up a newly made fuel pellet (KazAtomProm)
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For reactors which use natural uranium as their fuel (and hence which require graphite or heavy water as a moderator)4the
U3O8 concentrate simply needs to be re ned and converted directly to uranium dioxide.

When the uranium fuel has been in the reactor for about three years, the used fuel is removed, stored, and then either
reprocessed or disposed of underground (see Nuclear Fuel Cycle or Radioactive Waste Management in this series).

Who uses nuclear power?
About 11% of the world's electricity is generated from uranium in nuclear reactors. This amounts to over 2500 billion kWh each
year, as much as from all sources of electricity worldwide in 1960.
It comes from over 440 nuclear reactors with a total output capacity of about 390,000 megawatts (MWe) operating in 31
countries. Over 60 more reactors are under construction and another 160 are planned.
Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Hungary, South Korea, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland and Ukraine
all get 30% or more of their electricity from nuclear reactors. The USA has about one hundred reactors operating, supplying 20%
of its electricity. France gets three quarters of its electricity from uranium.
Over the 60 years that the world has enjoyed the bene ts of cleanly-generated electricity from nuclear power, there have been
17,000 reactor-years of operational experience.

See also Table of the World's Nuclear Power Reactors

Who has and who mines uranium?
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Uranium is widespread in many rocks, and even in seawater. However, like other metals, it is seldom su ciently concentrated
be economically recoverable. Where it is, we speak of an orebody. In de ning what is ore, assumptions are made about the cost
of mining and the market price of the metal. Uranium reserves are therefore calculated as tonnes recoverable up to a certain
cost.

Australia's known resources are over 1.6 million tonnes of uranium recoverable at up to US$130/kg U (currently above the
market 'spot' price), Kazakhstan's are over 700,000 tonnes of uranium and Canada's and Russia's are over 500,000 tU. Australia's
resources in this category are 29% of the world's total, Kazakhstan's are 13%, Canada's and Russia's each 9%.
Several countries have signi cant uranium resources. Apart from the top four, they are in order: South Africa, Niger, Brazil, China,
Namibia, Mongolia, Uzbekistan, and Ukraine, all with 2% or more of world total. Other countries have smaller deposits which
could be mined if needed.
Kazakhstan is the world's top uranium producer, followed by Canada and then Australia as the main suppliers of uranium to
world markets - now over 60,000 tU per year.
Uranium is sold only to countries which are signatories of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), and which allow
international inspection to verify that it is used only for peaceful purposes.

Other uses of nuclear energy
Many people, when talking about nuclear energy, have only nuclear reactors (or perhaps nuclear weapons) in mind. Few people
realise the extent to which the use of radioisotopes has changed our lives over the last few decades.
Using relatively small special-purpose nuclear reactors it is possible to make a wide range of radioactive materials
(radioisotopes) at low cost. For this reason the use of arti cially-produced radioisotopes has become widespread since the
early 1950s, and there are now over 240 "research" reactors in 56 countries producing them. These are essentially neutron
factories rather than sources of heat.

Radioisotopes
In our daily life we need food, water and good health. Today, radioactive isotopes play an important part in the technologies that
provide us with all three. They are produced by bombarding small amounts of particular elements with neutrons.
In medicine, radioisotopes are widely used for diagnosis and research. Radioactive chemical tracers emit gamma radiation
which provides diagnostic information about a person's anatomy and the functioning of speci c organs. Radiotherapy also
employs radioisotopes in the treatment of some illnesses, such as cancer. About one person in two in the western world is likely
to experience the bene ts of nuclear medicine in their lifetime. More powerful gamma sources are used to sterilise syringes,
bandages and other medical utensils - gamma sterilisation of equipment is almost universal.
In the preservation of food, radioisotopes are used to inhibit the sprouting of root crops after harvesting, to kill parasites and
pests, and to control the ripening of stored fruit and vegetables. Irradiated foodstuffs are accepted by world and national health
authorities for human consumption in an increasing number of countries. They include potatoes, onions, dried and fresh fruits,
grain and grain products, poultry and some sh. Some prepacked foods can also be irradiated.
In the growing of crops and breeding livestock, radioisotopes also play an important role. They are used to produce high
yielding, disease-resistant and weather-resistant varieties of crops, to study how fertilisers and insecticides work, and to
improve the productivity and health of domestic animals.
Industrially, and in mining, they are used to examine welds, to detect leaks, to study the rate of wear of metals, and for on-stream
analysis of a wide range of minerals and fuels.
There are many other uses. A radioisotope derived from the plutonium formed in nuclear reactors is used in most
household smoke detectors.
Radioisotopes are used to detect and analyse pollutants in the environment, and to study the movement of surface water in
streams and also of groundwater.

Other reactors
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There are also other uses for nuclear reactors. About 200 small nuclear reactors power some 150 ships, mostly submarines,
ranging from icebreakers to aircraft carriers. These can stay at sea for long periods without having to make refuelling stops. In
the Russian Arctic where operating conditions are beyond the capability of conventional icebreakers, very powerful nuclearpowered vessels operate year-round, where previously only two months allowed northern access each year.

The heat produced by nuclear reactors can also be used directly rather than for generating electricity. In Sweden and Russia, for
example, surplus heat is used to heat buildings. Nuclear heat may also be used for a variety of industrial processes such as
water desalination. Nuclear desalination is likely to be a major growth area in the next decade.
High-temperature heat from nuclear reactors is likely to be employed in some industrial processes in future, especially for
making hydrogen.

Military sources of fuel
Both uranium and plutonium were used to make bombs before they became important for making electricity and radioisotopes.
The type of uranium and plutonium for bombs is different from that in a nuclear power plant. Bomb-grade uranium is highlyenriched (>90% U-235, instead of up to 5%); bomb-grade plutonium is fairly pure Pu-239 (>90%, instead of about 60% in reactorgrade) and is made in special reactors.
Since the 1990s, due to disarmament, a lot of military uranium has become available for electricity production. The military
uranium is diluted about 25:1 with depleted uranium (mostly U-238) from the enrichment process before being used in power
generation. Over two decades to 2013 one tenth of US electricity was made from Russian weapons uranium. Military plutonium
is starting to be used similarly, mixed with depleted uranium.
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Nuclear Power in Russia
(Updated December 2017)
Russia is moving steadily forward with plans for an expanded role of nuclear energy, including development of new
reactor technology.
It is committed to closing the fuel cycle, and sees fast reactors as a key to this.
Exports of nuclear goods and services are a major Russian policy and economic objective. Over 20 nuclear power
reactors are con rmed or planned for export construction. Foreign orders totalled $133 billion at the end of 2016.
Russia is a world leader in fast neutron reactor technology and is consolidating this through its Proryv ('Breakthrough')
project.

Russia's rst nuclear power plant, and the rst in the world to produce electricity, was the 5 MWe Obninsk reactor, in 1954.
Russia's rst two commercial-scale nuclear power plants started up in 1963-64, then in 1971-73 the rst of today's production
models were commissioned. By the mid-1980s Russia had 25 power reactors in operation, but the nuclear industry was beset by
problems. The Chernobyl accident led to a resolution of these, as outlined in the Appendix.
Rosenergoatom is the only Russian utility operating nuclear power plants. Its ten nuclear plants have the status of branches. It
was established in 1992 and was reconstituted as a utility in 2001, as a division of SC Rosatom.
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Between the 1986 Chernobyl accident and mid-1990s, only one nuclear power station was commissioned in Russia, the
unit Balakovo, with unit 3 being added to Smolensk. Economic reforms following the collapse of the Soviet Union meant an
acute shortage of funds for nuclear developments, and a number of projects were stalled. But by the late 1990s exports of
reactors to Iran, China and India were negotiated and Russia's stalled domestic construction program was revived as far as
funds allowed.

Around 2000, nuclear construction revived and Rostov 1 (also known as Volgodonsk 1), the rst of the delayed units, started up
in 2001, joining 21 GWe already on the grid. This greatly boosted morale in the Russian nuclear industry. It was followed by
Kalinin 3 in 2004, Rostov 2 in 2010 and Kalinin 4 in 2011.
By 2006 the government's resolve to develop nuclear power had rmed and there were projections of adding 2-3 GWe per year to
2030 in Russia as well as exporting plants to meet world demand for some 300 GWe of new nuclear capacity in that
timeframe. Early in 2016 Rosatom said that Russia’s GDP gained three roubles for every one rouble invested in building nuclear
power plants domestically, as well as enhanced “socio-economic development of the country as a whole.”
However, early in 2017 the CEO of Rosatom said that the government would end state support for the construction of new
nuclear units in 2020, and so Rosatom must learn to earn money on its own, primarily via commercial nuclear energy projects in
the international market. He said that Rosatom had come from being a consortium of unpro table, separately-run businesses a
decade ago to a vertically-integrated state corporation with improved strategies and nancial performance, thanks in part to a
"large-scale" program of state funding. “In this situation … we must learn how to earn money independently,” especially in the
world market. “Optimisation of the management system should become the main theme of 2017.”
In February 2010 the government approved the federal target program designed to bring a new technology platform for the
nuclear power industry based on fast reactors. In June 2010 the government approved plans for 173 GWe of new generating
capacity by 2030, 43.4 GWe of this being nuclear. However, by January 2015 this domestic 2030 nuclear target had halved.
Nevertheless Rosatom said that it had reduced the cost of electricity production at nuclear power plants by 36% over 2011 to
2017.
Rosatom's current long-term strategy up to 2050 involves moving to inherently safe nuclear plants using fast reactors with a
closed fuel cycle, especially under the Proryv (Breakthrough) project. It envisages nuclear providing 45-50% of electricity at that
time, with the share rising to 70-80% by the end of the century. The ultimate aim of the closed fuel cycle is to eliminate the
production of radioactive waste from power generation. Early in 2017 the CEO of Rosatom said: "We took a punt on the
Breakthrough project, on fast reactor technologies, and today we are leading in this eld. It's necessary to make this leadership
absolute and to deprive our competitors of their hopes of overcoming the gap in the technological race."
Apart from adding capacity, utilisation of existing plants has improved markedly since 2000. In the 1990s capacity factors
averaged around 60%, but they have steadily improved since and in 2010, 2011 and 2014 were above 81%. Balakovo was the
best plant in 2011 with 92.5%, and again in 2014 with 85.1%.

Electricity supply in Russia
Russia's electricity supply, formerly centrally controlled by RAO Uni ed Energy System (UES)*, faces a number of acute
constraints. First, demand rose strongly to 2010 after more than a decade of stagnation; secondly some 50 GWe of generating
plant (more than a quarter of it) in the European part of Russia is approcahing the end of its design life; and thirdly Gazprom cut
back on the very high level of natural gas supplies for electricity generation because it can make about ve times as much
money by exporting the gas to the west (over 30% of EU gas comes from Russia). In 2012 Gazprom exports were expected to
reach $84.5 billion, $61 billion of this to Europe. Gazprom gas exports to western Europe increased by 20% over 2010 to 2016,
and in 2015 were 158.6 billion cubic metres. Russia is one of the few countries without a populist energy policy favouring wind
and solar generation; the priority is unashamedly nuclear.
UES's gas- red plants burn about 60% of the gas marketed in Russia by Gazprom, and plans were to halve this by 2020. (Also, by
2020, the Western Siberian gas elds will be so depleted that they would supply only one-tenth of current Russian output,
compared with nearly three-quarters in about 2010.) Also there are major regional grid constraints so that a signi cant
proportion of the capacity of some plants cannot be used. Some non-nuclear generators have been privatised, e.g. OGK-4 (E.ON
Russia) is 76% owned by E.ON, and OGK-5 (Enel Russia) is 56% owned by Enel. Other OGKs are owned by Inter RAO or Gazprom.
Some TGK companies (also supplying heat) are private, others such as TGK-3 or Mosenergo are owned by Gazprom.
* In Russia, 'energy' mostly implies electricity.
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Electricity production was 1068 TWh in 2015, with 195 TWh (18%) coming from nuclear power, 530 TWh from gas, 159
TWh
from coal and 170 TWh from hydro. Net exports were 12 TWh and nal consumption was 726 TWh (after transmission losses of
107 TWh and own use/energy sector use of 223 TWh). Rosenergoatom reports 2016 production as 196 TWh, with a target of
200 TWh in 2017.

In November 2009, the government's Energy Strategy 2030 was published, projecting investments for the next two decades. It
envisaged a possible doubling of generation capacity from 225 GWe in 2008 to 355-445 GWe in 2030. A revised scheme in mid2010 projected 1288 TWh demand in 2020 and 1553 TWh in 2030, requiring 78 GWe of new plant by 2020 and total 178 GWe
new build by 2030, including 43.4 GWe nuclear. The scheme envisaged decommissioning 67.7 GWe of capacity by 2030,
including 16.5 GWe of nuclear plant (about 70% of present capacity). New investment by 2030 of RUR 9800 billion in power
plants and RUR 10,200 billion in transmission would be required. In mid-2010 the projected annual electricity demand growth to
2020 was put at 2.2%. In mid-2013, UES projected 1.9% pa. Retail electricity prices are relatively low – for households in 2010,
about 9 c/kWh compared with the EU median of 18.5 cents.
Rosenergoatom is the sole nuclear utility, following consolidation in 2001. In 2009 nuclear production was 163.3 billion kWh
(83.7 TWh from VVER, 79.6 TWh from RBMK and other). Over 2010-12 it was 170-178 TWh, but dropped to 162 TWh in 2013.
Before this, nuclear electricity output had risen strongly due simply to better performance of the nuclear plants, with capacity
factors leaping from 56% to 76% 1998-2003 and then on to 80.2% in 2009. Rosenergoatom aims for 90% capacity factor by
2015. In 2006 Rosatom announced a target of nuclear providing 23% of electricity by 2020 and 25% by 2030, but 2007 and 2009
plans approved by the government scaled this back signi cantly (see Building nuclear capacity below) In mid-2013 UES
projected a decrease from 17.2% to 15.9% for nuclear output by 2020, with a substantial increase in fossil fuel power.
In July 2012 the Energy Ministry (Minenergo) published draft plans to commission 83 GWe of new capacity by 2020, including
10 GWe nuclear to total 30.5 GWe producing 238 TWh/yr. A year later Minenergo reduced the projection to 28.26 GWe in 2019.
Total investment envisaged was RUR 8230 billion, including RUR 4950 billion on upgrading power plants, RUR 3280 billion on
new grid capacity and RUR 1320 billion on nuclear.
In May 2015 the Ministry of Economic Development announced a “very signi cant" delay in commissioning new nuclear power
plants due to “a current energy surplus”. Commissioning of two new Leningrad units and two new Novovoronezh units was
delayed by one year, and construction of Smolensk II was postponed for six years. In September 2015 Rosatom said it expected
to commission 15 further reactors of 18.6 GWe by 2030, reaching 44 GWe then (so presumably no retirements).
In parallel with this Russia is greatly increasing its hydro-electric capacity, aiming to increase by 60% to 2020 and double it by
2030. Hydro OGK is planning to commission 5 GWe by 2011. The 3 GWe Boguchanskaya plant in Siberia is being developed in
collaboration with Rusal, for aluminium smelting. The aim is to have almost half of Russia's electricity from nuclear and hydro by
2030.
UES wholesale electricity tariffs were planned to increase from (US$) 1.1 c/kWh in 2001 to 1.9 c/kWh in 2005 and 2.4 c/kWh in
2015. However, only much smaller increases have so far been approved by the government, and even these have attracted wide
opposition. However, electricity supplied is now being fully paid for, in contrast to the situation in the mid 1990s.
In February 2007 RAO UES said that it was aiming to raise up to US$ 15 billion by selling shares in as many as 15 power
generation companies, having increased its investment target by 2010 from $79 to $118 billion. Late in 2006 UES raised $459
million by selling 14.4% of one of its generators, OGK-5, and since then the UES sell-off continued with investors committing to
continued expansion. In mid-2008 RAO UES was wound up, having sold off all its assets. Some of these were bought by EU
utilities, for instance Finland's Fortum bought at auction 76.5% of the small utility TGC-10, which operates in well-developed
industrial regions of the Urals and Western Siberia. From July 2008, 25% of all Russia's power is sold on the competitive market.
The wholesale power market was to be fully liberalised by 2011.
InterRAO UES was initially a subsidiary of RAO UES, involved with international trade and investment in electricity, particularly
with Finland, Belarus and Kazakhstan. It acquired some of RAO UES assets when that company was broken up in 2008 and it
now controls about 18 GWe in Russia and Armenia. It was responsible for nding a foreign investor and structuring electricity
marketing for the proposed Baltic nuclear power plant. It aims to increase its generation capacity to 30 GWe by 2015. In
November 2008 Rosatom's share in InterRAO was increased to 57.28%.
The Federal Grid Company (RAO FGC) owns Russia's 118,000-km high-voltage transmission grid and planned to invest €12
billion ($14.5 billion) over 2010-13 to modernise it. It has signed a strategic cooperation agreement with Siemens to progress
this, using the company's low-loss high-voltage DC (HVDC) transmission technology to support the modernisation of the
electricity sector by adding long distance transmission interconnections that increase grid stability, reliability and e ciency. The
system operator is the Centralized Dispatching Administration (OAO SO-CDA).
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Present nuclear capacity
Russia's nuclear plants, with 35 operating reactors totalling 26,983 MWe, comprise:

3 early VVER-440/230 or similar pressurised water reactors.
2 later VVER-440/213 pressurised water reactors.
12 current-generation VVER-1000 pressurised water reactors with a full containment structure, mostly V-320 types.
One new-generation VVER-1200 reactor.
13 RBMK light water graphite reactors (LWGR) now unique to Russia. The four oldest of these were commissioned in the
1970s at Kursk and Leningrad and are of some concern to the Western world.
4 small graphite-moderated BWR reactors in eastern Siberia, constructed in the 1970s for cogeneration (EGP-6 models
on linked map) and due to be decommissioned by 2022.
One BN-600 fast neutron reactor and one BN-800.
Apart from Bilibino, several reactors supply district heating – a total of over 11 PJ/yr.
Power reactors in operation
Reactor

Type
V=PWR

MWe net, Commercial Licensed to, or
each
operation
scheduled close

Balakovo 1

V-320

988

5/86

2043

Balakovo 2

V-320

988

1/88

2033

Balakovo 3

V-320

988

4/89

2049

Balakovo 4

V-320

988

12/93

2053

Beloyarsk 3

BN-600 FBR

560

11/81

2025

Beloyarsk 4

BN-800 FBR

789

10/16

2056

Bilibino 1-4

LWGR EGP-6

11

4/74-1/77

Dec 2018, Dec 2021

Kalinin 1

V-338

988

6/85

2045

Kalinin 2

V-338

988

3/87

2047

Kalinin 3

V-320

988

11/2005

2065

Kalinin 4

V-320

988

9/2012

2072

Kola 1

V-230

432

12/73

2028

Kola 2

V-230

411

2/75

2029

Kola 3

V-213

440

12/82

2027

Kola 4

V-213

440

12/84

2039

Kursk 1

RBMK

971

10/77

2022

Kursk 2

RBMK

971

8/79

2024

Kursk 3

RBMK

971

3/84

2029

Kursk 4

RBMK

925

2/86

2031

Leningrad 1

RBMK

925

11/74

2019

Leningrad 2

RBMK

971

2/76

2021

Leningrad 3

RBMK

971

6/80

2025

Leningrad 4

RBMK

925

8/81

2026

Novovoronezh 4

V-179

385

3/73

2032

Novovoronezh 5

V-187

950

2/81

2035 potential

Novovoronezh 6

V-392M

1114

2/2017

2077

Smolensk 1

RBMK

925

9/83

2028

Smolensk 2

RBMK

925

7/85

2030

Smolensk 3

RBMK

925

1/90

2050

Rostov 1

V-320

990

3/2001

2030?

Reactor

Type
V=PWR

MWe net, Commercial Licensed to, or
each
operation
scheduled close

Rostov 2

V-320

990

10/2010

2040

Rostov 3

V-320

1011

9/2015

2045

Total: 35
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26,865 MWe

V-320 is the base model of what is generically VVER-1000; V-230 and V-213 are generically VVER-440; V-179 & V-187 are prototypes. Rostov was
formerly sometimes known as Volgodonsk. Most closure dates are from January 2015 'roadmap' unless licence extension indicates later date. Many
reactors have been uprated but current net capacities are mostly unknown. At the end of 2016 all 11 VVER-1000 reactors were operating at 104% of
original capacity.

Life extension, uprates and completing construction
Most reactors are being licensed for lifetime extension. Half of Russia's nuclear generation in 2015 came from units which had
been upgraded for long-term operation and were operating beyond their initial design lifetimes (around 30 years), mostly with
15-year extensions initially. Twenty four of 34 reactors operating in 2015 had been upgraded with lifetime extension, adding 3
GWe of generating capacity. Of the other ten, ve were being upgraded and ve were relatively new anyway.
Generally, Russian reactors were originally licensed for 30 years from rst power. Late in 2000, plans were announced for
lifetime extensions of 12 rst-generation reactors* totalling 5.7 GWe, necessitating major investment in refurbishing
them. However, the cost of this is generally only one- fth that of building replacement capacity. In 2014 a new state program on
licence extension was approved, bringing standards into line with international ones.
To the end of 2011, 15-year extensions had been achieved for 17 units totalling 9.8 GWe. To mid-2016, operational licence
extensions had been implemented for 24 units totalling 16,242 MWe: Beloyarsk 3, Novovoronezh 3-5, Kola 1-4, Kalinin 1,
Balakovo 1, Kursk 1-4, Leningrad 1-4, Smolensk 1&2, Bilibino 1-4. Projects for Balakovo 2-4, Kalinin 2 and Smolensk 3 will be
carried out by 2023.
* Leningrad 1&2, Kursk 1&2, Kola 1&2, Bilibino 1-4, Novovoronezh 3&4.

Generally the VVER-440 units have got 15-year life extensions. (Kola 1&2 VVER-440 units are V-230 models which the EU has
paid to shut down early in countries outside Russia. Novovoronezh 4, a V-179 is a predecessor to these.) Kola 2 is undergoing
safety analysis with a view to licence extension to 60 years, and Kola 1 is also expected to be licensed beyond 45 years after
annealing the reactor pressure vessel. The Kola 3 licence extension to 2026 (45 years) was con rmed in February 2016 after
upgrading work. Novovoronezh 4 is expected to be licensed to 60 years using cannibalised parts from unit 3 shut down at the
end of 2016.
Most VVER-1000 units are expected to have 30-year operating licence extensions. In 2015 Balakovo 1 was upgraded to extend
its operating lifetime to 60 years, and units 2-4 are intended similarly. In October 2017 Rostechnadzor licensed unit 1 for an
additional 26 years, to 2043. Kalinin 2 and Smolensk 3 are expected to have a 30-year operating licence extension by 2025.
In 2006 Rosatom said it was considering 15-year lifetime extensions and uprating of all its 11 operating RBMK reactors, and ten
had licence extensions by mid-2016. Following signi cant design modi cations made after the Chernobyl accident, as well as
extensive refurbishment including replacement of fuel channels, a 45-year lifetime is seen as realistic for most of the 1000 MWe
units. In 2011 they provided 47.5% of Russia's nuclear-generated electricity.
For older RBMK units, service lifetime performance recovery (LPR) operations involve correcting deformation of the graphite
stack. After dismantling the pressure tubes, longitudinal cutting of a limited number of graphite columns returns the graphite
stack geometry to a condition that meets the initial design requirements. The procedure will give each of these older reactors at
least three years' extra operation, and may then be repeated. Leningrad 1 was the rst reactor to undergo this over 201213, followed by the Kursk units, and with Smolensk due for attention in 2017.
Most reactors are being uprated. The July 2012 Energy Ministry draft plan envisaged increasing the power of VVER-440 units to
107%, that of RBMKs to 105% and VVER-1000 units to 104-110% (revised to 107-110% in 2013).
In May 2015 Rosenergoatom said it had completed uprating all VVER-1000 reactors to 104% of rated power, and was starting to
take them to 107% using advanced TVS-2M fuel design, starting with Balakovo 4. Earlier, uprating of 5% for VVER-440 (but 7%
for Kola 4) had been achieved, and in 2015, Kola 3 went to 107%. The overall cost was less than RUR 3 billion ($60.5 million),
according to Rosenergoatom. The cost of this was earlier put at US$ 200 per kilowatt, compared with $2400/kW for
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construction of Rostov 2. Kalinin units 1-3 are quoted at 1075 MWe gross after uprate, and unit 4 started pilot commercial
operation at 104% of rated power in February 2015, with 40 MWe increase. Rosatom said that at the end of 2016 all 11 VVER1000 units were operating at 104% of their original capacity with Rostechnadzor approval.

Rosenergoatom has been investigating further uprates of VVER-1000 units to 107-110% of original capacity, using Balakovo 4 as
a pilot plant to 2014. The cost of further uprates beyond 104% is expected to be up to $570/kW, depending on what needs to be
replaced – the turbine generators being the main items. For the V-320 units, pilot commercial operation at 104% power is carried
out over three fuel campaigns, with the reactor and other system parameters being monitored and relevant data collected. After
this period, a cumulative 104% power operation report is produced for each plant. Rostechnadzor will then assess safety and
possibly license commercial operation at the higher power level.
Rosenergoatom is considering the introduction of a 24-month fuel cycle at new nuclear power units. Previously, VVER-1000
reactors operated for 12 months without refuelling and from 2008 they were all converted to an 18-month fuel cycle. VVER-440s
still use a 12-month cycle. To achieve 24 months in new units, the design of VVERs will need to be changed and fuel enrichment
would need to be increased from 4-4.5% U-235 to 6-7% in the VVER-TOI design.
The R&D Institute of Power Engineering was preparing plans for 5% uprating of the later Leningrad, Kursk and Smolensk RBMK
units. For Leningrad 2-4, fuel enriched to average 3% instead of 2.4% would allow a 5% increase in power, and Rostechnadzor
authorized trials in unit 2 of the new fuel. Following this it was to consider authorizing a 5% uprate for long-term operation.
However, Rosenergoatom in May 2012 agged problems with ageing of the graphite moderator, most acute at Leningrad 1,
questioned proceeding with uprates of older units, and said it would consider de-rating individual units where problems such as
pressure tube distortion were apparent due to graphite swelling. Leningrad 1 would be de-rated to 80% to prolong its operating
life, and work to restore its graphite stack and extend its service life was completed late in 2013. Similar work would then be
done on all rst-generation RBMKs, since these are so important economically to Rosenergoatom. However, future RBMK
operation might possibly be at reduced capacity of 80% across all units. The successful repair of Leningrad 1 removed the
pressure for accelerated replacement of old RBMK units.

Individual operating power plants
Balakovo: Rostechnadzor has approved a 4% increase in power from all four Balakovo V-320 reactors and major overhauls have
been undertaken from 2012. Balakovo 1 was upgraded at a cost of RUR 9 billion over nine years, and in December 2015
Rostechnadzor gave it a 30-year life extension, the rst Russian unit to achieve this. Rosatom has done the same for the other
three units, all of which are uprated to 104% with 18-month refuel cycle. However, some may be still in trial operation and not yet
licensed at this level. Balakovo 4 will be the rst VVER-1000 unit uprated to 107%, using advanced TVS-2M fuel design.
Upgrading will continue to 2018. All four Balakovo units are set for a 60-year operating lifetime. Three test assemblies of REMIX
fuel were loaded into Balakovo 3 in June 2016.
Beloyarsk: Beloyarsk 3 BN-600 fast neutron reactor in Zarechny municipality of Sverdlovsk region has been upgraded for 15-year
life extension, to 2025, and is licensed to 2020. In 30 years of operation to late 2011, it produced 114 TWh with capacity factor
of 76%. Due to progressive modi cation, its fuel burn-up has increased from 7% (design value) to 11.4%. It provides heat for
Zarechny town as well as electricity from three 200 MWe turbine generators. Rosatom reports ongoing works for long-term
operation beyond 45 years.
The Beloyarsk 4 BN-800 fast neutron reactor was delayed by lack of funds following construction start in 2006 and after rst
criticality in June 2014 it came online with grid connection in December 2015 and was expected to produce 3.5 TWh in 2016. Its
three steam generators drive a single turbine generator. It entered commercial operation at the end of October 2016. Total cost
of construction was reported as RUR 145.6 billion ($2.3 billion).
Beloyarsk 5 as a BN-1200 plant was included in the Regional Energy Planning Scheme in November 2013 and con rmed in the
government decree in August 2016.
(Further detail on Beloyarsk 4&5 is in the Transition to Fast Reactors and Reactor Technology subsections below.)
Bilibino: Units 1-4 have been given 15-year licence extensions, but will be shut down by 2022 – unit 1 in Dec 2018, units 2-4 in
Dec 2021. They are EGP-6 light water graphite-moderated reactors.
Kalinin: Unit 1 had a major overhaul in 2012 for licence extension and power uprate, and Kalinin 2 followed to 2016. Kalinin 2&3
have been approved for a 4% increase in power and are operating at this level on pilot commercial basis since 2012. Kalinin 1
was undergoing tests at 104% in 2013 and in mid-2014 it was granted a ten-year licence extension, to mid-2025. Kalinin 2
licence extension to 2038 was granted in November 2017. All four Kalinin units are set for a 60-year operating lifetime.
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Kalinin 4 is a V-320 unit built by Nizhny-Novgorod Atomenergopoekt. Rostechnadzor approved an operating licence in7October
2011, it started up in November, was grid-connected in December and attained full commercial operation in September 2012. It
uses major components originally supplied for Belene in Bulgaria. Final cost was RUR 7 billion ($220 million) under budget –
about 10%. Silmash (Power Machines) is upgrading the turbine generator of units 3&4 to increase their gross power to 1100
MWe in 2016.

Preparing Kalinin 4 for startup (Rosatom)
Kola: Safety analyses for Kola 3&4, which are later-model VVER-440 reactors, have allowed for at least 15-year life extension
from 2011 and 2014 respectively, and signi cant upratings, despite low power demand in the Murmansk region and Karelia
which means they are not fully utilised. In 2010, intended life extension was announced for Kola 3 (15 years). Kola 4 has been
uprated to 107% using improved fuel assemblies on a six-year cycle and run on pilot basis but is not yet fully licensed at this
level. In October 2014 Rostechnadzor granted a 25-year licence extension for unit 4, taking it to 2039 – 55 years. In May 2016
unit 3 was being prepared for operation at 107%.
In November 2013 the Regional Energy Planning Scheme suggested units 1&2 might continue to operate until two new VVERTOI units are commissioned, likely to be 2025 and 2030 respectively. In mid-2014 Rosenergoatom suggested that Kola 1&2
might have a second life extension, taking them to 60 years operation (2033, 2034). In March 2016 Rosenergoatom launched a
tender for work to extend the operating period of unit 1 to 60 years, until 2033. Work started in 2016 and is to be completed by
October 2018, when the current operating licence expires. Annealing of the reactor pressure vessel of unit 1 was under way in
mid-2017, and that for unit 2 was undertaken in 2016, with the service life extended to the end of 2029. Previous annealing of
units 1&2 was undertaken in 1989. Further major works were undertaken on them over 1991 to 2005, costing $718 million, $96
million of this from international sources including neighbouring countries, and it is claimed that further work could bring them
to contemporary standards. Rosatom projects Kola 3&4 operating lifetimes being extended to 55 years.
The Kola reactors will be the rst VVERs to run on reprocessed uranium (RepU) as a matter of course.
Kursk: Having had a licence extension to 2016, Kursk 1 was the rst RBMK unit to be licensed for pilot operation with 5% uprate
(reported to 1020 MWe net) but units 2&4 were also operating at this level late in 2011. In February 2012 Rosatom said it would
invest a further RUR 30 billion ($1.1 billion) in upgrading Kursk 2-4 and extending their operating lives – RUR 5.0, 11.9 & 13.7
billion respectively.
On units 1&2 work on the graphite moderator stack was undertaken to avoid the deformation experienced in Leningrad 1. Unit 2
was returned to service in February 2014 after its ‘lifetime performance restoration program’. Following inspection, further work
was postponed for unit 1, and was then completed in April 2016. Both units have increased output in 2016. Docmentation for
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restoring lifetime performance of the graphite stack of units 3&4 is being prepared by Atomenergoproekt for Rosenergoatom
over 2016-17. Kursk 4 was issued a 15-year licence extension to December 2030 after RUR 13 billion in upgrade work over ten
years. All four Kursk units are set for a 45-year operating lifetime.

Leningrad: In 2010, intended life extension was announced for Leningrad 4 (15 years), and it has undergone an RUR 17 billion
refurbishment over 2008-11, including replacement of generator stator. The upgrading investment in all four Leningrad RBMK
units totalled RUR 48 billion ($1.6 billion) to early 2012. Leningrad unit 1 was shut down in May 2012 due to deformation of the
graphite moderator, and after a RUR 5 billion ($146 million) restoration of the graphite stack as the pioneer lifetime performance
recovery (LPR) procedure it was restarted in November 2013. The same work was undertaken on unit 2 in 2014, and second
stage lifetime performance recovery (LPR) work on unit 1 was planned for 2015. In 2016 Rosenergoatom planned to replace 150
pressure tubes in unit 2 and 50 in unit 1. All four Leningrad units are set for a 45-year operating lifetime.
For Leningrad 2-4, fuel enriched to average 3% instead of 2.4% would allow a 5% increase in power – some 46 MWe each.
Rostechnadzor authorized trials in unit 2 of the new fuel, and following this it was to consider authorizing a 5% uprate for longterm operation. This now seems in doubt. However, 15-year life extension of all four units is planned, with necessary
upgrading. Used fuel is stored on site before being sent to MCC at Zheleznogorsk for longer-term storage and eventual
reprocessing.
Plans for closure are: unit 1 – 2018; unit 2 – 2020; and units 3 and 4 – 2025.
Novovoronezh: Units 3&4 gained 15-year licence extensions to 2016 and 2017, then unit 4 was given a further 15-year licence
extension, using parts from the shutdown unit 3. They were the rst VVER-440 units to have their operational life extended by
annealing the reactor pressure vessel.
A plan for refurbishment, upgrade and life extension of Novovoronezh 5 was announced in mid-2009, this being a prototype of
the second-generation VVER-1000 design. The initial estimate was RUR 1.66 billion ($52 million) but this eventually became RUR
14 billion ($450 million). The 12 months of work from September 2010 included the total replacement of the reactor control
system and 80% of electrical equipment, and tting upgraded safety systems, in particular, those of emergency core cooling and
feedwater, and emergency power supply. Rosatom projects its operating lifetime being extended to 2035. In 2011 it gained a
ve-year licence extension, and in 2015 it was licensed for a further 10 years, to 2025.
Unit 6, the rst of a new generation of 1200 MWe class reactors, was grid-connected in August 2016 after about eight years'
construction.
Rostov: Rostov 1 has been approved for a 4% increase in power and has been operating at this level on pilot commercial basis
since January 2009. In September 2009 Rostechnadzor approved an operating licence for Rostov 2; it started up in January
2010, was grid connected in March, and apparently entered full commercial operation in October 2010. It was approved for
104% of nominal power in October 2012, to about 1075 MWe gross, and in 2016 its fuel cycle was being extended to 18
months. Rosatom plans to formalize approval of the 4% uprate in 2017.
Unit 3 started up and was grid connected in December 2014, reached full power in July 2015, and entered commercial operation
in September 2015. In December Rostechnadzor approved a power increase to 104% of the rated level. Rostov 3&4 are
effectively new V-320 plants, and construction resumed in 2009. Unit 4 is expected to start up late in 2017. See also following
section.
Smolensk: Early in 2012 Rosatom announced a RUR 45 billion ($1.5 billion) program to upgrade and extend the operating life of
Smolensk 1-3 RBMK units. At the same time, construction of Smolensk II would get underway, with the rst VVER unit to come
online by 2024 (now 2027). In 2012 Smolensk 1 was licensed to December 2022, a ten-year extension after refurbishment.
Upgrading unit 2 was undertaken from 2013, to come back on line in 2015, and included replacement of fuel channels and
upgrading the reactor control and protection system and radiation monitoring system, as well as reinforcing the building
structure. In April 2015, an application was made for a 15-year licence extension. Unit 3 upgrade will follow, though it is already
operating above 1000 MWe gross. In 2017 work is due to start on restoring lifetime performance of the graphite stacks. All three
Smolensk units are set for a 45-year operating lifetime.

Reactors under construction
From mid-2008 there were four standard third-generation VVER reactors being built: at Leningrad (two units to commence stage
2) and Novovoronezh (similarly) intended to be commissioned 2012-14. This leads to a program of starting to build at least
2000 MWe per year in Russia from 2009 (apart from export plants). See following section.
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From about 2000 there was considerable uncertainty about completing Kursk 5 – an upgraded RBMK design which is9more
70% built. Rosatom was keen to see it completed and in January 2007 the Duma's energy committee recommended that the
government fund its completion by 2010*. However, funds were not forthcoming and the economic case for completion was
doubtful, so in February 2012 Rosatom con rmed that the project was terminated. Instead, major announcements were made
regarding Kursk II, a modern VVER plant to be built from 2015 to ensure that Kursk remains “the key electricity generation facility
in the Central Black-Soil (Chernozemye) Region of Russia” – Kursk provided half the power there in 2011.
* In March 2007 the Industry Ministry recommended to the government that work proceed and Rosenergoatom then applied for RUR 27 billion (US$ 1
billion) from the ministry's 2008-10 federal budget to complete it. This did not materialise, so other funds were sought, and discussions with Sberbank
and industrial electricity consumers such as steel producers continued into 2009. All other RBMK reactors – long condemned by the EU – are due to
close by 2024, which would leave it technologically isolated. Despite positive statements as recently as September 2009, according to Rosatom early
in 2010 it required RUR 45 billion and 3.5 years to nish and connect (RUR 27 billion for the plant itself), compared with around RUR 60 billion for
building the same capacity from scratch in the new projects under way. Rosatom said that this meant "there is no sense in completing the reactor
construction". (Accordingly it was then removed from WNA's "under construction" list.)

After the Fukushima accident, checks were made on Russian nuclear plants. Following these, in mid June 2011 Rosenergoatom
announced a RUR 15 billion ($530 million) safety upgrade program for additional power and water supply back-up.
Rosenergoatom spent RUR 2.6 billion on 66 mobile diesel generator sets, 35 mobile pumping units and 80 other pumps.

Retiring old units
The January 2015 Rosenergoatom plan envisaged decommissioning nine units by 2023 – four VVERs (Kola 1&2, Novovoronezh
3&4), three RBMKs (Leningrad 1&2 and Kursk 1) and the four small Bilibino EGPs, total 4808 MWe gross, 4573 MWe net. Three
more RBMK units (Kursk 2, Leningrad 3&4) and the Beloyarsk 4 BN-600 reactor are due to retire by 2027, total 3600 MWe gross,
3427 MWe net.

Building new nuclear capacity
Rosatom's initial proposal for a rapid expansion of nuclear capacity was based on the cost effectiveness of completing the 9
GWe of then (c2002) partially built plant. To get the funds, Minatom offered Gazprom the opportunity to invest in some of the
partly completed nuclear plants. The rationale was that the US$ 7.3 billion required for the whole 10 GWe (including the justcompleted Rostov 1) would be quickly recouped from gas exports if the new nuclear plant reduced the need to burn that gas
domestically.
In September 2006 Rosatom announced a target of nuclear providing 23% of electricity by 2020, thus commissioning two 1200
MWe plants per year from 2011 to 2014 and then three per year until 2020 – adding some 31 GWe and giving some 44 GWe of
nuclear capacity in 2020. The Minister of Finance strongly supported the program to increase nuclear share from 15.6% to
18.6% of total in 2020, hence improving energy security as well as promoting exports of nuclear power technology. After 2015
all funding would be from Rosatom revenues.
In September 2007 an ambitious federal target program (FTP) to 2020 was released, working up to over 4 GWe per year new
additions from 2016, but noting that from 2012 to 2020 only two 1200 MWe units per year were within the " nancial capacity of
the federal task program". In February 2008, under the broader Master Plan for Electric Energy Facilities to 2020, the earlier FTP
to 2020 was endorsed with little change except that an extra ve VVER-1200 units were added as "maximum scenario" or "extra"
in the last few years to 2020. As well as the 4800 MWe capacity then under construction, a further 12,000 MWe was planned for
completion mostly by 2016, and then a lot more by 2020. Several new sites were involved. Also the new 300 MWe units were
listed as being VBER-300 PWR types. .
Kursk 5 RBMK was in the FTP to 2009 but construction was halted in 2012, when about 70% complete, and it is mothballed. (see
above)
By April 2009 plans were radically scaled back, due both to reduced electricity demand growth and nancial constraints. By July
2012, 30.5 GWe nuclear was projected for 2020. This was con rmed in a January 2015 ‘roadmap’, with an average of one
reactor per year commissioned to 2025, including the rst three TOI units and excluding the Baltic plant. The ‘roadmap’ excluded
smaller and experimental units. But net additions to 2020 were only 6 GWe, taking the target to 31 GWe then.
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More signi cantly, in about 2008 the Ministry of Industry and Energy (MIE) and Rosatom were charged with promptly developing
an action plan to attract investment into power generation. It is envisaged that by 2020 much generation would be privatized
and competitive, while the state would control natural monopoly functions such as the grid.
In March 2011 the State Duma’s energy committee recommended construction of Kursk II with standard VVER-TOI reactors and
updating FTP plans to have units 1&2 put online in 2020 and 2023. It said that unit 1 must be in service by the time the rst
RBMK unit of phase I is closed, to ensure adequate supply to Moscow.
The FTP is based on VVER technology at least to the 2030s. But it highlights the goal of moving to fast neutron reactors and
closed fuel cycle, for which in 2010 Rosatom proposed two options, outlined below in the Transition to Fast Reactors section. In
stage 1 of the second option, which was adopted, a 100 MWe lead-bismuth-cooled fast reactor is to be built, and in stage 2 over
2015-2020 a pilot demonstration power facility (PDPF) 300 MWe lead-cooled BREST reactor and a multi-purpose fast neutron
research reactor (MBIR) are to be built.
In 2009 Siemens announced that it would withdraw from Areva and forge a link with Rosatom. A memorandum of
understanding then con rmed the intent to set up a joint venture with Rosatom as majority shareholder, developing Russian
VVER designs, building new nuclear power plants, and upgrading existing nuclear plants. This was hailed by Mr Putin as a longterm strategic partnership. However, nalising the agreement was delayed pending Siemens disengaging from Areva, and in
September 2011 Siemens announced that it would not proceed. In any case most of Siemens intellectual property remained
with Areva, so it would have had little to contribute to Rosatom/Atomenergoprom.
In October 2014 Rosatom resolved in principle to develop small and medium power reactors, though initially they are not
expected to compare economically with larger units. In May 2014 Rosenergoatom was completing comparative assessment of
VVER-600 from Gidropress and VBER-600 from OKBM designs. In 2016 the VVER-600 was ordered to be built at Kola initially.
The latest FTP envisages a 25-30% nuclear share in electricity supply by 2030, 45-50% in 2050 and 70-80% by end of century.
In August 2016 a government decree set out plans to build 11 new reactors beyond Kursk and those now under construction by
2030, as part of the Uni ed Energy System of Russia. It brought forward the dates for the rst two BN-1200 reactors. The 11
units are listed in the table below as ‘planned’ to 2030, along with further Novovoronezh and Leningrad units. However, a 20%
reduction in the September 2017 draft budget for Rosatom may delay some units planned to be online in 2030.
See also subsections: Transition to Fast Reactors, and Fast reactors in the Reactor Technology section below.
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Power Reactors under Construction, Planned and o cially Proposed

Plant

MWe
gross
Status, start
(net
construction
expected)

Reactor type

Start or commercial
operation

VVER-1000/V-320

1100
(1011)

Const 1983,
rst new
concrete 6/10

Startup late 2017,
comm 2018

KLT-40S

35x2
(32x2)

Const 5/09

2019

VVER-1200/V-491

1170
(1085)

Const 10/08

Startup late 2017,
grid conn 5/2018

VVER-1200/V-392M

1200
(1114)

Const 7/09

Grid conn 10/2018,
comm 1/2019

Leningrad II-2

VVER-1200/V-491

1170
(1085)

Const 4/10

Grid conn 11/2019,
comm 2/2020

Baltic 1 (Kaliningrad)

VVER-1200/V-491

1194
(1109)

Const 4/12,
suspended
6/13

??

Rostov 4

Floating NPP 1 for Pevek
Leningrad II-1
Novovoronezh II-2

Subtotal of 7 under construction

5904 MWe gross, (c. 5468 net)

(The MBIR research reactor is also under construction, at Dimitrovgrad.)
Power Reactors Planned and o cially Proposed
Plant

Reactor type

MWe gross Status, start construction

Operation

Dimitrovgrad

SVBR-100

100

Planned, 2017

?

Seversk

BREST-300

300

Planned, early 2018

2025

Leningrad II-3

VVER 1200/V-491

1170

Planned, May 2018

2023

Leningrad II-4

VVER 1200/V-491

1170

Planned, 2019

2024

Kursk II-1

VVER-TOI

1300

Planned, May 2018

April 2022

Kursk II-2

VVER-TOI

1255

Planned, 2019

2023

Nizhny Novgorod 1

VVER-TOI

1255

Planned, 2023

2028

Nizhny Novgorod 2

VVER-TOI

1255

Planned, 2025

2030

Central/Kostroma 1

VVER-TOI

1250

Planned

by 2030

Central/Kostroma 2

VVER-TOI

1250

Planned

by 2030

Smolensk II-1

VVER-TOI

1250

Planned, 2022

2027

Smolensk II-2

VVER-TOI

1250

Planned, 2024

2029

Kursk II-3

VVER-TOI

1255

Planned

2028 or later

Kursk II-4

VVER-TOI

1255

Planned

2030 or later

Tatar

VVER-TOI

1250

Planned

by 2030

VVER-600/ V-498

600

Planned

by 2030

Beloyarsk 5

BN-1200

1220

Planned, 2025

by 2031

South Urals 1

BN-1200

1220

Planned

2033

RITM-200M

50x2

Planned

2020

VVER-TOI

1250 each

Planned

2031-35

Planned

2035

Kola II-1

FNPP (for Sakha?)
7 units at four sites from the following list:
Subtotal of 26 planned
South Urals 2

28,390 MWe gross
BN-1200

1220

Plant

Reactor type

MWe gross Status, start construction
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Operation

Kola II-2

VVER-600

600

Proposed

Smolensk II-3

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

Smolensk II-4

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

Tatar 2

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

Seversk 1

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

Seversk 2

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

Bashkirsk 1

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

Bashkirsk 2

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

Primorsk 1

VK-300 or VBER-300

300

Proposed

Primorsk 2

VK-300 or VBER-300

300

Proposed

VVER 1200/V-491

1170

Suspended

South Urals 3

BN-1200

1220

Proposed

?

Zheleznogorsk MCC

VBER-300

300

Proposed

?

Zheleznogorsk MCC

VBER-300

300

Proposed

?

Novovoronezh II-3

VVER-1200

1200

Proposed

?

Novovoronezh II-4

VVER 1200

1200

Proposed

?

Tver 1

VVER-1200

1200

Proposed

?

Tver 2

VVER-1200

1200

Proposed

?

Tver 3

VVER-1200

1200

Proposed

?

Tver 4

VVER-1200

1200

Proposed

?

Nizhny Novgorod 3

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

?

Nizhny Novgorod 4

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

?

Tsentral 3

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

?

Tsentral 4

VVER-TOI

1255

Proposed

?

BN-1200/1600

1220/1600

Proposed (approved)

?

VVER-1000

1000x2

Formerly proposed RUSAL

?

ABV-6

18x2

Proposed

?

Baltic 2 (Kaliningrad)

Beloyarsk 6
Balakovo 5&6
Sakha
Subtotal of 22 units net 'proposed'

21,000 MWe approx apart from 7 planned

VVER-1200 is the reactor portion of the AES-2006 nuclear power plant, or for planned units beyond Leningrad II it will be VVER-TOI plant with VVER
1200/ V510 reactor. Rostov was also known as Volgodonsk, and construction of units 3&4 actually began in 1983 but was suspended inde nitely with
relatively little work done. South Urals was to be BN-800, and now is to be BN-1200.
Seversk is near Tomsk, Tver is near Kalinin, Nizhegorod is a new site near Nizhniy Novgorod, 400 km east of Moscow, and Tsentral (central) is at Buisk
in Kostrama region. South Ural is at Ozersk, Chelyabinsk region, 140 km west of Chelyabinsk in Sverdlovsk region. Tatarskaya is in Kamskiye Polyany in
Nizhnekamsk Region. Primorsk is in the far east, as is Vilyuchinsk in the Kamchatka region, and Pevek in the Chukotka Autonomous Region near
Bilibino, which it will replace. Floating nuclear power or cogeneration plants are planned for Vilyuchinsk, Kamchatka and Pevek, Chukotka. Tver and
Tsentral are considered alternatives in the short term.

Rostov 3&4 (formerly Volgodonsk)
The environmental statement and construction application were approved by Rostechnadzor in May 2009, the construction
licence was granted to Energoatom in June, and construction resumed about September (it had started in 1983). First new
concrete for unit 4 was in June 2010. The plant is 13.5 km from the city on the banks of Volgodonsk Tsimlyansk reservoir.
Rosatom brought forward the completion dates of the two units after deciding that they would have V-320 type of VVER with
improved steam generators and capacity of 1100 MWe. This is expected to save some RUR 10 billion relative to the AES-2006
technology, as it continues the construction done over 1983-86. OMZ's Izhorskiye Zavody facility at Izhora provided the pressure
vessel for unit 3. Nizhniy Novgorod Atomenergoproekt (now NIAEP-ASE) is principal contractor for units 3&4, expected to cost
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130 billion (US$ 4.1 billion) according to Rosenergoatom in August 2012. Steam generators for unit 4 are from AEM-Tekhnologi
at the Atommash plant, those for unit 3 from ZiO-Podolsk. Ukraine's Turboatom is providing the low-speed turbine generators for
both units. Grid connection of unit 2 was in March 2010 and full commercial operation was in October. Unit 3 started up and
was grid-connected in December 2014, and entered commercial operation in September 2015. Unit 4 is expected to start up by
the end of 2017, with commercial operation anticipated somewhat later.

Novovoronezh II
The principal contractor for Phase II is JSC AtomEnergoProekt (Moscow), with work starting in 2007 and some involvement of
NIAEP-ASE. Construction is now under the ASE group. This is the lead plant for deploying the V-392M version of the AES-2006
units. First concrete was poured for unit 1 of this (unit 6 at the site) in June 2008 and for unit 2 in July 2009. Unit 1 was
expected to be commissioned in 2015, with unit 2 following a year later, at a total cost of US$ 5 billion for 2228 MWe net (1114
MWe net each). The reactor pressure vessels are from OMZ Izhora and the advanced steam generators from ZiO-Podolsk, with
60-year life expectancy. Turbine generators (high speed) are from Power Machines.
Atomenergoproekt told its contractors in December 2014 to accelerate work, but in May 2015 a delay of one year in
commissioning both units was announced, due to low power demand. In September 2015 a pre-startup peer review was
conducted for unit 1 under World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO) auspices. Rostechnadzor issued the operating
licence for unit 1 in March 2016, and fuel loading commenced.* It started up in May and was grid-connected in August
2016. According to the Market Council in July 2015, unit 1 will enter commercial operation with power supply agreement in
January 2017. Unit 2 dates will be October 2018 commissioning and January 2019 commercial operation. The plant is on one of
the main hubs of the Russian grid.
* Initially only one-third of the fuel assemblies are being loaded, the remainder of the core being dummies, half of which will be replaced with fuel at
each subsequent refuelling.

Leningrad II
A general contract for Leningrad phase II AES-2006 plant was signed with St Petersburg AtomEnergoProekt (SPb AEP, merged
with VNIPIET to become Atomproekt) in August 2007 and Rostechnadzor granted site licences in September 2007 for two units.
A speci c engineering, procurement and construction contract for the rst two V-491 units was signed in Marchand
Rostechnadzor issued a construction licence in June 2008. First concrete was poured on schedule for unit 1 in October 2008
and it was due to be commissioned in October 2013. However, a section of outer containment collapsed in 2011 and set back
the schedule, as did subsequent manpower shortage, so that commissioning was then expected in 2016, following start-up at
the end of 2015. Rostechnadzor granted a construction licence for the second reactor in July 2009, and rst concrete was
poured in April 2010. Commercial operation was due in 2018 but in May 2015 a delay of one year in commissioning both units
was announced, due to low power demand. According to the Market Council in July 2015, unit 1 will be commissioned in June
2017 and enter commercial operation with power supply agreement in January 2018, unit 2 November 2019 and February 2020
respectively. Each reactor will also provide 1.05 TJ/hr (9.17 PJ/yr) of district heating. Gross power is 1170 MWe each, net
expected 1085 MWe. They are designed to replace the oldest two Leningrad units.
The 2008 construction contract was for US$ 5.8 billion ($2480/kW) possibly including some infrastructure. Total project cost
was estimated at $6.6 billion. In May 2015 Titan-2 became general contractor for units 1&2*, with Atomproekt remaining the
general designer, and in October 2015 Titan-2 became also the principal equipment supplier. Construction is now under the ASE
group which consolidates most of the entities involved.
* It was reported in September 2011 that Titan-2, a major subcontractor, took over from SPb AEP as principal construction contractor, then in February
2012 that Spetsstroy of Russia (Federal Agency for Special Construction) would do so. In December 2013 Roesenergoatom transferred the project
from Spetsstroy to Atomenergoproekt Moscow as principal contractor, while SPb AEP / VNIPIET/ Atomproekt remained architect general. NIAEP-ASE
also bid for the general contract in October 2013. Rosatom had said in February 2012 that it did not believe that SPb AEP should perform the full range
of design, construction and equipment supply roles.

A design contract for the next two units (3&4) was signed with SPb AEP in September 2008, and public consultation on these
was held in Sosnovy Bor in mid 2009. An environmental review by Rostechnadzor was announced for them in January 2010 and
site development licences were granted in June, then renewed in April 2013. Rosenergoatom signed a contract with VNIPIET at
the end of December 2013 to develop project documentation. It expected construction licences in 2014 and construction start
in 2015, but the delay to units 1&2 extends to units 3&4.
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Nizhny Novgorod
The plant in Navashino District near Monakovo is eventually to comprise four AES-1200 units of 1150 MWe net and costing RUR
269 billion (US$ 9.4 billion), the rst planned to come on line by 2019 to address a regional energy de cit. In February 2008
Rosatom appointed Nizhny-Novgorod Atomenergoproekt (NN-AEP or NIAEP) as the principal designer of the plant.
Rostechnadzor issued a positive site review for units 1&2 early in 2010 and a site licence with prescription for site monitoring in
January 2011. Rosatom's proposal to proceed with construction of two units was approved in November 2011. Site works
started in 2012 and formal construction starts were expected soon after. This was to be the rst VVER-TOI plant, with rated
capacity of 1255 MWe per unit. Preliminary costing is RUR 240 billion ($7.38 billion). In the government decree of August 2016
two VVER-TOI were speci ed, for completion by 2030.

Tatar
A 4000 MWe nuclear plant was under construction and due on line from 1992, but construction ceased in 1990. Then a two-unit
VVER-1200 plant was included in the Regional Energy Planning Scheme in November 2013. In the government decree of August
2016 a single VVER-TOI was listed for completion by 2030 at Kamskiye Polyany in Nizhnekamsk Region of Tatarstan.

Central/Kostroma
The 2340 MWe Tsentral (Central) nuclear power plant is to be 5-10 km northwest of Buisk Town in the Kostroma region, on the
Kostroma River. It was another of those deferred but following Rosatom's October 2008 decision to proceed, it appeared that
construction might start in 2013. Then a two-unit VVER-1200 plant was included in the Regional Energy Planning Scheme in
November 2013, with both units to be online by 2030 and this was con rmed as VVER-TOI in August 2016. Moscow
Atomenergoproekt is the architect-engineer. Rostechnadzor has approved the site and a development licence was expected by
mid-2010, then a construction licence in 2012. The cost of the project and infrastructure is expected to be RUR 130 billion ($ 5
billion).

South Urals
The Yuzhnouralskaya plant near Ozersk in Chelyabinsk region has been twice deferred, and was then reported by local
government to have three BN-1200 fast reactor units planned, instead of four VVER-1200. Then a two-unit BN-1200 plant was
included in the Regional Energy Planning Scheme in November 2013. Plans for an initial BN-1200 unit were con rmed in August
2016, for completion by 2030. There is only enough cooling water (70 GL/yr) for two of them, and the third will depend on
completion of the Suriyamskoye Reservoir.

Kola II
In January 2012 Rosenergoatom said that the replacement Kola II plant, about 10 km south of the present plant in the
Murmansk region and on the shores of Lake Imandra, would be brought forward and built with two VVER-TOI units to come on
line in 2020. Then a two-unit VVER-1200 plant was included in the Regional Energy Planning Scheme in November 2013. But in
September 2014 Rosenergoatom was considering medium-sized units, either VVER-600 or VBER-600 for Kola. In the
government decree of August 2016 a single VVER-600 was speci ed, for completion by 2030.

Kursk II
It was originally envisaged that the rst unit of Kursk II should be online by the time Kursk 1 closes, then envisaged in 2016. In
March 2011, the State Duma’s Energy Committee recommended that the government update the general scheme of deployment
of electricity generators, to have units 1 and 2 of Kursk II being commissioned in 2020 and 2023 as the lead project with VVERTOI types. The cost envisaged is RUR 440 billion ($15 billion). Kursk I-5 capacity had been planned in the federal target program
and its abandonment left a likely base-load shortfall for UES in central Russia.
Rosatom started engineering surveys for Kursk II in 2011, and set up a task force of representatives from the nuclear industry
and Kursk Region government to produce project documentation on construction of Kursk II. Site work commenced at the end
of 2013, with environmental assessment. In June 2016 Rostechnadzor issued a construction licence to Rosenergoatom for unit
1, and the main site works commenced later that month. A licence for unit 2 was issued in October 2016. Construction start of
the VVER-1300/V-510 is planned for May 2018 with a view to commissioning in April 2022 and in 2023, matching the retirement
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of the two oldest Kursk units. The total investment in building unit 1 will exceed RUR 200 billion ($3.14 billion), of which
than RUR 10 billion was allocated for 2016. Atommash is to supply the reactor vessel, Power Machines the steam generators,
and Energoteks the core catcher.

A four-unit plant was included in the Regional Energy Planning Scheme in November 2013, units 3&4 to be on line by 2030. In
June 2012 Rosatom appointed Moscow AEP as designer, and Nizhny-Novgorod AEP (NIAEP) as architect general and principal
contractor.

Smolensk II
Atomenergoproekt Moscow is architect engineer for VVER-TOI units to replace old RBMK capacity at Smolensk.
Roesnergoatom’s investment concept was approved in 2011. Site surveys were undertaken from June 2013, and three potential
sites were shortlisted. In mid-2017 a special decree was issued for the purchase of 400 ha and for site works 6 km from
Smolensk I. A four-unit VVER plant was included in the Regional Energy Planning Scheme in November 2013, with two units on
line by 2025 and two by 2030. Engineering surveys were completed in November 2014 at Pyatidvorka (6 km from Smolensk I).
Construction start was then deferred to 2022, with the rst unit expected online in 2027. Rostechnadzor was expected to issue a
site licence in September 2016. In the government decree of August 2016 two VVER-TOI units were speci ed, for completion by
2030.

Seversk
The rst 1200 MWe unit of the Seversk AES-2006 plant 32 km northwest of Tomsk was due to start up in 2015 with the second
in 2017, but has been postponed, and a decision on construction schedule was still unresolved in 2012, in the light of electricity
demand. Certainly its priority is downgraded in 2013. Rosatom was ready to start construction in 2013, but awaited ministerial
direction. Then a two-unit VVER-1200 plant was included in the Regional Energy Planning Scheme in November 2013, both units
to be on line by 2030. The plant will also supply 7.5 PJ/yr of district heating.
Atomenrgopoekt Moscow is to build the plant at estimated cost of RUR 134 billion (US$ 4.4 billion). Rostechnadzor granted a
site development licence in November 2009 and a further site licence in 2011. Site work has commenced. In 2010 Seversk was
put on the updated general scheme of deployment of energy facilities, with the rst reactor commissioning before 2020 and the
second one in 2020-2025. Seversk is the site of a major enrichment plant and former weapons facilities. A design contract for
the low-speed turbine generators has been signed between Moscow AEP which is responsible for design and engineering, and
Alstom Atomenergomash. This would be the rst Russian plant using the low-speed turbines.
In the government decree of August 2016 a single BREST-300 fast reactor was the only unit speci ed, for completion by 2025.
See account below.

Baltic
Separately from the February 2008 plan, Rosatom energy-trading subsidiary InterRAO UES proposed a Baltic or Baltiyskaya AES2006 nuclear plant in Kaliningrad on the Baltic coast to generate electricity for export, and with up to 49% European equity.
Private or foreign equity would be an innovation for Russia. The plant was designed to comprise two 1200 MWe VVER units, V491 model, sited at Neman, on the Lithuanian border and costing some RUR 194 billion (in 2009 value, €4.6 billion, $6.8 billion),
for 2300 MWe net. Project approval was con rmed by government decree in September 2009, following initial approval in mid2008 as an amendment to the federal target program (FTP) of 2007. The mid-2011 business plan estimated the likely capital
cost to be €6.63 to 8.15 billion.
WorleyParsons was appointed technical consultant for the project. Rosenergoatom set up a subsidiary: JSC Baltic NPP to build
and commission the plant. St Petersburg Atomenergoproekt - VNIPIET (now merged as Atomproekt) is the architect engineer,
Nizhniy Novgorod AEP (NIAEP) is construction manager, with Atomstroyexport (ASE). TitanStroyMontazh is engineering
subcontractor. Originally AEM Petrozavodskmash was to produce the pressure vessel for unit 1 but this was assigned to AEMTekhnologii at the Atommash plant. OMZ's Ishorskiye Zavody will produce the pressure vessel for unit 2 and the pressurisers for
both units. Alstom-Atomenergomash will supply the Arabelle low-speed turbine generators for both units – the plant will be the
JV's rst customer, and the Baltic plant would be the rst Russian plant to use major foreign components. (LMZ high-speed
turbine generators had initially been approved.)
Site work began in February 2010. Expenditure to January 2012 was RUR 7.25 billion ($241 million), and that in 2012 was
expected to be RUR 7 billion. Rostechnadzor issued a construction licence for unit 1 in November 2011 and rst concrete was
poured on (revised) schedule in April 2012, with the base completed in December 2012. Unit 1 was planned to come on line in
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October 2016, after 55 months construction, supplying Rosenergoatom. Commercial operation was due in 2017. Second
unit
construction was planned over 2013-18, with 48 months to rst power and full operation in April 2018. NIAEP-ASE suspended
construction in June 2013 (see below), pending a full review of the project intended to be by mid-2014, though some work on
the containment was ongoing in following months. Rosenergoatom said that in October 2013 it had spent RUR 50-60 billion
($1.2 to 1.6 billion) on the project. In 2017 the pressure vessel made for unit 1 was sent to Ostrovets in Belarus, replacing one
that had suffered a mishap there.

InterRAO UES was responsible for soliciting investment (by about 2014, well after construction start) and also for electricity
sales. The Baltic plant directly competes with the plan for a new unit at Visaginas near Ignalina in Lithuania and with plans for
new nuclear plants in Belarus and Poland. Rosenergoatom said that the plant is deliberately placed "essentially within the EU"
and is designed to be integrated with the EU grid. Most of the power (87% in the mid 2011 business plan) would be exported to
Germany, Poland and Baltic states. Transmission to northern Germany would be via a new undersea cable, and in 2011 Inter
RAO and Alpiq agreed to investigate an 800 MWe undersea DC link to Germany's grid. Some €1 billion in transmission
infrastructure would be required. There is already some transmission capacity east through Lithuania and Belarus to the St
Petersburg region if that were added to the options. The European equity would be in order to secure markets for the power.
Lithuania was invited to consider the prospect, instead of building Visaginas as a Baltic states plus Poland project, but
declined. However in April 2014 Rosatom said the Baltic plant was designed to “operate within the uni ed grid of the Baltics and
North-West of Russia”. But now, due to potential isolation of the Kaliningrad Region grid*, Rosatom “has to rebuild its project
completely.” In June 2015 Latvia’s SiltumElektroProjekt LLC (SEP) won a RUR 47 million, six-month contract to do a feasibility
study on connecting the Baltic plant ‘interstate’.
* Lithuania’s revised energy policy in 2012 involves rebuilding its grid to be independent of the Russian/Belarus system and to work in with the
European Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO) synchronous system, as well as strengthening interconnection among the three Baltic
states.

Czech power utility CEZ earlier expressed interest in the project, as did Iberdrola from Spain, whose engineering subsidiary
already works at Kola, Balakovo and Novovoronezh nuclear power plants. In April 2010 Enel signed a wide-ranging agreement
with Inter RAO which positioned it to take up to 49% of the plant, but this did not proceed. Rosatom earlier said that the project
would not be delayed even if 49% private equity or long-term sales contracts were not forthcoming.
However, in June 2013 construction was suspended due to lack of interest in the project from the Baltic states, Poland and
Germany, all of whom have historical issues regarding Russia and/or Kaliningrad. Construction has remained stalled since then.
In July 2015 Kaliningrad local government was talking up the prospects of an aluminium smelter to justify resuming
construction of the plant. The plant was omitted from the January 2015 ‘roadmap’ to 2035. In September 2015 the rst deputy
director general for operations management at Rosatom said that only when long-term electricity sales contracts are negotiated
and “formalized in binding documents, i.e. contracts for buying electricity produced by plant from the western side, we could
speak of continuation of construction.”
NIAEP said it was investigating building some small nuclear plants in Kaliningrad instead – eight 40 MWe units such as those
on oating nuclear power plants was mentioned as a possibility, and they would t into the local energy system better, with its
500 MWe total requirement. In mid-2014 Rosenergoatom was considering a VVER-600 from Gidropress with many of the same
components as the original VVER-1200, and a VBER-600 from OKBM, the latter being less developed so involving a two-year
delay. A new schedule and site con guration, involving small units, was to be approved by mid-2014, but there has been no news
of this. Meanwhile, manufacture and supply of equipment continued and it is being stored onsite in ten warehouses. The polar
crane was delivered in August 2014. A contract for storing four steam generators for 15 months from July 2015 was let for RUR
46 million. In April 2017 it was con rmed that the RPV fabricated for Baltic 1 would be sent to Belarus for Ostovets 2. See also
grid implications in Electricity Transmission Grids information paper.
The 2015 Rosenergoatom annual report said: “Rosatom State Corporation has recently updated the concept for the Baltic NPP
project implementation and is supposing to supply up to 100% of power outside the Kaliningrad Oblast. As part of ensuring the
technical capability to supply power, several options for the power generation pattern of the Baltic NPP are being studied, taking
into account future con guration of synchronization zones, and the Kaliningrad Oblast plans to prepare for an isolated mode of
operation. As part of ensuring commercial conditions of supplies, the negotiations with potential buyers of electricity in the EU
countries are continued. So far, several memoranda of understanding, and electricity purchase and sale agreements have been
signed with major European energy holdings.”
As well as the Baltic plant, two other ventures with Rusal (see below) will apparently require private equity.

Tver
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The plant at Udomlya district and 4 km from Kalinin was being designed by Nizhny-Novgorod Atomenergoproekt (NN-AEP),
in January 2010 it was announced that Rostechnadzor would conduct an environmental review of it for the rst two VVER-1200
units, these being on the general scheme of electricity generators deployment to 2020. No rm dates have been given for the
project, though a site development licence was expected in March 2010.

Pevek
Energoatom signed a RUR 9.98 billion purchase contract for the rst oating nuclear power plant then intended for Vilyuchinsk,
on the Kamchatka Peninsula in the Far East, in 2009. Keel-laying took place in May 2009 to the Baltiyskiy Zavod shipyard at St
Petersburg. The 2x35 MWe plant, named Academician Lomonosov, was due to be commissioned in 2012, but the project was
delayed due to shipyard insolvency. In 2012 the plant was re-assigned to Pevek in the far northeast of Siberia. Commissioning
onsite is planned for 2019. See FNPP subsection below.
In September and October 2016 over 10,000 tonnes of materials and equipment was deliverd to Pevek for the onshore
infrastructure, and construction of that started. Rosenergoatom expects to commission the entire plant late in 2019.

Dimitrovgrad
In December 2009 AKME-engineering was set up by Rosatom and a partner to develop and operate a pilot 100 MWe SVBR unit,
at Dimitrovgrad by 2017.* In 2010 AKME-engineering contracted with Atomenergoproekt to design the pilot SVBR-100 modular
fast reactor, with the RF State Research Centre Institute for Physics & Power Engineering (IPPE) at Obninsk. Details in the
Reactor Technology section below.
Construction at the State Scienti c Centre – Research Institute for Atomic Reactors (NIIAR) is scheduled to take 42 months. In
February 2013 AKME signed a contract with KomplektEnergo to supply the steam turbine for the pilot unit in 2016 and
commission it in 2017. In May 2013 AKME-engineering was licensed for construction and operation of nuclear plants by
Rostechnadzor, and in June AKME-engineering secured the site adjacent to NIIAR. While site works had started in 2013, the
o cial site permit was issued in February 2015. Rosatom explained that for designs developed on technological platforms not
previously used in civil nuclear power, a siting licence issued by the regulatory authorities means acceptance of the design in
terms of safety and its conformity with requirements of federal standards and rules. The company will now apply to
Rostechnadzor for a construction licence.
* AKME-engineering was set up by Rosatom and the En+ Group (a subsidiary of Russian Machines Co/ Basic Element Group) as a 50-50 JV. In 2011
JSC Irkutskenergo, an En+ subsidiary, took over the En+ 50% share. The main project participants are OKB Gidropress at Podolsk, VNIPIET OAO at St
Petersburg, and the RF State Research Centre Institute for Physics & Power Engineering (IPPE) at Obninsk. The project cost was estimated at RUR 16
billion, and En+ was prepared to put in most of this, with Rosatom contributing the technology, based on naval experience. Since this is thus a publicprivate partnership, it was not basically funded from the federal budget. In 2014 a commercial partner was still being sought.

UES was reported to support construction of new nuclear plants in the regions of Yaroslavl, Chelyabinsk (South Urals) and
Vladimir, with two to four units at each.
Further Power Reactors Proposed, uncertain status
Unit

MWe each
gross

Type

Leningrad II 5&6

VVER-1200

1200

North-west 1&2

BWR VK-300

300

Start
construction

Plants with low priority for UES:
Bashkira 1-4

PWR

Far East 1-4

PWR, 1/3 for
Rusal smelter

1000

Transition to Fast Reactors
Starting 2020-25 it is envisaged that fast neutron power reactors will play an increasing role in Russia, with substantial recycle
of fuel. Fast reactors are projected as comprising some 14 GWe by 2030 and 34 GWe of capacity by 2050.
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The principal scheme of innovative nuclear power for Russia based on new technology platform envisages full recycling
balancing thermal and fast reactors, so that 100 GWe of total capacity requires only about 100 tonnes of input per year, from
enrichment tails, natural uranium and thorium, with minor actinides being burned. About 100 t/yr of ssion product wastes go to
a geological repository.

The BN-series fast reactor plans are part of Rosatom's Proryv, or 'Breakthrough', project, to develop fast reactors with a closed
fuel cycle whose mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel will be reprocessed and recycled. The BN-600 reactor at Beloyarsk has operated
successfully since 1980 and is now licensed to 2020, with planned operation to 2025. The BN-800 reactor at Beloyarsk has
operated since 2014, essentially as a demonstration unit for fuel and design features for the BN-1200.
From the mid-2020s, fast reactors will probably be new designs such as BREST and SVBR with a single core and no blanket
assembly for plutonium production.
Fast reactors represent a technological advantage for Russia. In late 2012 Rosatom said that it plans to make available its
experimental facilities for use as part of the Generation IV International Forum, including large physical test benches at
Obninsk’s Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, the BOR-60 research reactor at NIIAR, and the future multifunction
research reactor MBIR to be built at the NIIAR site.
Further details on these reactors are in the Reactor Technology section below.

Federal Target Program: Advanced Nuclear Power Technologies 2010-2020
Rosatom put forward two fast reactor implementation options for government decision in relation to the FTP Advanced Nuclear
Power Technologies 2010-2020. The rst focused on a lead-cooled fast reactor such as BREST with its fuel cycle, and assumed
mobilisation of all available resources on this project with a total funding of about RUR 140 billion (about $3.1 billion). The
second multi-track option was favoured, since it involved lower risks than the rst. It would result in technical designs of the
Generation IV reactor and associated closed fuel cycles technologies by 2014, and a technological basis of the future innovative
nuclear energy system featuring the Generation IV reactors working in closed fuel cycles by 2020. A detailed design would be
developed for a multi-purpose fast neutron research reactor (MBIR) by 2014 also. This second option was designed to attract
more funds apart from the federal budget allocation, was favoured by Rosatom, and was accepted.
In January 2010 the government approved the federal target program (FTP) "New-generation nuclear energy technologies for
the period 2010-2015 and up to 2020" designed to bring a new technology platform for the nuclear power industry based on fast
neutron reactors. It anticipated RUR 110 billion to 2020 out of the federal budget, including RUR 60 billion for fast reactors, and
subsequent announcements started to allocate funds among three types: BREST, SVBR and continuing R&D on sodium cooled
types.
The FTP involved plans to build and commission a commercial complex to fabricate dense fuel, to complete construction of a
pilot demonstration pyrochemical complex to fabricate BN fuel, and to test closed fuel cycle technologies. Fusion studies are
included and the total R&D budget was RUR 55.7 billion, mostly from the federal budget. The FTP implementation is intended to
result in a 70% growth in exports of high technology equipment, works and services rendered by the Russian nuclear industry by
2020. In 2012 the head of Rosatom said that the FTP was being accelerated to bring forward development and have a full range
of fast reactor technologies with associated fuel cycles operating by 2020. Rosatom's R&D budget would be almost doubled by
then to achieve this.
The FTP implementation will enable commercializing new fast neutron reactors for Russia to build over 2020-2030. Rosatom's
long-term strategy up to 2050 involves moving to inherently safe nuclear plants using fast reactors with a closed fuel cycle and
MOX or nitride fuel.
In March 2017 Rosatom and Russian Venture Company (RVC) signed an agreement to cooperate in the promotion of advanced
technologies and innovative developments at Rosatom’s subsidiaries. RVC is a Russian state institution responsible for funding
national innovation projects on behalf of the National Technology Initiative (NTI), established in 2014. The agreement has wide
scope.
Federal target programme 2010 funding for fast neutron reactors to 2020
cooling

Demonstration reactor Construction RUR billion R&D RUR billion Total RUR billion

Pb-Bi cooled SVBR 100 MWe

10.153

3.075

13.228

Na cooled

(BN-600, BN-800)

0

5.366

5.366

Pb cooled

BREST 300 MWe

15.555

10.143

25.698

multiple

MBIR 150 MWt
Total:

11.390
37.1

5.042

16.432
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60.7

Source: Government decree #50, 2010. Mosr (RUR 9.5 billion) of the funding for SVBR construction is from "other sources". The 2020 timeline has
stretched to at least 2022.

MBIR
Design of the 150 MWt multi-purpose fast neutron research reactor (mnogotselevoy issledovatilskiy reaktor na bystrych
neytronach, MBIR) was nalised in 2014 by NIKIET and the equipment contract let to Atomenergomash-Technologies.
Rostechnadzor issued a site licence in 2014, a construction licence in May 2015, and construction started in September 2015.
The total project cost was then quoted as RUR 40-41 billion, with some of this expected from investors. Completion is expected
in 2020 at the Research Institute of Atomic Reactors (RIAR or NIIAR) in Dimitrovgrad, as part of the Nuclear Innovation Cluster
there. General design contractor is JSC Atomproekt (St Petersburg), general contractor (civil works) is Uralenergostroy
(Yekaterinburg), and scienti c adviser is State Scienti c Centre IPPE (Obninsk).
MBIR will be a multi-loop research reactor capable of testing lead, lead-bismuth and gas coolants as well as sodium, and
running on MOX fuel. The IAEA initially lists it as sodium-cooled. It will be part of an international research centre at RIAR’s site
and IAEA was expected to sign an agreement on the MBIR International Research Centre in September 2016. The project is
open to foreign collaboration, in connection with the IAEA INPRO program. In April 2017 Rosatom was soliciting Japanese
involvement. MBIR will replace the BOR-60 fast research reactor. See also R&D section in the information paper on Russia's
Nuclear Fuel Cycle.

Proryv (Breakthrough) project
The Proryv project is carried out under FTP Nuclear Power Technologies to 2020, to create a new generation of nuclear power
technologies on the basis of a closed nuclear fuel cycle using fast neutron reactors. This is proceeding as a high priority in nine
coordinated centres, with military focus and resolve.
The basic concepts include elimination of severe reactor accidents, closing the fuel cycle, low-activity radioactive waste, nonproliferation, reduced capital cost of fast reactors, and enabling 350 GWe of Russian nuclear capacity by the end of the century.
The nine responsibility centres include:
Reprocessing technology and radioactive waste management for the reprocessing module (RM) of the pilot
demonstration energy/power complex (PDEC or PDPC).
Pilot production lines for onsite nuclear fuel cycle, including the fabrication/refabrication module (FRM) and the fast
reactor used fuel reprocessing module (RM).
Development of fuel elements and assemblies with mixed nitride uranium plutonium (MNUP) fuel, at Bochvar National
Research Institiute (VNIINM).
Building and operating the BREST-OD-300 reactor, at JSC NIKIET.
Development of materials for the BN-1200 fast reactor, at JSC Afrikantov OKBM.
Design engineering the pilot demonstration energy/power complex (PDEC or PDPC) including nitride fuel fabrication and
recycling, and developing an industrial energy complex (IEC).
Most of these initiatives are more fully described in the companion paper Russia's Nuclear Fuel Cycle. BREST and BN-1200 are
described below under Reactor Technology.

Aluminium and nuclear power
In 2006 the major aluminium producer SUAL (which in March 2007 became part of RUSAL) signed an agreement with Rosatom
to support investment in new nuclear capacity at Kola, to power expanded aluminium smelting there from 2013. Four units
totalling 1000 MWe were envisaged for Kola stage 2 underpinned by a 25-year contract with SUAL, but economic feasibility is in
doubt and the project appears to have been dropped and replaced by two others.
Since 2007 Rosatom and RUSAL, now the world's largest aluminium and alumina producer, have been undertaking a feasibility
study on a nuclear power generation and aluminium smelter at Primorye in Russia's far east. This proposal is taking shape as a
US$ 10 billion project involving four 1000 MWe reactors and a 600,000 t/yr smelter with Atomstroyexport having a controlling
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share in the nuclear side. The smelter would require about one third of the output from 4 GWe, and electricity exports20toofChina
and North and South Korea are envisaged.

In October 2007 a $8 billion project was announced for the world's biggest aluminium smelter at Balakovo in the Saratov region,
complete with two new nuclear reactors to power it. The 1.05 million tonne per year aluminium smelter is to be built by RUSAL
and would require about 15 billion kWh/yr. The initial plan was for the existing Balakovo nuclear power plant of four 950 MWe
reactors to be expanded with two more, already partly constructed* – the smelter would require a little over one-third of the
output of the expanded power plant. However, in February 2010 it was reported that RUSAL proposed to build its own 2000 MWe
nuclear power station, Balakovo AES2, with construction to start in 2011. The overall budget for the energy and metals complex
was estimated by the Minister of Investment in the Saratov District to be about $12 billion. Land has been allotted for the project
and design has commenced. Aluminium smelting is energy-intensive and requires reliable low-cost electricity to be competitive.
Increasingly it is also carbon-constrained – this smelter will emit about 1.7 million tonnes of CO2 per year just from anode
consumption.
* Construction of Phase II of Balakovo plant, started in 1987, was stopped in 1992. At that time, unit 5 was 60% complete and unit 6 was 15% – both
VVER-1000. From mid 2000 Rosenergoatom prepared Balakovo II for construction completion. However, then Rusal decided against the plan, and in
2009 Rosatom announced freezing the project. In 2015 it called for bids to mothball the project by 2019.

RUSAL announced an agreement with the regional government which would become effective when the nuclear plant expansion
is approved by Rosatom or an alternative is agreed. Balakovo units 5&6 have been listed as prospective for some time but were
dropped off the 2007-08 Rosatom plan for completing 26 new power reactors by 2020 as they were low priority for UES grid
supply. Balakovo is on the Volga River 800 km SE of Moscow.
Meanwhile, and relevant to these proposals, in 2011 Renova's Integrated Energy Systems (IES) Holding, Russia’s largest
privately-owned power producer and supplier, agreed to sell its 141 MWe Bogoslovskaya CHP plant to RUSAL in mid-2012, along
with the rights to develop a new 230 MWe combined cycle gas turbine unit at the plant, in the central region of Sverdlovsk. This
deal, along with another for a supply contract from the Federal Grid Company, enables RUSAL's Bogoslovosk smelter to continue
operating. These arrangements were made at presidential level, and will absolve the Bogoslovskaya smelter from paying the
cross-subsidy from industrial consumers to other electricity users that is inherent in the general distribution tariff.
In 2015 RUSAL’s plans for Balakovo and Primorye smelters were on hold.

Nuclear icebreakers and merchant ship
Nuclear propulsion has proven technically and economically essential in the Russian Arctic where operating conditions are
beyond the capability of conventional icebreakers. The power levels required for breaking ice up to 3 metres thick, coupled with
refuelling di culties for other types of vessels, are signi cant factors. The nuclear eet has increased Arctic navigation on the
Northern Sea Route (NSR) from two to ten months per year, and in the Western Arctic, to year-round. Greater use of the
icebreaker eet is expected with developments on the Yamal Peninsula and further east. For instance the Yamal LNG project is
expected to need 200 shipping movements per year from Sabetta at the mouth of the Ob River. The eet is operated by
Atom ot, a Rosatom division, and is commercially vital to northern mineral and oil/gas developments. The newest icebreakers
being built have 34-metre beam, able to open a path for large ships.
The icebreaker Lenin was the world’s rst nuclear-powered surface vessel (20,000 dwt) and remained in service for 30 years
(1959-89), though new reactors were tted in 1970.
It led to a series of larger icebreakers, the six 23,500 dwt Arktika-class, launched from 1975. These powerful vessels have two
171 MWt OK-900 reactors delivering 54 MW at the propellers and are used in deep Arctic waters. The Arktika was the rst
surface vessel to reach the North Pole, in 1977. The seventh and largest Arktika class icebreaker – 50 Years of Victory (50 Let
Pobedy) entered service in 2007. It is 25,800 dwt, 160 m long and 20m wide, and is designed to break through ice up to 2.8
metres thick. Its performance in service has been impressive.
For use in shallow waters such as estuaries and rivers, two shallow-draught Taymyr-class icebreakers of 18,260 dwt with one
reactor delivering 35 MW were built in Finland and then tted with their nuclear steam supply system in Russia. They are built to
conform with international safety standards for nuclear vessels and were launched from 1989.
Larger third-generation 'universal' LK-60 icebreakers (project 22220) are being built as dual-draught (8.55 or 10.5m) wide-beam
(34m) ships of 25,450 dwt or 33,540 dwt with ballast, able to handle 2.8 metres of ice, for use in the Western Arctic year-round
and in the eastern Arctic in summer and autumn. In August 2012 the United Shipbuilding Corporation (USC) won the contract for
the rst new-generation LK-60 icebreaker, Arktika. These are powered by two RITM-200 reactors of 175 MWt each, together
delivering 60 MW at the propellers via twin turbine-generators and three electric motors. They are being built by USC subsidiary
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Baltijsky Zavod Shipbuilding in St Petersburg. In January 2013 Rosatom called for bids to build two more of these universal
icebreaker vessels, for delivery in 2019 and 2020, and in May 2014 a contract for RUR 84.4 billion ($2.4 billion) was signed with
USC, the vessels to be built at the same Baltic shipyard. In August 2013 Rostechnadzor licensed the shipyard to install the RITM200 reactor units from OKBM Afrikantov for the pilot model. The keel of Arktika was laid in November 2013, and that of Sibir in
May 2015, and of Ural in July 2016. Arktika was launched in June 2016 and Sibr in September 2017. Rosatom ot expects to
have Arktika commissioned in 2019 at a cost of RUR 37 billion.

A more powerful LK-120 icebreaker (project 10510) delivering 120 MW at four propellers is being designed, capable of breaking
through 4.5 metre thick ice, or 2m thick ice at 14 knots. It is for deep-sea use especially in the eastern Arctic and will be 205 m
long, 50 m wide and with 13 m draft, of 55,600 dwt. It will be powered by two RITM-400 reactors of 315 MWt each. The rst
vessel will be the Leader (or Lider). The 50 m beam to match large tankers.

LK-60 icebreaker (Rosatom)
The LK-60 is too big for an easy operation around the oil and gas elds, so Project 10570 is under development with LK-40
intended for shallow water and the Arctic shelf. It will displace 20,700 t and be 152 m long, 31 m wide, draft 8.5 m, with power of
40 MW.
In 1988 the NS Sevmorput was commissioned in Russia, mainly to serve northern Siberian ports. It is a 61,900 tonne 260 m long
lash-carrier (taking lighters to ports with shallow water) and container ship with ice-breaking bow. It is powered by the same KLT40 reactor as used in larger icebreakers, delivering 32.5 propeller MW from the 135 MWt reactor and it needed refuelling only
once to 2003. In 2014-15 it was refurbished to give it a service life to at least 2030.
Russian experience with nuclear powered Arctic ships totals about 300 reactor-years in 2009. In 2008 the Arctic eet was
transferred from the Murmansk Shipping Company under the Ministry of Transport to FSUE Atom ot, under Rosatom.

Floating nuclear power plants
Rosatom was planning to build seven or eight oating nuclear power plants by 2015. The rst of them was to be constructed
and tehn remain at Severodvinsk with intended completion in 2010, but plans changed. Each FNPP was to have two 35 MWe
KLT-40S nuclear reactors. (If primarily for desalination this set-up is known as APVS-80.) The operating life is envisaged as 38
years: three 12-year campaigns with a year's maintenance outage in between. The rst unit is designated as a oating nuclear
thermal power plant (FNTPP) to take in the cogeneration aspect with 40,000 to 240,000 m3/d desalination capacity claimed.
A decision to commit to building a series was envisaged to be in 2014 when the rst was expected to be near commissioning.
Rosenergoatom earlier signed an agreement with JSC Kirov Factory to build further units, and Kirov subsidiary Kirov
Energomash was expected to be the main non-nuclear contractor on these.
The keel of the rst oating nuclear power plant (FNPP), named Academician Lomonosov, was laid in April 2007 at Sevmash in
Severodvinsk, but in August 2008 Rosatom cancelled the contract (apparently due to the military workload at Sevmash) and
transferred it to the Baltiysky Zavod shipyard at St Petersburg, which has experience in building nuclear icebreakers. After
signing a new RUR 9.98 billion contract in February, new keel-laying took place in May 2009. The 21,500 tonne hull (144 metres
long, 30 m wide) was launched at the end of June 2010 and the two KLT-40S reactors from OKBM Afrikantov were installed in
October 2013. Mooring tests started in mid-2016.
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The site originally planned for its deployment was Vilyuchinsk, Kamchatka peninsula, to ensure sustainable electricity and heat
supplies to the naval base there. Completion and towing to the site is expected in 2012 and grid connection in 2013, but due to
insolvency of the shipyard JSC Baltijsky Zavod* and ensuing legal processes it was delayed considerably. Barely any work was
done over 2011-12 after some RUR 2 billion allocated to nance the construction apparently disappeared. The state-owned
United Shipbuilding Corporation acquired the shipyard in 2012 and a new contract with Baltijsky Zavod-Sudostroyeniye (BZS),
the successor of the bankrupt namesake, was signed in December 2012. The cost of completing the FNPP was then put at RUR
7.631 billion ($248 million).
* a subsidiary of privately-owned United Industrial Corporation.

The reactor assembling and acceptance tests were carried out at Nizhniy Novgorod Machine Engineering Plant (NMZ). Three
companies had contributed: OKBM (development of design and technical follow-up of the manufacture and testing), Izhorskiye
Zavody (manufacture of the reactor pressure vessel), and NMZ (manufacture of component parts and reactor assembling).
Rosenergoatom now hopes to take delivery in November 2017, then tow it through the Baltic Sea and around to Murmansk in
May 2018 for fuel loading and reactor start-up at the Atom ot base*. Fuel loading is expected in October 2018. It can then be
delivered to Pevek in 2018 for commissioning onsite in 2019.
* The Law of the Sea does not address non-propelled nuclear power plants at sea, so concerns by neighbouring countries en route cannot be resolved
if the reactors are commissioned before they are back in Russian waters

In September 2015 Rosatom signed a cooperation agreement with the government of the Chukotka Autonomous District for
power sector development around the Chaun-Bilibino Energy Hub, including installation of the rst FNPP at Pevek. Construction
of onshore facilities for the plant commenced in September 2016, and the plant is due to be commissioned in 2019. It is now
being called a oating nuclear cogeneration plant (FNCP) or oating nuclear power unit (FPU).
Pevek on the Chukotka peninsula in the Chaun district of the far northeast, near Bilibino, was originally planned as the site for
the second FNPP, to replace the Bilibino nuclear plant and a 35 MWe thermal plant as a major component of the Chaun-Bilibino
industrial hub. However, at the end of 2012 the Ministries of Defence, Energy and Industry agreed to make Pevek the site for the
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delayed rst FNPP unit, the Academician Lomonosov. Roesenergoatom said that the tariff revenue of Chukotka made
attractive than the Vilyuchinsk naval base, which is expected to have natural gas connected in 2014.

Total estimated costs for Pevek increased to RUR 37 billion ($740 million) at May 2015, partly due to factoring in the required
site works and infrastructure. The government is contributing to this coastal infrastructure, with RUR 5 billion over 2016-20. The
pilot FNPP itself is costing Rosenergoatom RUR 21.5 billion, and it expects the second one to be about RUR 18 billion.
The third site is Chersky or Sakha in Yakutia. In June 2010 a "roadmap" for deployment of up to eight further FNPPs was
expected, on the occasion of launching the barge for the rst, but it has not appeared. As of early 2009, four oating plants were
designated for northern Yakutia in connection with the Elkon uranium mining project in southern Yakutia, and in 2007 an
agreement was signed with the Sakha Republic (northeast Yakutia region) to build one of them, using smaller ABV-6 reactors.
Five were intended for use by Gazprom for offshore oil and gas eld development and for operations on the Kola peninsula near
Finland and the Yamal peninsula in central Siberia. There is also perceived to be considerable export potential for the FNPPs, on
a fully-serviced basis. Electricity cost is expected to be much lower than from present alternatives.
In July 2017 Rosatom announced that the second and subsequent FNPPs would use two RITM-200M reactors developed for the
latest icebreakers. Though more powerful at about 50 MWe, these are each 1500 tonnes lighter, so that vessel dimensions can
be reduced and displacement reduced by 4000 tonnes.
In May 2014 the China Atomic Energy Authority (CAEA) signed an agreement with Rosatom to cooperate in construction of
oating nuclear cogeneration plants for China offshore islands. These would be built in China but be based on Russian
technology, and possibly using Russian KLT-40S reactors. This arrangement appears to have been displaced by indigenous
Chinese developments. In August 2015 Rosatom and Indonesia’s BATAN signed a cooperation agreement on construction of
FNPPs.
The larger end of the Russian FNPP range would use a pair of 325 MWe VBER-300 reactors on a 49,000 tonne barge. ATETs-80
and ATETs-200 are twin-reactor cogeneration units using KLT-40 reactors and may be oating or land-based. The former
produces 85 MWe plus 120,000 m3/day of potable water.
The small ABV-6M integral PWR is 16-45 MW thermal. A design known as the Volnolom FNPP consists of a pair of reactors (12
MWe in total) mounted on a 97-metre, 8700 tonne barge plus a second barge for reverse osmosis desalination (over 40,000
m3/day of potable water).
As well as FNPPs, NIKIET is developing a sunken power plant which will sit on the sea bed supplying electricity for Arctic oil and
gas development. This is SHELF, 6 MWe integral PWR. See also R&D section in the information paper on Russia's Nuclear Fuel
Cycle.

Heating
From the 1970s ther have been plans for nuclear district heating plants (AST). The AST-500 integral PWR-type plant was
designed by OKBM and built by Atommash, with the rst one installed at Gorky and ready to start up in September 1989.
However, local opposition prevented its operation. (Gorky is now Nizhny Novgorod.)
In the 1990s, 5 GW of thermal power plants (mostly AST-500 integral PWR type) were planned for district and industrial heat to
be constructed at Arkhangelsk (four VK-300 units commissioned to 2016), Voronezh (two AST-500 units 2012-18), Saratov,
Dimitrovgrad and (small-scale, KLT-40 type PWR) at Chukoyka and Severodvinsk. Also the main Russian nuclear plants were
expected to provide 30.8 PJ cogeneration district heating by about 2010. (A 1000 MWe reactor produces about 95 PJ per year
internally to generate the electricity.)
In 2016 four Russian cities have expressed an interest in using small reactors to supply heat and power, according to NIKIET. A
speci c feasibility study was undertaken for an Arkhangelsk nuclear cogeneration plant. A broader Rosatom feasibility study on
regional power has concluded that up to 38 cogeneration reactors could be deployed at 14 sites for this purpose: Arkhangelsk
(4, with high local support), Ishevsk (2), Ivanovo (2), Kazan (3), Khabarovsk (4), Komsomolsk-on-Amur (3), Kurgan (2), Murmansk
(2), Perm (2), Tver (2), Ufa (2), Ulyanovsk (3), Vyatka (2) and Yaroslavl (3).
The basic cogeneration plant proposed by NIKIET is twin VK-300 units each rated 250 MWe, or 150 MWe plus 1675 GJ/h,
conservatively to give joint annual output of 3 TWh and 16 PJ very competitively. However, the VK-300 is no longer part of
Rosatom’s plans, but the VBER-300 (or VBER-200-500) is envisaged for early 2020s deployment.

Heavy engineering and turbine generators
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The main reactor component supplier is OMZ's Komplekt-Atom-Izhora facility which is doubling the production of large
forgings
so as to be able to manufacture three or four pressure vessels per year from 2011. OMZ subsidiary Izhorskiye Zavody is
expected to produce the forgings for all new domestic AES-2006 model VVER-1200 nuclear reactors (four per year from 2016)
plus exports. At present Izhora can produce the heavy high-quality forgings required for Russia's VVER-1000 pressurized water
reactors at the rate of two per year. These forgings include reactor pressure vessels, steam generators, and heavy piping. In
2008 the company rebuilt its 12,000 tonne hydraulic press, claimed to be the largest in Europe, and a second stage of work will
increase that capacity to 15,000 tonnes.

In May 2012 Rosenergoatom said that reactor pressure vessels for its VVER-TOI reactors would be made by both Izhorskiye
Zavody and the Ukrainian works Energomashspetsstal (EMSS) with Russian Petrozavodskmash. In mid-2015 Rosatom
announced that a new nickel-alloy steel coupled with larger (4.2m) diameter pressure vessel would mean that the VVER-TOI
should have a 120-year operational life. A 420-tonne ingot had been forged into one of these by OMZ-Spetsstal in December
2014. The new alloy was developed at Atomenergomash’s Central Research Institute for Machine Building Technology
(CNIITMASH).
Petrozavodskmash makes steam generators and has the contract for RPV and various internals for Baltic 1 reactor. Izhorskiye
Zavody was expected to supply these components for unit 2.
ZiO-Podolsk also makes steam generators, including those for Belene/ Kozloduy 7.
Turbine generators for the new plants are mainly from Power Machines (Silovye Mashiny – Silmash) subsidiary LMZ, which has
six orders for high-speed (3000 rpm) turbines: four of 1200 MWe for Novovoronezh and Leningrad, plus smaller ones for Kalinin
and Beloyarsk. The company plans also to offer 1200 MWe low-speed (1500 rpm) turbine generators from 2014, and is investing
RUB 6 billion in a factory near St Petersburg to produce these. Silmash is 26% owned by Siemens.
Alstom Atomenergomash (AAEM) is a joint venture between French turbine manufacturer Alstom and Atomenergomash (AEM,
an AEP subsidiary), which will produce low-speed turbine generators based on Alstom's Arabelle design, sized from 1200 to
1800 MWe. The Baltic plant will be the rst customer, in a RUB 35 billion order, with Russian content about 50%. This will
increase to over 70% for subsequent projects. It will produce the Arabelle units at AEM's newly-acquired Atommash plant at
Volgodonsk for delivery in 2015.
Ukraine's Turboatom is offering a 1250 MWe low-speed turbine generator for the VVER-TOI. Rosenergoatom says it insists on
having at least two turbine vendors, and prefers three.

Reactor technology
In September 2006 the technology future for Russia was focused on four elements:
Serial construction of AES-2006 units, with increased service life to 60 years,
Fast breeder BN-800,
Small and medium reactors – KLT-40 and VBER-300,
High temperature reactors (HTR).
Since 2006 the BN-1200 has become the major focus for large fast rectors, the SVBR-100 has come to the fore as a small
modular fast reactor, and HTRs disappeared from the news until 2015.

VVER-1000, AES-92, AES-91
The main reactor design being deployed until now has been the V-320 version of the VVER-1000 pressurised water reactor with
950-1000 MWe net output. It is from OKB Gidropress (Experimental Design Bureau Hydropress), has 30-year basic design life
and dates from the 1980s. A later version of this for export is the V-392, with enhanced safety and seismic features, as the basis
of the AES-92 power plant. All models have four coolant loops, with horizontal steam generators. Maximum burn-up is 60
GWd/tU. VVER stands for water-cooled, water-moderated energy reactor.
Advanced versions of this VVER-1000 with western instrument and control systems have been built at Tianwan in China and are
being built at Kudankulam in India - as AES-91 and AES-92 nuclear power plants respectively. The former was bid for Finland in
2002 and for Sanmen and Yangjiang in China in 2005, while the AES-92 was accepted for Belene in Bulgaria in 2006. These have
40-year design life. (Major components of the two designs are the same except for slightly taller pressure vessel in AES-91, but
cooling and safety systems differ. The AES-92 has greater passive safety features features – 12 heat exchangers for passive
decay heat removal; the AES-91 has extra seismic protection. The V-428 in the AES-91 is the rst Russian reactor to have a corecatcher, V-412 in AES-92 also has core catcher.)
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VVER-1200, AES-2006, MIR-1200
Development of a third-generation standardised VVER-1200 reactor of about 1170 MWe net followed, as the basis of the AES2006 power plant. Rosatom drew upon Gidropress, OKBM, Kurchatov Institute, Rosenergoatom, Atomstroyexport, three
Atomenergoproekt out ts, VNIINPP and others. Two design streams emerged: one from Atomproekt in St Petersburg with V-491
reactor, and one from Atomenergoproekt in Moscow with V-392M reactor.
The V-491 provides about 1170 MWe gross, 1085 net, and the V-392M provides about 1199 MWe gross, 1114 net, both from
3200 MWt, along with about 300 MWt for district heating. This is an evolutionary development of the well-proven VVER-1000/V320 and then the third-generation V-392 in the AES-92 plant (or the AES-91 for Atomproekt version), with longer life (60 years for
non-replaceable equipment, not 30), greater power, and greater thermal e ciency (34.8% net instead of 31.6%). Compared with
the V-392, it has the same number of fuel assemblies (163) but a wider pressure vessel, slightly higher operating pressure and
temperature (329ºC outlet), and higher burn-up (up to 70 GWd/t). It retains four coolant loops. Refueling cycle is up to 24
months. Core catchers lled with non-metallic materials are under the pressure vessels. Construction time for serial units is "no
more than 54 months".

AES-2006 (Rosatom)
The lead units are being built at Novovoronezh II (V-392M), starting operation in 2016, and at Leningrad II (V-491) for 2017-18.
Both plants will use Areva's Teleperm safety instrument and control systems. Atomproekt’s Leningrad II with V-491 reactor is
quoted as the reference plant for further units at Tianwan in China. The two AES-2006 plants are very similar apart from safety
systems con guration. They are expected to run for 60 years with capacity factor of 92%, and probably with Silmash turbine
generators. Capital cost was said to be US$ 1200/kW (though the rst contract of them is more like $2100/kW) and
construction time 54 months. They have enhanced safety including that related to earthquakes and aircraft impact with some
passive safety features and double containment. However, it appears that only six will be built domestically – two V-392M and
four V-491, before moving on to the VVER-TOI, with potential for international design certi cation.
For the Novovoronezh V-392M units Atomernergoproekt Moscow has installed what it calls dry protection, a 144-tonne structure
surrounding the reactor core that reduces emission of radiation and heat. It consists of a steel cylinder with double walls, 7m
diameter, with the space between them lled with specially formulated concrete. This gives it better aircraft crash resistance
than V-491. They have passive decay heat removal by air circulation.
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provide water cooling for decay heat, and is more suited to Finland and central Europe rather than seismic sites (DBGM is only
250 Gal). Atomproekt’s AES-2006 has two steam turbine variants: Russian Silmash high-speed version for Russia, or Alstom
Arabelle low-speed turbine as proposed for Hanhikivi and MIR-1200 (Silmash plans to produce low-speed turbines from 2014).

For Europe, the basic Atomproekt V-491 St Petersburg version has been slightly modi ed by Atomproekt as the MIR-1200
(Modernized International Reactor), and bid for Temelin 3&4. It is also selected for Hanhikivi in Finland, as AES-2006E, with
"extended list of accidents and external impacts" including higher seismic tolerance. As of late 2014 Gidropress still designated
the reactor unit V-491.
Atomstroyexport differentiates the VVER-1200M at Novovoronezh and for Rooppur from the VVER-1200E in Belarus, Hanhikivi
and Paks II. The differences are in the structure and layout of the safety systems.

VVER-TOI
A further evolution, or nessing, of Moscow Atomenergoproekt’s version of the AES-2006 power plant with the V-392M reactor
is the VVER-TOI (typical optimized, with enhanced information) design for the AES-2010 plant, the VVER-1300 reactor being
designated V-510 by Gidropress. Rosatom says that this is planned to be standard for new projects in Russia and worldwide,
with minor variations (such as the cheaper VVER-1300A). It has an upgraded pressure vessel with four welds rather than six, and
will use a new steel which “removes nearly all limitations on RPV operation in terms of radiation embrittlement of metal”,
making possible a service life of more than 60 years with 70 GWd/t fuel burn-up and 18 to 24-month fuel cycle. It has increased
power to 3300 MWt, 1255 MWe gross (nominally 1300), improved core design still with 163 fuel assemblies to increase cooling
reliability, larger steam generators, further development of passive safety with at least 72-hour grace period requiring no
operator intervention after shutdown, lower construction and operating costs, and 40-month construction time. It is claimed to
require only 130-135 tonnes of natural uranium (compared with typical 190 tU now) per gigawatt year. It will use a low-speed
turbine-generator.
The project was initiated in 2009 and the completed design was presented to the customer, Rosenergoatom at the end of 2012.
The design aim was to try and save 20% of the cost. It was submitted to Rostechnadzor in 2013 for licensing, with a view to
subsequent international certi cation in accordance with EUR requirements as the standard future export model. EUR approval
is seen as basic in many markets, notably China. In 2012 Rosatom announced that it intended to apply for UK design
certi cation for the VVER-TOI design with a view to Rusatom Overseas building them in UK. This application was expected in
2015, in conjunction with Rolls-Royce.
It appears the rst units will be at Kursk, then Akkuyu in Turkey, then Tsentral, Smolensk and Nizhny Novgorod. In June 2012
Rosatom said it would apply for VVER-1200 design certi cation in UK and USA, through Rusatom Overseas, with the VVER-TOI
version. Development involved OKB Gidropress (chief designer), NRC Kurchatov Institute (scienti c supervisor), All-Russian
Scienti c and Research Institute for Nuclear Power Plant Operation (VNIIAES – architect-engineer), and NIAEP-ASE jointly with
Alstom (turbine island designer). V-509 and V-513 reactors are variants of V-510, the V-513 as VVER-1300.

VVER-1300A
This is presented as a cheaper variant of the VVER-TOI/V-510 reactor, and has two new PGV-1300A steam generators,
decreased metal content and decreased containment diameter. It is under active development as a variant of VVER-TOI.
A Rosenergoatom account of the safety features of the reactor is on the Nuclear Engineering International website, and
Gidropress account.
Russian PWR nuclear power reactors*
Generic
reactor
type

Reactor
plant
model

VBER-300

Whole power plant
(under development) OKBM, 325 MWe gross, based on KLT-40

VVER-210

V-1

prototype VVER, Novovoronezh 1

VVER-365

V-3M

Novovoronezh 2

VVER-440

V-179

Novovoronezh 3-4, prototype VVER-440

V-230

Kola 1-2, EU units closed down

Generic
reactor
type

Reactor
plant
model
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Whole power plant

V-270

Armenia 1-2, based on V-230

V-213

Kola 3-4, Rovno 1-2, Loviisa, Paks, Dukovany, Bohunice V2, Mochovce

V-318

Cuba, based on V-213, full containment & ECCS

VVER-640

V-407

(under development), Gen III+, Gidropress

VVER-300

V-478

(under development, based on V-407), Gen III+, Gidropress

VVER-600

V-498

(under development by Gidropress, based on V-491), Gen III+, proposed for Kola, Baltic

V-187

Novovoronezh 5, prototype VVER-1000

V-302

South Ukraine 1

V-320

most Russian & Ukraine plants, Kozloduy 5-6, Temelin 1-2

V-338

Kalinin 1-2, South Ukraine 2

V-446

based on V-392, adapted to previous Siemens work, Bushehr 1

V-413

AES-91

V-428

AES-91 Tianwan and Vietnam proposal, based on V-392, Gen III

VVER1000

V-428M

Tianwan 4&5, later version

V-412

AES-92 Kudankulam, based on V-392, Gen III

V-392

AES-92 – meets EUR standards, Armenia, Khmelnitsky 3-4, Gen III

V-392B
V-466
V-466B
V-528

AES-92
AES-91/99 Olkiluoto bid, also Sanmen, developed from V-428, Gen III
AES-92 Belene/Kozloduy 7, Jordan?, developed from V-412 & V-466, 60-year lifetime, 1060 MWe
gross, Gen III, Gidropress
Bushehr 2&3 version of V-466B

V-392M

AES-2006 by Moscow AEP and Gidropress, Novovoronezh; Developed from V-392 and V-412, Gen III+,
1170 MWe gross, more passive safety than V-491, developed to VVER-TOI

V-491

AES-2006 Leningrad, Baltic, Belarus, Tianwan 7&8, Ninh Thuan 1 bid; developed from AES-91 V-428 by
Atomproekt and Gidropress, Gen III+, 1170 MWe gross, developed to MIR-1200 for EUR

V-508

MIR-1200 from V-491 for EUR, Temelin bid

V-509

Akkuyu version, based on Novovoronezh V-392M

V-522

Hanhikivi version of V-491 AES-2006E

V-523

Rooppur version of V-392M, Novovoronezh reference, AES-2006M

V-527

Paks II version of V-491 AES-2006E

V-529

El Dabaa version of V-491 AES-2006E

VVER1200A

V-501

Concept proposal AES-2006, but two-loop, shelved in 2011

VVER1300

V-488

AES-2006M, developmental model, Gen III+, Gidropress

V-510

AES-2010, Generation III+ VVER-TOI, 1250 MWe gross, developed by Moscow AEP from V-392M,
Nizhny Novgorod, Kursk II, Smolensk II, Central, Tatar

V-513

Upgraded V-392M, VVER-TOI

?

Cheaper variant of VVER-TOI

VVER1200

VVER1300A
VVER1500

V-448

Gidropress, Gen III+, shelved in 2006

Generic
reactor
type

Reactor
plant
model

VVER1800

?

VVERSCP

V-393
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Whole power plant

(concept proposal) three loops, based on 1300A and 1500
being developed, Supercritical, Gen IV

AES=NPP. Early V numbers referred to models which were widely built in several countries, eg V-230, V-320. Then the V-392 seemed to be a general
export version of the V-320. Later V numbers are fairly project-speci c. Broadly the rst digit of the number is the VVER generation, the second is the
reactor system and the third – and any su x – relates to the building.
Generation III or III+ ratings are as advised by Gidropress, but not necessarily accepted internationally.
* V-392M has two active safety channels, while V-491 has four, and turbine hall layouts are also different. In the V-392M there is a focus placed on
avoidance of redundancy, aiming at higher cost-effectiveness of the plant construction and operation. Both V-392M and V-491 designs include a
common emergency core cooling system (ECCS) passive section, but in the V-392M the ECCS active section is represented by a combined twochannel high and low pressure system, while the V-491 utilizes a segregated four-channel high and low pressure system. The V-392M design features
a closed two-channel steam generator emergency cool-down system, whereas the V491 uses a traditional four-channel emergency feedwater system.
To mitigate consequences of beyond design basis accidents involving total loss of AC power sources, both designs use a passive heat removal
system, which is air-cooled in the V-392M and water-cooled in the V-491. Additionally, the V-392M design is tted with a four-channel emergency
passive core ooding system.
While Gidropress is responsible for the actual 1200 MWe reactor, Moscow AEP and Atomproekt St Petersburg are going different ways on the cooling
systems, and one or the other may be chosen for future plants once Leningrad II and Novovoronezh II are operating. Passive safety systems prevail in
Moscow’s V-392M design, while St Petersburg’s V-491 design focuses on active safety systems based on Tianwan V-428 design.

For the immediate future, Gidropress shows the VVER-1200/V-392M and V-491 reactors evolving into VVER-1300/V-488 (in AES2006M power plant) four-loop versions, and into the VVER-1200A/V-501 (similar, but two-loop design) reactors, though the latter
has been shelved. This then evolves to the VVER-1800 with three loops. The AES-2006M has an uprated VVER-1200 with less
conservative design and new steam generators, giving it 1300 MWe. The VVER-1200A/V-501 was expected to have lower
construction cost, but now a VVER-1300A seems to ll this role. The four-loop VVER-1200 also evolves to the half-sized VVER600 with only two loops.

VVER-600
Since 2008 OKB Gidropress with SPb AEP and Kurchatov Institute has also been developing a two-loop VVER-600 (project V498) from V-491 (1200 MWe, four-loop), using the same basic equipment but no core catcher (corium retained in RPV), as a
Generation III+ type. In December 2011 Gidropress signed a contract with the Design and Engineering Branch of Rosenergoatom
for R&D related to the VVER-600 reactor, though this was not then part of any federal Rosatom program. Gidropress presented
the design to Rosenergoatom in February 2013, saying a project package could be ready in two years. It will be capable of loadfollowing, and have a 60-year life. Rosenergoatom has been considering it for the Baltic plant site as a straightforward option to
replace the 1200 MWe units, and it is now planned for Kola. It has high export potential, and Gidropress, NIAEP and Kurchatov
have been progressing it slowly. The VVER-600 supercedes the VVER-640 in Gidropress plans,* and Rosatom envisages its
deployment in 2020s.
* The VVER-640 (V-407), an 1800 MWt, 640 MWe design originally developed by Gidropress jointly with Siemens. It had advanced safety features
(passive safety systems). After apparently beginning construction of the rst at Sosnovy Bor, funds ran out and it disappeared from plans. However, it
came back on the drawing boards, now as a Generation III+ type, with four cooling loops, low power density, low-enriched fuel (3.6%), passive safety
systems, 33.6% thermal e ciency and only 45 GWd/t burn-up. In March 2013 SPbAEP (merged with VNIPIET to become Atomproekt) said that subject
to Rosatom approval it could have a VVER-640 project ready to go possibly at the Kola site by the end of 2014. The project partners –
Atomenergomash, OKB Gidropress, Central Design Bureau for Marine Engineering (CDBME) of the Russian Shipbuilding Agency, OMZ’s Izhorskiye
Zavody, Kurchatov Institute, and VNIPIET – “con rmed its readiness for updating aiming at commercialization.” In May 2013 Atomenergoproekt said it
has already been discussing with VNIPIET the feasibility and practicability of using the VVER-640 project “as the starting point for the development of
next-generation medium-power nuclear power plants, including with the use of passive safety systems.”

VVER-1500
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About 2005 Rosatom (the Federal Atomic Energy Agency) promoted the basic design for VVER-1500 pressurised water
by Gidropress as a priority. Design was expected to be complete in 2007, but the project was shelved in 2006. It was a four-loop
design, 42,350 MWt producing 1500 MWe gross, with increased pressure vessel diameter to 5 metres, 241 fuel assemblies in
core enriched to 4.4%, burn-up up 45-55 and up to 60 GWd/t and life of 60 years. If revived, it will be a Generation III+ model
meeting EUR criteria.

VVER-1800
This is a development of the VVER-1300A, but with three loops, using steam generators and circulation pumps from it, and
reactor pressure vessel and internals from VVER-1500, which it supercedes. However, development is paused.

VVER-SKD-1700
A Generation IV Gidropress project in collaboration with the Generation IV International Forum is the supercritical VVER (VVERSKD or VVER-SCWR) with higher thermodynamic e ciency (45%) and higher breeding ratio (0.95) and oriented towards the
closed fuel cycle. Focus is on structural materials and fuels. The main version is 3830 MWt, 1700 MWe, with 540°C operating
temperature. The SPA Central Research Institute of Machine Engineering Technology (TsNIITMASH) in Moscow and OKB
Giidropress are involved in the draft proposals. OKB Gidropress says that “Such reactors are expected to increase signi cantly
thermal energy conversion e ciency, move to the fast neutron spectrum in the reactor core and, by thus, substantially improve
parameters of breeding of the secondary nuclear fuel in the reactor.” Also referred to as VVER-1700, V-393. Rosatom is reported
to be developing it to a full design and bidding to build a prototype ahead of other SCWR designs in Europe, Canada, China and
Japan.
A PSKD-600 fast reactor version (1430 MWt, 600 MWe) is also being developed, with primary circuit temperature of 500°C,
hence also a secondary steam circuit, and breeding ratio >1.

VVER-I
The VVER-I is a range of small modular reactors under development, with integral steam generators. It is proposed to be built at
a central factory and then transported by ship, rail and road to the construction site with a high degree of modularization. There
are three planned sizes of 100, 200 and 300 MWe (VVER-I-200, etc). Gidropress quotes $5000/kW construction cost for VVER-I200.

VVER with spectral core
As a step in the direction of breeder reactors and to obtain better fuel utilisation, Gidropress has a VVER-S (or VVER-SM) project
with spectral core control, changing the neutron spectrum by having removable diplacers (e.g. 13) in each fuel assembly (in 132
fuel assemblies out of 241 in a 3300 MWt reactor). Spectral regulation is achieved by changing the water-uranium ratio in the
process of fuel burn-up. Compensating for burn-up using burnable poisons is minimised and is replaced by the shift of neutron
spectrum. Fresh fuel has the so-called displacers in each assembly to decrease the moderator (water) quantity in the core and
making more of a fast neutron spectrum, which decreases the reactivity coe cient and increases the breeding ratio of nuclear
fuel (in contrast to the regulation with boron in the water or burnable poisons).
As burn-up proceeds and ssion products build up, reducing the breeding ratio, the displacers are gradually extracted, which
increases the water-uranium ratio and slows the neutron spectrum to near thermal. This makes it possible to use the Pu-239
and Pu-241 isotopes, effectively accumulated in the ‘rigid’ spectrum from the U-238. Water-uranium ratio in the core is about 1.5
at start of cycle and about 2.0 at end.

Small VVERs
After many years of promoting the idea, in 2006 Rosatom approved construction of a nuclear power plant on a barge ( oating
power module, FPM) to supply power and heat to isolated coastal towns. See Floating nuclear power plants subsection above.
Two OKBM Afrikantov KLT-40S or KLT-40C reactors derived from those in icebreakers, but with low-enriched fuel (less than 20%
U-235), will supply 70 MWe of power plus 586 GJ/hr (5.1 PJ/yr) of heat. They will be mounted on a 21,500 tonne, 144 m long, 30
m wide barge. Refuelling interval is 3-4 years onsite, and at the end of a 12-year operating cycle the whole plant is returned to a
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shipyard (Zvezdochka, near Sevmash has been mentioned) for a two-year overhaul and storage of used fuel, before being
returned to service. Each reactor is 140-150 MWt and can deliver 38.5 MWe if no cogeneration is required.

The smaller ABV reactor units are under development by OKBM Afrikantov, with a range of sizes from 45 MWt (ABV-6M ) down
to 18 MWt (ABV-3), giving 4-18 MWe outputs. The PWR/VVER units are compact, with integral steam generator. The whole unit
of some 200 tonnes (ABV-6) would be factory-produced for ground or barge mounting. A single ABV-6M would require a 3500
tonne barge; the ABV-3, 1600 tonne. The core is similar to that of the KLT-40 except that enrichment is 16.5% and average burnup 95 GWd/t. It has natural circulation in the primary circuit. Refuelling interval is about 8-10 years, and service life about 50
years. In mainly desalination mode the ABV-6M is expected to produce 55,000 m3/day of potable water by reverse osmosis. The
company said at the end of 2009 that an ABV-R7D would cost RUR 1.5 billion, but that Rosatom preferred the larger and proven
KLT-40 design.
OKBM Afrikantov has developed a new compact icebreaker reactor – RITM-200 – to replace the current KLT-40 reactors. This is
an integral 175 MWt, 50-55 MWe PWR with inherent safety features. Two of these, as in the new LK-60 icebreakers, will give 60
MW shaft power via twin turbine generators and three motors. At 65% capacity factor fuel reloading is required after seven years
and major overhaul period is 20 years. Fuel enrichment is almost 20% and the service life 40 years.
For oating nuclear power plants a single RITM-200 could replace twin KLT-40S reactors and require a barge one-third the
displacement, though their use in pairs is envisaged*. The reactor mass of the RITM-200 is only 2200 tonnes, compared with
3740 t for the KLT-40C.
* Twin RITM-200 units would use a 17,500 tonne barge 135 m long and 30 m wide.

Exports of combined power and desalination units is planned, with China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Algeria, Cape Verde and
Argentina being mentioned as potential buyers, though Russia would probably retain ownership of the plant with operational
responsibility, and simply sell the output. Rosatom has formed a group of expert desalination advisors as part of a strategy to
sell its thermal desalination technologies. It is targeting world regions where clean water is scarce as part of its drive for
leadership in the global nuclear market.

VBER-300, VBER-200 to 500
OKBM Afrikantov's VBER-300 PWR is a 325 MWe gross, 295 MWe net, PWR unit developed from naval power reactors and was
originally envisaged in pairs as a oating nuclear power plant.* As a cogeneration plant it is rated at 200 MWe and 1900 GJ/hr
for heat or desalination. The reactor is designed for a 60-year operating lifetime and 90% capacity factor. It was planned to
develop it as a land-based unit with Kazatomprom, with a view to exports, and the rst unit was to be built at Aktau in
Kazakhstan. However, this agreement stalled, and OKBM has been looking for a new partner to develop it. It is reported to be at
the licensing stage. Two demonstration units are proposed at Zheleznogorsk for the Mining & Chemical Combine (MCC),
costing some $2 billion. MCC preferred the VBER design to the VK-300.
* Twin VBER-300 units would use a 49,000 tonne barge 170 m long and 62 m wide.

In October 2012 a VBER-500 design was announced by OKBM Afrikantov, with design to be completed in about 2015 in
collaboration with NIAEP. In fact OKBM offers 200 to 600 MWe plants “based on the standard 100 MWe module.” They are
based on over 6000 reactor-years of experience with naval reactors. The VBERs were not part of any federal program, but the
VBER-500 has explicit support from Rosenergoatom, with Kola replacement in view, and also perhaps as an alternative for the
Baltic plant’s 1200 MWe units.

VK-300 BWR
The VK-300 boiling water reactor is being developed by the Research & Development Institute of Power Engineering (NIKIET) for
both power (250 MWe) and cogeneration with desalination (150 MWe plus 1675 GJ/h). It has evolved from the Melekess VK-50
BWR at Dimitrovgrad, but with standard components used wherever possible, e.g. the reactor vessel of the V-320. A feasibility
study on building four cogeneration VK-300 units at Archangelsk was favourable, each pair conservatively delivering 3 TWh and
16 PJ/yr heat, but this has not proceeded. NIKIET is still promoting the design but the VBER-300 seems a stronger prospect.

AST-500
The AST-500 was an early design primarily for district heating. The integral PWR was designed by OKBM and built by Atommash,
with the rst one installed at Gorky and ready to start up in September 1989, but never operated. It shares some design features
with the VK-300.
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RBMK/LWGR
A development of the RBMK light water graphite reactor was the MKER-800, with much improved safety systems and
containment, but this too has been shelved. Like the RBMK itself, it was designed by VNIPIET (All-Russia Science Research and
Design Institute of Power Engineering Technology) at St Petersburg.

HTRs
In the 1970-80s OKBM undertook substantial research on high temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTRs). In the 1990s it took a
lead role in the international GT-MHR (Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor) project based on a General Atomics (US) design.
Preliminary design was completed in 2001 and the prototype was to be constructed at Seversk (Tomsk-7, Siberian Chemical
Combine) by 2010, with construction of the rst four-module power plant (4x285 MWe) by 2015. Initially it was to be used to
burn pure ex-weapons plutonium, and replace production reactors which supplied electricity there to 2010.
In the longer-term perspective, HTRs were seen as important for burning actinides, and later for hydrogen production. The
coordinating committee for this GT-MHR project continued meeting to at least 2010, when it discussed plans to 2014, but there
has been no further news of this project. OKBM is now in charge of Russian HTR collaboration with China.
In 2015 Rosatom agreed with Indonesia’s BATAN for the pre-project phase of construction of an experimental multi-functional
HTR there. The architect general will be Atomproekt, and NUKEM Technologies GmbH would be implementing the project jointly
with OKBM Afrikantov which has developed the design. An EPC contract for the project was expected in 2016.

Fast reactors
For context, see also above section on Transition to Fast Reactors.

BN-600 Beloyarsk-3
The BN-600 fast neutron reactor operating since 1980 has been upgraded for a 15-year operating lifetime extension, to 2025,
and is licensed to 2020. It is a three-loop pool type reactor of 1470 MWt, 600 MWe gross and 560 MWe net. Due to progressive
modi cation, its fuel burn-up has increased from 7% (design value) to 11.4%. It provides heat for Zarechny town as well as
electricity from three 200 MWe turbine generators.

BN-800 Beloyarsk 4
The Beloyarsk 4 BN-800 fast reactor designed by OKBM Afrikantov was intended to supersede the BN-600 unit 3 at Beloyarsk,
and utilise MOX fuel with both reactor-grade and weapons plutonium. The RUR 146 billion (US$ 2.3 billion) project was delayed
by lack of funds following construction start in 2006. Atomproekt was the general designer. It was initially represented as the
rst Generation III reactor which, after 2020, would start to take a large share of Russian capacity as older designs were phased
out.
This rst (and probably only Russian) BN-800 unit rst started up in June 2014, with rst power to the turbine in November
2015. It is 2100 MWt, 864 MWe gross, 789 MWe net, with fuel burn-up of 66 GWd/t initially, increasing to 100 GWd/t. It is
essentially a demonstration unit for fuel and design features for the BN-1200, or as Rosatom said in September 2015: the BN800 has been created for testing elements of closing the nuclear fuel cycle rather than electricity generation. Uralenergostroy is
the general civil contractor for both Beloyarsk reactors, and sees the BN-800 as a bridge to signi cantly different future designs
such as the BN-1200, which in 2015 Rosatom described as “by 2025 the rst commercial fast neutron reactor.”
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Beloyarsk 4 (Rosatom)
Rosenergoatom said: "For us, the BN-800 is not only the basis for development of a closed nuclear fuel cycle. It is also a test
case for technical solutions that will later be used for commercial production of the BN-1200. Among other things, the BN-800
must answer questions about the economic viability of potential fast reactors ... if such a unit has more functions than to
generate electricity, then it becomes economically attractive. That's what we have to nd out.” The Beloyarsk plant director said:
“The main objective of the BN-800 is [to provide] operating experience and technological solutions that will be applied to the BN1200.”
The BN-800 achieved rst criticality in June 2014, was grid-connected in December 2015, reached full power in August 2016 and
entered commercial operation at the end of October. Electricity from Beloyarsk 4 was included in the production target of
Rosenergoatom for 2016, with 3.5 TWh now expected in the year, and power supply contracts are in place.
The long preparatory period with a year’s delay before return to criticality in mid-2015 was due to a technical issue with the fuel
assemblies, which had to be redesigned when it became clear that not enough MOX fuel would be available for an initial core
load. Hence initial fuel is about 75% uranium enriched to about 20% plus one-quarter MOX fuel assemblies. It is to change over
to a full load of pelletised MOX fuel by 2019 after the Zheleznogorsk MCC plant gets into full production and the fuel is tested.
Initial vibropacked fuel is made by NIIAR and pelletised MOX at PA Mayak. The unit is intended to demonstrate the use of MOX
fuel at industrial scale, including that made from weapons plutonium, and justify the closed fuel cycle technology. It does not
have a breeding blanket and breeding ratio is quoted as 1.0, though the version designed for Sanming in China has up to 198 DU
fuel elements in a blanket. Further reactor details in the information paper on Fast Neutron Reactors.
In May 2009 St Petersburg Atomenergopoekt (SPb AEP, now Atomproekt) said it was starting design work on a BN-800 reactor
for China, where two were planned at Sanming – Chinese Demonstration Fast Reactors (CDFRs). They would use pelletised
MOX fuel, initially from MCC. A high-level agreement was signed in October 2009, then another in November 2012, and an
intergovernmental agreement relating to them was expected in 2012, but was still pending in 2015, and the project was reported
to be suspended inde nitely. NIAEP-Atomstroyexport said in July 2014 that a framework contract and contract for engineering
design was expected by the end of the year.

BN-1200 Beloyarsk 5
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The BN-1200 reactor is being developed by OKBM Afrikantov in Zarechny, partly funded by federal nuclear technology
The BN-1200 will produce 2900 MWt (1220 MWe gross), has a 60-year design life, simpli ed refuelling, and burn-up of up to 120
GWd/t, with breeding ratio quoted as 1.2 to 1.4, using oxide or nitride fuels.

OKBM said that the capital cost would be the same as for the VVER-TOI. It is intended to produce electricity at RUR 0.65/kWh
(US 2.23 cents/kWh). Rosatom’s Scienti c & Technical Board reviewed it along with cost estimates in August 2015. OKBM
Afrikantov announced completion of the detailed design in May 2017, and Rosatom is expected to commit to building it – a
signi cant improvement upon the BN-800 – by the end of 2017. SPb AEP (merged with VNIPIET to become Atomproekt) is the
general designer. Rosatom sees this as a “Generation IV design with natural security” – an element of the Proryv (Breakthrough)
project*, with closed fuel cycle. Further reactor details in the information paper on Fast Neutron Reactors.
* for large fast reactors, BN series and BREST.

OKBM earlier expected the rst BN-1200 unit with MOX fuel to be commissioned in 2020, then eight more to 2030, moving to
dense nitride U-Pu fuel with closed fuel cycle. Rosatom plans to submit the BN-1200 to the Generation IV International Forum
(GIF) as a Generation IV design.
In May 2012 Rosenergoatom started environmental assessment for a BN-1200 unit as Beloyarsk 5, with an evaporative cooling
tower. In April 2015 Rosenergoatom said that construction decision would be delayed to at least 2020, as it wanted to improve
the fuel and review the economic viability of the project. Federal nancing and Rosatom funds of RUR 102 billion ($3.3 billion)
are envisaged.
The Chelyabinsk regional government has planned for three BN-1200 units to be built at the proposed South Urals plant. In
November 2013 the Regional Energy Planning Scheme included construction of two BN-1200 units by 2030, but the government
decree of August 2016 speci ed only one there.
A BN-1800 was brie y under development.

BREST-300 Seversk
The BREST-300 lead-cooled fast reactor (Bystry Reaktor so Svintsovym Teplonositelem) is another innovation, from NIKIET, with
the rst unit earlier being proposed for Beloyarsk-5. This is a new-generation fast reactor which dispenses with the fertile
blanket around the core and supersedes the BN designs to give enhanced proliferation resistance. In February 2010 a
government decree approved RUR 40 billion (US$ 1.3 billion) funding for an initial 300 MWe BREST unit (at SCC Seversk rather
than Beloyarsk).
In September 2012 Rosatom announced that a pilot demonstration BREST-300 fast reactor with associated fuel cycle facilities
including dense nitride fuel fabrication would be built at the Siberian Chemical Combine in Seversk, near Tomsk. A construction
schedule was presented at a Proryv (Breakthrough) project meeting at SCC in March 2013. The State Environmental
Commission of the Federal Service for Supervision of Natural Resources (Rosprirodnadzor) issued a positive statement on the
construction licence application package for the pilot demonstration power complex (PDPC) and fuel fabrication module in
June 2014, and Rostechnadzor issued a licence in 2014. NIKIET nished the BREST design in 2014, and working documentation
for preparation of the site and construction of the reactor was to be prepared in 2016, along with a preliminary report on the
safety aspects of the project. Atomproekt is the general designer. A government decree in August 2016 ordered construction by
2025, but in January 2017 Rosatom suggested a delay in the whole project including fuel fabrication and used fuel processing
plants, though reactor construction is still expected to start by early 2018.
If BREST is successful as a 300 MWe unit, a 1200 MWe (2800 MWt) version will follow. The PDPC comprises three phases: the
mixed uranium-plutonium nitride fuel fabrication/re-fabrication module; a nuclear power plant with BREST-OD-300 reactor; and a
used nuclear fuel reprocessing module. BREST-300 has 17.6 tonnes of fuel, BREST-1200 about 60 tonnes. In April 2014 the fuel
fabrication/re-fabrication module was approved by the State Expert Review Authority of Russia (Glavgosekspertiza).
Proceeding with the project depended on successful testing of the nitride fuel in the BN-600 reactor from the end of 2013. The
reactor commissioning is expected in 2022. RUR 25 billion ($809 million) has been budgeted for the reactor and RUR 17 billion
($550 million) for the fuel cycle facilities, though it appears that only RUR 15.555 billion would come from the federal budget.
Project nancing of RUR 6.6 billion was budgeted for 2015 (including RUR 4.8 billion from the federal budget and RUR 1.8bn
from other sources). The 2017 budget is RUR 7 billion from Rosatom and RUR 2 billion from other sources. The total PDPF
investment is expected to be over RUR 64 billion.

SVBR-100 Dimitrovgrad
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The SVBR-100 (Svintsovo-Vismutovyi Bystryi Reaktor – lead-bismuth fast reactor) is a modular lead-bismuth cooled fast
neutron reactor designed by OKB Gidropress in Podolsk and the Institute for Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE). It is a small
modual reactor (SMR) so that larger power plants can be built incrementally and comprise several 100 MWe modules. It is
intended to meet regional needs in Russia and abroad. The design is also known as the MTBF-100.
The pilot 101 MWe SVBR-100 unit is planned to be built next to RIIAR Dimitrovgrad by AKME-engineering – a 50-50 joint venture
of Rosatom and private company En+ Group. RUR 13.23 billion was allocated for this in February 2010, including RUR 3.75
billion from the federal budget. However, in December 2014 Rosatom said that the cost had escalated to RUR 36 billion ($550
million), more than twice the original estimate, making it “less commercially attractive.” This gure remained current at the end
of 2016. In October 2015 Rosatom reported that "experts have con rmed there are no scienti c or technical issues that would
prevent completion of the project and obtaining a construction licence." Then in November 2016 Rosatom said it expected to
work out the main speci cations for construction of the SVBR-100 by mid-2017.
Each 100 MWe fast reactor module with lead-bismuth primary coolant is 4.5 x 8.2 metres, built in factories and delivered to site.
The 280 MWt reactor has integral design and forced convection circulation of primary coolant at up to 500°C with two main
circulation pumps but with passive cooling after shutdown. Fuel is low-enriched (16.5%) uranium or MOX initially, later possibly
nitride. Refueling interval is 7-8 years and there is no breeding blanket. Design life is 60 years. It is proposed as a replacement
for Novovoronezh 3&4 (in the present reactor halls), and for Kozloduy in Bulgaria. It is described by Gidropress as a multifunction reactor, for power, heat or desalination, to meet regional needs in Russia and abroad. Serial production is envisaged
from 2024.
This is a pilot project for Russia in terms of the nuclear industry in large-scale high-tech projects since it seeks the participation
of private capital by mid-2017. Rosatom is seeking additional investors in the project to enable it to proceed, but earlier said that
it was not negotiating with China on the matter. This may have changed with the new cooperation agreement in November 2016
including fast breeder reactors. See also Small Nuclear Reactors information paper.
Another new reactor, also described as a multi-function fast reactor – MBIR – is being built at the Research Institute of Atomic
Reactors (RIAR) at Dimitrovgrad. See above section on Transition to Fast Reactors and the R&D section in the information paper
on Russian Fuel Cycle paper (as this is not essentially a power reactor).

Improving reactor performance through fuel development
A major recent emphasis has been the improvement in operation of present reactors with better fuels and greater e ciency in
their use, closing much of the gap between Western and Russian performance. Fuel developments include the use of burnable
poisons – gadolinium and erbium, as well as structural changes to the fuel assemblies.
With uranium-gadolinium fuel and structural changes, VVER-1000 fuel has been pushed out to four-year endurance, and VVER440 fuel even longer. For the VVER-1000, ve years was envisaged from 2010, with enrichment levels increasing nearly by onethird (from 3.77% to 4.87%) in that time, average burn-up going up by 40% (to 57.7 GWd/t) and operating costs dropping by 5%.
With a 3 x 18 month operating cycle, burn-up would be lower (51.3 GWd/t) but load factor could increase to 87%. Comparable
improvements were envisaged for later-model VVER-440 units.
For RBMK reactors the most important development has been the introduction of uranium-erbium fuel at all units, though
structural changes have helped. As enrichment and erbium content are increased (eg from 2.4 or 2.6% to 2.8% average
enrichment and 0.6% erbium), increased burn-up is possible and the fuel can stay in the reactor six years. Also from 2009 the
enrichment is pro led along the fuel elements, with 3.2% in the central section and 2.5% in the upper and lower parts. This better
utilises uranium resources and further extends fuel life in the core.
For the BN-600 fast reactor, improved fuel means up to 560 days between refuelling.
Beyond these initiatives, the basic requirements for fuel have been set as: fuel operational lifetime extended to 6 years,
improved burn-up of 70 GWd/tU, and improved fuel reliability. In addition, many nuclear plants will need to be used in loadfollowing mode, and fuel which performs well under variable load conditions will be required.
All RBMK reactors now use recycled uranium from VVER-440 reactors and some has also been used experimentally at Kalinin 2
and Kola 2 VVERs. It is intended to extend this. A related project was to utilise surplus weapons-grade plutonium in MOX fuel for
up to seven VVER-1000 reactors from 2008, for one fast reactor (Beloyarsk 3) from 2007, and then the Beloyarsk 4 BN-800 from
its start-up. In 2012 Rosenergoatom said it planned to use MOX in new-generation VVER-TOI reactors, subject to evaluation
which was to be completed in 2016.
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International collaboration
From 2001 Russia has been a lead country in the IAEA Project on Innovative Nuclear Reactors and Fuel Cycles (INPRO). In 2006
Russia joined the Generation IV International Forum, for which the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) provides the secretariat.
Russia is also a member of the NEA's Multinational Design Evaluation Programme which is increasingly important in
rationalising reactor design criteria.

Export of nuclear reactors
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is responsible for promoting Russian nuclear technologies abroad, including building up a
system of Rosatom foreign representatives in Russian embassies. This is backed up by provision of substantial competitive
nance for nuclear construction in client countries, as well as readiness to take equity or even build-own-operate (BOO) as in
Turkey. At 2015 Atomexpo it was announced that at the start of the year Rosatom’s foreign portfolio of orders totaled US$ 101.4
billion, of which $66 billion was reactors, $21.8 billion was the contracted sales of EUP and SWU, and the remaining $13.6 billion
was attributable to the sales of fabricated fuel assemblies and uranium. The total at the end of 2016 was over $133 billion.
Export revenues in 2015 were $6.4 billion, up 20% from 2014. Rosatom’s goal is to gain 60% of its total revenue from exported
goods and services by 2030, and half its reactor revenue from overseas projects in 2017. Early in 2016 Rosatom said that
Russia’s GDP gained two roubles for every one rouble invested in building nuclear power plants abroad, as well as enhanced
trade.
From 2020, Rosatom forecasts global construction of about 16 units per year, with 4-5 of those potentially from Rosatom. The
company sees its strength as its ability to make an integrated offer for its nuclear power plants, offering not only turnkey
construction and fuel, but also training, services, infrastructure development, legal and regulatory structures, etc. in a single
package. Rosatom said in November 2015 that due to its integrated structure, the cost (LCOE, levelized cost of energy) of new
VVER reactors is no more than $50-$60 per MWh in most countries.
In 2016 Rosatom and the Bank for Development and Foreign Economic Affairs (Vnesheconombank) agreed to develop their
cooperation to support Rosatom's investments in projects overseas. The agreement re ects the bank's "new strategic priorities".
Rosatom said that “implementation of projects in the framework of the signed agreement will help to address the global
challenges of the nuclear industry and increase the energy security of the Russian Federation." It will "contribute to the growth of
the Russian economy and the expansion of Russia's presence in the global nuclear energy market," Rosatom said.
Atomstroyexport (ASE) has largely completed three reactor construction projects abroad, all involving VVER-1000 units. First, it
took over building a reactor for Iran at the Bushehr power plant, a project commenced by Siemens KWU but then aborted. That
reactor is now operating. Then it sold two AES-91 units to China for Jiangsu Tianwan at Lianyungang (both now operating) and
two AES-92 units to India for Kudankulam (both now operating). It is likely that ASE will build a second unit at Bushehr and
agreements have been signed for two more at Tianwan in China. In 2007 a memorandum of understanding was signed to build
four more VVER units at Kudankulam, and this has now become about ten units including VVER-1200 types at more than one
site.
There is a variety of funding arrangements for Russian export nuclear power plants. China and Iran pay for them directly, India
bene ts from substantial Russian nance, Belarus, Bangladesh and Hungary will rely on major loans, Turkey will pioneer buildown-operate using Russian nance but with guaranteed long-term electricity price, Finland will involve Russian 34% equity.
In April 2015 Rosatom said that it had contracts for 19 nuclear plants in nine countries, including those under construction
(5). In December 2015 it said it had orders for 34 nuclear power reactors in 13 countries, at about $5 billion each to construct,
and it was negotiating for more. In September the total value of all export orders was $300 billion, excluding Egypt.
Export sales and prospects for Russian nuclear power plants (post-Soviet)
Country Plant

Type

Est. cost

Status, nancing

Ukraine Khmelnitski 2 & Rovno 4 2 x V-320 reactors, 1000 MWe

operating

Iran

Bushehr 1

V-446 reactor, 1000 MWe

operating

China

Tianwan 1&2

2 x AES-91

operating

India

Kudankulam 1&2

2 x AES-92

$3 billion operating

Operating: 7
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Country

Plant

Type

Est. cost

Status, nancing

China

Tianwan 3&4

2 x AES-91

$4 billion

Under construction from Dec 2012

Belarus

Ostrovets 1&2 2 x AES-2006 (V-491) $10 billion

Loan organised for 90%, construction start 2013

India

Kudankulam 3 AES-92

Construction start June 2017

Bangladesh Rooppur 1

AES-2006 (V-392M)

$6.5 billion Construction start Nov 2017

Construction: 6

Country

Plant

Type

India

Kudankulam
AES-92
4

Est. cost

Status, nancing

$5.8 million
for two

Con rmed, loan organised for 85%, construction start 2018?

Bangladesh Rooppur 2

AES-2006 (V392M)

$6.5 billion

Con rmed, loan organised for 90%, construction start 2018?

Turkey

Akkuyu 1-4

4 x VVER-TOI

$25 billion

Con rmed, BOO, construction start 2018

Finland

Hanhikivi 1

1 x AES-2006
€6 billion
(V-491)

Contracted, Rosatom 34% equity, also arranging loan for 75% of
capital cost, construction start 2018?

Iran

Bushehr
2&3

2 x AES-92
(V-466B)

Construction contract Nov 2014, NIAEP-ASE, barter for oil or pay
cash

Armenia

Metsamor 3

1 x AES-92

$5 billion

Contracted, loan for 50%

Contracted: 10

Country

Plant

Type

Est.
cost

Status, nancing

Egypt

El Dabaa

4 x AES-2006

$30
billion

Planned, state loan organised for 85%, repaid over 35 years from
commissioning. Contract due 2018

China

Tianwan 7&8 2 x AES-2006

Vietnam

Ninh Thuan
1, 1&2

2 x AES-2006
V-491

Vietnam

Ninh Thuan
1, 3&4

2 x AES-2006

On hold inde nitely

India

Kudankulam
5&6

2 x AES-92

Planned, framework agreement June 2017, component contracts July
2017

Hungary Paks 5&6

2 x AES-2006

Slovakia Bohunice V3

1 x AES-2006

Jordan

2 x AES-92

Al Amra

Planned
$9
billion

€12.5
billion

Loan organised for 85%, on hold inde nitely

Planned, loan organised for 80%
Planned, possible 51% Rosatom equity

$10
billion

Planned, BOO, nance organised for 49.9%

Ordered: 17

Country

Plant

Type

India

Kudankulam
7&8

2 x AES-2006

India

Andra Pradesh

6 x AES-2006

Est.
cost

Status, nancing

Negotiated in 2015

Est.
cost

Country

Plant

Bulgaria

Belene/Kozloduy
2 x AES-92
7

Ukraine

Khmelnitski

completion of 2 x
V-392 reactors

South
Africa

Thyspunt

up to 8 x AES-2006

Broad agreement signed, no speci cs, Russia offers nance,
prefers BOO

Nigeria

AES-2006?

Broad agreement signed, no speci cs, Russia offers nance,
BOO

Argentina Atucha 5?

AES-2006

Broad agreement signed, no speci cs, Russia offers nance,
contract expected 2016.

Indonesia Serpong

10 MWe HTR

Concept design by OKBM Afrikantov

Algeria

?

Agreement signed, no speci cs

?

Type
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Status, nancing
Cancelled, but may be revived

$4.9
Was due to commence construction 2015, 85% nanced by loan,
million but contract rescinded by Ukraine in 2015

Proposals: up to 24
AES-91 & AES-92 have 1000 MWe class reactors, AES-2006 has 1200 MWe class reactors.
The above Table gives an overview of Rosatom’s export projects for nuclear power plants. It is focused on 1000 and 1200 MWeclass VVER reactors, the former being well-proven and the latter a very credible design soon to be operating in Russia. In
virtually all cases, the technology is backed by very competitive nance. Rosatom expects its order book to reach $100 billion by
the end of 2014, up 25% in 12 months.
Russia's policy for building nuclear power plants in non-nuclear weapons states is to deliver on a turnkey basis, including supply
of all fuel and repatriation of used fuel for the life of the plant. The fuel is to be reprocessed in Russia and the separated wastes
returned to the client country eventually. Evidently India is being treated as a weapons state, since Russia will supply all the
enriched fuel for Kudankulam, but India will reprocess it and keep the plutonium.
Rusatom Overseas expects two export Russian reactors constructed on a build-own-operate (BOO) basis to be operating soon
after 2020 and 24 by 2030. Only two of the projects listed below are BOO at this stage.
China: When China called for competitive bids for four large third-generation reactors to be built at Sanmen and Yangjiang, ASE
unsuccessfully bid the AES-92 power plant for these. However Tianwan 3&4 are now under construction, with further units there
planned. In November 2016 a new cooperation agreement was announced including Tianwan 7&8 and fast breeder reactors.
India: Beyond Kudankulam 3&4, in 2009 plans to build four more VVER units (probably AES-2006) were con rmed for Haripur in
West Bengal.
Belarus: Ostrovets NPP will be a 2400 MWe AES-2006 plant developed by SPb AEP (merged with VNIPIET to become
Atomproekt) based on AES-91 design. Atomstroyexport, now NIAEP-ASE, is the principal construction contractor. Russia is
lending up to $10 billion for 25 years to nance 90% of the contract.
Bangladesh: The Rooppur nuclear power plant originally to be two AES-92 reactors, but now evidently AES-2006 with two V392M reactors, is to be built by Atomstroyexport (now NIAEP-ASE) for the Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission. Russia is
providing $500 million then $1.5 billion to cover 90% of the rst unit’s construction.
Turkey: In 2010 Russian and Turkish heads of state signed and then rati ed an intergovernmental agreement for Rosatom to
build, own and operate the Akkuyu plant of four AES-2006 units as a US$ 20 billion project. This will be its rst foreign plant on
that BOO basis. Construction was due to start in 2016, but is delayed.
Vietnam: The Ninh Thuan 1 nuclear power plant will have two VVER-1000 reactors in its rst stage built by NN AEPAtomstroyexport. Russia's Ministry of Finance will nance at least 85% of the $9 billion for this rst plant. A second agreement
for $500 million loan covers the establishment of a nuclear science and technology centre. Construction start is delayed to
about 2020.
Finland: In mid-2013 Fennovoima signed a project development agreement for the Hanhikivi nuclear power plant with Rusatom
Overseas, which will also take at least a 34% share of the project.
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Hungary: In January 2014 an agreement was signed for two reactors, apparently AES-2006, with low-interest nance38
toofcover
80% of the cost.

Jordan: In October 2013 ASE agreed to build two AES-92 nuclear units, while Rusatom Overseas would be strategic partner and
operator of the plant, hence BOO basis. Russia will contribute at least 49% of the project's $10 billion cost.
Bulgaria accepted Rosatom’s bid for two AES-92 units for Belene in October 2006. ASE leads a consortium including Areva NP
and Bulgarian enterprises in the €4.0 billion project, which now is unlikely to proceed.
Ukraine: ASE was contracted to complete building Khmelnitsky 3&4, where construction started in the 1980s and ceased in
1990. A Russian loan was to provide 85% of the nance. In 2015 Ukraine rescinded the contract.
Czech Republic: A Škoda JS/Atomstroyexport/OKB Gidropress consortium is proposing to build two AES-2006/MIR-1200 units,
but a decision between this consortium and a Westinghouse-led one has been deferred. Financing will be a signi cant
consideration.
Kazakhstan: Despite disagreements over 2009-10, ASE is likely to build the rst of a series of small reactors (probably VBER300) in Kazakhstan.
South Africa: A broad agreement with offer of nance has been signed, but the country is open to other offers as well, for 9600
MWe capacity required.
Considerable export potential for oating nuclear power plants (FNPP), on a fully-serviced basis, has been identi ed. Indonesia
is one possible market. In August 2015 Rosatom and Indonesia’s BATAN signed a cooperation agreement on construction of
FNPPs.
Since 2006 Rosatom has actively pursued cooperation deals in South Africa, Namibia, Chile and Morocco as well as with Egypt,
Algeria, and Kuwait.
In February 2008 ASE formed an alliance with TechnoPromExport (TPE), an exporter of all other large-scale power generation
types. This will rationalize their international marketing. TPE boasts of having completed 400 power projects in 50 countries
around the world totalling some 87 GWe.
For other fuel cycle exports see companion paper: Russia's Nuclear Fuel Cycle.
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Uranium and Nuclear Power in Kazakhstan
(Updated October 2017)
Kazakhstan has 12% of the world's uranium resources and an expanding mining sector, producing about 24,575 tU in
2016, but then reducing slightly.
In 2009 it became the world's leading uranium producer, with almost 28% of world production, then 33% in 2010, rising to
41% in 2014, and 39% in 2015 and 2016.
A single Russian nuclear power reactor operated from 1972 to 1999, generating electricity and desalinating water.
Kazakhstan has a major plant making nuclear fuel pellets and aims eventually to sell value-added fuel rather than just
uranium. A fuel fabrication plant is being built with 49% Chinese equity.
The government is committed to a high level of uranium exports, and was planning to build a Russian nuclear power
reactor probably at Kurchatov by 2025.
Kazakhstan has been an important source of uranium for more than 50 years. Over 2001 to 2013 production rose from 2022 to
about 22,550 tonnes U per year, making Kazakhstan the world's leading uranium producer. Mine development has continued
with a view to further increasing annual production by 2018. Capacity is around 25,000 tU/yr, but in October 2011 Kazatoprom
announced a cap on production of 20,000 tU/yr, which was evidently disregarded. Of its 17 mine projects, ve are wholly owned
by Kazatomprom and 12 are joint ventures with foreign equity holders, and some of these are producing under nominal capacity.
In 2016, 12,986 tU was attributable to Kazatomprom itself – 21% of world production, putting it ahead of Cameco, followed by
Areva and ARMZ-Uranium One. The country's total production in 2016 was 24,575 tU. In January 2017 Kazatomprom said that
production would be reduced by about 10%, due to low prices.
Kazakhstan has northern and southern electricity grids with some connection, and links to Russia and Kyrgystan and Uzbekistan
respectively. Electricity production was 91 TWh in 2015, 74 TWh (81%) from coal and gas thermal, 7 TWh from gas turbine, 9
TWh from hydro and 0.2 TWh from wind, according to KEGOC (Kazakhstan Electricity Grid Operating Company). Net imports
from Russia was 471 GWh, net exports to Kyrgystan was 421 GWh. In 2015 capacity was 21 GWe with 17.5 GWe available, but
maximum output was 12.5 GWe. In 2012 the government's energy system development plan had 150 TWh/yr production in
2030, with 4.5% of this from nuclear and 10% from renewables. The government planned investment in electricity production
and grid of $7.8 billion by 2015, and foresees $64 billion by 2030.
Future electricity demand will depend to some extent on the country’s role from 2019 in the Eurasian Economic Community
energy market. Also the State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) is planning transmission links from China. The state-owned
Kazakhstan Electricity Grid Operating Company (KEGOC) was set up in 1997. The question of nuclear power in Kazakhstan has
been discussed for many years, notably since 2006 with Russia, and a national nuclear strategy is expected in 2018.
Kazatomprom is the national atomic company set up in 1997 and owned by the government. It controls all uranium exploration
and mining as well as other nuclear-related activities, including imports and exports of nuclear materials. It announced in 2008
that it aimed to supply 30% of the world's uranium by 2015 (it produced 39% in fact), and through joint ventures: 12% of the
uranium conversion market, 6% of enrichment, and 30% of the fuel fabrication market by then.
Prior to Kazatomprom’s establishment, other arrangements pertained for uranium development. One of these was with Canadabased World-Wide Minerals Ltd (WWM), under a 1989 bilateral investment treaty between Canada and the USSR.*
* WWM invested heavily in the country over 1996-97, upgrading and operating the Tselinny (TGK) uranium mining and processing facilities at
Stepnogorsk, with an option to acquire 90% equity in them as well as developing additional mines. WWM and subsidiaries entered into agreements
with the Kazakh government, but claims that the government frustrated its endeavours, leading to a loss of more than $50 million and its exit from the
country. In January 2016 an international arbitral tribunal upheld WWM’s claims under investor-state arbitration and dismissed Kazakh objections.
WWM is seeking $5 billion settlement.

International collaboration
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Kazatomprom has forged major strategic links with Russia, Japan and China, as well as taking a signi cant share in the
international nuclear company Westinghouse. Canadian and French companies are involved with uranium mining and other
aspects of the fuel cycle.

Russia
In July 2006 Russia and Kazakhstan (Kazatomprom) signed three 50:50 nuclear joint venture agreements totalling US$ 10 billion
for new nuclear reactors, uranium production and enrichment. The rst JV with Atomstroyexport is JV Atomniye Stantsii for
development and marketing of innovative small and medium-sized reactors, starting with OKBM's VBER-300 as baseline for
Kazakh units. Russia's Atomstroyexport expected to build the initial one.
The second JV with Tenex, con rmed in 2008, is for extending a small uranium enrichment plant at Angarsk in southern Siberia
(this will also be the site of the rst international enrichment centre, in which Kazatomprom has a 10% interest). It will eventually
be capable of enriching the whole 6000 tonnes of uranium production from Russian mining JVs in Kazakhstan. See Fuel Cycle
section below.
The uranium exploration and mining JVs Akbastau and Karatau with Tenex started with Budenovskoye in the Stepnoye area of
south Kazakhstan, which commenced production in 2008. These complemented the Zarechnoye JV 250 km to the south which
was set up in June 2006. However, in 2009 and 2010 the 50% ARMZ equity in these three was traded for an eventual 51% share
of Canadian-based Uranium One Inc, which subsequently became wholly-owned by ARMZ. Uranium One Holdings (U1H) is now
the holding company for all Russian uranium mining interests in Kazakhstan (and its equity in an acid plant).
In March 2011 Russia and Kazakhstan (Kazatomprom) signed stage II of this 2006 integrated cooperation program, involving
uranium exploration and a feasibility study for a Kazakh nuclear power plant. Under this, and following JV development at
Angarsk, Kazatomprom bought a 25% share of Russia's Novouralsk enrichment plant in 2013. (Separately, Kazatomprom has a
10% share in the International Uranium Enrichment Centre – IUEC – at Angarsk.)
At the end of May 2014 several agreements were signed between Rosatom and NAC Kazatomprom. One was a MOU for
construction of a nuclear power plant using VVER reactors and with capacity up to 1200 MWe. It also involved fuel fabrication
and nuclear waste management. A second agreement related to uranium mining at Kharasan-1, Akdala and South Inkai, where
ARMZ has equity through Uranium One. A third agreement was a Comprehensive Development Program for Russia-Kazakhstan
Cooperation in the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, for nuclear power and fuel cycle matters.

Japan
In April 2007 a number of high-level agreements on energy cooperation were signed with Japan. These included some relating
to uranium supply to Japan, and technical assistance to Kazakhstan in relation to fuel cycle developments and nuclear reactor
construction. A further agreement on uranium supply and Japanese help in upgrading the Ulba fuel fabrication plant was signed
in may 2008. Kazatomprom is keen to move from being a supplier of raw materials to selling its uranium as fabricated fuel
assemblies. It said that it aimed to supply 40% of the Japanese market for both natural uranium and fabricated fuel from 2010 –
about 4000 tU per year. Negotiations then commenced for a bilateral nuclear cooperation agreement between Kazakhstan and
Japan. In May 2011 a high-level intergovernmental agreement on developing nuclear energy was signed.
In August 2006 The Japan Bank for International Cooperation had signed an agreement with Kazatomprom to support and
nance Japanese rms in developing Kazakh uranium resources to supply Japan's power generation. In April 2007 several
Japanese companies – the Energy Asia consortium – bought 40% of the whole Kharasan mine project. Initially, Energy Asia
comprised Marubeni 55%, Tepco 30%, Chubu 10% and Tohoku 5%. When Toshiba agreed to sell part of Westinghouse to
Kazatomprom, it agreed to buy 9% of Kharasan from Marubeni (i.e. 22.5% of the Japanese stake). Then Kyushu Electric Power
Co bought 2.5% of the Japanese stake, leaving Marubeni with 30%. The Energy Asia consortium share involved with both JVs
(Kyzylkum and Baiken-U) became: Marubeni 30%, Tepco 30%, Toshiba 22.5%, Chubu 10%, Tohoku 5% and Kyushu 2.5%.
In March 2009 three Japanese companies – Kansai, Sumitomo and Nuclear Fuel Industries – signed an agreement with
Kazatomprom on uranium processing for Kansai plants. In March 2010 a joint venture with Sumitomo was set up: Summit Atom
Rare Earth Company, and in June, Kazatomprom and Toshiba Сorp. agreed to set up a rare earth metals joint venture.
In September 2010, based on an April 2007 agreement, Japan Atomic Power Co, Toshiba and Marubini signed a technical
cooperation agreement with the National Nuclear Centre (NNC) to study the feasibility of building nuclear power capacity. A
further agreement to this end was signed in February 2013, between Japan Atomic Power Co (JAPC) and Marubini Utility
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Services, with NNC (see section below). At the same time an agreement between NNC and the Japan Atomic Energy 3Agency
(JAEA) with JAPC concerned mining and processing of uranium and rare earth minerals. In October 2015 a further agreement
between Kazatomprom, JAPC and Marubini Utility Services was signed, to develop cooperation on construction and nancing of
a nuclear power plant, involving consultations, exchange of experience in public communications, organization of technical
workshops and meetings of experts on security and the training of staff.

In June 2012 and February 2013 R&D agreements between NNC and JAEA were signed relating to the design, construction and
operation of the Kazakhstan high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTR) of about 50 MW at Kurchatov. This is agged as a
national project.
In June 2015 an agreement was signed between NNC and JAEA for stage 3 of a project to investigate sodium-cooled fast
reactors in Kazakhstan.

China
In December 2006 China Guangdong Nuclear Power Group (now China General Nuclear Corporation - CGN) signed a strategic
cooperation agreement with Kazatomprom, in May 2007 an agreement on uranium supply and fuel fabrication, and in
September 2007 agreements on Chinese participation in Kazakh uranium mining joint ventures and on Kazatomprom
investment in China's nuclear power industry. This is a major strategic arrangement for both companies, with Kazatomprom to
become the main uranium and nuclear fuel supplier to CGN (accounting for a large share of the new reactors being built in
China). In October 2008 a further agreement was signed covering cooperation in uranium mining, fabrication of nuclear fuel for
power reactors, long-term trade of natural uranium, generation of nuclear electricity and construction of nuclear power facilities.
In December 2014 a further agreement was signed with similar scope but focused on establishing a joint venture in Kazakhstan
for the production of 200 t/yr of fuel assemblies. In December 2015 a further agreement was signed on the fuel fabrication
project, to be at the Ulba Metallurgical Plant (see Fuel cycle: front end section below). A CGN subsidiary, Sino-Kazakhstan
Uranium Resources Investment Co, has invested in two Kazakh uranium mines, Irkol and Semizbai, through the Semizbai-U LLP
joint venture. In 2015 CGN Mining Co bought the 49% Chinese equity in Semizbai-U.
A framework strategic cooperation agreement was signed with China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) in September 2007
and this was followed in October 2008 with another on "long-term nuclear cooperation projects" under which CNNC was to
invest in a uranium mine. Late in 2007 Kazatomprom signed an agreement with both GCNPC (now CGN) and CNNC for them to
take a 49% stake in two uranium mine joint ventures and supply 2000 tU per year from them. In February 2011 CNNC signed a
contract to buy 25,000 tU.
Early in 2009 Kazatomprom signed an agreement with CGNPC for establishment of a specialized company for the construction
of nuclear power plants in China, since Kazakh plans to work with Russia's Atomstroyexport developing and marketing
innovative small and medium-sized reactors had been put on hold. In mid-2009 a feasibility study on this joint CGNPC project
was underway, but no more has been heard since. In December 2015 both governments announced the establishment of a $2
billion fund for bilateral projects within the framework of the 'New Silk Road', now Belt & Road Initiative (BRI), the new Chinese
investment program. CGN is working with Kazatomprom to build the Ulba-FA fuel fabrication plant.
In mid-2014 Kazatomprom said that 55% of Kazakh uranium production was exported to China.
At the end of August 2015, among $23 billion of China-Russia deals, JSC Samruk-Kazyna, the national holding company owning
NAC Kazatomprom, signed deals worth $5 billion with Chinese companies and Kazatomprom agreed on transit of its products
via China to North America.
In 2013 China agreed to a $5 billion stake in the new Kashagan oil project, trumping a bid from India, and underlining China’s
Central Asian resource aspirations.
The Samruk-Kazyna Wealth Fund, with assets of over $64 billion, plans initial public offerings in 2018, including one for
Kazatomprom, to reduce its holdings in several state enterprises.

India
In January 2009 Kazatomprom signed an agreement with India's Nuclear Power Corporation (NPCIL) to supply 2100 tonnes of
uranium to India and undertake a feasibility study on building Indian PHWR reactors in Kazakhstan. NPCIL said that it
represented "a mutual commitment to begin thorough discussions on long-term strategic relationship." Under this agreement,
300 tonnes of natural uranium will be supplied by Kazatomprom in the 2010-11 year.
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In April 2010 Kazakhstan signed a nuclear cooperation agreement with South Korea, paving the way for export of Korean
SMART 100 MWe nuclear reactors and for joint projects to mine and export Kazakh uranium.

In addition Kazakhstan has signed intergovernmental agreements on nuclear energy cooperation with the USA and Euratom.

South Korea
The Kazakh Industry and Trade Ministry has held talks with South Korea's KEPCO, (Korea Electric Power Corporation) on
uranium mining and nuclear power plant construction in Kazakhstan, apparently on KEPCO's initiative.

Toshiba
At the corporate level, in 2007 Kazatomprom purchased a 10% share in Westinghouse. Toshiba had bought the company from
BNFL for $5.4 billion early in 2006, and The Shaw Group then took 20% and IHI Corp. 3%. Toshiba originally envisaged holding
only 51%, and this deal reduced its holding to 67%. The Kazatomprom link strengthened the company's upstream links for fuel
supplies, and was to enhance its marketing of nuclear reactors (the vendor usually supplies the rst core for a new reactor, and
ongoing fuel services may be offered in addition). It also brought Kazatomprom more fully into the industry mainstream, with
fuel fabrication in particular. However, in 2017 Kazatomprom exercised its option to require Toshiba to buy its share for $522
million
The Westinghouse link led to a decision to set up with Toshiba a nuclear energy institute in the northeastern town of Kurchatov,
near Semipalatinsk, which is already a centre of R&D activity. This was announced by Kazatomprom and the Kazakh prime
minister in September 2008 and was to focus on skills development in all aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle as well as reactor
technology. Other Japanese companies such as Toyota and Marubeni were expected to support the institute, especially in its
rare earth metals department which aims to utilise present waste materials as the basis of a billion-dollar high-tech export
industry. Three research reactors are operated by the Institute of Atomic Energy at Kurchatov.

Canada, Cameco
In May 2007 Canada's Cameco Corporation signed an agreement with Kazatomprom to investigate setting up a uranium
conversion plant, using its technology, and also increasing uranium production at its 60% owned Inkai mine.
In May 2016 Cameco and Kazatomprom agreed to restructure the Inkai JV, extending it to 2045 but with Cameco becoming a
minority owner, with 40%. Production is to be ramped up to 4000 tU per year by about 2021.
In June 2008 Cameco and Kazatomprom announced the formation of a new company – Ulba Conversion LLP – to build a
12,000 t/yr uranium hexa uoride conversion plant at the Ulba Metallurgical Plant (UMZ) in Ust-Kamenogorsk. Cameco would
provide the technology and hold 49% of the project. A preliminary feasibility study was undertaken jointly by Kazatomprom and
UMZ, then the project was put on hold. In mid-2013 Cameco announced that subject to a feasibility study, construction of 6000
t/yr capacity would start in 2018, for 2020 operation. A May 2016 agreement grants Kazatomprom a ve-year option to license
Cameco's uranium conversion technology for constructing and operating a uranium conversion plant in Kazakhstan.
In December 2013, a prefeasibility study (PFS) for a uranium re nery in Kazakhstan was completed, to produce UO3 for further
processing in Canada. The project will require government approvals for the transfer of Cameco’s proprietary uranium re ning
technology from Canada. In January 2014 the government referred to the proposed plant as a ‘strategic goal’, and in May 2016
the two companies agreed to complete a feasibility study on a uranium re nery producing 6000 tU per year as UO3. This would
initially be owned 71.67% by Kazatomprom and 28.33% by Cameco, and Cameco's interest in JV Inkai would increase from 40%
to 42.5% on commissioning of the re nery. Should the re nery be built, Kazatomprom will also be given an option to obtain UF6
conversion services at Cameco's Port Hope facility and to receive other commercial support from Cameco, whose equity in both
operations might increase slightly as a result.
In November 2013 Canada and Kazakhstan signed a nuclear cooperation agreement.

USA, Centrus, Converdyn
In October 2015 Kazatomprom signed an agreement with Centrus Energy to help market Kazakh uranium in the USA.
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In April 2016 Kazatomprom signed an agreement with US-based Converdyn so that Kazatomprom could offer uranium
for23sale
in the form of natural UF6, and access new markets with an “integrated product offering”, giving customers “increased supply
options”. This is simply a marketing alliance, complementary to the Cameco investment in Ulba.

Also in April a Kazakh-US energy partnership agreement was signed, related to nuclear security and in particular the “conversion
of Kazakhstan's research reactors and enforcement of physical nuclear security."

Areva
In June 2008 Areva signed a strategic agreement (MOU) with Kazatomprom to expand the existing Katco joint venture from
mining 1500 tU/yr to 4000 tU/yr (with Areva handling all sales), to draw on Areva's engineering expertise in a second JV (49%
Areva) to install 1200 tonnes per year fuel fabrication capacity at the Ulba Metallurgical Plant, and in a third JV (51% Areva) to
market fabricated fuel.
In October 2009 the two parties signed another agreement to establish the IFASTAR joint venture (Integrated Fuel Asia Star 51% Areva) to establish the feasibility of marketing an integrated fuel supply for Asian customers (ie selling the enriched and
fabricated fuel, not simply Kazakh uranium or Areva front-end services), and of building a 400 t/yr nuclear fuel fabrication line at
the Ulba plant. IFASTAR is to be based in Paris, and would market the fuel.
In October 2010 an agreement was signed to set up a joint venture company (51% Kazatomprom) to build a 400 t/yr fuel
fabrication plant based on an Areva design at the Ulba Metallurgical Plant, starting operation by 2014. In November 2011 a
further agreement was signed in relation to the plant. In March 2016 Areva was awarded a contract for equipment and support
to the Ulba-FA plant for the fabrication of 200 t/yr of fuel assemblies for China General Nuclear Corp (CGN) reactors. The plant
is being built by a Kazatomprom-CGN joint venture.
In April 2017 a further agreement with Areva was signed to give the Katco joint venture a new long-term perspective, with the
development of the South Tortkuduk (Moinkum?) project.

Iran
In March 2017 Kazatomprom contracted to supply 950 t of uranium concentrate to Iran over three years, subject to agreement
by the UN Security Council.

Mines
At a corporate and project level in mining, the following table summarises international equity links:
Company, project or mine

Foreign investor and share

Value of share or project if known

Inkai JV (Inkai mines)

Cameco 60% (to become 40%)

Betpak Dala JV (South Inkai,
Akdala mines)

Uranium One 70%

$350 million for 70% in 2005

Appak JV (W.Mynkuduk)

Sumitomo 25%, Kansai 10%

$100 million total in 2006

JV Karatau (Budenovskoye 2
deposit)

Uranium One 50% (bought from ARMZ in
2009)

117 million Uranium One shares (giving
19.9% ownership) + $90 million

Akbastau JSC (Budenovskoye 1,
3, 4 deposits)

Uranium One 50% (bought from ARMZ in
2010)

Zhalpak

CNNC 49%

Katco JV (Moinkum, Tortkuduk
mines)

Areva 51%

$110 million in 2004

Kyzylkum JV (Kharasan 1 mine)

Uranium One 30%, Energy Asia (Japanese)
40%

$75 million in 2005 for 30%, $430 million
total in 2007 (both mines)

Baiken-U JV (Kharasan 2 mine)

Energy Asia (Japanese) 95%

$430 million total in 2007 (both mines)

Semizbai-U JV (Irkol, Semizbai
mines)

CGN 49%, also CNEIC
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Company, project or mine

Foreign investor and share

Value of share or project if known

Zarechnoye JSC (Zarechnoye &
S.Zarechnoye mines)

Uranium One 49.67% (bought from ARMZ
in 2010), Krygyzstan 0.66%

ARMZ paid $60 million total

Early in 2012 Kazatomprom announced that it would increase its share in mining activities nationally from 46% to 51% by buying
out Japanese (and possibly some Uranium One) equity in the Kyzylkum and Baiken-U JVs, where it currently holds 30% and 5%
respectively. Both JVs are mining the Kharasan deposit in the western part of Syrdarya province.
In 2009 investigations were launched into how, and at what prices, certain Kazakh entities came to hold title to particular
mineral deposits before those rights were sold to international investors, particularly some of those above. In June 2009
Kazatomprom reassured its foreign joint venture and equity partners in uranium mining, from Japan, Russia, Canada, France and
China that existing arrangements with foreign partners would not be changed, despite criminal charges being laid against
former Kazakh executives.
The transfer to Uranium One of ARMZ's half shares in Akbastau and Zarechnoye (valued at US$ 907.5 million) in 2010 involved
payment by ARMZ of US$ 610 million in cash (at least US$ 479 million of which would be paid directly to shareholders – other
than ARMZ – as a change of control premium) and ARMZ increasing its shareholding in Uranium One from 23% to at least
51.4% through a share issue. It subsequently took over the whole company.

Uranium trading
In April 2017 Kazatomprom announced the formation of a Swiss-based trading subsidiary TH Kazatom, to bring greater liquidity
to the uranium market from late in the year. It will buy and sell on the spot market as part of its corporate transformation to align
its pricing mechanism with “the way our customers want to buy”, especially in European and US markets.

Uranium mining
Uranium exploration started in 1948 and economic mineralisation was found is several parts of the country and this supported
various mines exploiting hard rock deposits. Some 50 uranium deposits are known, in six uranium provinces. Reasonably
Assured Resources plus Inferred Resources to US$ 130/kgU were 679,000 tU in 2013.
In 1970 tests on in situ leach (ISL) mining commenced and were successful, which led to further exploration being focused on
two sedimentary basins with ISL potential.

In-situ leaching is a low-impact method of mining (Kazatomprom)
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Up to 2000 twice as much uranium had been mined in hard rock deposits than sedimentary ISL, but almost all production is now
from ISL. Uranium production dropped to one-quarter of its previous level 1991 to 1997, but has since increased greatly.
Kazakh Uranium Production and Revenue
Year

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007 2008 2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Tonnes
U

2022

2709

2946

3712

4362

5281

6637 8521 14020 17803 19450 21317 22548 22829 23800

Revenue 19954 23822 28330 36849 50567 89422
Source: Kazatomprom, currency KZT million

In 2009 Kazakhstan became the world's leading source of mined uranium, producing almost 28% then, 33% in 2010, 36% in
2011, 36.5% in 2012 and 38% in 2013.
Kazakh Uranium Production by Mines (tonnes U)
Province and Group

Mine

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Tortkuduk & northern Moinkum (Katco)

3661

3558

4322

4109

4002

3510
plan

Southern Moinkum & Kanzhugan
(Taukent/GRK)

1075

1129

1174

1192

793

Uvanas & Eastern Mynkuduk
(Stepnoye-RU/GRK)

1234

1192

1154

1154

1244

Central Mynkuduk (Ken Dala.kz)

1622

1800

1790

1847

2010

Western Mynkuduk (Appak)

1003

998

870

1000

1004

Inkai-1, 2, 3 (Inkai)

1701

2047

1922

2234

2291

Inkai-4 (South Inkai)

1870

2030

2002

2055

2056

Akdala (Betpak Dala)

1095

1020

1007

1019

1001

Budyonovskoye 1, 3 (Akbastau)

1203

1499

1594

1642

1743

Budyonovskoye 2 (Karatau)

2135

2115

2084

2061

2081

North and South Karamurun (GRK)

1000

1000

941

948

1000

Irkol (Semizbai-U)

750

750

700

750

755

Kharasan 1 (Kyzylkum)

583

752

858

1110

1404

Kharasan 2 (Baiken-U)

603

888

1135

1400

1838

Syrdarya, Southern

Zarechnoye (Zarechnoye)

942

931

876

826

828

Northern, Akmola
region

Semizbay (Semizbai-U)

470

411

400

453

511

RU-1 (Vostok, Zvezdnoye)

370

331

298

0

0

Chu-Sarysu, Eastern

Chu-Sarysu, Northern

Syrdarya, Western

TOTAL

21,317 22,451 23,127 23,800 24,560

Some gures estimated.
The last surviving underground mines at Grachev and Vostok in the Northern province had been operating since 1958 and are
now rather depleted. KazSabton operated them, having taken over from Tselinny Mining & Chemical Co (TGK) in 1999. It treated
the ore at the Stepnogorsk mill, yielding some 250 tU per year. Production from the Stepnogorsk Mining & Chemical Complex
plant at some 300 tU/yr has been the only non-ISL production, but the mine was reported to be shut down in 2015. The Semizbai
ISL project is also in the Northern province, Akmola region, and Semizbai-U was formed in 2006 to mine it.
In the Balkash province some mining of volcanogenic deposits occurred during the Soviet era. In the Ili province east of this
there is some uranium in coal deposits.
In the Caspian province the Prikaspisky Combine operated a major mining and processing complex on the Mangyshalk
Peninsula in the 1960s and this led to the founding of Aktau. It was privatised as Kaskor in 1992 and operations ceased in 1994.
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Map from Kazatomprom, 2007
All except one of the operating and planned ISL mine groups are in the 40,000 square kilometre Chu-Sarysu province in the
central south of the country and controlled by the state corporation Kazatomprom. Mines in the Stepnoye area have been
operating since 1978, some in the Tsentralnoye area since 1982 – both in the Chu-Sarysu basin/uranium district, which has
more than half the country's known resources. It is separated by the Karatau Mountains from the Syrdarya basin/uranium
district to the south, where mines in the Western (No.6) area have operated since 1985. All have substantial resources.
The ISL mines and projects in the two central southern provinces are in four groups, as set out below. Production costs from
these are understood to be low. Mining is at depths of 100-300 metres, though some orebodies extend to 800 metres. Uranium
One in September 2007 was quoting "cash cost" gures of $8.00 to $10.50/lb for three mines it is involved with, though these
may not include well eld development and current gures are quoted below. A further feature of Kazakh uranium mining is that
Kazatomprom plans to establish new mines in three years, compared with twice this time or more in the West, due to regulatory
hurdles.
Inkai is the largest ISL mine, and Cameco's description of its operation is: Uranium occurs in sandstone aquifers as coatings on
the sand grains at a depth of up to 300 metres. Uranium is largely insoluble in the native groundwater which is not potable due
to naturally high concentrations of radionuclides and dissolved solids. Using a grid of injection and production wells, a mining
solution containing an oxidant (sulfuric acid) is circulated through the orebody to dissolve the uranium. The uranium-bearing
solution (generally containing less than 0.1% uranium) is then pumped to a surface processing facility where the uranium is
removed using ion exchange resin. The water is re-oxidized and re-injected into the orebody. The uranium is stripped from the
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resin, precipitated with hydrogen peroxide and then dried to form the nal product, U3O8. This process is repeated to 9remove
much uranium as is economically feasible. When mining at the site is complete, the groundwater will be restored to its original
quality.

This is a closed loop recirculation system since the water from the production well is reintroduced in the injection wells. Slightly
less water is injected than is pumped to the surface to ensure that uids are con ned to the ore zones intended for extraction.
Monitor wells are installed above, below and around the target zones to check that mining uids do not move outside a
permitted mining area.

Acid production
ISL uranium production in Kazakhstan requires large quantities of sulfuric acid*, about 1.5 million tonnes per year (according to
Argus Media), due to relatively high levels of carbonate in the orebodies. A re at a sulfuric acid production plant in 2007 led to
shortages, and due to the delayed start-up of a new plant, rationing continued until mid-2008. Extra supplies were sought from
Uzbekistan and Russia, but uranium production well into 2009 was affected. Uranium One revised its 2008 production
downwards by 1080 tU, which it said was "primarily due to the acid shortage" for its South Inkai and Kharasan 1 projects (70%
and 30% owned respectively) which were just starting up. In August 2009 Cameco reported that production at Inkai would
remain constrained through 2009 due to acid shortage.
* 70-80 kg acid/kgU (comprising 15-20% of the operating expense), compared with Beverley and Four Mile in Australia at around 3 kg/kgU.

At Balkhash a 1.2 million t/yr Canadian acid plant feeding from the Kazakhmys Corporation copper smelter started production
at the end of June 2008, nanced by an EBRD loan to abate sulfur dioxide emissions from copper smelting. Another Kazakhmys
metallurgical acid plant is at Zhezkazgan, with unknown capacity and old plant may not be operational.
A 180,000 t/yr Italian-built acid plant at the Stepnogorsk Mining and Chemical Combine costing $74 million was commissioned
in 2015 to serve ISL mining. A 360,000 t/yr acid plant at Stepnogorsk started in 2008 but has apparently been shut down for
environmental reasons.
Another new acid plant of 500,000 t/yr capacity, was commissioned in December 2011 at Zhanakorgan, next to the Kharasan
mines in the Western (#6) mining group or Kyzlorda region, to serve those mines from 2011, reaching design capacity in 2012.
In 2013 it produced 356,600 t of acid and 16.9 MWh of power. At full capacity it burns 170,000 t/yr of solid sulfur derived from
oil and gas production by Tengizhevroil in western Kazakhstan. This is the SKZ-U LLP/SAP-U* joint venture, with Kazatomprom
(49%), Japanese interests (32%) and Uranium One (19%). It is a US$ 216 million project, and supplies all the Western region
mines: Kharasan, Irkol and Karamurun.
* Construction of the plant was being carried out by SKZ-U LLP joint venture, in which Baiken-U LLP (40%) and Kyzylkum LLP (60%) are the
stakeholders. Uranium One declares a 19% "joint control interest" in SKZ-U from 2009.

KazZinc has a 320,000 t/yr metallurgical acid plant operating since 2004 at Ust-Kamenogorsk Metallurgical Complex, taking gas
from a zinc roaster and lead smelter, and another of unknown capacity operating there since 2011, taking gas from an IsaSmelt
lead furnace. Both are primarily to abate sulfur dioxide emissions from smelting.
A further acid plant of 180,000 t/yr capacity is planned in connection with the Pavlodar Oil Re nery in northeast Kazakhstan,
using 60,000 t/yr of sulfur from the re nery.
In 2009 Kazatomprom with other mining companies and two acid producers, KazZinc JSC and Kazakhmys, set up a
coordinating council to regulate acid supplies and infrastructure. Cameco reported that acid supply was adequate through
2010.
Kazakh ISL uranium mines

Region

ISL Mine

Resources
tU

Operator

Annual
Start
production
production,
target
full prod'n
tU/yr

Chu-Sarysu Province, Chu-Sarysu district
Northern/Stepnoye
Uvanas
group
East Mynkuduk

8100
22,000

Stepnoye-RU LLP (K'prom)

400

2006

1300

2006, 2007
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Region

ISL Mine

Inkai 1, 2, 3

reserves 31,000 tU, plus
54,350 tU measured &
indicated resources and
33,000 tU inferred

South Inkai
(Inkai 4)

Reserves 13,000, in 15,260
indicated,
17,100 inferred

Akdala

Central/Eastern
(Tsentralnoye)
group

Resources
tU

Operator

Annual
Start
production
production,
target
full prod'n
tU/yr

Inkai JV: Cameco 60%,
K'prom 40%, pending
reverse %

2500 in
2017,
4000 later

2008,
2010, 2019
for
expansion

2000

2007, 2011

1000

2006, 2007

2000

2007, 2010

1000

2008, 2010

1000 (1)
2000 (3,4)

2009, 2015
2010

BetpakDala JV: Uranium
One 70%, K'prom 30%

10,359 total

Central
Mynkuduk
(Mynkuduk)

52,000

JSC Ken Dala.kz
Stepnogorsk
(K'prom), Production
Enterprise Ortalyk from
2011

West Mynkuduk

26,000

Appak JV: K'prom 65%,
Sumitomo 25%, Kansai 10%

Akbastau
(Budenovskoye
1, 3, 4)

31,600 reserves, in 47,293
resources

JV Akbastau: K'prom 50%,
Uranium One 50%

Karatau
(Budenovskoye
2)

52,000 reserves, in 64,000
resources

JV Karatau: K'prom 50%,
Uranium One 50%

2000 (to
3000)

2008, 2011

Zhalpak

15,000

JV with China ?? (CNNC
49% was proposed)

500-1000

2017?

Tortkuduk
(Moinkum
North)

24,000

2500

2007, 2008

1500

2006, 2007

1500

2006

600

2008

Moinkum*
(southern
Moinkum,
Katco) northern

Katco JV, Areva 51%,
K'prom 49%
in above

South Moinkum
(east Moinkum)
- southern

35,000

Kanzhugan /
Kaynarski

22,000

Taukent Mining & Chemical
Plant LLP (K'prom)

Chu-Sarysu Province, Syrdarya district
Western (no.6)
group

Kharasan 1
(north)

15,693 plus 17,940 inferred

Kyzylkum JV, Energy Asia
40%, Uranium One 30%,
K'prom 30%

3000

2010, 2014

Kharasan 2
(south)

?

Baiken-U JV, Energy Asia
95%, K'prom 5%

2000

2010, 2014

Irkol

30,000

Semizbai-U JV (K'prom
51%, CGN Mining 49%)

750

8/2008,
2010

N. Karamurun

16,000

Mining Group 6 LLP
(K'prom)

1000

2007, 2010
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Region

ISL Mine

Resources
tU

S. Karamurun
Southern group

Operator

18,000

Zarechnoye

12,500 plus 4500 inferred

Southern
Zarechnoye

"insu cient to support
development"

Mining Group 6 LLP
(K'prom)
Zarechnoye JV: K'prom
49.67%, Uranium One
49.67%

Annual
Start
production
production,
target
full prod'n
tU/yr
250

2009

1000

2007, 2012

600

deferred

700

2009, 2011

Northern Province
Akmola region

Semizbai-U JV (K'prom
51%, CGN Mining 49%)

Semizbai

Kazatomprom mining subsidiaries and joint ventures
Company or JV

Mines

Mining Company LLP (GRK)
(Stepnoye-Ru LLP, Mining Group No.6 LLP)

Uvanas
East Mynkuduk
North & South Karamurun

GRK: Ken Dala.kz JSC

Central Mynkuduk

GRK: Taukent Mining-Chemical Plant LLP

Kanzhugan
South Moinkum

Katco JV (with Areva 51%)

South Mynkuduk
Moinkum 1&2
Tortkuduk

Inkai JV (with Cameco 60%, to become 40%)

Inkai 1, 2, 3

Zarechnoye JV (with Uranium One 49.67%)

Zarechnoye
South Zarechnoye

APPAK JV (with Sumitomo 25% & Kansai 10%) West Mynkuduk
Betpak Dala JV (with Uranium One 70%)

Akdala
South Inkai

Karatau JV (with Uranium One 50%)

Karatau/Budenovskoye 2

Akbastau JV (with Uranium One 50%)

Akbastau/Budenovskoye 1, 3, 4

Kyzylkum JV (with Uranium One 30%
& Energy Asia 40%)

(North) Kharasan 1

Baiken-U JV (with Energy Asia 95%)

(South) Kharasan 2

Semizbai-U JV (with CGN 49%)

Semizbai
Irkol

Zhalpak JV (with CNNC 49%?)

Zhalpak

The mines and regions
Stepnoye or Northern mining group
The Stepnoye or Northern mining group in the Chu-Sarysu basin consists of Uvanas, East Mynkuduk, Akdala and Inkai mines,
with Central and West Mynkuduk, South Inkai, Budenovskoye and Zhalpak planned. All are amenable to in-situ leaching (ISL).
Uvanas is a small deposit which commenced operation in 2006.
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Inkai was discovered in 1976, and the Inkai Joint Venture (JVI) developed the Inkai mine in this part of the Chu-Sarysu
holds rights to blocks 1,2&3. JVI was set up in 1996 (then including Uranerz), and now Cameco holds 60% with Kazatomprom
(40%). Following a two-year feasibility study completed in 2004, and regulatory approval in 2005, JVI started commercial
production from ISL in 2008 and ramped up to 2000 tU/yr from blocks 1&2 – 2013 production was 1900 tU. Eventual production
is envisaged as 4000 tU/yr from all three blocks, and plans for this are agreed, involving a progressive change of ownership to
40% Cameco and 60% Kazatomprom with lease extension to 2045 from all three blocks. The agreement is linked to that for a
uranium re nery, and Cameco’s interest in JV Inkai could increase later to 44%.

JVI is developing block 3, and in 2015 started operation of the test well elds there and began uranium production with the test
leach facility. Production is not yet included in the JV totals.
Capital cost of the JVI development for the remaining life of current reserves at the end of 2016 were quoted at $297 million
The main processing plant on block 1 has an ion exchange capacity of 1040 tU/yr and a product recovery capacity of 3100
tU/yr. A satellite 2400 tU/yr IX plant is on block 2, and a test leach facility on block 3. Cameco has reported for blocks 1&2:
36,600 t U3O8 proven and probable reserves at 0.057% grade plus 64,100 t measured & indicated resources at 0.057% grade and
39,000 t U3O8 inferred resources. Operating cost over the life of the mine is estimated to be $12.71 /lb U3O8. Cameco considers
that block 3 “has the potential to support a commercial operation” but does not quote resource gures (end 2016, NI 43-101
technical report).
In September 2005 UrAsia Energy Ltd of Canada agreed to pay US$ 350 million for 70% of the Betpak Dala joint venture which
owns the South Inkai project and the Akdala mine. The company (UrAsia) is now Uranium One Inc.
South Inkai mine started trial production in 2007 and was ramping up to expected 1900 tU/yr in 2011. Commercial production
o cially began in January 2009, and in that year 830 tU was produced. Cash operating cost in 2009 was $21/lb of concentrate,
expected to drop to $19 in 2013, though signi cant capital requirement remains then.
South Inkai in mid-2013 has 5641 tU measured and indicated resources, 5077 tU proven and probable resources and 17,099 tU
inferred resources. Average grade is 0.015%, 0.010% and 0.040% respectively. Uranium One projected average cash cost of
production for 2014 as $18/lb U3O8.
Akdala started up in 2006 and produced 1031 tU in 2008 and 1046 tU in 2009, at cash operating cost of $14/lb of concentrate,
expected to increase to $15 in 2013. In two orebodies Akdala in mid 2013 has 2286 tU measured & indicated resources, and
2058 tU proven & probable resources. Inferred resources are 6015 tU. Uranium One projected average cash cost of production
for 2014 as $16/lb U3O8.
Central Mynkuduk mine started up in 2007 and was expected to reach capacity of 2000 tU/yr by 2010. It is operated by the Ken
Dala.kz joint stock company, part of Kazatomprom (has been reported as Ortalyk LLP).
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Production of yellowcake at Central Mynkuduk (Kazatomprom)
West Mynkuduk: Early in 2006 KazAtomProm signed a US$ 100 million joint venture agreement with Sumitomo Corp (25%) and
Kansai Electric Power Co (10%) to develop the deposit. First production from the Appak JV was in June 2008 with design
capacity of 1000 t/yr expected in 2010. Sumitomo will supply uranium from the mine to Japanese power utilities.
The East Mynkuduk mine was launched in May 2006 by Kazatomprom to achieve its planned 1000 t/yr production in 2007.
The Karatau mine at the south end of the Budenovskoye deposit started production in 2008 (655 tU), and ramped up to a
capacity of 2000 tU/yr by 2011. Capacity of the Budenovskoye 2 uranium recovery plant reached 3000 tU/yr in 2011, serving
both Karatau and Akbastau. Karatau in mid-2013 has reserves of 52,000 tU in measured and indicated resources of 63,839 tU
and proven and probable resources of 51,960 tU. Average resource grade is 0.074% and 0.035% respectively. Uranium One
projected average cash cost of production for 2014 as $11/lb U3O8. In 2016 wells were drilled to 700 metres and production
tests commenced.
The Akbastau mine (Budenovskoye 1, 3, 4) just north of this started production at the end of 2009 and produced 385 tU that
year, with recovery from pregnant liquor being at Karatau. It expected almost 1000 tU production in 2011 and ramping up to
3000 tU/yr by 2015, with $200 million being spent to achieve that. Akbastau 1-3 in mid 2013 have reserves of 31,600 tU, in
combined measured and indicated resources of 47,293 tU, and proven and probable resources of 31,598 tU. Uranium One
projected average cash cost of production for 2014 as $13/lb U3O8.
In July 2006 both Budenovskoye operations became 50:50 JVs with Russia, complementing Zarechnoye, but in 2009 ARMZ's
share in Karatau was sold to Uranium One. In 2010 ARMZ's share in Akbastau was also transferred to Uranium One.
Zhalpak: A Chinese (CNNC)-Kazatomprom joint venture was set up to develop the deposit. This could produce up to 1000 tU/yr
from resources of 15,000 tU.

Central or Eastern mining group
The Central or Eastern mining group (Tsentralnoye) in the Chu-Sarysu basin comprises Tortkuduk, Moinkum, Southern Moinkum,
Kanzhugan mines, plus the new re nery. Katco operates the rst two, Taukent the latter two.
Moinkum (Muyunkum): Following three years' pilot plant operation, Areva and the state utility Kazatomprom agreed in April 2004
to set up a 1500 tU/yr in situ leach (ISL) uranium venture at Moinkum in this part of the Chu-Sarysu basin. Areva holds 51% and
funded the US$ 90 million Katco joint venture, having spent some US$ 20 million already since 1996. Operation began in June
2006.
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Tortkuduk (Moinkum North) is also part of the Katco JV and produced over 2400 tU in 2010. A South Tortkuduk project
mentioned by Areva in 2017, but may refer to Moinkum.

A June 2008 agreement expanded the Katco joint venture from mining 1500 tU/yr to 4000 tU/yr and sets up Areva to handle all
sales from it through to 2039. At the end of 2016 Areva quoted Katco indicated resources as 24,162 tU @ 0.1%U, and inferred
resources of 14,112 tU @ 0.08%U, with more pending ‘registration’. With production over 4000 tU/yr the Katco operation is the
world’s largest ISL mine.
The Kanzhugan deposit supports the Kaynar mine which started up in 2008. South Moinkum is also operated by Taukent Mining
& Chemical Co, a 100% subsidiary of Kazatomprom. Production from the two is over 1100 tU/yr.

Western mining group (#6)
The Western mining group (#6) is in the Syrdarya basin and comprises the North and South Karamurun mines operated by
Mining Company #6, with Irkol and (North) Kharasan 1&2.
Kharasan: In 2005 UrAsia Energy Ltd (now Uranium One Inc) of Canada paid US$ 75 million for a 30% share of the Kyzylkum
joint venture which owns the (North) Kharasan project. Kharasan 1 in mid-2013 had measured & indicated resources of 8561 tU,
and proven and probable resources of 7132 tU. Inferred resources were 17,940 tU. Uranium One projected average cash cost of
production for 2014 was $24/lb U3O8.
Kharasan 2 is to the south of this and was owned by Kazatomprom but is now controlled by the Baiken-U joint venture, including
95% Japanese equity. Pilot production commenced in 2009.
In April 2007 several Japanese companies – the Energy Asia consortium led by Marubeni – bought 40% of the Kharasan project
to directly take 2000 tU/yr when it was in full production at 5000 tU/yr, planned to be about 2014. Project funding was $70
million from the Japan Bank for International Cooperation and $30 million from Citibank. Uranium One retains 30% equity of
(north) Kharasan 1 through Kyzylkum JV.
A 2000 tU per year processing facility is matched with a 1000 tU/yr satellite plant. Pilot production commenced in April 2009
with Kharasan 1 to reach 3000 tU/yr by 2014, and Kharasan 2 to reach 2000 tU/yr in 2014. In fact production from both mines
together reached only 2500 tU in 2015. Pre-commercial mining commenced in 2008 rst signi cant production for both was
early 2010. Production from the $430 million project will primarily supply Japanese utilities. In August 2009 Kazatomprom
announced that a wrong technological decision in 2006 regarding development of the deposits had "led to a failure of the 200809 production program" and consequent lack of funds, but this was being recti ed. Uranium One said that bore holes had been
drilled incorrectly and that organic matter was increasing acid consumption.
Irkol started up in 2008, and ramped up for 750 tU/yr by 2010. In October 2008 China's CGN-URC took a 49% share of it through
the Semizbai-U JV (see introductory section and below). China Nuclear Energy Industrial Corp (CNEIC) is also involved, possibly
as customer for part of the Chinese share of production. The mine was formally opened in April 2009 with some fanfare, as the
rst mine to be put into commercial operation within the framework of the Kazakhstan-CGNPC nuclear power agreement. All the
production is sold to CGN.
Karamurun: North Karamurun was expected to start up in 2007, South Karamurun in 2009.

Southern mining group
The Southern mining group in the same Syrdarya basin has the Zarechnoye mine.
Zarechnoye, discovered in 1977, started production early in 2009. Reserves were earlier quoted at 19,000 tU, but in mid-2013
measured & indicated resources are 7988 tU and proven and probable resources 4510 tU. Inferred resources are 4500 tU. The
US$ 60 million Zarechnoye joint venture involved Kazatomprom (49.67%), ARMZ (49.67% – to provide nance) and Kyrgyzstan's
Kara Baltinski Mining Combine (0.66%), which nally treats and calcines the product there, 400 km east. The mine produces
over 930 tU/yr. In mid-2010 ARMZ agreed to transfer its share to Uranium One. Uranium One projected average cash cost of
production for 2014 as $28/lb U3O8.
South Zarechnoye was discovered in 1989 and was being developed by the same joint venture to commence production in
2014, eventually at 620 tU/yr. However, the project was put on hold in 202 due to low uranium price and a reduced resource
estimate. In November 2013 Uranium One reported that “mineral resources on this property are insu cient to support
development”.
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In June 2006 Tenex signed a US$ 1 billion uranium supply contract with Zarechnoye JV for up to 6000 tU per year from
2007
2022. Initially this will come from Zarechnoye mine, but Budenovskoye will also contribute.

Northern Kazakhstan province
Outside of these two basins, in the Northern Kazakhstan province, the Vostok underground mine continues in production, with
Zvezdnoye. The Semyibai ISL mine was commissioned at the end of 2009 with a capacity of 500 tU/yr from a uranium-rare
earths deposit, and the second stage 200 tU/yr came on line in 2011. In 2008 China's CGN-URC took a 49% share of it and in
2015 this equity passed to CGN Mining Co Ltd. It is managed, with Irkol, by Semizbai-U LLP, a joint venture. China Nuclear Energy
Industrial Corp (CNEIC) is also involved, possibly as customer for part of the Chinese share of production.
Earlier, Itochu Corp of Japan has signed a uranium purchase agreement with KazAtomProm for some 3000 tonnes of uranium
over 10 years to be marketed in Japan and the USA. KazAtomProm intends to use a US$60 million loan from Japan¹s Mizuho
Corporate Bank to raise uranium production at the Central Mynkuduk deposit to 1000 tU/yr, of which Itochu Corp will receive
300t.
Kazkh Uranium Resources (old data) 6 Provinces
province

resources: tonnes U proportion of Kazakh

Chu-Sarysu

60.5%

Northern (Stepnoye) group

750,000

Eastern (Tsentralnoye) group

140,000

Syrdarya
Western (#6) group
Southern (Zarechnoye) group
Northern

12.4%
180,000
70,000
256,000

16.5%

Ily

96,000

6%

Prikaspyi/ Caspian

24,000

1.8%

6,000

0.4%

Balkhash

The Chu-Sarysu and Syrdarya deposits are all suitable for ISL recovery, the Northern deposits are mostly in hard rock apart form
some ISL at Semizbai, Ily mineralisation is in coal deposits, Caspian has phosphate deposits, and Balkhash has some hard rock
volcanic mineralisation but the major deposits were exhausted in the Soviet era. A 2014 estimate puts 77% as amenable for ISL.
All uranium is exported, and with the 2006 joint venture agreements, Russia is the main immediate customer, but China now
receives more than half of production.

Health and environment
Kazatomprom said that its enterprises in 2014 continued to ensure ecological safety at its mines, and 23 of the company's
a liates and subsidiaries have ecological management standards certi cation. More than KZT 1.19 billon ($11 million) was
spent in 2014 on measures to reduce the environmental impact of uranium mining, including e ciency improvements to dust
and gas collecting installations and water puri cation units.
Occupational safety and security at uranium production sites is monitored and in 2014 the number of detected violations of
occupational and industrial safety requirements dropped by 28% compared with 2013.

Fuel cycle: front end
The internationally-signi cant Ulba Metallurgical Plant (UMP) at Oskomen also known as Ust Kamenogorsk in the east of the
country was commissioned in 1949. It has a variety of functions relevant to uranium. (It also produces beryllium, niobium and
tanatalum.)
In June 2008 the formation of a new company – Ulba Conversion LLP – was announced, to build a 12,000 t/yr uranium
hexa uoride conversion plant here, with Cameco providing the technology and holding 49% of the project. Ulba has produced
HF since 1952, and the new conversion subsidiary would t in with Russian JV enrichment arrangements. In May 2013 Cameco
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said that it expected construction of the plant with 6000 t/yr capacity to commence in 2018, with rst production in 2020,
subject to a feasibility study from 2014. This plant will produce UO3 for conversion to UF6 at Port Hope in Canada.

Kazatomprom has a JV with Russia's TVEL for uranium enrichment, (agreed with Tenex in 2006 and set up in 2008). Initially this
envisaged adding to the enrichment plant at Angarsk in southern Siberia where Russia has its main conversion plant and a
small enrichment plant now being expanded to 4.2 million SWU/yr. Kazatomprom and Tenex agreed to nance a 5 million
SWU/yr increment to this. Each party would contribute about US$ 1.6 billion and Kazatomprom would hold 50% equity. When
this looked uneconomic due to surplus enrichment capacity, in March 2011 Russian equity in the JV was transferred from Tenex
to TVEL and the Kazatomprom-TVEL JV Uranium Enrichment Centre (Closed Joint Stock Company UEC) was offered a share in
the Urals Electrochemical Combine (Open Joint Stock Company UECC) which has a 10 million SWU/yr plant at Novouralsk
instead. The Kazakh share in UEC would be 50%, related to the need to enrich 6000 tU/yr, and estimated to cost up to $500
million (though amount not disclosed). In the event the joint venture CJSC UEC took up a 25% share of UECC in September 2013
and became entitled to half its output – 5 million SWU/yr. In 2014 the UEC CJSC share was 4.99 million SWU, and in 2015 it was
5.11 million SWU. This is distinct from the International Uranium Enrichment Centre (IUEC).
In September 2007 the joint stock company Angarsk International Uranium Enrichment Centre (IUEC) was registered with 10%
Kazatomprom ownership and the balance Techsnabexport (Tenex). This share is being sold down to other partners – Ukraine
con rmed 10% share in 2008, and Tenex is to hold only 51% eventually.
Since 1973 Ulba has produced nuclear fuel pellets from Russian-enriched uranium which are used in Russian and Ukrainian
VVER and RBMK reactors. Some of this product incorporates gadolinium and erbium burnable poisons. Other exports are to the
USA and Asia. Ulba brie y produced fuel for submarines (from 1968) and satellite reactors. Since 1985 it has been able to
handle reprocessed uranium, and it has been making fuel pellets incorporating this for western reactors, supplied through
TVEL. It is a major supplier to China.

A worker poses with a uranium fuel pellet at Ulba (Kazatomprom)
Ulba Metallurgical Plant (UMP) is majority owned by Kazatomprom and 34% by Russia's TVEL and has major new investment
under way. It has secured both ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 accreditation. In 2007 a technological assistance agreement was
signed with Japan apparently in line with government announcements that it would move towards selling its uranium as
fabricated fuel or at least fuel pellets rather than just raw material. (One agreement is on fabrication of nuclear fuel components,
between Kazatomprom, Kansai Electric and Sumitomo Corp.) In 2010, UO2 powder for Japan was certi ed by Japan's Nuclear
Fuel Industries, and fuel pellets for China by CNNC's China Jianzhong Nuclear Fuel.
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Kazatomprom has said that it aims to supply up to one third of the world fuel fabrication market by 2030, with China17
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early major customer. In June 2008 Areva signed a memorandum of understanding to provide engineering expertise to build a
1200 t/yr fuel fabrication plant as part of the Ulba complex, utilising fuel pellets from it. In October 2010 and November 2011
further agreements focused on a dedicated 400 t/yr line (51% owned by Kazatomprom, 49% Areva) speci cally for fuel for
French-designed reactors, including those in China. Another 800 t/yr line would be wholly owned by Kazatomprom. These plans
with Areva appear to have stalled.
In December 2014 Kazatomprom signed an agreement with China General Nuclear Corp (CGN) focused on establishing the
Ulba-FA joint venture to build a fuel fabrication plant for the production of 200 t/yr of fuel assemblies at the Ulba Metallurgical
Plant. In December 2015 and September 2016 further agreements on this were signed, with UMP to have 51% and CGN-URC
49% shares in the $147 million project. In March 2016 Areva was awarded a contract for equipment and support to the Ulba-FA
plant for the fabrication of AFA 3G fuel assemblies for CGN reactors. In December 2016 construction of the plant by
Kazatomprom and CGN began. It is due for completion in 2018, and rst shipments to China are expected in 2020, at 200 t/yr
(about 400 fuel assemblies).
Kazatomprom was also negotiating technology transfer agreements to enable it to supply fabricated fuel for Westinghouse
reactors, related to its 10% stake in Westinghouse.

International Atomic Energy Agency LEU Bank
The government in April 2015 approved a draft agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on establishing a
low-enriched uranium (LEU) 'fuel bank' in Kazakhstan. The government nominated Kazakhstan to host an international LEU
reserve on its territory under the auspices of the IAEA in 2010. According to international norms, such a 'fuel bank' must be
located in a country with no nuclear weapons and be fully open to IAEA inspectors. The 'fuel bank' will be a potential supply of
90 tonnes LEU (as UF6) for the production of fuel assemblies for nuclear power plants. Any state wishing to develop nuclear
energy will be able to apply to Kazakhstan for the uranium fuel needed for its nuclear power plants if other sources become
problematical.
The Ulba Metallurgical Plant was proposed in 2012 as the site of this IAEA 'fuel bank', but in February 2013 it was reported that
due to seismic considerations and local opposition it would not be sited there. However, negotiations with the IAEA concluded in
February 2014 remained focused on the Ulba site at Ust-Kamenogorsk, aka Oskemen. (This is separate from Russia's similar
concept under IAEA auspices.) In June 2015 the IAEA Board approved plans for the ‘IAEA LEU Bank storage facility’ to be
located at the Ulba Metallurgical Plant (UMP) and operated by Kazakhstan, and a formal agreement with Kazakhstan to
establish a legal framework was signed in August. A transit agreement with Russia for shipping LEU was also approved. An
agreement between the IAEA and UMP was signed in May 2016 and the government rati ed this in December. The facility was
formally opened at the end of August 2017. Meanwhile the IAEA said: "The procurement process for the acquisition of LEU is
well advanced and the request for proposals inviting bids from interested suppliers will be published soon, with the aim to
transport the LEU to the storage facility in 2018.”
'LEU IAEA’ is de ned as LEU owned by the IAEA in the form of uranium hexa uoride (UF6) with a nominal enrichment of U-235 to
4.95%. ‘IAEA LEU Bank’ means a physical reserve of IAEA’s stored LEU of up to 60 full containers of the 30B type or later
versions. Type 30B cylinders each hold 2.27 t UF6 (1.54 tU), hence about 92 tU. The IAEA bears the costs of the purchase and
delivery (import-export) of LEU, the purchase of equipment and its operation, technical resources and other goods and services
required for the functioning of the LEU ‘fuel bank’. Kazakhstan will meet the costs of LEU storage, including payment of
electricity, heating, o ce space and staff costs. The document allows for the possible transfer of the LEU ‘fuel bank’ to another
site from the Ulba Metallurgical Plant. The agreement has a ten-year duration with automatic renewal at the end of this period.
The IAEA LEU Bank is fully funded by voluntary contributions including $50 million from the US-based Nuclear Threat Initiative
(NTI) organization, $49 million from the USA, up to $25 million from the European Union, $10 million each from Kuwait and the
United Arab Emirates, and $5 million from Norway.
In 2015 the Russian government signed an agreement with the IAEA to allow transit of LEU to and from the LEU Bank, and in
April 2017 the China Atomic Energy Authority signed a similar agreement with the IAEA.

Nuclear power: past
The BN-350 fast reactor at Aktau (formerly Shevchenko), on the shore of the Caspian Sea, was built under Russia's Minatom
supervision. It was designed as 1000 MWt capacity but never operated at more than 750 MWt (potentially 350 MWe) and after
1993 it operated at only about 520 MWt when funds were available to buy fuel. It was operated by the Mangistau Power
Generation Co. (MAEK), and was a prototype for the BN-600 reactor at Beloyarsk.
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The plant successfully produced up to 135 MWe of electricity and 80,000 m3/day of potable water over some 27 years until it
was closed down in mid 1999. About 60% of its power was used for heat and desalination and it established the feasibility and
reliability of such cogeneration plants. (In fact, oil/gas boilers were used in conjunction with it, and total desalination capacity
through ten multi-effect distillation (MED) units was 120,000 m3/day.)
The power complex structure at Aktau, including three gas- red power plants, is operated by MAEK-Kazatomprom LLP, set up in
2003. It produces 500 MWe and 40,000 m3/day of potable water, using cogeneration distillation.

Nuclear power: future
Kazakh plans for future nuclear power include 300 MWe class units as well as smaller cogeneration units in regional cities. In
2012 the government had a draft master plan of power generation development in the country until 2030. According to this plan,
a nuclear electricity share then should be about 4.5%, requiring about 900 MWe of nuclear capacity. Current generating capacity
is about 20 GWe, and 2030 needs are projected as 150 TWh. Early in 2016 there were plans to build two nuclear power plants,
one of which would be Russian.
Feasibility studies in 2013 were proceeding on the basis of using VBER-300. Possible sites included Aktau and Balkhash, as well
as Kurchatov in East Kazakhstan. It is proposed that the recommended site for an initial plant will be presented to the
government in mid-2014. In January 2014 the President said that “The government should settle issues related to siting,
investment sources and construction timeframe of the nuclear power plant” – and possibly more than one – by the end of
March. In April 2014, Ulken on the western shore of Lake Balkhash was mentioned by the Ministry of Industry and New
Technology as preferred, having both power needs and established grid. Kurchatov was the second possibility, with Aktau no
longer favoured. The plant would comprise one or two light water reactors to be commissioned in 2025. A project management
company was to be set up to nalise site selection and undertake a feasibility study.
In May 2014 nuclear generation was included in the Fuel and Energy Complex Development Plan to 2030, produced by the
Ministry of Industry and New Technologies.
At the end of May 2014 NAC Kazatomprom signed an agreement with Rosatom to build a VVER nuclear plant, from 300 to 1200
MWe capacity, near Kurchatov. This would be at the Russian domestic price, not the world price, due to being part of “common
economic space.” Rosatom said that the cost and con guration of the plant would depend on the feasibility study. Marubini
Utility Service Ltd staff were reported to be active at Kurchatov. By the end of 2014 an intergovernmental agreement was to
establish nancing arrangements including a likely Russian loan. Rosatom announced that a draft intergovernmental agreement
for construction of the plant at Kurchatov was signed at the end of September 2014.
As new atomic energy legislation was being negotiated in January 2015, the Energy Minister announced that a reactor, likely a
Russian one, would be built at Kurchatov, and a second one would be at Balkhash if energy demand justi ed it. A Westinghouse
AP1000 is being considered for Balkhash, subject to nancial conditions and arrangements for construction, operation and
servicing of the plant. Negotiations with Toshiba for supply of a Westinghouse AP1000 reactor had earlier been reported
(Kazatomprom being a 10% shareholder in Westinghouse).
In April 2015 the Energy Ministry said that the site for a Russian reactor could be Kurchatov or Ulken, Almaty oblast, on the
western shore of Lake Balkhash. A construction agreement was expected in mid-year, but in October the government said that a
strategic partner for construction of the rst plant would not be selected before 2017-18 on the basis that its power would not
be needed before 2025. In November 2016 the Energy Minister said that plans to build a reactor has been postponed due to a
lack of immediate need. Also then the IAEA undertook an integrated nuclear infrastructure review (INIR) mission at the
government’s request to report on Kazakhstan's legal and regulatory frameworks, nuclear safety and security, radioactive waste
management, human resource development, stakeholder involvement and the capacity of the electrical grid.
Planned and proposed nuclear power reactors
Location

Type

Kurchatov

VBER-300?

L.Balkhash Westinghouse AP1000?

MWe gross Construction start Operation
2 x 300?

after 2025

1200

In December 2016 the NNC was quoted as saying that ve sites were under consideration: Ulken, on the western shore of Lake
Balkhash in the south; Kurchatov, in the northeast close to the border with Russia; Kostanay, on the Tobol River in northern
Kazakhstan; Taraz, on the Talas River in the south near the border with Kyrgyzstan; and Aktau, on the western shore of the
Caspian sea. The Ulken and Kurchatov sites are preferred.
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In September 2017 the energy minister said that Kazatomprom would undertake a feasibility study in 2018 to enable19
a of
decision
on building a nuclear power plant.

Russian prospect – Aktau to Kurchatov
The July 2006 Atomniye Stantsii JV with Atomstroyexport envisaged development and export marketing of innovative small and
medium-sized reactors, starting with OKBM Afrikantov's VBER-300 PWR as baseline for Kazakh units. Russia's Atomstroyexport
expected to build the initial pair and Kazatomprom announced that it planned to start construction in 2011 for commissioning
of the rst unit in 2016 and the second in 2017 at Aktau in the Mangistau oblast, on the Caspian Sea. The plant would then be
marketed internationally.
However, the project then stalled over funding, and apparent Russian reluctance to transfer intellectual property rights on the
VBER reactor. It was reactivated in 2009, with Aktau as the site, and this was con rmed in a feasibility study completed in 2010
which showed that for an electricity price of 8 tenge (US$0.05) per kWh, the plant would be paid off in 12 years. The project has
passed environmental review. Kazakh o cials had been seeking Russian guarantees on costs and technical issues for the rst
plant, and OKBM was looking for new partners to develop the design. The Atomic Energy Committee said it would call tenders
for the rst plant, to be built by 2020, but that the JV with Russia was the leading contender. An intergovernmental agreement in
March 2011 appeared to progress this. Kazatomprom lists as a 50% subsidiary the JSC Kazakhstani Russian Company Nuclear
Power Stations, dating from 2006, at Aktau.
In March 2013 Kazatomprom’s proposal to the government for a power plant at Aktau was accepted. Aktau has infrastructure
and experienced personnel remaining from the BN-350 reactor which operated there 1973-99. However, early in 2014 the
Mangistau provincial government opposed the choice of Aktau,and Kurchatov in the east then became the likely site. In January
2015 the energy minister con rmed this. Kazatomprom envisaged two VBER-300 reactors initially.

Lake Balkhash – Japanese prospect
In April 2007 two agreements with Japan related to assistance in building nuclear power plants, one between Japan Atomic
Power Co and three Kazakh entities, the other between Toshiba Corp and Kazatomprom. Further to these, in September 2009
the country's National Nuclear Centre (NNC) announced that an agreement had been signed with JAEA to build a 600 MWe
nuclear power reactor, starting in 2010. Due to limited options being offered by reactor vendors for this size of unit, the
Japanese offer to re-design and downrate an existing 700 MWe reactor was accepted. NNC said that advantages of this reactor
included higher fuel burnup, high thermal e ciency and some capability of hydrogen production in commercially viable
amounts.
In September 2010, based on the April 2007 agreement, Japan Atomic Power Co (JAPC), Toshiba and Marubeni signed a
technical cooperation agreement with the National Nuclear Centre (NNC) to study the feasibility of building nuclear power
capacity. JAPC would manage the project and establish an operating body, Toshiba would focus on the plant concept, and
Marubeni Utility Services would assess economic feasibility including nancial evaluation and nancing. A further agreement to
advance this was signed in February 2013, between JAPC and Marubini Utility Service Ltd with NNC. In July 2013 JSC SamrukKazyna, the national holding company owning Kazatomprom, announced that a joint Japanese-Kazakh company would build a
reactor, and an interdepartmental working group was to prepare a feasibility study, select a site and choose an EPC contractor
for it.
The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources of Kazakhstan and the NNC in 2009 were considering four potential sites for the
600 MWe nuclear power plant: near Ulken, Almaty oblast, on the western shore of Lake Balkhash in the southeast of the country,
in Aktau (west of country), Turgay, Kustanai (north) and Kurchatov, in Eastern Kazakhstan oblast. By 2011 Taraz in the south had
been added. Early in 2010 Eastern Kazakhstan became the likely location, for a boiling water reactor to be built by JAPC, which
operates two in Japan. This project was on the state program of nuclear industry development in Kazakhstan for 2010-20, which
was developed by the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources, NNC and Kazatomprom, and submitted for approval to the
government. In 2011 NNC said the Japanese ABWR was preferred technology for this, and Ulken on Lake Balkhash was reported
to be the favoured site. In January 2015 the energy minister con rmed this, with the project dependent on electricity demand,
and Westinghouse (or maybe Toshiba) being the possible supplier.

Kurchatov HTR, Japanese collaboration
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In June 2008 an agreement on high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTR) research was initialled by the Japan Atomic
Energy
Agency (JAEA) and the Kazakhstan Atomic Energy Committee, focused on small cogeneration plants, in context of a broader
2007 agreement with NNC. In June 2012 and February 2013 further R&D agreements between National Nuclear Centre (NNC)
and JAEA were signed relating to the design, construction and operation of the Kazakhstan HTR of about 50 MW at Kurchatov.
Also in 2012 Kazakh Nuclear Technology Safety Centre (NTSC) signed an agreement with JAEA on safety research related to the
HTR. All this comes under a May 2011 high-level intergovernmental agreement on developing nuclear energy.

The National Nuclear Centre (NNC) has proposed constructing 20 or more small reactors each of 50-100 MWe to supply
dispersed towns, the rst being at Kurchatov.

Radioactive waste management
The country has a major legacy of radioactive wastes from uranium mining, nuclear reactors, nuclear weapons testing, industrial
activities, coal mining and oil elds.
A speci c law covers radioactive waste management, and a new radioactive waste storage and disposal system is under
consideration.
Decommissioning of the BN-350 fast reactor at Aktau (known as Shevchenko from 1964 to 1992) is under way, with extensive
international support. Used fuel has been stored at site, as is 1000 tonnes of radioactive sodium.
In 1997, the USA and Kazakh governments agreed to undertake a joint program to improve safety and security for the plutoniumbearing spent fuel from the BN-350 reactor. By the end of 2001, all of this material had been inventoried, put under International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards, and placed in 2800 one-tonne 4 metre-long storage canisters, with more-radioactive
and less-radioactive fuel packaged together, so that each canister would be self-protecting, making the fuel elements far more
di cult to steal. This was necessary because much of the spent fuel had been cooling for so long, and was so lightly irradiated
to begin with, that some of the individual fuel assemblies were no longer radioactive enough to be "self-protecting" against theft.
The USA and Kazakhstan agreed to ship the material to the area of the former Semipalatinsk nuclear test site in northeast
Kazakhstan, west and south of Kurchatov city for storage, and the US National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)
designed and purchased dual-purpose transport and storage casks for that purpose. These were made at a former torpedo
factory in Kazakhstan.
Some 3000 fuel assemblies – about 300 tonnes containing 3 tonnes of plutonium – were removed from the reactor site in 12
shipments over 2009-10 under US supervision, and were transported about 3000 km by train to a secure storage facility in
Semlpalatinsk. This is licensed for 50 years, and the Kazakh government will be responsible for the ultimate disposition of the
fuel beyond that. About 10 tonnes of fresh high-enriched uranium was sent to the Ulba plant at Ust-Kamenogorsk for
downblending to low-enriched uranium.
The Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS) hosted about 470 nuclear weapons tests in the Soviet era and there remains a signi cant
legacy of environmental damage there. The site was closed in 1991. The USA and Russia worked together over 1996 to 2012
with Kazakhstan to secure the former test site, which is bigger than the American state of New Jersey. The focus was on waste
plutonium.

Research and development
The National Nuclear Centre (NNC) set up in 1992, employs some 2700 researchers and consolidates six research centres. The
NNC is responsible for research on the peaceful use of nuclear energy and radiation safety and is also responsible for
evaluating the consequences of nuclear tests at the now-closed Semipalatinsk Test Site. All nuclear research reactors in
Kazakhstan are under the jurisdiction of the NNC.
In October 2010 the NNC signed an agreement with Belgium's SCK-CEN to collaborate in nuclear energy research focused on the
Belgian Myrrha project for an accelerator-driven system to incinerate radioactive waste, perform research and undertake
radioisotope production. Myrrha, a multifunctional lead-bismuth-cooled subcritical reactor, is expected to commence operation
in 2023, largely funded from the EU.
At Kurchatov (aka Semipalatinsk-21) on the former nuclear test site in the northeast of the country, two research reactors owned
by NNC are operated by the Institute of Atomic Energy. The largest, EWG 1, is a 35-60 MW tank type supplied by Russia which
started in 1972 and uses 90% high-enriched fuel. Also at the site the Impulse Graphite Reactor (IGR) has operated since 1961
and is quoted at 10 MWt. In June 2015 an agreement was signed between NNC and JAEA for stage 3 of the project to
investigate sodium-cooled fast reactors with experiments planned on the IGR and on a test facility at NNC in Alma-Ata. In 2005,
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8 kg of test fuel was melted in IGR, simulating a fast reactor core-melt. This joint project is known as EAGLE – Experimental
Acquisition of Generalised Logic to Eliminate Recriticalities, and is planned to 2020. A small high-temperature reactor (RA) was
disassembled and returned to Russia.

Another reactor is at Alatau, 15 km south of Almaty, owned by NNC and operated by the Institute of Nuclear Physics (INP). The 6
MW pool-type WWR-K, started in 1967 and is used among other things for radioisotope production (Mo-99, I-131, Co-60, Ir-192,
Sb-124, Tl-204). Over 2012-15 it was used in developing high-burnup fuel for Japan’s HTTR. It commenced operation using lowenriched uranium fuel early in 2017.
WWR-K was also supplied by Russia, and initially used 36% enriched fuel, but in 2011, 33kg of HEU was downblended to 20%
LEU at the Ulba Metallurgical plant (UMZ) in Ust-Kamenogorsk and returned for use once the reactor was converted to use it in
2015. This conversion was in progress at the end of 2014, with US help. The operation to remove and downblend the fuel was a
combined effort between the US National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA), the Kazakh government and the IAEA. In
2009, 70 kg of used HEU fuel was returned to Russia. In 2014-15 two shipments of HEU were returned to Russia – 10 kg for
downblending and then 36 kg. The NNSA says that a further 50 kg of HEU remains there.
Also at Kuchatov is the Kazakhstan Material Study Tokamak (KMT or KTM), supported by Russia's Kurchatov Institute, which
produced its rst plasma in 2010. Commissioning was due in 2011, with pilot testing in June 2017 and 'real mode' testing from
November 2017. KMT supports the ITER project with materials testing, and its research program is governed by the
Commission of CIS Member States on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, chaired by Rosatom.
Kazakhstan joined the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP), now the International Framework for Nuclear Energy
Cooperation (IFNEC), in September 2007.

Organisation, regulation and safety
The government corporation Kazatomprom was set up in 1996-7 to manage the government's stake in uranium mining and
nuclear fuel production, as well as import and export of nuclear material. It also regulates uranium mining. KATEP, set up in
1993, formerly was responsible for all this but in 1997 became simply focused on nuclear power plants.
The regulatory body responsible for licensing and safety as well as safeguards compliance from May 2012 is the new Atomic
Energy Agency of Kazakhstan. Formerly it was the Kazakhstan Committee on Atomic Energy (CAE), and before that (1992-96)
the Atomic Energy Agency, under the Industry & New Technologies Ministry. The CAE included three departments: supervision
and analysis, licensing and material monitoring, and security. It was abolished in May 2012 and replaced outside the Ministry by
the new Atomic Energy Agency to take responsibility for atomic energy, nuclear and radiological safety, physical protection of
nuclear materials and nuclear facilities, as well as compliance with non-proliferation requirements.
All uranium and nuclear operations – MAEK, Kazatomprom, KATEP, CAE/AEA and NNC, come under the Ministry of Energy &
Mineral Resources. It operates under the 1997 Atomic Energy Law.
The National Nuclear Centre (NNC) was set up in 1992 to utilise the former Soviet military facilities for civilian research.
The Nuclear Technology Safety Centre (NTSC) was set up in 1997 with US support to manage the shut-down of the BN-350
reactor at Aktau, and foster safety of nuclear power.

Weapons site clean-up
From 1947 to 1990, when the country was part of the Soviet Union, some 467 nuclear tests were conducted at the 19,000 sq km
Semipalatinsk test site, 800 km north of Almaty. They included explosions that were conducted on the surface and in the
atmosphere. Five of the surface tests were not successful and resulted in the dispersion of plutonium into the environment.
Starting in 1961, more than 300 test explosions were conducted underground, 13 of which resulted in release of radioactive
gases to the atmosphere. Operations at Semipalatinsk were formally terminated in 1991.
In 1993, the government informed the IAEA of their concern about the radiological situation in Semipalatinsk and also western
areas, and asked for the IAEA's help to characterize and evaluate the radiological situation at the Semipalatinsk test site. Three
IAEA missions ensued over 1993-98, and identi ed a few areas with elevated residual radioactivity. As there are no restrictions
on resettlement of the area, monitoring of residents and visitors was undertaken, showing exposure of up to 10 mSv/yr.
However, if the "hot spots" were permanently settled, exposures of up to 140 mSv/yr could result. The IAEA concluded that due
to budgetary and other constraints, the most appropriate remedial action initially would be to restrict access by people and
cattle to those areas.
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Following a three-year study on an experimental farm on the site, where the radioactivity levels in milk, meat, and various
crops
and vegetables grown was carefully monitored, in 2009 the NNC suggested that the northern portion of the area could be
returned to commercial use since radiation levels were very low, and close to background. The IAEA nal report submitted to the
government in January 2011 supported this recommendation. The Environment Ministry is expected to make a decision on
opening up much of the land for grazing.

A joint US-Russian project with Kazakh assistance over 1996-2012 removed a signi cant quantity of high-enriched uranium and
plutonium from the Semipalatinsk site, and encased more material in concrete.

Non-proliferation
Kazakhstan is a party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as a non-nuclear weapons state. Some 1300 nuclear
warheads were destroyed after independence.
According to the US NNSA, the BN-350 reactor at Aktau (Shevchenko) was used by the Soviet Union to produce plutonium for
weapons.
Its safeguards agreement under the NPT came into force in 1994 and all facilities are under safeguards, which operate in
relation to exported uranium. In February 2004 it signed the Additional Protocol in relation to its safeguards agreements with the
IAEA, and this came into force in 2007.
Main references
IAEA 2015, Uranium 2014: Resources, Production and Demand (Red Book)
Perera, Judith 2003, Nuclear Power in the Former Soviet Union, vols 1&2
Kazatomprom website
Nuclear Threat Initiative website, re BN-350
JAEA Orari HTR centre website
World Wide Minerals Ltd, The Kazakhstan Story
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Uranium in Uzbekistan
(Updated December 2017)
Uzbekistan has considerable mineral deposits, including uranium.
It is the world’s seventh-ranking uranium supplier, and is expanding production.
Japanese and Chinese joint ventures are active in uranium development, especially focused on black shales.
Uzbekistan was a signi cant source of Russian uranium supply until independence in 1991. Uranium production until then took
place in Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, with little regard for national borders and much of the treatment being in
Tajikistan. Today, most uranium is mined in the middle of the country, with Navoi as the centre, linked to mines by railway.
The country's total electricity generation in 2015 was 57 TWh, with 43 TWh from gas, 2 TWh from coal and 12 TWh from hydro.
According to the 2016 Red Book, Uzbekistan has 97,560 tU in Reasonably Assured Resources plus Inferred Resources, to US$
130/kg U in sandstones, plus 32,900 tU in black shales. The latter have so far not supported commercial production, and foreign
expertise is being sought for them. In February 2014 Goskomgeo (State Committee for Geology and Mineral Resources)
reported resources of 138,800 tU in sandstones and 47,000 tU in black shales.
Navoi Mining & Metallurgical Combinat (NMMC) is part of the Uzbekistani state holding company Kyzylkumredmetzoloto, and
undertakes all uranium mining in the country, as well as gold mining and other activities. Until 1992, all uranium mined and
milled in Uzbekistan was shipped to Russia. Since 1992, practically all Uzbekistani uranium production has been exported to the
USA and other countries through Nukem Inc. A total of 128,700 tU had been produced to the end of 2011. In 2015 production
was 2385 tU.
In 2008 South Korea's Kepco signed agreements to purchase 2600 tU over six years to 2015, for about US$ 400 million. In May
2014 China’s CGN agreed to buy $800 million of uranium through to 2021, and China customs was reported as saying that
Uzbekistan was second only to Kazakhstan as a uranium supplier to the country. In 2013, 1663 tU was supplied to China.
During the Soviet era, Uzbekistan provided much of the uranium to the Soviet military-industrial complex, with annual production
peaking at 3800 tU in mid 1980s. Five "company towns" were constructed to support uranium production activities: Uchkuduk,
Zarafshan, Zafarabad, Nurabad, and Navoi, with a combined population of some 500,000. They remain centres of ve mining
districts. Uranium industry employment in 2005 was put at about 7000, though some 65,000 were employed by NMMC overall in
2012.
NMMC commenced operation focused on uranium and gold in 1958 in the desert region of Central Kyzylkum province,
particularly the Uchkuduk deposit (mined underground and open pit from 1964), which led to the discovery of subsequent
deposits of similar kind. In 1966, underground mining began at the Sabyrsay deposit in Samarkand and in 1977 at the Sugraly
deposit near Zarafshan. In 1978, ISL was initiated at the Ketmenchi deposit. In 1975 the Sabyrsay deposit was being mined by
ISL. Underground mining continued to 1990 and open pit to 1994, but mines are all now in situ leach (ISL). Uranium-bearing
solutions are sent by rail to the central hydrometallurgical HMP-1 plant in Navoi for nal recovery of U3O8 product. This plant
was commissioned in 1964 and developed through to 1983. Bacterial leaching was introduced in 2011.
NMMC has produced more than 2000 tU per year since 2004, and over 2009 to 2015 production was about 2400
tU/yr. Completion of Alendy, Aulbek and North Kanimekh mines in 2013 was expected to increase uranium production
signi cantly as they ramped up to full capacity in 2016.
In April 2015 NMMC announced plans approved by the government to implement 27 projects to modernize its production
facilities by 2019, at a total cost of $985 million. Among the projects are the construction of a mining and distribution complex
in Samarkand region, the development of the main raw material base – the Muruntau mine, and the modernization and technical
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re-equipment of other production facilities. NMMC’s four metallurgical plants in Navoi, Zarafshan, Uchkuduk and Zarmitan
mentioned. It also planned to complete the construction of three uranium mines in the Central Kyzylkum Desert, at a cost of
US$75 million.

In 2013 exports to China doubled to 1663 tU.
A uranium production development program is being implemented for the period of 2014-2020, and then extending to 2030.
This has involved mining of the Kendyk-tyube, Lyavlyakan, Tokhumbet, Aksay, Sugrali, Nurbulok, Alendy, Aulbek deposits being
commenced; the North Kanimekh mine being ramped up to its designed production capacity; and handling high carbonate levels
at the Maylisay deposit being resolved. It was expected that 2016 uranium production would increase from 2,400 tonnes to
4,200 tonnes.
Uzbek uranium production (tonnes U)
Division

2015 2016

Northern (Uchkuduk)

731

Central (Zarafshan)

0

Number 5 (Zafarabad)

1039

Southern (Nurabad)

635

Total

2385 2405

NMMC has several divisions, the Northern and Central ones plus part of #5 are in the Kyzylkum Desert region of Navoi province.

NMMC divisions
Northern mining directorate
Centred on Uchkuduk, the Northern mining district 300 km north of Navoi was established to mine uranium at Uchkuduk, from
1961, by underground and open pit mines, with ore treated at the central plant in Navoi. Since 1965 ISL uranium mining has been
used at Uchkuduk and since 1995, at Kendyk-Tyube. There is also a 450,000 t/yr sulfuric acid plant at Uchkuduk (possibly in
conjunction with a copper smelter). Resources are 51,000 tU, and annual production 700-750 tU.

Central mining directorate
In the Zarafshan or eastern mining district, about 200 km north of Navoi, Sugraly was mined underground from 1977 and then
ISL to 1994, when it was closed. NMMC had a joint venture with Areva to redevelop the Sugraly deposit with reported 38,000 tU
resources, but this appears to have lapsed. Sugraly is a thick deposit with complex mining and geological conditions and high
carbonate content. Resources are 50,000 tU, with no current production. An integrated processing facility at Sugraly was put
into operation in 2014.

Mining directorate #5
The mining district #5 mostly in Bukhara province, west of Navoi and headquartered in Zafarabad, close to Navoi was set up in
1971 by another entity in Bukhara province and became part of NMMC in 1993. It mines the Bukinay group of uranium deposits
by ISL methods. Mines include North & South Bukinay (from 1970), Beshkak (from 1978), Istiklol, Kukhnur, Lyavlyakan (from
1998), Tokhumbet (from 2004) and South Sugraly. District resources are 52,000 tU, and annual production 1000-1200 tU and
rising to 2100 tU

Southern mining directorate
The Southern mining district in Samarkand province, southeast of Navoi, and headquartered at Nurabad, was founded in 1964 to
mine the Sabirsay uranium deposit by underground methods, which continued to 1983. ISL then took over, and continues to be
the main mining method. The operation was transferred from Tajikistan to NMMC about 1994*. Other mines are Ketmenchi (ISL
since 1978), Jaarkuduk, Yogdu, Shark and Ulus. Resources are 13,000 tU, and annual production is 600-650 tU.
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* In Soviet times, to 1992, the Leninabad Mining and Chemical Combine located at Chkalovsk, a few kilometres southeast of Khujand (Khodjend/
Khodzhent), Sughd province, northeren Tajikistan, on the Syr Darya River in the western part of the Ferghana Valley, is to the east of Uzbek’s Samarkand
province. The Combine incorporated seven mines and several plants, notably Combine No. 6 (Uranium Plant V), and it processed up to 1,000,000
tonnes of uranium ore per year to produce yellowcake for the Soviet nuclear power and defence industries. A lot of this was at the central plant.
Reportedly, Chkalovsk once had the capability to convert uranium concentrate into uranium hexa uoride. It was established in 1945 as a large-scale
hydrometallurgical uranium enterprise, based on the uranium deposits of Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Uranium mining ceased in Tajikistan in
1992, and the Combine became the industrial association Vostochnyy Eastern Combine for Rare Metals (IA Vostokredmet) which is a signi cant
industrial complex specialising today in underground and heap leaching of metals. There are considerable amounts of uranium tailings and disturbed
areas from the combine’s operation – over 100 square kilometres overall in Tajikistan, according to a Russian estimate in a 2002 IAEA report. See
Appendix.

Mining directorate #2
In MA#2 at Krasnogorsk, Parkent region, Tashkent province in the east of the country, the Chauly uranium deposit was
previously mined, but the focus there is on phosphorite now. It became part of NMMC in 1995.

New mines: Northern, Central and #5
NMMC has started mining the major new Northern Kanimekh deposit, northwest of Navoi, costing $34 million. Northern
Kanimekh ore occurs 260 to 600 metres deep with 77% of uranium reserves present at 400-500-metre depth. This requires a
special approach to building wells and uranium mining process. The pilot plants at Northern Kanimekh and Alendy (Directorate
#5) were commissioned in 2008-09 and the two commercial mines were completed at the end of 2013, and were expected to
achieve full capacity in 2015.
NMMC also built a pilot plant for ISL at Yarkuduk and Tokhumbet deposits. It has started operation of the $21 million Aulbek ISL
mine near Lyavlyakan in central Kyzylkum (Directorate #5), which ramped up to 2013, and also Meylisay and Tutlinskaya
ploshchad, costing about $30 million.
Over 2008-12 NMMC invested $230 million in upgrades to expand the existing mining and processing capacities, renew the eet
of process equipment, and establish up to seven new mines. "As part of an increase in uranium production up to 2012, the
expansion and reconstruction of sulfuric acid production, at a cost of about $12 million, will be carried out. Implementation of
the program will make it possible to increase uranium production in 2012 by 50%". Early in 2009 the Uzbek president said that
the world economic crisis would slow all this development, though full commissioning of the Aulbek, Alendy and North
Kanimekh mines in Central Kyzylkum at the end of 2013 would enable a 40% increase of NMMC production.
In August 2013 NMMC suspended construction of Meylisay and Northern Maizak mines in central Kyzylkum due to high
carbonate content in the ore rendering ISL ine cient. However Navoi said that in 2015 the technology of uranium mining would
be optimized at Meylisay deposit. Aulbek and North Kanimekh also have high carbonate levels.

International ventures, black shales
China: In August 2009 Goscomgeo and China Guangdong Nuclear Uranium Corp. (CGN-URC) set up a 50-50 uranium exploration
joint venture, Uz-China Uran, to focus on the black shale deposits in the Boztau-skaya area in the central Kyzylkum desert of the
Navoi region. Some 5500 tU resources are reported. Over 2011-13 CGN-URC was to develop technology for the separate
production of uranium and vanadium from these black shale deposits with a view to commencing production from them.
Russia: In January 2006 Techsnabexport (ARMZ subsidiary) signed a memorandum of understanding with NMMC and
Goskomgeo (State Committee for Geology and Mineral Resources of Uzbekistan) to set up a uranium mining joint venture based
on the Aktau deposit. Initially, it was planned that the joint venture would start operations late 2006, but after four years'
negotiation no agreement could be reached and Russia withdrew in mid 2010. Aktau's probable resources are estimated 4,400
tons of uranium accessible by ISL and with treatment of 300 tU/yr production envisaged at Navoi. However, the ore is complex
and this has apparently deterred establishment of the project. Goskomgeo invited ARMZ to consider its black shales, but ARMZ
declined on the basis that no treatment process was known for them.
In 2007 Russia offered to enrich Uzbekistan uranium in the International Uranium Enrichment Center in Angarsk.
Japan: In September 2006 a Japan-Uzbek intergovernmental agreement was aimed at nancing Uzbek uranium development
and in October 2007 Itochu Corporation agreed with NMMC to develop technology to mine and mill the black shales, particularly
the Rudnoye deposit, and to take about 300 tU/yr from 2007. A 50-50 joint venture was envisaged, but no more was heard until
February 2011 when Itochu signed a 10-year "large-scale" uranium purchase agreement with NMMC.
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In mid-2008 Mitsui & Co. signed a basic agreement with the Uzbek government's Goscomgeo (State Geology and Mineral
Resources Committee) to establish a joint venture for geological investigations regarding the development of black-shale
uranium resources at the Zapadno-Kokpatasskaya mine, 300 km NW of Navoi.

In mid-2009, and further to an April 2007 MOU, Goscomgeo and the Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC)
signed an agreement for uranium and rare earths exploration in the Navoi region, focused on ISL-type sandstone deposits and
black shales, with a view to a Japanese company taking a 50% interest in any resources identi ed and developing them. In
February 2011 a further broad agreement was signed between the two. In August 2013 JOGMEC was granted a licence to
explore for uranium in two sandstone deposits, Juzkuduk and Tamdiykuduk-Tulyantash, for ve years with rights to mine,
following a July agreement with NMMC.

Organisation
The Uzbekistani State Committee for Safety in Industry and Mining (Gosgortekhnadzor) supervises ministries engaged in
mining.
The Nuclear Regulations Inspectorate under Gosgortekhnadzor has responsibility for the control and supervision of the research
reactors and all nuclear and radioactive materials (including spent fuel) in Uzbekistan.
In June 2017 the government set up a new centralized directorate for geological exploration for uranium, precious, and nonferrous metals. The scienti c and production centre "Geology of Precious Metals and Uranium" of NMMC and the scienti c and
production centre "Geology of non-ferrous metals" of the Almalyk Mining and Metallurgical Complex are to be transferred to this.

Research & development
There have been two research reactors, a 10 MW tank type – WWR-SM – operating since 1959 at the Institute of Nuclear
Physics, Uzbek Academy of Sciences in Tashkent, and a small 20 kW one operated by JSC Foton in Tashkent. This had been
converted to run on low-enriched uranium from TVEL, and all HEU fuel was returned to Russia. Decommissioning the Foton
reactor is being undertaken over 2015-17. The larger WWR-SM shut down in July 2016, with decommissioning intended to begin
soon after. However, in February 2017 it was decided to refurbish it, and restart it in July 2017.
The state enterprise Scienti c Production Centre Urangeologiya undertakes uranium exploration in new areas.

Legacy sites
See section in information papers on Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.
In June 2015 the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) set up a fund to deal with radioactive
contaminated material resulting from Soviet-era uranium mining and processing in the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan. It drew attention to legacy sites along the tributaries to the Syr Darya River, running through the Fergana Valley,
which is shared by the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.

Non-proliferation
Uzbekistan is a party to the NPT and in 1998 rati ed an Additional Protocol agreement with the IAEA. It has also rati ed the
Central Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone treaty, with Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan.

Notes & references
General references
OECD NEA & IAEA, 2012, Uranium 2011: Resources, Production and Demand ('Red Book')
NMMC website
Burykin, A.A., Iskra, A.A., Karamushka, V.P., Radiation Legacy of the USSR Enterprises for Mining, Milling and Processing of
Uranium Ores: Conservation, Decommissioning and Environmental Rehabilitation, p244-256 of Radiation legacy of the 20th
century: Environmental restoration, Proceedings of an International Conference (RADLEG 2000) held in Moscow, Russian
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Federation, 30 October-2 November 2000 and organized by the Ministry of the Russian Federation for Atomic Energy in5cooperation with the International Atomic Energy Agency, the European Commission and the Russian Academy of Sciences, April
2002, IAEA-TECDOC-1280

Egorov, N.N., Novikov, V.M., Parker F.L., Popov V.K., The Radiation Legacy of the Soviet Nuclear Complex: An Analytical Overview,
International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis ( rst published 2000)
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China's Nuclear Fuel Cycle
(Updated November 2017)
China has become self-su cient in most aspects of the fuel cycle.
China aims to produce one-third of its uranium domestically, obtain one-third through foreign equity in mines and joint
ventures overseas, and to purchase one-third on the open market.
China's two major enrichment plants were built under agreements with Russia but much current capacity is indigenous.
China’s R&D in nuclear technologies is second to none in the world, particularly in high-temperature gas-cooled and
molten salt-cooled reactors.
China has stated it intends to become self-su cient not just in nuclear power plant capacity, but also in the production of fuel
for those plants. However, the country still relies to some extent on foreign suppliers for all stages of the fuel cycle, from
uranium mining through fabrication and reprocessing, but mostly for uranium supply. As China rapidly increases the number of
new reactors, it has also initiated a number of domestic projects, often in cooperation with foreign suppliers, to meet its nuclear
fuel needs.
The national policy is to obtain about one-third of uranium supply domestically, one-third from Chinese equity in foreign mines,
and one-third on the open market. Increasingly, other stages of the fuel cycle will be indigenous. Uranium demand in 2020 is
expected to be over 11,000 tU (with 58 reactors operating), in 2025 about 18,500 tU (for 100 reactors) and in 2030 about 24,000
tU (for 130 reactors). UxC reports that China imported over 115,000 tU over 2009-14, notably 25,000 tU in 2014 and 10,400 tU to
July in 2015. With annual consumption currently about 8000 tU, much of this will be stockpiled.
China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) maintains a strong monopoly on the nuclear fuel cycle in China, notably the front
end, forcing China General Nuclear Power (CGN) to work around this, principally with international ventures, some involving
large capital outlays. With the merger of SNPTC and CPI to form SPI in 2015, so that SNPTC took over all the nuclear-related
business of CPI to function as an active subsidiary of SPI, SNPTC said it intended to get into both uranium mining and fuel
fabrication.
CNNC is also the main operator in the fuel cycle back end, evidenced by a series of agreements with Areva for a reprocessing
plant. That in November 2015 was part of a wider agreement in relation to all aspects of the fuel cycle, and foreshadowing an
intention to take equity in Areva NC (now Areva NewCo), in connection with evolving agreements to build a reprocessing plant
based on Areva technology.
Following Areva’s restructuring, a new framework agreement between Areva New Co and CNNC was signed in February 2017,
covering “the whole industrial chain of the nuclear fuel cycle”. In particular it supports plans for construction of a reprocessing
plant in China.
As well as a long-standing close relationship with France, China has a bilateral nuclear cooperation agreement (‘123 agreement’)
with the USA from 1985 which was renewed in 2015. This is a prerequisite for nuclear trade in plant and materials that involves
the USA.

Domestic uranium resources and mining
CNNC is the only current supplier of domestic uranium. CGN has responded energetically to this situation through its subsidiary
China Guangdong Nuclear Uranium Resources Co Ltd (CGN-URC) as described below.
China now claims to be “a uranium-rich country” on the basis of some two million tonnes of uranium, though published known in
situ uranium resources were 366,000 tU to $130/kg at 1/1/15, of which 173,000 tU were reasonably assured, and in situ inferred
resources were 193,000 tU in the 2016 edition of the 'Red Book', which are modest in relation to the country's needs. New
discoveries in the north and northwest in sandstones, and deep hydrothermal ones in southeast China have raised expectations.
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There is also potential in lignite, black shale and phosphates. Over 2013-14 about 71,000 tU was added to known resources
northern China – in the Yili, Erlian, Erdos, Songliao and Bayingebi basins as well as Longshoushan – and 29,000 tU in southern
China in the Rouoergai and Dazhou uranium elds. The 2016 Red Book tabulates 366,000 tU in 21 deposits in 13 provinces, 39%
of the total in Inner Mongolia, 21% in Jiangxi, 14% in Xinjiang and 12% in Guangdong.

As of 2012, 35% of resources were in sandstone deposits mainly in the north and northwest, 28% in vein/granite deposits in
central and southeast China, 21% in volcanic deposits in the southeast, and 10% in black shale in the southeast. Most known
resources are at less than 500m depth.
Domestic production was 1616 tU/yr in 2015, enough for about 7000 MWe, apart from new cores. This was approximately 530 t
from sandstone by ISL, 620 t from granite-related ore and 450 t from volcanic-related ore. All production is acid-leached. By
international standards, China's ores are low-grade and production has been ine cient. The nuclear power companies are not
depending on the national goal of sourcing one-third of uranium domestically, and are ramping up international arrangements to
obtain fuel.
Operating uranium mines in China
Minea

Province

Type

Yining

Xinjiang

In-situ leach (ISL)

480 (800)

1993

Lantian

Shaanxi

Underground, heap leach

100

1993

Benxi

Liaoning

Underground, block leach

120

1996

Qinglong

Liaoning

Underground, heap leach

100 (200)

2007

Fuzhou

Jiangxi

Underground, mill

350 (500)

1966

Chongyi

Jiangxi

Underground, heap leach

200 (300)

1979

Shaoguan Guangdong Underground, heap leach

200 (300)

2008

Total

Nominal capacity
Started
tonnes U/yr (planned)

1550 (2320)

Xinjiang's Yili basin in the far west of China, in which the Yining (or Kujiltai) ISL mine sits, is contiguous with the Ili uranium
province in Kazakhstan, though the geology is apparently different. The Fuzhou mine in the southeastern Jiangxi province is in a
volcanic hydrothermal deposit, as is Qinglong in Liaoning. The other mines are in granitic deposits. Source: Red Book 2016.
China Nuclear Uranium Corporation, a subsidiary of CNNC, operates these mines. Pilot testing is under way on the Shihongtan
deposit in the Turpan-Hami basin of Xinjiang, and the western portion appears suitable for ISL. A uranium-molybdenum mine is
being developed at Guyuan, Hebei province, in granites. Other uranium deposits with abundant reserves but with complex
mining and milling technologies are the subject of pilot tests and feasibility studies, such as the Dongsheng and Erlian
sandstone deposits in Inner Mongolia. The former, in the Ordos/Erdos Basin, has an estimated 30,000 tonnes of uranium in a
palaeochannel system, the latter is unsuitable for ISL due to low permeability.
An underground uranium mine at Hengyang in Hunan is on stand-by. The mine, which started up in 1963, has a nominal
production capacity of 500-1000 tU/yr.
CGN subsidiary China Guangdong Nuclear Uranium Resources Co Ltd (CGN-URC) was set up in 2006 to be responsible for
CGN's fuel supply, and in particular to undertake uranium exploration and mining, uranium trade, and management of fuel
processing for CGN. It is pursuing the second stage of a planned three-stage development, with diversi cation of supplies and
integration of front-end services. A third stage will involve new technology as well as consolidation of its role as viable supplier.
It aims to free up international trade and bring about better logistics. Early in 2012 CGN-URC changed its name to CGNPCNuclear Fuel Co Ltd (CGNPC-NFC) to re ect its wider interest in all front-end fuel cycle aspects, but this name change did not
persist.
CGN-URC has been undertaking uranium exploration in Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region, and also in Guangdong, via CGN-URC
Guangdong Uranium Ltd. In May 2011 CGN-URC announced that it was developing two 500 tU/yr mines on these deposits, to
operate from 2013, but this venture appears to have stalled.

Mineral exploration
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CNNC's Geological Survey Bureau and the Beijing Research Institute of Uranium Geology are the key organisations involved
a massive increase in exploration effort since 2000, focused on sandstone deposits amenable to ISL in the Xinjiang and Inner
Mongolia regions, and the granite and volcanic metallogenic belts in southern China, including the Xiangshen uranium ore eld.

In northern China, the exploration is focused on previously discovered mineralisation spanning the Yili, Turpan-Hami, Junggar
and Tarim basins of Xinjiang Autonomous Region, and the Erdos/Ordos, Erlian, Songliao, Badanjili and Bayingebi basins of Inner
Mongolia. The Ordos basin itself covers over 250,000 sq. km of Shaanxui, Shanxi, Gansu and Inner Mongolia and contains major
coal units as well as commercial gas reservoirs and some oil. It starts just north on Xi’an in Shaanxi province and extends nearly
to Baotou near the Mongolian border. By 2012 this had become the premier uranium region of China, right across its north. In
2008 signi cant deposits were discovered in the Yili basin of Xinjiang, including J3, and then in the Ordos basin Nalinggou,
Darong and (in 2012) Daying were discovered. Daying is expected to become China’s largest uranium resource and in late 2014
was being described by the Geological Survey Bureau as ‘world class’. Also in the Erlian basin the Bayanwula deposit, a roll front
deposit with biogenic origins, was identi ed. In the Songliao basin in the east of Inner Mongolia the Qianjiadian deposit was
identi ed, and in 2017 CNNC announced "a breakthrough in sandstone-type uranium ore exploration," and expects a new
orebody – with an overall length of more than 10 km – to develop into a large uranium deposit.
CNNC Inner Mongolia Mining Industry LLC based in Baotou is responsible for overseeing natural uranium geological
prospecting, scienti c research and project management in the middle and western parts of Inner Mongolia. Its Mining Business
Division is focused mainly evaluating the Nalinggou and Bayanwula projects by the end of 2015. The Division is also setting up
regional headquarters in Inner Mongolia, Jiangxi, Guangdong and Xinjiang.
Some northern uranium mineralization is interbedded with coal deposits, giving rise to concerns about mining e ciently, and
about the amount of radioactivity in coal as burned in some northern power stations. The Daying uranium deposit in Inner
Mongolia is evidently in this category, with separate layers of coal and uranium ore in sandstone palaeochannels extending over
many kilometres. The coal resource is major.
In March 2013 CNNC signed an agreement with China Petroleum & Chemical Corp. (SINOPEC) to set up the joint venture of
CNNC and SINOPEC Uranium Resources Co. Ltd to accelerate the exploration for uranium resources, starting with the Chaideng
area of Inner Mongolia. The Chaideng prospecting region of Dongsheng Coal Field is in the northeast of the Ordos Basin.
In August 2014 CNNC signed an agreement with Shenhua Group to recover uranium from a mine near Ordos city. In March 2016
it signed a broader strategic agreement. Shenhua is the largest coal mining company in China.
The Dongsheng group of uranium deposits is located in south-central Inner Mongolia, about 100 km south of Baotou and on the
northern edge of the Ordos Basin. Uranium ore bodies are mostly in area of 200 sq. km hosted by uvial sandstones in the
Zhiluo Formation as a regional redox front, and to a lesser degree within the Yan'an Formation, which has coal-bearing strata.
Individual tabular and roll-front ore bodies are several tens to one hundred metres long, up to 20 m thick, and have average ore
grades of 0.02 to 0.05%U. They plunge from 75 to 185 m deep, following the dip of the Zhiluo formation.

International uranium sources
Increasingly, uranium is imported from Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Canada, Namibia, Niger and Australia. In 2012 imports were
12,908 tU, and in 2013 China imported 18,968 tonnes of uranium for $2.37 billion from ve countries (Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Australia, Namibia and Canada) according to China’s General Administration of Customs. Anticipated need in 2015, including
new cores, was 8160 tU. International sources are both from Chinese equity in mines and uranium bought on the open market.
Chinese equity in uranium mines in other countries
Company

Country

Mine

Equity %

Start production with China equity

SinoU

Niger

Azelik

37.2 + 24.8 ZXJOY

2010 but now closed

Niger

Imouraren

25+, more pending

On hold

Namibia

Langer Heinrich

25+, more pending

2014

Kazakhstan

Zhalpak

49?

2017?

Namibia

Husab

90

2016

Kazakhstan

Irkol & Semizbai

49

2008, 2009

Uzbekistan

Boztau black shales

50

Uncertain

Canada

Patterson Lake

19.99

2023

CGN-URC
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CNNC initiatives abroad
With the prospective need to import much more uranium, China Nuclear International Uranium Corporation (SinoU) was set up
by CNNC to acquire equity in uranium resources internationally. It set up the Azelik mine in Niger and has agreed to buy a 10%
share of Areva’s Imouraren project there for €200 million.
In January 2014 it bought a 25% stake in Paladin’s Langer Heinrich mine in Namibia for $190 million, entitling it to that share of
output.
It has investigated prospects in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Mongolia, Namibia, Algeria and Zimbabwe. Canada and South Africa
are also seen as potential suppliers for SinoU. About 2007 it bought a share (49%?) in the Zhalpak mine in Kazakhstan, and a
joint venture with Kazatomprom was set up to develop it.
Sinosteel Corporation holds minor equity in explorer PepinNini Minerals Ltd in Australia and has 60% of a joint venture with
PepinNini to develop a uranium deposit in South Australia. Sinosteel is also involved with exploration on Quebec and Krygystan.
In 2010 CNNC contracted with Cameco for 8865 tU through to 2025.
In March 2009, CNNC International, a 70% subsidiary of CNNC Overseas Uranium Holding Ltd and through it, of SinoU, agreed on
a $25 million takeover of Western Prospector Group Ltd which controlled the Gurvanbulag deposit in Mongolia, very close to the
Chinese border. Western Prospector and its Mongolian subsidiary, Emeelt Mines, undertook a de nitive feasibility study which
showed that the project was barely economic, on the basis of 6900 tU reserves averaging 0.137% U. With radiometric sorting the
head grade would be 0.152%U and the mine could produce 700 tU/yr for nine years. Mine development cost would be about
$280 million. In June 2012 CNNC Mongolia Project Co announced an agreement with the Mongolian government's Nuclear
Energy Agency (NEA) to develop Gurvanbulag, following three years of feasibility studies and preparation. In August 2014 CNNC
said that the government had approved its recent feasibility study, and negotiations towards a joint venture company with NEA
continued. In November 2015 CNNC International reported that all exploration work was complete and that it awaited a mining
licence. It then expected to form a project JV with the government, which would hold 51% leaving CNNC International Ltd. with
49% of the project.
CNNC has been searching for uranium in Jordan.

CGN initiatives abroad
CGN subsidiary China Guangdong Nuclear Uranium Resources Co Ltd (CGN-URC) set up in 2006 has uranium imports and
investment in overseas sources of supply as part of its remit. It has been active in securing foreign supplies of uranium.
In September 2007, two agreements were signed in Beijing between Kazatomprom and CGN on Chinese participation in Kazakh
uranium mining joint ventures and on reciprocal Kazatomprom investment in China's nuclear power industry. These came in the
context of an earlier strategic cooperation agreement and one on uranium supply and fuel fabrication. This is a major strategic
arrangement for both companies, with Kazatomprom to become a major uranium and nuclear fuel supplier to CGN. A
framework strategic cooperation agreement was then signed with CNNC. A CGN subsidiary, Sino-Kazakhstan Uranium
Resources Investment Co, has invested in two Kazakh uranium mines: Irkol and Semizbai, while CNNC is investing in another:
Zhalpak. In April 2015 CGN Mining Co Ltd purchased the Sino-Kazakh shares, so it now holds 49% of the Semizbai-U JV.
In November 2010 CGN signed a long-term contract with Kazatomprom for 24,200 tonnes of uranium through to 2020. In May
2014 CGN contracted with Uzbekistan’s Navoi Mining & Metallurgy for $800 million worth of uranium to 2021. In 2013
Uzbekistan exported 1,663 tonnes of uranium (U3O8?) to China.
In November 2007 CGN signed an agreement with Areva to take a 24.5% equity stake in its UraMin subsidiary (now Areva
Resources Southern Africa), and for China to take half the output, but this did not proceed.*
* Uramin was proposing mines in Namibia, South Africa and Central African Republic. In October 2008, Areva announced that a further 24.5% would be
taken up by other 'Chinese sovereign funds', though it would remain the operator. China also agreed to buy more than half of the uranium from UraMin
over the lifetime of the three deposits – the total quantity involved was to be over 40,000 tU to 2022. However, production from those mines, Trekkopje,
Ryst Kuil and Bakouma respectively has not yet materialized, and at the end of 2009 Areva’s reported 100% equity in the company, with no Chinese
equity.

CGN-URC has embarked upon a 50-50 joint venture with Uzbekistan's Goskomgeo focused on black shales the Sino-Uz Uranium
Resources Co Ltd (or Uz-China Uran LLC), in particular the Boztau uranium exploration project in the Central Kyzylkum desert of
the Navoi region of Uzbekistan. Over 2011-13 CGN-URC was to develop technology for the separate production of uranium and
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vanadium from these black shale deposits with a view to commencing production from 2014. In May 2014 Goskomgeo
CGN-URC planned to start mining in 2014, with production being sold to China.

In 2012 CGN-URC, through a Hong Kong subsidiary Taurus Minerals (60% CGN, 40% China-Africa Development Fund), took over
Kalahari Minerals PLC and then Extract Resources Ltd, giving it ownership of the massive Husab project in Namibia, with
137,700 tU measured and indicated resources and a further 50,000 tU inferred resources at Rossing South. The cost was about
$2.2 billion. Swakop Uranium is the development company owned by Taurus, except for a 10% share held by the government’s
Epangelo Minerals. Mine development commenced in April 2013, production commenced at the end of 2016, ramping up to
5500 tU/yr. In July 2014 CGN Global Uranium Ltd (CGU) was incorporated in the UK to sell Husab uranium on the world market,
though most production will be for CGN.
In 2015 CGN paid C$82.2 million for a nearly 20% stake in Fission Uranium Corp, making it the rst direct Chinese investment in
a Canadian uranium developer. An offtake agreement will entitle CGN to up to 35% of Patterson Lake South production at a 5%
discount on prevailing spot market prices.
In mid-2010, CGN signed a framework agreement with Cameco under which the two companies would negotiate long-term
uranium purchase agreements and potential joint development of uranium resources. In November the Cameco sale of 11,200
tonnes of uranium through to 2025 was con rmed. Then, in November 2010, CGNPC signed a $3.5 billion, ten-year contract with
Areva for supply of 20,000 tonnes of uranium.

Alternative sources of uranium
In 2007 CNNC commissioned Sparton Resources of Canada with the Beijing No.5 Testing Institute to undertake advanced trials
on leaching uranium from coal ash out of the Xiaolongtang power station in Yunnan province, in the southwest. The Lincang ash
contains 160-180 ppm U – above the cut-off level for some uranium mines. The power station ash heap contains over 1700 tU,
with annual arisings of 106 tU. Two other nearby power stations burn lignite from the same mine. A joint venture company
Yunnan Sparton New Environ Tech Consulting Co. Ltd. (SNET), 60% owned by Sparton, has been set up to operate the secondary
recovery programs. No results were evident by mid-2011, or since.

Nuclear fuel industrial parks
Two industrial parks for nuclear fuel are planned – a northern one in Hebei near Beijing, and one in the south, probably
Guangdong province. They will each include uranium conversion, enrichment, and fabrication facilities to support China's goal to
become the centre of Asian nuclear fuel preparation and manufacturing. Also, sales of Hualong reactors are envisaged as being
with a supply of fuel. About CNY 80 billion is being invested in the two parks.
In May 2013 CGN and CNNC announced that their new China Nuclear Fuel Element Co (CNFEC) joint venture would build a CNY
45 billion ($7.33 billion) complex in Daying Industrial Park at Zishan town in Heshan and Jiangmen city, Guangdong province.
This nuclear fuel industrial park was to be established during the 12th Five-Year Plan and be fully operational by 2020. However,
in July 2013 the plan was abruptly stalled. The 200 ha park was to involve 1000 tU/yr fuel fabrication as well as a conversion
plant (14,000 t/yr) and an enrichment plant, close to CGN’s Taishan power plant.
The plan is being implemented at Cangzhou in Hebei province – the North Park – and a new site being sought in Guangdong –
the South Park.

Conversion
Information on China’s conversion capacity is uncertain. The 2015 edition of the World Nuclear Association's Nuclear Fuel
Report has 6600 tU/yr as reference case requirement for 2015, rising to 11,400 tU/yr in 2020. UxC puts demand at 4600 tU in
2015, rising to 12,000 tU in 2020.
A conversion plant at Lanzhou in Gansu province of about 1000 tU/yr started operation in 1980 but may now be closed. A 5000
t/yr plant is reported there, operating at about 80% capacity, and a 9000 t/yr one is reported as under construction and due on
line in 2017 or 2018.
Another conversion plant at Diwopu, Jiuquan, near Yumen in northwest Gansu province, is run by CNNC 404 company and is
about 500 tU/yr.
China Nuclear Fuel Corp is building a plant at Hengyang in Hunan province. UxC quotes this as 3000 tU/yr, with construction
permit issued in October 2014 and operation expected in 2018. The head of Kazatomprom visited this in mid 2016.
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New conversion capacity was proposed with the new China Nuclear Fuel Element Co (CNFEC) plant at Daying Industrial Park in
Heshan and Jiangmen city, Guangdong province. It was quoted at 14,000 t/yr by 2020 but plans for this location were cancelled
in July 2013. The new location of the complex is Cangzhou in Hebei province in the north, due to commence production in 2018
and ramp up to full capacity after 2020. However, the Guangdong government wants to revive the original project and CNNC is
looking for a southern site for part of the capacity.
UxC comments that if all these plans are realized by 2030, China will have a total conversion capacity about 31,000 tU/year,
which can match an enrichment capacity about 23 million SWU/year, su cient to feed about 180 GWe of PWR capacity. The
World Nuclear Association Nuclear Fuel Report has domestic demand at 29,500 tU in 2030 for its upper scenario.

Enrichment and enriched uranium imports
In 2010 China needed 3600 tU and 2.5 million SWU of enrichment. In 2020 demand is expected to be 15,000 tU (natural) and
almost 9 million SWU. All enrichment capacity is inland, in Shaanxi and Gansu provinces. China aims for a fully independent
enrichment capability including R&D, engineering, manufacturing and operating.
A Russian centrifuge enrichment plant at Hanzhun/Hanzhong, SE Shaanxi province, was set up under 1992, 1993 and 1996
agreements between Minatom/Tenex and CNEIC covering a total 1.5 million SWU/yr capacity in China at two sites. The rst two
modules at Hanzhun came into operation in 1997-2000, giving 0.5 million SWU/yr as phases 1 & 2 of the agreements. In
November 2007, Tenex undertook to build a further 0.5 million SWU/yr of capacity at Hanzhun, completing the 1990s
agreements in relation to the Hanzhun plant. This was commissioned ahead of schedule in mid-2011 and has operated reliably
since.
A north expansion project at Hanzhun was then built over 2012-14, with 1.2 million SWU/yr capacity using indigenous
technology.
The full agreement for the main $1 billion Hanzhun plant was signed in May 2008 between Tenex (Techsnabexport) and China
Nuclear Energy Industry Corporation. The site, or at least two phases of it, is under IAEA safeguards. Up to 2001 China was a
major customer for Russian 6th generation centrifuges, and more of these were supplied in 2009-10 for Hanzhun, under phase 4
of the agreement.
The Lanzhou enrichment plant in Gansu province to the west started in 1964 for military use and operated commercially 1980 to
1997 using Soviet-era diffusion technology. A Russian centrifuge plant of 500,000 SWU/yr started operation there in 2001 as
phase 3 of the above agreements and it replaced the diffusion capacity. Subsequent expansion is based on indigenous
centrifuge technology, about 2.5 million SWU of which was operating in mid-2015. Two 0.5 million SWU units (CEP 2&3) and one
1.2 million SWU unit (CEP 4) comprise the indigenous additional capacity. CEP 4 is due to start full commercial operation in
2016.
Another and larger diffusion enrichment plant, Plant 814, operated at Heping, Sichuan province, from 1975 to 1987 for military
purposes. It was indigenously built, about 200-250,000 SWU/yr capacity, but its continued operational status and purpose is
uncertain, possibly including fuel for naval reactors. It appears to have been upgraded about 2006. A new 0.8 million SWU/yr
centrifuge plant was then built at Emeishan nearby, operating from about 2013. A second 0.8 million SWU/yr plant is under
construction there.
China Uranium Enrichment Capacity

Plant

Annual capacity
Projected
Province (million SWU)
capacity 2020
2015

Hanzhun

Shaanxi

2.2

2.2

Lanzhou

Gansu

3.56

6.52

Heping 814

Sichuan

0.4 (uncertain)

0.4

Emeishan

Sichuan

0.8 (part built)

1.6 - 2.4

5.7 - 7.0

10.7 - 12.0

Estimated total

Sources: World Nuclear Association Nuclear Fuel Report, September 2015; Harvard Kennedy School study, August 2015 .
UxC estimates 2015 capacity at 4.5 million SWU.
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China has developed its own centrifuge technology at Lanzhou, and the rst domestically-produced centrifuge was 7 of 20
commissioned there in February 2013.
Further enrichment capacity was planned with the new China Nuclear Fuel Element Co (CNFEC) plant at Daying Industrial Park
in Heshan city, Guangdong province. It was quoted at 7 million SWU/yr by 2020. However plans for this location were cancelled
in July 2013. The new location of the complex is Cangzhou in Hebei province in the north. It is due to commence production in
2018 and ramp up to full capacity after 2020. The Guangdong government wants to revive the original project, and a southern
site is being sought.
CGN-URC contracts fuel fabrication services from CNEIC on behalf of its operational power generation companies. There has
been some minor export of enrichment services, and in April 2014 a new initiative was reported, and export delivery of 1 million
SWU was estimated for 2014 (uncon rmed).

Enriched uranium
Much of the enriched uranium for China's reactors has come from outside the country, and some still does so in connection with
early fuel loads for foreign-sourced reactors.
A contract with Urenco supplied 30% of the enrichment for Daya Bay from Europe.
Under the May 2008 enrichment agreement Tenex is to supply (from Russia) 6 million SWU as low-enriched uranium product
from 2010 to 2021 for the rst four AP1000 reactors, this apparently being related to completion of the Hanzhun enrichment
plant. It is expected to involve $5 to 7 billion of LEU and possibly more. Enriched uranium for the rst four AP1000 reactors is
being supplied by Tenex from Russia, under the 2008 agreement.

Fuel fabrication
CNNC is responsible for fuel fabrication in China, utilising some technology transferred from Areva, Westinghouse and
TVEL. Fuel fabrication plants are inland, in Sichuan and Inner Mongolia. Demand in 2013 was about 1300 tU in fabricated fuel,
and by 2020 this will rise to about 1800 tU – though precise levels uctuate due to demand for initial core loads in new reactors.
Fuel Fabrication in and for China
Location

Company

Type of fuel Capacity

Yibin, Sichuan

Jianzhong Nuclear Fuel, China Nuclear Fuel South

PWR
VVER

800 t/yr
100 t/yr

Baotou, Inner Mongolia China Nuclear Fuel North

PHWR
PWR

200 t/yr
200 t/yr
total 800 t/yr by 2020

Baotou, Inner Mongolia CNNC Baotou Nuclear Fuel Company Ltd

AP1000,
CAP etc

800 t/yr

Baotou, Inner Mongolia INET?

HTR

300,000 fuel pebbles

Oskomen, Kazakhstan

PWR

200 t/yr

Ulba-FA (CGN & Kazatomprom)

CNNC's main PWR fuel fabrication plant at Yibin, Sichuan province, was set up in 1982 (though based on a 1965 military plant)
to supply Qinshan 1. It is operated by CNNC subsidiary China Jianzhong Nuclear Fuel (JNF), with its subsidiary China Nuclear
Fuel South, and by October 2008 was producing fuel assemblies with 400 tU/yr. It reached 800 tU/yr of PWR fuel and 100 tU/yr
VVER fuel* by the end of 2013 and plans indicate at least 1000 tU/yr by 2020. It supplies Qinshan, Tianwan, Fuqing, Ningde,
Hongyanhe and Yangjiang and is contracted to produce Hualong One fuel for Fuqing 5&6. It has started producing the locallydesigned CF3 fuel assemblies, with the rst loaded in Qinshan II-2 CNP-600 in mid-2014. It has certi ed Kazakhstan's Ulba
Metallurgical Plant as a source of pellets.
* VVER fuel fabrication at Yibin began in 2009, using technology transferred from TVEL under the fuel supply contract for Tianwan. (First core and
three reloads for Tianwan 1&2 were from Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant in Russia – 638 fuel assemblies, under the main contract.) By
August 2010, Yibin had produced 54 VVER-1000 fuel assemblies which were being loaded into the Tianwan 1 & 2 units. In November 2010, TVEL
contracted with Jiangsu Nuclear Power Corporation (JNPC) and the China Nuclear Energy Industry Corporation (CNEIC) to supply six fuel reloads for
Tianwan 1, and the technology for fuel to be produced at Yibin thereafter, for about US$ 500 million. TVEL certi ed the plant to manufacture the new
TVS-2M fuel for Tianwan in April 2014. The two units run on 18-month refueling cycles.
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CNNC set up a second civil fuel fabrication plant run by China North Nuclear Fuel Co Ltd (CNNFC) at Baotou, Inner Mongolia,
1998, based on a military plant there dating from 1956. This has become a major R&D base, producing the most types of fuel. It
fabricates fuel assemblies for Qinshan's CANDU PHWRs (200 tU/yr) and 200 tU/yr for older PWRs. Areva has assisted the plant
to qualify for production of modern fuel. In 2012 the plant became the Northern Branch of China Nuclear Fuel Element Co
Ltd., or simply China Nuclear Northern, though the original company name continued being used. The plant is ramping up from
400 tU/yr to 800 tU/yr production over 2013 to 2020 for PWR and PHWR fuel.

In 2008 SNPTC agreed with both fuel companies (Jianzhong and Northern) to set up CNNC Baotou Nuclear Fuel Company Ltd
to make fuel assemblies for China's AP1000 reactors ( rst cores and some re-loads of the initial units are supplied by
Westinghouse). In January 2011 a $35 million contract was signed with Westinghouse "to design, manufacture and install fuel
fabrication equipment that will enable China to manufacture fuel" for AP1000 units. This production line was commissioned in
2015, at 400 tU/yr for phase 1. Phase 2, also 400 tU/yr, was completed in October 2016 and commissioned in June 2017. CNNC
signed a contract with Sanmen Nuclear Power Company in January 2017 to provide refuelling components for the second, third
and fourth operating cycles of units 1&2 of the Sanmen plant. Early in 2016 a prototype fuel assembly for the CAP1400 was
produced. In 2015, now as a subsidiary of SPI, SNPTC declared a strong interest in pellet and fuel manufacturing for its AP and
CAP reactors, with associated R&D.
A new fuel production line at Baotou to make the 9% enriched fuel spheres for the Shidaowan HTR-PM high temperature
reactors in Shandong province was completed in May 2015 at a cost of almost CNY 300 million. It started production in March
2016, ramping up to a capacity of 300,000 fuel pebbles per year. By July 2017 it had produced 200,000, transitioning to full
commercial operation. NNSA licensed the project in February 2013. It is based on a trial production line developed by INET at
Tsinghua University to produce 100,000 spherical fuel elements per year, and INET is involved in the new plant. (In March 2011 a
contract was signed with SGL Group in Germany for supply of 500,000 machined graphite spheres for HTR-PM fuel load by the
end of 2013.) Quali cation irradiation tests of fuel elements were completed in December 2014 at the High Flux Reactor at
Petten in the Netherlands.
In May 2013 CNNC and CGN announced that they would build a new China Nuclear Fuel Element Co (CNFEC) plant at Daying
Industrial Park in Heshan and Jiangmen city, Guangdong province, and it would have 1000 tU/yr capacity by 2020. Construction
was due to start in 2013, but in July the plan for this location was abruptly cancelled. Some of this capacity is likely to be built at
Cangzhou in Hebei province. The CNY 45 billion industrial park was also to involve a conversion plant and an enrichment plant.
CGN in joint venture with Kazatomprom is building the 200 t/yr Ulba-FA fuel fabrication plant in Kazakhstan to produce AFA 3G
fuel assemblies for its French-designed reactors. CGN-URC holds 49% of the Ulba-FA JV.
In order meet its goal of being self-su cient in nuclear fuel supply, additional fuel production capacity will be required. However,
the fuel for Taishan being supplied to CGN by Areva, comprising the two rst cores and 17 reloads, will be fabricated in France.
Also the fuel for Tianwan 3&4 is being supplied by Russia’s TVEL until 2025, along with help to equip the Yibin plant to produce
from then, under a $1 billion contract with Jiangsu Nuclear Power Corporation (JNPC) and the China Nuclear Energy Industry
Corporation (CNEIC).*
* TVEL's TVS-2M fuel offers the possibility of an extended 18-month operating cycle and is used in Russia's Balakovo and Rostov power plants. After
pilot operations using six TVS-2M assemblies at Tianwan 1, the design was licensed in China, and Tianwan 1&2 are due to be converted to 18-month
operating cycles from 2014. Units 3&4 are to run on the fuel from their rst core loadings onwards.

CGN-URC contracts fuel fabrication services from CNFSC and CNFNC, and retails these to its operational power generation
companies.
CNNC and Areva have set up a 50-50 joint venture to produce and market zirconium alloy tubes for nuclear fuel assemblies. The
joint venture, CNNC Areva Shanghai Tubing Co. (CAST), started production at the end of 2012, and was expected to ramp up
from 300 km of tubes per year to 1500 km in 2015, supplying both Yibin and Baotou fuel fabrication plants. A further agreement
in 2013 may extend this JV to producing the zircaloy itself, at 600 t/yr by 2017.

Fuel cycles
A standard 18-month fuel cycle is the normal routine for Daya Bay, Ling Ao, and early M310 to CPR-1000 reactors. This has
average burn-up of 43 GWd/t, with maximum of 50 GWd/t. An Advanced Fuel Management cycle using fuel with gadolinium
burnable poison is implemented at Ling Ao phase II, Hongyanhe, Ningde, and Yangjiang, giving average 50 GWd/t and maximum
57 GWd/t through to CPR-1000+.
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Moving to recycling fuel in PWRs is the next step, though with limited advantage compared with longer-term goal of using
fast
neutron reactors with MOX and advanced reprocessing. This will be electrometallurgical reprocessing (pyroprocessing) coupled
with some sort of partitioning.

Reprocessing, recycling
Establishing signi cant reprocessing capacity is seen as vital both for management of domestic used fuel and as a service
export in connection with selling reactors overseas. Late in 2015 CNNC said that it estimated that 23,500 tonnes of used fuel
will have been discharged from reactors by 2030 and that 15,000 tonnes of that would be in dry cask storage.
Most of the civil back-end facilities are currently in Gansu province.
CNNC Ruineng Technology Co Ltd was set up by CNNC in November 2011 to industrialise used fuel reprocessing technology
and mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel production to close the fuel cycle. This will involve both local initiatives and the Sino-French Nuclear
Recycling Project with Areva. It will also be responsible for storage and management of used fuel. When 80 GWe is operating,
about 2000 t used fuel will be discharged each year.
A pilot reprocessing plant using the Purex process was constructed from 2006 at Lanzhou Nuclear Fuel Complex in Gansu
province. It completed hot commissioning in 2010 to reprocess about 50 tonnes of used fuel over 2013-15. A demonstration
used fuel treatment plant, with capacity of 200 tonnes of used fuel per year, is being built in Gansu Nuclear Technology
Industrial Park in Gansu province by CNNC Longrui Technology Company, which was set up in March 2015.
A large (800-1000 t/yr) commercial reprocessing plant based on indigenous advanced technology was planned to follow and
begin operation about 2020, but plans for this are not rm and the 800 t/yr Areva project will apparently displace it. A second
800 t/yr plant was to follow.
Leading up to the Sino-French Nuclear Recycling Project, in November 2007, Areva and CNNC signed an agreement to assess
the feasibility of setting up a reprocessing plant for used fuel and a mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication plant in China,
representing an investment estimated then of €15 billion. The 800 t/yr reprocessing plant was then envisaged to be in Jinta
county, north of Jiayuguan in Gansu province, employing proven French technology and operated by Areva. Design, construction
and commissioning was expected to take ten years from 2010. In November 2010, an industrial agreement on this was signed,
which Areva said was "the nal step towards a commercial contract" for the project. In April 2013 a further agreement was
signed with Areva, setting out the technical speci cations for the 800 t/yr plant. Then in March 2014 another agreement on the
matter was signed, to continue planning the project and completing a business case for it.
In June 2015 a further agreement "formalizes the end of technical discussions, de nes the schedule for commercial
negotiations and con rms the willingness of both groups to nalize the negotiations in the shortest possible timeframe,"
according to Areva. In September CNNC said that it was selecting a site and that construction was expected to start in 2020 to
be completed in 2030. China Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (CNPE) was seeking seismic studies of coastal sites for
the plant on behalf of CNNC Ruineng Technology Co Ltd. In November 2015 another Areva-CNNC agreement was signed for the
800 t/yr plant, referencing Areva’s La Hague plant and envisaging a cost of CNY 100 billion ($15.7 billion). CNNC would be
responsible for building the plant but with Areva NC responsible for technical aspects. A coastal site in Jiangsu province was
indicated, so that used fuel could be transported on ships (rather than a 3000 km rail trip inland to Gansu, though public and
local government support there is strong). A nal contract was envisaged in 2017 with construction from 2020, possibly
including a MOX plant. In July 2016 Lianyungang city in Jiangsu was mentioned as likely for the 3 km2 site, close to Tianwan
power plant, but in August public protests caused Liangyungang local government to back away from the proposal.
In addition to the reprocessing plant, the site will also house a used fuel storage facility with the capacity to hold 3000 tonnes of
fuel initally, and possibly 6000 tonnes eventually. In addition, an associated high-level liquid waste vitri cation facility is also
planned.
It is estimated that another 800 t/yr plant will be required every ten years to match nuclear growth.
The China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE) envisaged an industrial reprocessing plant of about 1000 t/yr in operation from
about 2021.
Technology for recycling uranium recovered from used nuclear fuel from Chinese PWRs for use in the Qinshan Phase III Candu
units is being developed (see section below on Recycled uranium in PHWRs; thorium in PHWRs).

Mixed oxide fuel
A small experimental mixed oxide (MOX) fuel plant was built in 2008, giving experience at 500 kg/yr.
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In October 2010, GDF Suez Belgian subsidiary Tractabel, with Belgonucleaire and the nuclear research centre SCK-CEN signed
an agreement with CNNC to build a pilot mixed oxide (MOX) fuel fabrication plant in China. Belgium has experience in MOX fuel
development and production dating back to 1960, including 20 years of industrial MOX production at Belgonucleaire's 35 tonne
per year Dessel plant from 1986 to 2006 (see section on Fuel cycle in the information page on Nuclear Power in Belgium). MOX
has been in use in Belgium's nuclear power plants since 1995.
Fuel for the BN-800 reactors (referred to as Chinese Demonstration Fast Reactors – see section below on Fast neutron reactors)
earlier planned to be built at Sanming would be MOX pellets, initially made in Russia.
CIAE shows two 40 t/yr MOX fabrication plants in operation from about 2018. A 50 t/yr MOX reprocessing plant is under
consideration for operation by 2030. This may be part of the Areva NC reprocessing plant contract. Ux Consulting suggests a
MOX fuel plant in Gansu province by about 2020.

Waste management
When China started to develop nuclear power, a closed fuel cycle strategy was also formulated and declared at an International
Atomic Energy Agency conference in 1987. The used fuel activities involve: at-reactor storage; away-from-reactor storage; and
reprocessing. CNNC has drafted a state regulation on civil spent fuel treatment as the basis for a long-term government
program. There is a levy of CNY 2.6 cents/kWh from the fth year of commercial operation of each reactor, to pay for used fuel
management, reprocessing, and the eventual disposal of HLW.
Based on expected installed capacity of 50 GWe by 2020, the annual used fuel arisings will amount to about 1,200 tonnes at
that stage, the cumulative total being about 14,000 tonnes then. The two Qinshan Phase III CANDU units, with lower burn-up, will
discharge 176 tonnes of used fuel annually.

Storage and disposal
A centralised used fuel storage facility has been built at Lanzhou Nuclear Fuel Complex, 25 km northeast of Lanzhou in central
Gansu province. The initial stage of that project has a storage capacity of 550 tonnes and could be doubled. However, most
used fuel is stored at reactor sites, in ponds. It or an intermediate-level waste repository there is 10-20 m underground. The only
dry storage operating is at Qinshan, and this is being expanded.
Some used fuel – about 100 fuel assemblies per year – is transported 3700 km by road to Gansu province for storage, and it is
planned to increase this tra c substantially by 2016.
Separated high-level wastes will be vitri ed, encapsulated and put into a geological repository some 500 metres deep. Site
selection and evaluation has been under way since 1986 and is focused on three candidate locations in the Beishan area of
Gansu province and will be completed by 2020. All are in granite. An underground research laboratory will then be built 2015-20
and operate for 20 years. The third step is to construct the nal repository from 2040 and to carry out demonstration disposal.
Acceptance of high-level wastes into a national repository is anticipated from 2050. All this is taking place under the 2006 R&D
Guidelines for Geological Disposal jointly published by China Atomic Energy Authority, Ministry of Science &Technology, and
Ministry of Environmental Protection.
In mid-2014 construction started on a vitri cation plant for HLW in Sichuan, where 800 m3 of liquid waste was reported to be
stored already. It will use German technology and plant from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. It is entirely for military wastes,
but the technology may be usable later for civil wastes.
Industrial-scale disposal of low- and intermediate-level wastes is at two sites, near Yumen in northwest Gansu province, and at
the Beilong repository in Guangdong province, near the Daya Bay nuclear plant. A third site in southwest China is under
construction. These are the rst three of ve planned regional LILW disposal facilities.
The regulatory authorities of high-level radioactive waste disposal projects are Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) and
the National Nuclear Safety Administration (NNSA). The China Atomic Energy Agency (CAEA) is in charge of the project control
and nancial management. CNNC deals with implementation, and four CNNC subsidiaries are key players: Beijing Research
Institute of Uranium Geology (BRIUG) handles site investigation and evaluation, engineered barrier study and performance
analyses, with the China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE) undertaking radionuclide migration studies. The China Institute for
Radiation Protection (CIRP) is responsible for safety assessment, and the China Nuclear Power Engineering Company (CNPE)
works on engineering design.

Decommissioning
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The China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIEA) 15 MWt HWRR-II heavy water research reactor that started up in 1958 was shut
down at the end of 2007 and decommissioned.

Heavy manufacturing industrial parks
Two signi cant industrial parks focused on nuclear manufacturing were announced in 2010 and are being set up.
The rst is a nuclear technology base near Nanjing in Jiangsu province, known as the Nanjing Jiangning district Binjiang
Development Zone, and part of the China Nuclear Binjiang Production Base inaugurated in 2003 which includes a research
facility for nuclear-grade concrete. China Huaxing Nuclear Construction Company (HXCC) committed to build this on the banks
of the Yangtze River about 300 km west of Shanghai, in three phases to 2015. Nanjing is a transport hub, and the overall 51
square kilometre development zone will be served by a new river port including a bulk cargo terminal and 12 deep-water piers.
The zone will feature as its centrepiece a $146 million factory for pre-assembled structural and equipment modules for CPR1000 and Westinghouse AP1000 reactors. The modules, weighing up to nearly 1000 tonnes each in the case of AP1000, can
then be taken by barge to construction sites. Currently AP1000 modules are made by Shandong Nuclear Power Equipment
Manufacturing Co. which has the capacity to support construction of two reactors per year. HXCC is the main civil engineering
contractor for China Guangdong Group.
The second is the China Haiyan Nuclear Power City, launched by CNNC at Haiyan, Zhejiang province, on the Yangtze delta about
120 km southwest of Shanghai and close to the cities of Hangzhou, Suzhou and Ningbo. As well as having the nuclear power
plants in the Qinshan complex nearby, Haiyan hosts the headquarters of 18 leading Chinese nuclear equipment suppliers and
branch o ces of all the major Chinese nuclear design institutes and construction companies. The new China Haiyan Nuclear
Power City will cover 130 square kilometers and has a 10-year budget of $175 billion, according to reports. It is expected to have
four main areas of work: development of the nuclear power equipment manufacturing industry; nuclear training and education;
applied nuclear science industries (medical, agricultural, radiation detection and tracing); and promotion of the nuclear industry.
The Haiyan Nuclear Power City is entitled to all the preferential bene ts granted to national economic and technological zones
and national hi-tech industrial zones. Enterprises in the industrial park will enjoy priority for bidding quota, bidding training,
quali cation guidance and speci c purchasing with CNNC. The concept is based on the French equivalent in the Burgundy area,
and French suppliers will be involved at Haiyan, as will CGNPC.
As well as these major industry centres there is a factory for AP1000 modules set up at Haiyang, on the coast, and another in
central Hubei province to support inland AP1000 projects and later the CAP-1400 derivatives.
A further centre, the Taishan Clean Energy (Nuclear Power) Equipment Industrial Park, opened in February 2010 in the Pearl
River Delta region of Guangdong province, and is expected to become a centre for nuclear power equipment manufacturing,
initially supplying hardware and services to nearby nuclear power projects. The planned development will eventually cover about
45 sq km and include design, R&D and technical services. The initial 3.1 sq km phase of the park costing CNY 2 billion was
followed by a second 2.4 sq km phase. Targets call for manufacturers at the park to have 45% of the nuclear equipment market
in Guangdong and produce goods worth CNY 22 billion by 2020 while playing a leading role in R&D and maintenance of nuclear
power equipment. The park also plans to produce CNY 20 billion in goods not related to the power industry by 2020.

Research & development
Initial Chinese nuclear R&D was military. A water-cooled graphite-moderated production reactor for military plutonium started
operating in 1966, located at the Jiuquan Atomic Energy Complex some 100 km northwest of the city of Jiuquan in Gansu
province, north-central China. The area is mainly desert and very remote. In the early 1980s it was decided to convert it to dualuse, and plutonium production evidently ceased in 1984. Reprocessing was onsite. Another, larger, plutonium production reactor
with associated facilities was in a steep valley at Guangyuan in Sichuan province, about 1000 km south. It started up about
1975 and produced the major part of China's military plutonium through to 1991.
In November 2013 China National Nuclear Power Company, Ltd. (CNNP) joined two of the nuclear-related research programs
run by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the USA. These are the Nuclear Maintenance Application Center (NAMC),
which develops technologies, systems, and guides to drive improvements in nuclear plant maintenance activities; and the
Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) program, which develops technologies and procedures to quickly, accurately, and costeffectively inspect and characterize nuclear component condition and inform strategic decisions on whether and when to
replace, repair, or continue operation. CNNP said that it “will expand its engagement with EPRI soon to become a full member in
all of its nuclear research programs.” Earlier in 2013 EPRI had signed agreements with CGN and SNERDI.
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Research Reactors
Apart from military facilities, China has about 19 operational research reactors, and a report by the Ministry of Environmental
Protection (MEP) in June 2013 asserted their good condition and safety, along with that of the country’s power reactors.
The 125 MW light water High-Flux Engineering Test Reactor (HFETR) has been run by the (Southwest) Leshan Nuclear Power
Institute of China at Jiajiang, Sichuan province, since 1979. Early in 2007, this was converted to use low-enriched uranium, with
the help of the US National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). At least one of the ve research reactors in Sichuan
province was near the epicentre of the May 2008 earthquake.
The China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIEA) near Beijing undertakes fundamental research on nuclear science and technology
and is the leading body in relation to fast neutron reactors, as well as other research reactors. Its 15 MWt HWRR-II heavy water
research reactor started up in 1958 and was shut down at the end of 2007. An updated version of this was supplied to Algeria
and has operated since 1992.
CIEA built the new 60 MWt China Advanced Research Reactor (CARR), a sophisticated and versatile light water tank type unit
with heavy water re ector which started up in May 2010, reaching full power in March 2011, and it also built the 65 MW China
Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) which started up in July 2010. (see subsection below on Fast neutron reactors).
In October 2010, the Belgian nuclear research centre SCK-CEN signed an agreement with the China Academy of Sciences to
collaborate on the Belgian MYRRHA projectb, which China sees as a way forward in treating nuclear wastes.

Reactor and fuel cycle development
In 2008, SNPTC and Tsinghua University set up the State Research Centre for Nuclear Power Technology, focused on large-scale
advanced PWR technology and to accelerate China's independent development of third-generation nuclear power.
A 200 MWt NHR-200 integral PWR design for heat and desalination has been developed by Tsinghua University's Institute of
Nuclear Energy Technology (INET) near Beijing. It is developed from the 5 MW NHR-5 prototype which started up in 1989.
The NDRC is strongly supporting R&D on advanced fuel cycles, which will more effectively utilise uranium, and possibly also use
thorium. The main research organisations are INET at Tsinghua University, China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIEA), also near
Beijng, and the Nuclear Power Institute of China (NPIC) at Chengdu, which is the main body focused on the PHWR technology
and fuel cycles. INET has been looking at a wide range of fuel cycle options including thorium, especially for the Qinshan Phase
III PHWR units. NPIC has been looking at use of reprocessed uranium in Qinshan's PHWR reactors. CIAE is mainly involved with
fast reactor R&D. China's R&D on fast neutron reactors started in 1964.
A report from NEA says that in Jiangxi a CNEC a liate, Nuclear Construction Clean Energy Co. Ltd, has signed an agreement
with Ruijin government to set up Jiangxi Ruijin Nuclear Power Preparatory O ce. According to the agreement, Nuclear
Construction Clean Energy Co would look for a site to construct a high temperature gas cooled reactor.

Thorium molten salt reactor programme
The China Academy of Sciences (CAS) in January 2011 launched a programme of R&D on thorium-breeding molten salt reactors
(Th-MSR or TMSR), otherwise known as liquid uoride thorium reactors (LFTRs), claiming to have the world's largest national
effort on these and hoping to obtain full intellectual property rights on the technology. The unit they are building is said to be
similar to the 7 MWt Oak Ridge test MSR which ran 1965-69 in the USA with U-235 then U-233 fuels. The timeline for full
commercialisation of TMSR technology was originally 25 years, but is reported to have been dramatically shortened, which may
be re ected in increased funding.
The TMSR Research Centre has a 5 MWe solid-fuel MSR prototype under construction at Shanghai Institute of Nuclear Applied
Physics (SINAP, under the Academy) originally with 2015 target for operation, now 2020. This is also known as the uoride saltcooled high-temperature reactor (FHR) in Generation IV parlance, or Advanced HTR (AHTR). A 2 MWe accelerator-driven subcritical liquid fuel prototype is also being developed at SINAP to demonstrate the thorium cycle.
In March 2016 a strategic cooperation agreement to develop accelerator-driven advanced nuclear energy systems (ADANES)
was signed between China General Nuclear (CGN) and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS).
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SINAP has about 600 staff and 200 graduate students undertaking basic R&D on MSRs including that on molten salt13 of 20
manufacture and loop technology, R&D of the front end and back end of the Th-U fuel cycle, R&D of high-temperature durable
materials, and R&D of safety standards and licensing. It is also establishing speci cations for nuclear-grade ThF4 and ThO2 for
MSRs. It has subcontracted some work on molten salt coolants to the Fangda Group. However, reports in late 2016 suggest that
the availability of pure Li-7 is a constraint on progress. (See also information paper on Lithium.)
China plans for the TMSR-SF to be an energy solution for the northwest half of the country, with lower population density and
little water. The application of water-free cooling in arid regions is envisaged from about 2025.
SINAP has two streams of MSR development – solid fuel (TRISO in pebbles or prisms/blocks) with once-through fuel cycle, and
liquid fuel (dissolved in uoride coolant) with reprocessing and recycle. A third stream of fast reactors to consume actinides
from LWRs is planned. The aim is to develop both the thorium fuel cycle and non-electrical applications in a 20-30 year time
frame.
The TMSR-SF stream has only partial utilization of thorium, relying on some breeding as with U-238, and needing ssile
uranium input as well. It is optimized for high-temperature based hybrid nuclear energy applications. SINAP aimed at a 2
MW pilot plant (to be TMSR-SF1) initially, though this has been superseded by a simulator (TMSR-SF0) to be followed by
a 10 MWt prototype (TMSR-SF1) before 2025. A 100 MWt demonstration pebble bed plant (TMSR-SF2) with open fuel
cycle would follow, then a 1 GW demonstration plant (TMSR-SF3). TRISO particles will be with both low-enriched
uranium and thorium, separately.
The TMSR-LF stream is claimed to use a fully closed Th-U fuel cycle with breeding of U-233 and much better
sustainability with thorium but greater technical di culty. It is optimized for utilization of thorium with
electrometallurgical pyroprocessing. SINAP aims for a 2 MWt pilot plant (TMSR-LF1) initially, then a 10 MWt
experimental reactor (TMSR-LF2) by 2025, and a 100 MWt demonstration plant (TMSR-LF3) with full electrometallurgical
reprocessing by about 2035, followed by 1 a GW demonstration plant. The TMSR-LF timeline is about ten years behind
the SF one.
A TMSFR-LF fast reactor optimized for burning minor actinides is to follow.
SINAP sees molten salt fuel being superior to the TRISO fuel in effectively unlimited burnup, less waste, and lower fabricating
cost, but achieving lower temperatures (600°C+) than the TRISO fuel reactors (1200°C+). Near-term goals include preparing
nuclear-grade ThF4 and ThO2 and testing them in a MSR.
The TMSR-SF program is proceeding with preliminary engineering design in cooperation with the Nuclear Power Institute of
China (NPIC) and Shanghai Nuclear Engineering Research & Design Institute (SNERDI). Nickel-based alloys are being developed
for structures, along with very ne-grained graphite.
Two methods of tritium stripping are being evaluated, and also tritium storage.
The 10 MWt TMSR-SF1 will have TRISO fuel in 60mm pebbles, similar to HTR-PM fuel, and deliver coolant at 650°C and low
pressure. Primary coolant is FLiBe (with 99.99% Li-7) and secondary coolant is FLiNaK. Core height is 3 m, diameter 2.85 m, in a
7.8 m high and 3 m diameter pressure vessel. Residual heat removal is passive, by cavity cooling. A 20-year operating life is
envisaged. The TMSR-SF0 simulator is one-third scale, with FLiNaK cooling and a 400 kW electric heater.
The 2 MWt TMSR-LF1 is only at the conceptual design stage, but it will use fuel enriched to under 20% U-235, have a thorium
inventory of about 50 kg and conversion ratio of about 0.1. FLiBe with 99.95% Li-7 would be used, and fuel as UF4. The project
would start on a batch basis with some online refuelling and removal of gaseous ssion products, but discharging all fuel salt
after 5-8 years for reprocessing and separation of ssion products and minor actinides for storage. It would proceed to a
continuous process of recycling salt, uranium and thorium, with online separation of ssion products and minor actinides. It
would work up from about 20% thorium ssion to about 80%.
Beyond these, a 373 MWt/168 MWe liquid-fuel MSR small modular reactor is planned, with supercritical CO2 cycle in a tertiary
loop at 23 MPa using Brayton cycle, after a radioactive isolation secondary loop. Various applications as well as electricity
generation are envisaged. It would be loaded with 15.7 tonnes of of thorium and 2.1 tonnes of uranium (19.75% enriched), with
one kilogram of uranium added daily, and have 330 GWd/t burn-up with 30% of energy from thorium. Online refuelling would
enable eight years of operation before shutdown, with the graphite moderator needing attention.
The US Department of Energy (especially Oak Ridge NL) is collaborating with the Academy on the program, which had a start-up
budget of $350 million. Australia’s Nuclear Science & Technology Organisation (ANSTO) is also involved, along with the
American Nuclear Society (ANS) on safety standards for the solid fuel TMSR, and with the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) on material processing standards.
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Structural materials for MSRs must demonstrate strength at high temperatures, be radiation resistant and also withstand
corrosion. Following joint research on alloys, ANSTO announced in February 2017 that NiMo-SiC alloys – prepared from nickel
molybdenum metal powders with added silicon carbide particles – have superior corrosion resistance and radiation damage
resistance. A number of NiMo-SiC alloy specimens containing varying amounts of silicon carbide were prepared in SINAP
laboratories before being characterised at ANSTO. They possess superior mechanical properties owing to the precipitation,
dispersion and solid-solution strengthening of the NiMo matrix. The strength of these alloys stems from the combination of
dispersion strengthening by SiC particles, precipitation strengthening by Ni3Si and solid-solution strengthening by Mo as NiMo.

The primary reason that American researchers and the China Academy of Sciences/ SINAP are working on solid fuel, saltcooled reactor technology is that it is a realistic rst step. The technical di culty of using molten salts is signi cantly lower
when they do not have the very high activity levels associated with them bearing the dissolved fuels and wastes. The experience
gained with component design, operation, and maintenance with clean salts makes it much easier then to move on and
consider the use of liquid fuels, while gaining several key advantages from the ability to operate reactors at low pressure and
deliver higher temperatures.

Recycled uranium in PHWRs; thorium in PHWRs
Early in 2008, CNNC subsidiary the Nuclear Power Institute of China (NPIC) signed an agreement with Atomic Energy of Canada
Ltd (AECL) to undertake research on advanced fuel cycle technologies such as recycling recovered uranium from used PWR fuel
and Generation IV nuclear energy systems. The initial agrement developed into a strategic agreement among AECL (now Candu
Energy), the Third Qinshan Nuclear Power Company (TQNPC), China North Nuclear Fuel Corporation and NPIC in November
2008, and subsequently one in July 2014 between Candu Energy’s parent company, SNC-Lavalin, and TQNPC and China North’s
parent company, CNNC.
(Initially the project seemed to include DUPIC (direct use of used PWR fuel in Candu reactors), the main work on which so far
has been in South Korea, but it differs in that here, plutonium is removed at the reprocessing plant for use in fast reactors – see
Figure below.)
The partners jointly developed technology for recycling uranium recovered from used nuclear fuel from other Chinese reactors
(PWRs) with up to 1.6% ssile content (but typically 0.9%) for use in the Qinshan Phase III Candu units. The rst commercial
demonstration of this was in unit 1 of Qinshan Phase III, using 12 fuel bundles with recycled uranium (RU/RepU) blended with
depleted uranium (DU) to give natural uranium equivalent (NUE), similar to normal Candu fuel (0.7% U-235). It behaved the same
as natural uranium fuel. Subject to supply from reprocessing plants, a full core of NUE was envisaged from 2014. Purchase of
RU and DU, design and safety analysis, modi cation of fuel fabrication line, and licence application were planned in 2013. Full
core implementation in both Candu reactors is expected in 2018.
In August 2012 a follow-on agreement among the parties (Candu Energy having taken over from AECL) focused on undertaking
a detailed conceptual design of the Advanced Fuel Candu Reactor (AFCR), which is described as "a further evolution of the
successful Candu 6 and Generation III Enhanced Candu 6 (EC6), optimized for use of recycled uranium and thorium fuel," or as
“the fuel- exible adaptation” of the EC6. This was directed towards "a pre-project agreement for two AFCR units in China,
including site allocation and the de nition of the licensing basis." Initially the two Qinshan units could be modi ed to become
AFCRs (see above), and beyond that the rst AFCR new build project is envisaged in China. One 700 MWe AFCR can be fully
fuelled by the recycled uranium from four LWRs’ used fuel. Hence deployment of AFCRs will greatly reduce the task of managing
used fuel and disposing of high-level wastes, and will reduce China’s fresh uranium requirements.
In November 2014 an expert panel hosted by the China Nuclear Energy Association (CNEA) made a positive recommendation
on the AFCR, praising the reactor's safety characteristics and saying that AFCR technology forms a synergy with China’s existing
PWRs and that it is positioned to “promote the development of closed fuel cycle technologies and industrial development,”
which is consistent with the overall strategy of nuclear power development in China. Immediately following this, a framework
joint venture agreement between CNNC and Candu Energy was signed to build AFCR projects domestically and develop
opportunities for them internationally. In September 2016 an agreement among SNC-Lavalin, CNNC and Shanghai Electric Group
(SEC) was to set up a joint venture in mid-2017 to develop, market and build the AFCR, with NUE fuel. Two design centres are
envisaged, in China and Canada, to complete the AFCR technology. This could lead to the construction of two AFCR units in
China.
The July 2014 agreement also provides a framework for collaboration between SNC-Lavalin and CNNC on uranium mining
projects in China, “and the pursuit of international project opportunities in various high-growth sectors and markets.” This was
supplemented by a November 2014 MoU between Natural Resources Canada and China’s NEA.
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Phase one of the earlier AECL agreement was a joint feasibility study to examine the economic feasibility of utilizing thorium in
the Qinshan Phase III PHWRs. (Geologically, China is better endowed with thorium than uranium.) This involved demonstration
use of eight thorium oxide fuel pins in the middle of a Can ex fuel bundle with low-enriched uranium.
In July 2009, a second phase agreement was signed among these four parties to jointly develop and demonstrate the use of
thorium fuel and to study the commercial and technical feasibility of its full-scale use in CANDU units. This was supported in
December 2009 by an expert panel appointed by CNNC and comprising representatives from China’s leading nuclear academic,
government, industry and R&D organizations. That panel also unanimously recommended that China consider building two new
CANDU units to take advantage of the design's unique capabilities in utilizing alternative fuels. Like its 2014 successor, the
expert panel comprised representatives from China’s leading nuclear academic, government, industry and R&D organizations. In
particular it con rmed that thorium use in the Enhanced Candu 6 reactor design is “technically practical and feasible”, and cited
the design’s “enhanced safety and good economics” as reasons it could be deployed in China in the near term.
In 2017, a thorium-optimised AFCR is envisaged for deployment about 2030.
Geologically, China is better endowed with thorium than uranium.

HTR demonstration: HTR-10
A 10 MWt high-temperature gas-cooled demonstration reactor (HTR-10) was commissioned in 2000 by the Institute of Nuclear
Energy Technology (INET) at Tsinghua University near Beijing. It reached full power in 2003. It has TRISO fuel particles
compacted with graphite moderator into 27,000 spherical fuel elements each 60mm diameter (as a pebble bed). Each fuel
element contains 5g UO2 enriched to 17%, and burn-up is 80 GWd/t. It has ten control rods in the graphite side re ector, with
seven absorber ball units as secondary reactivity control, and passive heat removal. It reaches an outlet temperature of 700°C
for the helium coolant at 3 MPa and may be used as a source of process heat for heavy oil recovery or coal gasi cation. It is
similar to the South African PBMR (Pebble Bed Modular Reactor) intended for electricity generation.
In 2004, the reactor was subject to an extreme test of its safety when the helium circulator was deliberately shut off without the
reactor being shut down. The temperature increased steadily, but the physics of the fuel meant that the reaction progressively
diminished and eventually died away over three hours. At this stage a balance between decay heat in the core and heat
dissipation through the steel reactor wall was achieved, the temperature never exceeded 1600°C, and there was no fuel failure.
This was one of six safety demonstration tests conducted then.
Initially the HTR-10 has been equipped with a steam generator producing steam at 435°C coupled to a 2.5 MWe steam turbine
power generation unit. However, second phase plans are for it to operate at 950°C and drive a gas turbine, as well as enabling
R&D in heat application technologies. This phase will involve an international partnership with Korea Atomic Energy Research

Institute (KAERI), focused particularly on hydrogen production.
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Commercial HTRs: Shidaowan HTR-PM, Ruijin or Wan'an
A key R&D project is the demonstration Shidaowan HTR-PM of 210 MWe (two reactor modules, each of 250 MWt) which is being
built at Shidaowan in Shandong province, driving a single steam turbine at about 40% thermal e ciency. The size was reduced
to 250 MWt from earlier 458 MWt modules in order to retain the same core con guration as the prototype HTR-10 and avoid
moving to an annular design like South Africa's PBMR.
Each reactor has a single steam generator with 19 elements (665 tubes) producing steam at 566°C. The fuel is 8.5% enriched
(520,000 elements) giving 90 GWd/t discharge burn-up. Core outlet temperature is 750ºC for the helium, and steam temperature
is 566°C. Core height is 11 metres, diameter 3 m. There are two independent reactivity control systems: the primary one is 24
control rods in the side graphite re ector, the secondary one six channels for small absorber spheres falling by gravity, also in
the side re ector.
China Huaneng Group, one of China's major generators, is the lead organization in the consortium with China Nuclear
Engineering & Construction Group (CNEC) and Tsinghua University's INET, which is the R&D leader. Chinergy Co. is the main
contractor for the nuclear island. Projected cost is US$ 430 million, with the aim for later units being US$ 1500/kWe. The EPC
contract was let in October 2008 and construction started in December 2012, with completion expected in 2017. The
engineering of the key structures, systems, and components is based on Chinese capabilities, though they include completely
new technical features. CNEC is the lead organisation regarding HTR technology.
The HTR-PM will pave the way for larger units based on the same module. The 600 MWe Ruijin units will effectively be three
HTR-PMs. INET is in charge of R&D, and is aiming to increase the size of the 250 MWt module and also utilise thorium in the
fuel. The HTR programme aims at exploring co-generation options in the near-term and producing hydrogen longer-term.
Eventually it is intended that a series of HTRs, possibly using Brayton cycle with helium directly driving the gas turbines, will be
factory-built and widely installed throughout China. Following the agreement on HTR industrialization, cooperation between
CNEC and Tsinghua University in 2003, in March 2014 a new agreement between Tsinghua University and CNEC was described
by CNEC as an important milestone in HTR commercialisation. CNEC is responsible for the HTR technical implementation, and
becomes the main investor of HTR commercial promotion at home and abroad. In July 2016 CNEC signed an agreement with
CGN to promote HTRs.
In January 2016 CNEC signed an agreement with Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah City for Nuclear and Renewable Energy (KACARE) to build a high-temperature reactor in that country, based on the HTR-PM. In August 2016 CNEC signed an agreement
with BATAN to develop HTRs in Indonesia.
At the end of 2014 the Nuclear Research and Consultancy Group (NRG), which operates the High Flux Reactor (HFR) at Petten in
the Netherlands, completed a "multi-year quali cation irradiation project" for the fuel elements produced by INET for the reactor,
focused on ssion gas release.
In March 2005, there was an agreement between PBMR of South Africa and Chinergy Co. of Beijing. PBMR Pty Ltd had been
taking forward the HTR concept (based on earlier German work) since 1993 and was planning to build a 125 MWe
demonstration plant. Chinergy Co. was drawing on the small operating HTR-10 research reactor at Tsinghua University which is
the basis of the HTR-PM demonstration module which also derives from the earlier German development. The 2005 agreement
was for cooperation on the demonstration projects and subsequent commercialisation, since both parties believed that the
inherently safe pebble bed technology built in relatively small units would eventually displace the more complex light water
reactors. In March 2009, a new agreement was signed between PBMR, Chinergy and INET, but PBMR then ran out of funds.
Russia is pursuing its interest in HTR development through collaboration with China, OKBM being responsible on their side.

Fast neutron reactors
China's R&D on fast neutron reactors started in 1964.
A 65 MWt sodium-cooled fast neutron reactor – the Chinese Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) – at the China Institute of
Atomic Energy (CIAE) near Beijing, started up in July 2010.1 It was built by Russia's OKBM Afrikantov in collaboration with OKB
Gidropress, NIKIET and Kurchatov Institute. It was grid connected at 40% power (8 MWe net) in July 2011, and ramped up to full
20 MWe power in December, then passed 'o cial' checks in October 2012. However, it operated only 682 hours to October 2015.
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It has negative temperature, power reactivity and sodium void coe cients. Its rst fuel loading was UO2, reported to17
beofhighenriched (65%), but ongoing fuel is MOX (25% Pu) with burnup of 60 GWd/t. Core outlet temperature is 530°C. It uses 260t of
sodium in the two-loop primary circuit, and 48 t in secondary circuits. Steam temperature in tertiary circuits is 480°C.

The CFR600 is to be the next step in CIAE's program, with construction planned to start in December 2017 and operation from
about 2023. This will be 1500 MWt, 600 MWe, with 41% thermal e ciency, using MOX fuel with 100 GWd/t burnup, and with two
coolant loops producing steam at 480°C. Later fuel will be metal with burnup 100-120 GWd/t. Breeding ratio is about 1.1, design
life 40 years. This was CIAE's 'project one' Chinese Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR).* It is to have active and passive
shutdown systems and passive decay heat removal. The site is now con rmed as Xiapu, Fujian.
* In October 2009, an agreement was signed by CIAE and China Nuclear Energy Industry Corporation (CNEIC) with Russia's Atomstroyexport to start
pre-project and design works for a commercial nuclear power plant with two BN-800 reactorsc (see section on Sanming in the information page on
Nuclear Power in China). These reactors are referred to by CIAE as 'project 2' Chinese Demonstration Fast Reactors (CDFRs), with construction
originally to start in 2013 and commissioning 2018-19. In contrast to the intention in Russia, these would use ceramic MOX fuel pellets. The project
was expected to lead to bilateral cooperation of fuel cycles for fast reactors. However, according to the Beloyarsk plant Director late in 2014, "The main
objective of the BN-800 is [to provide] operating experience and technological solutions that will be applied to the BN-1200," and no further Russian BN800 units are planned. The China BN-800 project shows no signs of proceeding.

The CFR1000 will be a commercial unit (CCFR, Chinese Commercial Fast Reactor) of 1000-1200 MWe. Subject to a 2020
decision to proceed, construction start could be in December 2028 and operation from about 2034, with metal fuel and 120-150
GWd/t burnup. An earlier design of this, the CDFR1000, was to be a three-loop 2500 MWt pool-type, use MOX fuel with average
66 GWd/t burn-up, run at 544°C, have breeding ratio 1.2, with 316 core fuel assemblies and 255 blanket ones, and a 40-year life.
It is to have active and passive shutdown systems and passive decay heat removal. Some of these features may be in the
CFR1000.
MOX is seen only as an interim fuel, the target arrangement is metal fuel in closed cycle. The MOX fuel will come from
conventionally reprocessed fuel, both PWR and FNR. Metal fuel will enable breeding ratio over 1.2 and will use
electrometallurgical reprocessing (pyroprocessing). U-Pu-Zr fuel is also envisaged with 120 GWd/t burn-up and breeding ratio of
1.5, or less with minor actinide and long-lived ssion product recycle.
Broadly, 40 GWe of FNR capacity (with conversion ratio of 1) is envisaged by 2050, increasing markedly thereafter and
displacing PWR capacity. PWR capacity in China is expected to level off at 200 GWe about 2045, and fast reactors progressively
increase from 2030. One scenario with MOX fuel has 200 GWe of fast reactors by 2075, another has 300 GWe with metal fuel by
2055 and 1400 GWe by 2100. A CIAE projection has FNR capacity overtaking PWRs by 2055.
Another fast reactor technology being pursued is the travelling-wave reactor (TWR). CGN and Xiamen University were reported
to be cooperating on R&D for this. The Ministry of Science & Technology, with CNNC and SNPTC, were initially skeptical of it.* In
January 2013 a prototype TWR-P was being discussed as a TerraPower-SNERDI joint project, and in December 2013 a US
Federal Register notice said that the USA had negotiated an agreement with China “that would facilitate the joint development of
TWR technology,” including standing wave versions of it. In September 2015 CNNC and TerraPower signed an agreement to
work towards building a prototype 600 MWe TWR-P unit at Xiapu in Fujian province, over 2018 to 2025. Phase 3 of the TWR
project is over 2019-32 with design and construction of a commercial TWR-C of about 1150 MWe.
* The original TWR design was a fast reactor using natural or depleted uranium packed inside hundreds of hexagonal pillars. In a 'wave' that moves
through the core at only one centimetre per year, the U-238 is bred progressively into Pu-239, which is the actual fuel. However, this design was
radically changed to become a standing wave reactor with the fuel shu ed in the core.

In September 2017 CNNC subsidiary China National Nuclear Power Company Ltd (CNNP) signed an investment agreement with
Shenhua Group, Zhejiang Zheneng Electric Power Co., Huadian Fuxin Energy Limited Company, and Jianntou Energy Investment
Co. to develop travelling wave reactors. The agreement sees the establishment of a new joint venture called CNNC Hebei
Nuclear Power with a registered capital of 1 billion yuan ($150 million). The new entity is 35% owned by CNNP, with Shenhua
Group holding 30%, Huadian Fuxin Energy holding 15%, and Zhejiang Zheneng and Jianntou holding 10% each.
In October 2017 Terrapower announced that it had signed a 50:50 joint venture agreement with CNNC to set up the Global
Innovation Nuclear Energy Technology Co Ltd. This involves R&D by CNNC's China Tianjin TWR Investment Company.
China is part of the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) and in 2008 signed the system arrangement for sodium-cooled fast
reactors, and has proceeded to the system integration & assessment (SIA) project arrangement for this design, with CIAE taking
the lead.
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As well as close Russian involvement in China’s fast reactor program, there is a 2008 cooperation protocol with France,
CIAE and CEA at Cadrache and focused on France’s Astrid and China’s CFR600 plans.

Light water reactors
CNNC has been developing an ACP1000, which has led to an ACP100 modular small reactor for electricity, heating and
desalination. An ACP600 is also being developed.
CGN has been upgrading its CPR-1000 to the Generation III ACPR1000 with Chinese intellectual property rights.
The NEA then ordered these later 1000 MWe designs to be rationalised, the result of which was the Hualong 1000 or ACC1000.
In this the ACP1000 core design prevailed, though it was less mature. Some features of the ACPR1000 are incorporated, at least
in the CGN version. The CNNC and CGN versions will be very similar but not identical, and each organisation will maintain much
of its own supply chain.
Fuller details of these numerous LWR designs are in the information paper on Nuclear Power in China.
CNNC’s Nuclear Power Institute of China based in Chengdu is working on supercritical water-cooled reactor (SCWR) designs,
both pressure vessel and pressure tube types. Two conceptual designs with thermal and mixed neutron spectrum cores have
been established. It is reported to be working on a demonstration unit which could be operating in 2022.

Accelerator-driven systems and lead-cooled fast reactor
In connection with the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) collaboration, the China Academy of Sciences (CAS) started in
2011 a new effort to develop an ADS. The China LEAd-based Reactor (CLEAR) was selected as the reference reactor. The CLEAR
development plan includes three phases, the rst being a 10 MWth lead bismuth eutectic-cooled research reactor (CLEAR-I),
with both critical and sub-critical modes of operation, expected to be built before 2020.

Cobalt-60 production
China has started production of the medical and industrial radioisotope cobalt-60 using CNNC's Candu 6 power reactors at
Qinshan. This will be China's rst domestic production of the isotope. Candu reactors are also used to produce cobalt-60 at
Wolsong in South Korea, Bruce in Canada and Embalse in Argentina. The core of a Candu 6 has stainless steel adjusters that
help to shape neutron ux to optimise power output and ensure e cient burn up of uranium fuel. The normal cobalt in these can
be replaced with cobalt-59, which absorbs neutrons to become Co-60. After about 15 months the stainless steel 'targets' with
Co-59 are withdrawn for processing. The development is part of China’s 11th Five Year Plan, and should lead to the production
of 220 petabecquerels (PBq) of Co-60 per year – enough to satisfy 80% of Chinese needs. The addition will boost global
production by around 10%.

Wastes
Early in 2012 it was reported that Changsha Boiler Plant Co Ltd in Hunan province in collaboration with Shenzhen-based China
Nuclear Power Technology Research Institute (CNPRI) was starting to build a plasma furnace or reactor for "transmuting
nuclear wastes". No details were supplied.

Non-proliferation
China is a nuclear weapons state, party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) under which a safeguards agreement with
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has been in force since 1989, with the Additional Protocol in force since 2002.
China undertook nuclear weapons tests in 1964-96. Since then it has signed the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty,
although it has not yet rati ed it. In May 2004, it joined the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG).
The NSG membership gives rise to questions about China's supply of two small power reactors to Pakistan, Chashma 3&4.
Contracts for Chashma units 1&2 were signed in 1990 and 2000, before 2004 when China joined the NSG, which maintains an
embargo on sales of nuclear equipment to Pakistan. The agreement for units 3&4 was announced in 2007, and signed in
October 2008. China argues that units 3&4 are 'grandfathered', under arrangements which are consistent with those for units
1&2. In 2013 contracts were signed for two Hualong One reactors to be built near Karachi.
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China has a bilateral safeguards agreement with Australia, and peaceful use agreements for nuclear materials with Canada,
USA, Germany and France. The Canadian one is very similar to Australian bilateral safeguards agreements.

China uses Australian-obligated nuclear material only at nuclear facilities covered by its safeguards agreement with the IAEA.
However, uranium conversion facilities are before the 'starting point' for IAEA safeguards procedures and are not included in
IAEA safeguards agreements with nuclear weapons states. In accordance with long-standing international principles of
accounting for nuclear material, on receipt of Australian natural uranium oxide concentrate in China an equivalent quantity of
converted natural uranium in the form of uranium hexa uoride will be added to the inventory of a facility designated for
safeguards – e.g. an enrichment plant. This will have exactly the same effect as if the natural uranium oxide had moved through
the conversion plant, and will ensure that after receipt in China, such material remains in a facility designated for safeguards
and listed under the bilateral agreement at all times.
All imported nuclear power plants – from France, Canada and Russia – are under IAEA safeguards, as is the Russian Hanzhun
centrifuge enrichment plant in Shaanxi.
A signi cant number of military production reactors and other plants, with the related Chinese Academy of Engineering Physics,
are in Sichuan province.

Notes & references
Notes
a. The Fuzhou mine in the southeastern Jiangxi province is in a volcanic deposit, as is Quinglong.
Xinjiang's Yili basin in the far west of China, in which the Yining (or Kujiltai) ISL mine sits, is contiguous with the Ili uranium
province in Kazakhstan, though the geology is apparently different.
The other mines are in granitic deposits.
Source: Uranium 2009: Resources, Production and Demand, OECD Nuclear Energy Agency and International Atomic Energy
Agency (2010). [Back]
b. MYRRHA (Multipurpose Hybrid Research Reactor for High-tech Applications) will be a sub-critical assembly relying on
accelerated neutrons to achieve periods of criticality in a low-enriched uranium core. As well as being able to produce
radiosiotopes and doped silicon, Myrrha's research functions would be particularly well suited to investigating transmutation.
Earl in 2010, the Belgian government approved its share of funding of the facility at SCK-CEN's Mol site in northern Belgium.
Belgium is to contribute 40% towards the €960 million ($1.3 billion) investment the project will require, but SCK-CEN is looking to
set up an international consortium to ensure additional nancing. Myrrha itself is scheduled for operation in 2023, but a reduced
power model, Guinevere, became operational at Mol in March 2010. [Back]
c. This October 2009 agreement followed a call 12 months earlier by the Russian-Chinese Nuclear Cooperation Commission for
construction of an 800 MWe demonstration fast reactor similar to the OKBM Afrikantov design being built at Beloyarsk 4 and
(then) due to start up in 2012. In June 2009 Rosatom and CNNC had signed an agreement for construction of two BN-800
demonstration reactors in China, and St Petersburg Atomenergoproekt (now Atomproekt) said it was starting design work on a
BN-800 reactor for China. [Back]
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Uranium in Canada
(Updated November 2017)
Canada was the world's largest uranium producer for many years, accounting for about 22% of world output, but in 2009
was overtaken by Kazakhstan.
Production comes mainly from the McArthur River and Cigar Lake mines in northern Saskatchewan province, which are
the largest and highest-grade in the world.
With known uranium resources of 582,500 tonnes of U3O8 (493,900 tU), as well as much continuing exploration, Canada
has a signi cant role in meeting future world demand.

Canada is a country rich in uranium resources and a long history of exploration, mining and generation of nuclear power (for
coverage of nuclear power, see information paper on Nuclear Power in Canada). To 2014, more uranium had been mined in
Canada than any other country – 485,000 tU, about one- fth of world total.
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Early uranium mining
In Canada, uranium ores rst came to public attention in the early 1930s when the Eldorado Gold Mining Company began
operations at Port Radium, Northwest Territories, to recover radium. A re nery to produce radium was built the following year at
Port Hope, Ontario, some 5000 km away.
Exploration for uranium began in earnest in 1942, in response to a demand for military purposes. The strategic nature of such
material resulted in a ban on prospecting and mining of all radioactive materials across Canada. In 1944, the federal
government took over the Eldorado company and formed a new Crown corporation which later became Eldorado Nuclear Ltd.
Uranium exploration was restricted to the joint efforts of Eldorado and the Geological Survey of Canada.
Postwar, uranium exploration gathered pace when the wartime ban on private prospecting was lifted in 1947. Deposits around
the Bancroft, Ontario, area were discovered by the early 1950s, and the rst discovery in Ontario's Elliot Lake region was in 1953.
The northern Saskatchewan uranium province was also discovered in the 1950s and Eldorado Nuclear began mining at
Beaverlodge in 1953.
By 1956 thousands of radioactive occurrences had been discovered. Several proved to be viable deposits, and by 1959, 23
mines with 19 treatment plants were in operation in ve districts. Of these 19, about 11 in the Elliot Lake area, including the
largest plants, would come to be operated by Rio Algom and Denison Mines. Three other plants were located near Bancroft,
three in northern Saskatchewan and two in Northwest Territories.
This rst phase of Canadian uranium production peaked in 1959 when more than 12,000 tonnes of uranium were produced. The
uranium yielded C$ 330 million in export revenue, more than for any other mineral export from Canada that year. However, this
period marked the end of cost-plus production for export, and over the next few years the number of mines declined to four.
Uranium production in the Bancroft area and at Beaverlodge ceased in 1982 and the last of the labour-intensive, lower-grade
Elliot Lake mines closed in 1996.
During the 1960s the federal government supported the domestic uranium industry by initiating a stockpiling program which
ended in 1974, after some 7000 tonnes of uranium were purchased at a cost of C$ 100 million. Uranium exploration was revived
by expectations of nuclear power growth, and as a result several new uranium deposits were discovered in northern
Saskatchewan’s Athabasca Basin, starting in the late 1960s.

Second phase of uranium mining
A burst of exploration in the 1970s resulted in major discoveries in the Athabasca Basin in northern Saskatchewan, in
Proterozoic unconformity deposits. Mines at Rabbit Lake, Cluff Lake and Key Lake started up in 1975, 1980 and 1983, which up
until 2000 accounted for most of Canada's uranium production (14,223 tonnes of U3O8 in 1998). Cluff Lake, Key Lake and the
original open pit at Rabbit Lake have now been mined out (underground mining continued at Rabbit Lake to 2016). In 1988 the
newly-formed Cameco Corporation* discovered the massive McArthur River deposit. Mines that began operation since 1999
now contribute most of Canada's production, notably McArthur River and Cigar Lake.
* In the late 1970s the Saskatchewan Mining Development Corporation, a provincial crown corporation, had taken a 20% interest in the Cluff Lake
development and a 50% interest in Key Lake. In 1988 this merged with Eldorado Nuclear Ltd to form Cameco Corporation, now Canada’s leading
uranium producer.

Canada’s Non-Resident Ownership Policy (NROP) for uranium projects had, since 1987, restricted foreign ownership of uranium
mines to a maximum of 49%. The ownership structures then in place were “grandfathered” from the new policy and were able to
continue. The policy provided for exemptions in situations where Canadian partners cannot be found, and applied to uranium
production only. Uranium exploration was not subject to NROP, and there were several exploration-level uranium assets in
Canada with major foreign ownership which cannot proceed to mining unless the NROP was liberalised. As part of the CanadaEU free trade agreement negotiated in October 2013, the foreign ownership restrictions would be relaxed. Foreign investment in
Canada generally remains subject to the Investment Canada Act.

Current production
Canada’s uranium production is tabulated below, and while relatively constant over the last few years, its share of world
production dropped from about 20% to 15% before recovering to about 22% in 2016, worth about $2 billion. Over 85% is
exported.
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The majority of Canada’s uranium resources are in high-grade deposits, some one hundred times the world average. Many
these have di cult mining conditions which require ground freezing.

The main uranium producers are Cameco and Areva Resources Canada. Cameco was formed in the 1988 merger of
Saskatchewan Mining Development Corporation and the government-owned Eldorado Nuclear Ltd. The company issued its rst
public shares in 1991 and was fully privatized in 2002.
In the early 1990s, the Saskatchewan government had considered phasing out uranium mining in the province. This policy was
later reversed after a joint Federal-Saskatchewan study panel on health, safety, environment and socio-economic impact found
that the jobs provided by the industry would be hard to replace and that the environmental impact of mining could be minimized.
Today, the provincial government actively supports uranium mining, and all new Saskatchewan uranium mines have
international ISO 14001 environmental certi cation.
Annual uranium production (tonnes U3O8)a
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

8492

8492

7528

8654

9029

9064

8868

9135

8675

8673

8173

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

156

5124

7863

McClean Lake

814

867

1476

1637

785

0

0

0

51

0

0

Rabbit Lake

2326

1821

1613

1706

1726

1721

1744

1872

1889

1912

505

Total

11632 11180 10617 11997 11540 10785 10612 11007 10771 15709 16541

cf. World

46499 48680 51611 59772 63285 63085 68805 70015 66297 71343

McArthur River
Cigar Lake

Domestic production in tonnes of uranium (as opposed to U3O8) is given in Note a.

McArthur River & Key Lake
The McArthur River uranium mine which commenced production in 1999 is the world's largest in terms of annual production.
Also it has enormous reserves of high grade ore (16.5% U3O8 after allowance for dilution) located 600 metres
underground. Remote control raise boring methods are used to mine the ore, which is then trucked 80 km south to be milled at
Key Lake, site of the closed mine that once produced 15% of the world's uranium.
At the Key Lake mill, which has been modi ed for the McArthur River ore, the ore is blended with 'special waste rock' and
processed to produce U3O8. Tailings are deposited in a mined-out pit. The licensed capacity of the Key Lake mill was 8,500 t/yr
U3O8, but in 2015 CNSC approved an increase in mill production to 11,350 t/yr U3O8 and the same for the McArthur River mine
itself. The production target was to reach 9908 tonnes/yr by 2018, but in November 2017 Cameco announced the temporary
suspension of production from the McArthur River mining and Key Lake milling operations. The suspension, due to persistent
uranium price weakness, is expected to last for 10 months.
There has been no production from the Key Lake mine since 2002, but development of the zone 4 north orebody may return it to
limited production.
Cameco is the majority owner and operator of McArthur River mine (69.8%) as well as the Key Lake Mill (Areva is a 30.2% and
16.7% partner, respectively). Areva earlier applied for a licence to process some McArthur river ore at McClean Lake.
Other deposits close to McArthur River are prospective.

McClean Lake
After starting operation in mid-1999, McClean Lake produced about 2500 t/yr of U3O8 from 2.4% ore up until 2005, although
production was well down in 2006 through to 2010 due to lower ore grades. The mine was relicensed at 3640 t/yr. Operations
have comprised three open pits, with an underground mine from Sue B pit planned for the future. McClean Lake also has highquality new plant and infrastructure. It uses the rst mined-out pit for tailings disposal – the JEB tailings management facility.
The JEB mill has been upgraded and expanded to 8,200 tonnes U3O8 (7000 tU) per year to accommodate all the ore from the
Cigar Lake mine (see section on Cigar Lake below). Areva says that the mill is the most technologically-advanced in the world,
being able to treat ore from less than 1% to 30% U, and in fact is the only facility capable of processing high-grade uranium ore
without diluting it. CNSC gave regulatory approval at the end of 2012 to operate the mill with high-grade ore from McArthur River
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and increase production from 3640 to 5900 t/yr of concentrate. Areva recommissioned the mill in 2013, and rst deliveries
Cigar Lake arrived in March 2014. Areva applied to increase the mill capacity to 10,900 tonnes U3O8 (9240 tU) per year, and in
May 2016 CNSC licensed this. The licence was later renewed to 2027.

Efforts to increase production to ll the gap left by the delay in Cigar Lake production had limited success, and development of
the nearby small Caribou deposit awaits improved economic conditions. Mining of Sue E deposit 2005-08 and Sue B in 2008
over 2008-10 provided ore for the mill until mid-2010 when it was shut down and put onto care and maintenance until it was
upgraded to treat the Cigar Lake ore. Some 115,000 tonnes of low-grade ore remains stockpiled to be treated when markets
improve. Reserves are small. In 2014 a little production was reported.
McClean Lake is majority-owned (70%) and operated by Areva Resources. Denison Mines (22.5%) and the Japanese company
Overseas Uranium Resources Development (OURD Canada, 7.5%) are Areva's joint venture partners.

Rabbit Lake
Uranium was discovered at Rabbit Lake in 1968 and it was brought into production by Cameco in 1975. Most of the deposit has
been mined out, but reserves still exist at Eagle Point, where around 1700 t/yr of U3O8 from an ore grade of 2.1% have been
mined underground in recent years. In 2016 production was suspended and the mine and mill transitioned to care and
maintenance, which is expected to cost $35-40 million per year. Cameco was continuing its underground drilling reserve
replacement program in areas of interest north and northeast of the current mine workings. However, in the second quarter of
2016 Cameco wrote off C$ 124 million as the full carrying value of the mine. It was North America’s longest-producing uranium
mine.

Remote control of a scoop tram at Rabbit Lake (Cameco)

Cigar Lake
Mining commenced at Cigar Lake in 2014. The proven and probable ore reserves at Cigar Lake are extremely large and very high
grade. A 480-metre-deep underground mine was developed in very poor ground conditions – the orebody is actually in the soft
Athabasca sandstone. Hence it uses ground freezing and remotely-controlled high pressure water jets at this level to excavate
the ore. Production is ramping up to 8,200 t/yr U3O8 (7,000 tU/yr) by 2017. In 2016 it was 7864 tonnes (6668 tU).
Ore slurry from remote mining is trucked for toll treatment at Areva's expanded McClean Lake mill, 70 km northeast*. The
McClean Lake mill was licensed only for 5900 t/yr, and in May 2016 Areva’s application to increase this to 10,900 t/yr was
approved by the CNSC. Cameco reported that capacity in 2016 had been increased to 8200 t/yr U3O8.
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* Prior to October 2011 it was envisaged that all of the leaching would be done at McClean Lake and about half of the uranium solution would go onto
Cameco's Rabbit Lake mill 70 km east for nal production of uranium oxide concentrate. The revised arrangement reduced costs by 20%.

Cigar Lake headframes (Cameco)

Construction on the project began in 2005 with production originally scheduled to start in 2011. However, underground oods in
2006 and 2008 set the start date back until 2014 and increased the overall cost of the project from C$660 million to about C$2.6
billion. There are extra requirements for pumping capacity – now 2500 m3/h, and ground refrigeration. In February 2010,
dewatering was complete and remediation remediation proceeded. The 425 m level was back lled and new workings developed
in more competent rock at 480 m level. The rst jet boring commenced in December 2013. The estimated average cash
operating cost for Cigar Lake increased from $14.40 per pound U3O8 in 2007 to $23.14, but revised milling plans reduced this
estimate to $18.60 per pound. The rst ore slurry was sent to the McClean Lake mill in March 2014, and treatment began there
in October 2014. Initial treatment of the ore is at Cigar Lake, with average slurry grade of 16% U3O8 for shipment to McClean
Lake.
Some 1.3 million cubic metres of waste rock from Cigar Lake is being emplaced under water in the Sue C pit at McClean Lake,
to prevent acid generation from it. Tailings will remain at McClean Lake.
A Cigar Lake II deposit nearby is being investigated.
Cameco, which has 50.25% ownership, is managing the joint venture, with Areva holding 37.1%, Idemitsu 7.875% and TEPCO
Resources 5%.

Resources
Canadian uranium reserves and resourcesc
Mine

Province

Operator

tonnes
U

tonnes
U3O8

142,000 167,700
McArthur River

Sask

Cameco

Cigar Lake

Sask

Cameco

Average ore grade
U3O8d

Category

9.60%

proven & probable reserves

1850

2180

3.8%

measured & indicated
resources

82,720

97,550

15.9%

proven & probable reserves

Mine

Province

Operator
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tonnes
U

tonnes
U O

Average ore grade
U O

Category

32,500

38,340

16.24%

measured & indicated
resources

29,200

34,400

2.39%

indicated resources

11,150

13,160

3.19%

inferred resources

15,270

18,000

0.79%

indicated resources

284

335

0.38%

proven & probable reserves

5903

6961

0.57%

measured & indicated
resources

Millennium

Sask

Cameco

Rabbit Lake

Sask

Cameco

McClean Lake

Sask

Areva

Midwest

Sask

Areva

2227

2626

0.57%

indicated resources

Dawn Lake

Sask

Cameco

6885

8120

4.42%

indicated resources

Wheeler River

Sask

Denison &
Cameco

27,000

31,850

19.13%

indicated resources

16,970

20,000

2.38%

inferred resources

Fox Lake

Sask

Cameco

26,195

30,892

7.99%

inferred resources

Shea Creek

Sask

Areva-UEX

26,100

30,770

1.48%

indicated resources

10,870

12,800

1.01%

inferred resources

Roughrider*

Sask

Hathor/ Rio

22,300

26,300

2.0-11.6%

indicated & inferred
resources

Tamarack

Sask

Cameco

6900

8100

4.42%

indicated resources

Patterson Lake
South

Sask

Fission

30,600

36,100

1.58%

indicated resources

9960

11,700

1.30%

inferred resources

Arrow

Sask

NexGen

69,190

81,590

6.88%

indicated resources

47,060

55,500

1.3%

inferred resources

48,953

57,730

0.554%

indicated resources

32,430

38,240

0.10%

measured & indicated
resources

8820

10,400

0.12%

inferred resources

4000

4700

0.08%

measured & indicated
resources

4740*

5590

0.954%

indicated resources

6320

7450

0.442%

inferred resources

Kiggavik
Michelin

Nunavut
Labrador

Areva
Aurora (Paladin)

Jacques Lake

Labrador

Aurora (Paladin)

Matoush

Quebec

Strateco

* Not included in latest company reports.

Proposed mines
Midwest
Indicated resources at Midwest were 19,500 tonnes of U3O8 with an average ore grade of 5.50%, but the gure was radically
downgraded in Areva's 2013 report. (Probable reserves in this comprise 18,870 t at 5.47%.) A further prospect 3 km to the north,
Midwest A, had 2600 t U3O8 indicated at 0.57%. The original plans were for an underground mine, utilising ground freezing and
water jet boring, but current plans call for a large open pit mine that will go to a depth of 215 metres and involve draining an arm
of South McMahon Lake. The ore will be shipped 15 km to the McClean Lake mill. A comprehensive environmental assessment
for the project began in 2006 and federal environmental approval for open pit mining was received in August 2012. Other
potential mining methods are being evaluated, including conventional underground and surface jet bore drilling, using the
SABRE (“Surface Access Borehole Resource Extraction”) mining technology.
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Production was originally scheduled to begin in 2011, but in 2008 the starting date was postponed due several factors,
including
a 50% rise in the initial estimated capital costs of $435 million. The Midwest project is being managed by Areva Resources,
which owns 69.16%. Denison Mines has a 25.17% stake and OURD Canada 5.67%. Denison says it needs a $60/lb uranium price
to justify development.

Dawn Lake
Although its development is much further off, a deposit of more than 8000 tonnes U3O8 of indicated resources is prospective at
Dawn Lake in northern Saskatchewan. Grades of up to 30% ore at depths of 280 metres have also been reported nearby.
Cameco has 57.4%, Areva 23.1% and Japan-Canada Uranium subsidiary JCU (Canada) Exploration 19.4%.
Cameco’s Tamarack deposit associated with Dawn Lake has an indicated resource of 8100 tonnes U3O8 at 4.42%, requiring
underground mining.

Millennium
The Millennium deposit (now 70% owned by Cameco, 30% JCU) has indicated resources of 23,100 tonnes of 4.5% grade U3O8
and 7575 tonnes of 2.1% grade inferred resources, in basement rock, below the soft sandstone. It is between McArthur River
and Key Lake, and ore would be milled at Key Lake. A feasibility study on the project led to Cameco seeking approval to mine it
at about 2500 tU/yr. The environmental assessment was approved at the end of 2013. Underground development was
envisaged over 2013-17, but in mid-2013 Cameco said it was not a primary project, and in May 2014 it halted developments
pending improvement in the uranium prices. In 2012 Cameco paid C$150 million for Areva's 28% share.

An exploration camp at Millenium (Cameco)

Kiggavik
In the Kivalliq region of Nunavut Territory, some 500 km north of Manitoba, a joint venture headed by Areva has been conducting
a feasibility study on the Kiggavik uranium deposit in the Thelon Basin, with 48,950 tU indicated resources at 0.47%U grade. It is
80 km west of the community of Baker Lake. The indigenous Inuit organization, Nunavut Tunngavic, reversed its previous ban on
uranium exploration and mining in 2006, but the project has faced opposition from other groups. In March 2010, the Nunavut
government ruled that the proposal would be reviewed by a territorial regulator rather than undergo a federal environmental
assessment.
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In October 2014 Areva Resources submitted a nal environmental impact statement to the Nunavut Impact Review Board.
project involves the development of three open pit mines at Kiggavik and both an open pit mine and an underground mine
at Sissons, with tailings placed in a mined-out pit. A dock site would be at Baker Lake.

Areva and its partners, JCU (Canada) Exploration (33.5% in Kiggavik) and Daewoo (1.7%), hope for a start-up of the mine and
mill complex when the market improves, to produce about 3000 tU/yr over 14 years.e In May 2015 the Nunavut Impact Review
Board declined to approve the project due inde nite start date, but invited resubmission when Areva could provide a more
de nite timescale. Areva has protested to the federal minister responsible, saying that the process has been lengthy and
thorough and the lack of rm start date should not prevent approval. In July 2016 the Canadian government agreed with the
Nunavut Impact Review Board recommendation, and said Areva could resubmit when it had a proposed start date.

Michelin
The Michelin deposit is in Eastern Canada's Central Mineral Belt, in Labrador. It is being drilled in a C$21million programme
by Aurora Energy Resources (subsidiary of Paladin Energy, acquired in 2011). Michelin and nearby Jacques Lake are the main
deposits, with minor amounts in Rainbow and three others. All are metasomatite-type mineralization except for Moran Lake
which is iron-ore-copper-gold (IOCG) with subeconomic uranium. Michelin has rare earths. In 2009, a positive economic
assessment of the project proposed investment of US$ 984 million to set up mine and mill, with production ramping up to 3000
t/yr. However, in 2015 the Labrador projects were suspended due to low uranium prices.
The Michelin deposit has measured resources of 15,490 tonnes U3O8 (13,135 tU), indicated resources of 22,750 tonnes U3O8
(19,290 tU) and inferred resources of 10,400 tonnes U3O8 (8820 tU) based on NI 43-101 gures published in mid-2014. About
40% of the measured and indicated resource in Michelin is amenable to open cut mining. Measured and indicated resources in
ve other associated deposits, mostly Jacques Lake, are 7500 tonnes U3O8.
A Nunatsiavut government three-year moratorium had been in place until March 2011, affecting Michelin, and expiry of this
coincided with completion of a land use planning assessment undertaken jointly by the Nunatsiavut and NewfoundlandLabrador governments. After establishing a lands administration system, developing environmental protection legislation, and
following a review and public consultation, in December 2011 the Nunatsiavut Assembly voted unanimously to lift a moratorium
on the development of uranium deposits on Labrador Inuit lands, and this was legislated in March 2012. Five of Aurora's six
uranium deposits in the Central Mineral Belt fall within the Labrador Inuit lands. In June 2015 the Canadian government
approved Paladin’s ownership of the project, exempting it from the Non-Resident Ownership Policy (NROP) applying generally,
allowing it to proceed to production.

Wheeler River
Denison's Wheeler River project is halfway between Key Lake and McArthur River and immediately east of Millennium. It is a
long strike from McArthur River and geologically very similar, with some high-grade uranium mineralisation. In June 2014 the NI
43-101 compliant indicated resources for the Phoenix deposits were upgraded to 27,000 tU at an average grade of 16.22%U, for
underground mining, with cut-off grade 0.68%U. The Gryphon deposit discovered in 2014 about 3 km northwest of Phoenix is
promising, and 16,500 tU inferred resources at 1.95%U was announced in November 2015. In April 2016 a preliminary economic
assessment was published, for underground development of the Gryphon deposit followed by Phoenix, producing 40,300 tU
over a 16-year mine life, with ore processed at McClean Lake mill. Wheeler River is 120 km from McClean Lake, considered close
enough to use the mill there. Denison has a 60% interest, Cameco 30% and JCU (Canada) 10%. By the end of 2018 Denison
expects to own 66% of the project by taking over some of Cameco’s funding obligation.

Exploration prospects
In addition to mining operations planned for the near future, active exploration involving more than 40 companies continues in
many parts of Canada. While exploration has concentrated on northern Saskatchewan, new prospects extend to Labrador and
Nova Scotia in the Atlantic provinces, Quebec province, Nunavut Territory in the far north, and Ontario's Elliott Lake area.
Resource gures quoted are generally NI 43-101 compliant.
The 2014 IAEA Red Book says that in 2011-12 "uranium exploration remained focused on areas favourable for the occurrence of
deposits associated with Proterozoic unconformities in the Athabasca Basin of Saskatchewan, and to a lesser extent, similar
geologic settings in the Thelon and Hornby Bay basins of Nunavut and the Northwest Territories."
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However, three provinces, none of which are familiar with uranium mining, have banned uranium mining and exploration:
Scotia (since 1981), British Columbia (1980-87 and from 2008) and Quebec (since 2013). Tailings management concerns
appear to be the reason.

In Nunavut, Kivalliq Energy (part of Aurora Group) has identi ed 19,680 t U3O8 (16,690 tU) inferred resources grading
0.69% U3O8 with 0.2% cut-off in its Lac 50 Trend deposit at its Angilak project. This includes 12,730 tonnes in Lac Cinquante
deposit and 6,950 tonnes in J4/Ray, with good intersections in Dipole, 25 km southwest of it, still unquanti ed. Also in Nunavut,
at Amer Lake, Uranium North Resources has reported inferred resources of 9500 t U3O8.
In uranium-rich northern Saskatchewan, exploration projects are now well-advanced at several locations.
In 2016 Cameco reported on its Fox Lake deposit on its Read Lake property near McArthur River, with 30,900 t U3O8 @8% as
inferred resources. Areva holds 22%. Also Cameco has signed a farm-in agreement with CanAlaska Uranium for its West
McArthur project, adjacent to Fox Lake and 15 km west of the McArthur River mine.
The Shea Creek project (one of nine JVs 51% owned by Areva, 49% UEX Corp. which is 21.3% owned by Cameco) in the western
Athabasca Basin 13 km south of Cluff Lake has reported high-grade ore. In April 2013, UEX announced indicated resources of
30,770 t U3O8 grading 1.48% and inferred resources of 12,800 tonnes grading 1.01%, as of January, with cut-off 0.30%. The
deposit remains open. Production at about 2500 tU/yr is envisaged. Exploration expenditure to the end of 2012 was C$ 40.5
million, and actively continues in 2015 though with no change in resource gures.
UEX is also exploring the Horseshoe and Raven deposits at Hidden Bay in the eastern Athabasca basin (5 km from Rabbit Lake
and 12 km from McClean Lake). The Horseshoe deposit has indicated resources of 10,400 tonnes of U3O8 at a grade of 0.20%
at 100 to 400 m depth. Raven has indicated resources of 5500 tonnes at 0.11%, with cut-off 0.05%, at 100 to 300 m deep. These
amounts increase slightly with 0.02% cut-off. A Preliminary Technical Assessment of the deposits in 2011 was positive and
recommends a preliminary feasibility study which also includes the smaller but shallow West Bear deposit (720 t at 0.91%). The
2011 report assumes Horseshoe access by decline and Raven by open cut, with toll milling and tailings management at Rabbit
Lake mill over seven years.
Another UEX project is Christie Lake, 9 km northeast of MacArthur River and along strike, where some high-grade intersections
have been made. UEX has 30% with JCU (Canada) Exploration and is moving to 70%.
With a consortium led by Korea Electric Power Corp (Kepco), Denison (60%) is exploring the Waterbury Lake area near Midwest.
In September 2013 it announced an NI 43-101 indicated resources of 4900 tU grading 1.7%U for the J-Zone at Waterbury
Lake. Denison also is investigating its Jasper Lake project, 40 km east of Cigar Lake.
Fission Uranium Corp is exploring Patterson Lake South on the southwest margin of the Athabasca Basin, 90 km south of Cluff
Lake. It announced in July 2015 that the Triple R deposit, part of this property, had 31,200 tU of indicated resources at
1.55%U, and 10,400 tU inferred resources at 1.33%U (NI 43-101 compliant). The former includes a high-grade zone with 17,000
tU at 15.4%U. Most of the deposit is less than 250 m deep and about half can be mined by open pit. A preliminary economic
assessment in September 2015 envisaged a hybrid open-pit and underground operation producing an average 2770 tU per year
over the 14-year life of the mine, with 29,810 tU recovered in the rst six years of operation. Average operating costs are
estimated at $14.02 per pound U3O8 over the life of mine. A new Patterson Lake South mill could potentially serve the Western
Athabasca basin.
The company was spun out of Fission Energy Corp after Denison bought it in 2013, and it then took full ownership of the
Patterson Lake prospects, paying Alpha Minerals C$ 185 million for its half share. In July 2015 it announced a merger with
Denison Mines, to become Denison Energy Corp, but this was subsequently aborted after failure to secure agreement from
Fission shareholders. In December 2015 China’s CGN Mining Company Ltd agreed to buy 20% of Fission for C$82 million. An
offtake agreement will entitle CGN to up to 35% of Patterson Lake South production at a 5% discount on prevailing spot market
prices.
Fission 3.0 has the Clearwater West project adjacent to Patterson Lake South, and Canex Energy is farming into this.
NexGen Energy is drilling its Rook 1 property in the southwest Athabasca basin near Patterson Lake South and along strike from
it, with basement-hosted mineralisation. The Arrow deposit has 81,590 tonnes U3O8 (69,190 tU) indicated resources at average
5.83%U, mostly in a very high-grade part of it grading 16.1%. Inferred resources are 47,000 tU at 1.1%U. It is basement-hosted in
igneous rock starting 100 m deep and extending down for 800 m. A preliminary economic assessment in mid-2017 put the
capital cost of the mine, plant and infrastructure at C$1.66 billion, for average annual production of 7130 tU, but with very low
operating cost. Development of it is envisaged by about 2025. The Bow prospect is 3.7 km northeast of Arrow and very close to
Purepoint’s Spit re.
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Purepoint Uranium Group is drilling its Hook Lake prospect, along the Patterson Lake trend in southwest Athabasca Basin, in JV
with Cameco and Areva (39.5% each), and has some positive intersections, including Spit re.
The Roughrider prospect 24 km from Rabbit Lake in Athabasca Basin at the time of takeover of Hathor Exploration by Rio Tinto
had inferred resources of 13,700 t U3O8 at 11.58%, with 0.4% cut-off in the Eastern zone, for underground mining, and in the
West zone indicated resources of 7800 t U3O8 at 1.98% and 4800 t inferred resources at 11.03% with 0.5% cut-off, for open pit
mining. The East Zone is a series of moderately-dipping stacked, parallel lenses (greater than 0.5% U3O8). Rio Tinto does not list
any gure in its 2015 report. It said: “Orebody knowledge progressed with geological and structural interpretation and resource
modelling” and recorded an impairment charge of US$ 229 million, valuing the project at US$ 250 million. A preliminary
economic assessment for Hathor had suggested low production costs over an 11-year mine life producing 1900 tU per year.
Hathor was subject to a takeover bid from Cameco but agreed to another from Rio Tinto, valuing the company then at C$ 654
million.
In Nova Scotia, exploration has been proposed at Millet Brook, but it awaits a review of a 1985 moratorium on uranium mining in
the province.
In Quebec, uranium exploration is underway at several locations with a total of more than 40,000 tonnes of indicated or inferred
deposits. However, in April 2013 the Quebec government announced that no permits for uranium exploration or mining would be
issued in Quebec until an independent study into its environmental impact had been completed. In addition to environmental
groups, the Grand Council of the Crees is opposed to any uranium mining in Quebec. A government decision was expected in
mid-2015.
A 626-page report by Québec's Bureau d'audiences publiques sur l'environnement (BAPE) was published by the province's
minister for sustainable development, environment and climate change in July 2015. It followed one year's work by a
commission set up by BAPE in May 2014 to study the environmental and social impacts of uranium exploration and mining and
conduct public hearings. The report expresses concern about managing mining wastes. While concluding that it would be
"premature" to authorize the development of a uranium industry now, the BAPE commission urged the Québec government not
to preclude uranium mining on a temporary or permanent basis because of potential legal and economic impacts. The
government would need to ensure social acceptability through an extensive information programme and cooperation and
consensus-building strategy; overcome "technological uncertainties and current gaps in scienti c knowledge"; and develop a
legal framework to allow it to control uranium mining operations in the province. The head of CNSC then wrote to Quebec’s
minister questioning the report’s recommendations, saying that they lacked “scienti c basis and rigour” and hence were
misleading for all Canadians. "To suggest that uranium mining is unsafe is to imply that the CNSC and the government of
Saskatchewan have been irresponsible in their approval and oversight of the uranium mines of Canada for the last 30 years." "It
is clear that the BAPE's recommendations not to proceed is based on the perceived lack of social acceptance and not on proven
science."
In the Otish Mountains of central Quebec Strateco Resources had been granted a licence by the CNSC to conduct underground
exploration on the Matoush deposit from 2014, and commenced environmental studies for the project. Matoush has indicated
resources of 5600 tU at 0.81%U and inferred resources of 6320 tU at 0.375%U, and the company projected mine production of
1000 tU/yr over seven years from 2016.
Following the April 2013 moratorium, in November 2013 the Quebec government refused to authorize the Matoush underground
exploration phase. Strateco then commenced legal action against the provincial government.* It said it had invested over $123
million in the project to date, and announced an impairment charge of $87 million in its accounts due to its inability to proceed
with the project’s underground exploration program, the suspension of exploration and evaluation planned for 2014, and the
uncertainty created for Quebec’s uranium industry.
* On 5 December 2013, Strateco led a motion to invalidate the decision rendered by Quebec’s Minister of Sustainable Development, the Environment,
Wildlife and Parks, whereby he refused to deliver the certi cate of authorization for the underground exploration phase of the Matoush project.

In December 2014 Strateco launched a C$ 183 million claim against the provincial government in the Superior Court of
Quebec for the loss of its investments. "It should be recalled that on the basis of extremely detailed, rigorous environmental and
social impact studies, Strateco received approvals for the underground exploration phase of the Matoush project from the
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, the federal Minister of the Environment and the federal administrator of the James Bay
and Northern Quebec Agreement, as well as a positive recommendation from the provincial evaluation committee," the company
said. In February 2016 it added $10 million punitive damages to the claim, which was heard in February 2017. In June 2017 the
claim was rejected by the court.
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In November 2014 Toro Energy from Australia acquired a 19.8% interest in Strateco as part of a nancing package. In
Strateco led for bankruptcy protection in the Superior Court of Quebec under the Companies Creditors Arrangements Act.

Abitex Resources/ABE Resources is exploring its Epsilon project in the Otish Mountains of Quebec. Azimut Exploration has
committed C$42 million to uranium exploration, mainly for the Katavic project in Quebec's northern Nunavik region and other
prospects in the Ungava Bay region further north. Uracan Resources reports 3100 tonnes U3O8 of indicated resources
and 16,900 tonnes of inferred resources in the Double S zone at its North Shore prospect in eastern Quebec. Areva is
establishing a joint venture with Waseco Resources to explore the Labrador Trough project.
In Northwest Territories, Cameco has the prospective Boomerang project in the southwest Thelon Basin. Land access issues
hinder active exploration at present.
The Elliot Lake area of Ontario, which was the centre of Canada's early uranium mining, is again attracting exploration. In
September 2008, Pele Mountain Resources commenced the permitting process for its Eco Ridge underground uranium and rare
earth oxides mine and processing facility in the region. Eco Ridge contains indicated resources of 10,250 tonnes U3O8 and
inferred resources of 17,100 tonnes U3O8 along with signi cant REO resources. The Serpent River-Pecors deposit is a few
kilometres east.
In British Columbia, the Blizzard prospect south of Kelowna, which was rst explored in the 1980s, was revived by Boss Power.
The company challenged a provincial government moratorium on exploration and mining imposed in April 2008, and the British
Columbia government settled by paying the company $30.36 million in 2014.

Legacy mine rehabilitation
The Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC) is undertaking remediation of several mine and mill sites in northern Saskatchewan
including Gunnar mine (operated 1955-63) and Lorado mill as well as 35 satellite mine sites near Lake Athabasca. This is under
Project CLEANS (Cleanup of Abandoned Northern Sites) – a multi-year project funded by the governments of Saskatchewan and
Canada. In the 1960s and 1970s most northern sites were subject to minimal clean-up and rehabilitation and the operating
companies are long defunct.
Similar work has been undertaken around Elliott Lake in Ontario, attending to 12 mines and ten mill sites, though many of these
were rehabilitated in the 1980s-90s by companies which continued in business, notably Rio Algom and Denison.

Recent transfers to foreign ownership
As well as foreign equity in the companies with uranium mines, in recent years there has been increased interest in exploration
companies. Some companies active in Canada are foreign-based, e.g. Areva. The following table outlines some recent foreign
investment in Canadian-based or established explorers, or particular projects, which have credible resources.
Company

Main deposit

Overseas investor and share Value of share

Uranium One

In Kazakhstan, also USA ARMZ, 51.4%

Hathor Exploration Roughrider

Rio Tinto, 100%

Aurora Energy

Paladin Energy 100%

Michelin

Notes & references
Appendix
Appendix 1: Brief History of Uranium Mining in Canada

Notes
a. Data: company sources
Annual uranium production (tonnes U)

When

C$1425 million Dec 2010
C$654 million

Nov 2011
2011

2005
McArthur River

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015
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2016

7200

7200

7199

6383

7339

7656

7686

7520

7744

7356

7354

6928

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

132

4345

6666

McClean Lake

2112

690

734

1249

1388

666

0

0

0

43

0

0

Rabbit Lake

2316

1972

1544

1368

1447

1464

1459

1479

1587

1602

1621

428

Total

11,628

9863

9477

9000

10,173

9786

9145

8999

9331

9134

cf. World

41,595 39,429 41,279 43,764 50,684 53,663 53,494 58,344 59,370 56,217 60,496

Cigar Lake

13,320 14,022

[Back]
b. Data: company sources. Where an asterisk (*) is shown, the gures are from the World Nuclear Association Market Report.
[Back]
c. Data: company sources. In Canadian gures resources do not include reserves and are reported in accordance with Canadian
standard NI-43-101. [Back]
d. Average ore grades given as percentage of U3O8 in the ore. [Back]
e. The two parts of the project (Kiggavik and Sissons) are operated by Areva Resources Canada Inc.; Sissons was held 50% by
Areva in joint venture with JCU (Canada) Exploration Co. Ltd. (48%) and Daewoo Corporation (2%); and Kiggavik itself was held
99% by Areva and 1% by Daewoo. However, in 2104 Mitsubishi showed 33.5% of Kiggavik being held by JCU, an equal three-way
JV among Mitsubishi Corp, Itochu and OURD. [Back]

General sources
Uranium webpage on Natural Resources Canada website (www.nrcan.gc.ca)
Cameco annual reports
Uranium in Saskatchewan series of fact sheets available on Cameco website (www.cameco.com)
Areva Resources website (www.cri.ca)
Canadian Nuclear Association website (www.cna.ca)
Uranium mines and mills waste section of Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission website (www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca)
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency and International Atomic Energy Agency, 'Red Books'
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Australia's Uranium
(Updated December 2017)
Australia's uranium has been mined since 1954, and three mines are currently operating. More are planned.
Australia's known uranium resources are the world's largest – almost one-third of the world total.
In 2016 Australia produced 7447 tonnes of U3O8 (6315 tU). It is the world's third-ranking producer, behind Kazakhstan
and Canada. All production is exported. Uranium comprises about one-quarter of energy exports.
Australia uses no nuclear power, but with high reliance on coal any likely carbon constraints on electricity generation will
make it a strong possibility.
In May 2016 the South Australian government's royal commission on the nuclear fuel cycle reported. Its main
recommendation was for an international high-level nuclear waste repository, though this was not accepted.
The Australian economy is unique in the OECD in that about 20% of GDP is accounted for by mining and mining services (in
2012). Uranium is a small part of this economically, but in energy terms, uranium (4200 PJ in 2015-16) comprises about onequarter of energy exports.
In the 1930s ores were mined at Radium Hill and Mount Painter in SA to recover radium for medical purposes. As a result a few
hundred kilograms of uranium were also produced.
Uranium ores as such were mined and treated in Australia initially from the 1950s until 1971. Radium Hill, SA, Rum Jungle, NT,
and Mary Kathleen, Queensland, were the largest producers of uranium (as yellowcake). Production ceased either when ore
reserves were exhausted or contracts were lled. Sales were to supply material primarily intended for USA and UK weapons
programs at that time. However, much of it was used for electricity production.
The development of civil nuclear power stimulated a second wave of exploration activity in the late 1960s. A total of some 60
uranium deposits were identi ed from the 1950s through to the late 1970s, many by big companies with big budgets. (Since
then only two signi cant new ones have been found: Kintyre and Beverley Four Mile. The minor exploration boom 2002-07 was
driven by small companies focused on proving up known deposits.)
Mary Kathleen began recommissioning its mine and mill in 1974. Other developments were deferred pending the ndings of the
Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry, and its decision in the light of these. Mary Kathleen's second production phase was1976
to the end of 1982.
The Commonwealth Government announced in 1977 that new uranium mining was to proceed, commencing with the Ranger
project in the Northern Territory. This mine opened in 1981. In 1979, Queensland Mines opened Nabarlek in the same region of
Northern Territory. The orebody was mined out in one dry season and the ore stockpiled for treatment from 1980. The mine site
is now rehabilitated.
A brief history of Australian uranium mining is appended. See also Former Australian Uranium Mines appendix.
Australian Uranium Production and Exports

Production
Exports

Calendar year

2005

tonnes U3O8

2008

2009

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

2016

11217 8954

10145 9941

9413

6958 7056 8244 7488 5897 6668

7447

Tonnes U

9512

8603

8430

7982

5900 5983 6991 6350 5000 5654

6315

tonnes U3O8

12360 8660

10232 9663

9706

6888 6628 8116 7317 5669 6969

7679

Tonnes U

10481 7344

8676

8194

8230

5841 6170 6882 6205 4807 5909

6511

881

749

1116

608

715

A$ million FOB 573

2006
7593

529

2007

586

776

704

504

802

Calendar year
Export value* A$/kg U3O8

2005

2006

2007

46.36

61.06 86.11

2008

2009
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2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

77.54 114.9 88.3

88.4

95.6

96.2

88.9

2016

115.1 93.1

Source: Companies, DRET, DIIS
* average $A from declared net FOB estimates

Recent Production from Individual Mines
tonnes U3O8
2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17
Ranger

5273

5678

4262

2677

3284

4313

1113

2044

2208

2315

Olympic Dam 4115

3974

2258

4012

3853

4064

3988

3144

4363

3661

Beverley

626

630

347

413

453

188

0

0

0

186

922

1615

707

Four Mile
Honeymoon
total

10095

10278

7150

0

151

124

37

0

0

7036

7701

8954

5512

6110

8186

0

Calendar year 2011 U3O8 production: 2641 t from Ranger, 3954 t from Olympic Dam, 416 t from Beverley, 45 t from Honeymoon,
total 7056 tonnes (5983 tU)
Calendar year 2012 U3O8 production: 3710 t from Ranger, 3992.5 t from Olympic Dam, 386.7 t from Beverley, 154.6 t from
Honeymoon, total 8244 tonnes (6990.6 tU)
Calendar year 2013 U3O8 production: 2960 t from Ranger, 4008.7 t from Olympic Dam, 407.4 t from Beverley, 112 t from
Honeymoon, total 7488 tonnes (6349.6 tU)
Calendar year 2014 U3O8 production: 1165 t from Ranger, 3952 t from Olympic Dam, 24.7 t from Beverley, 755 t from Four Mile,
total 5897 tonnes (5000 tU)
Calendar year 2015 U3O8 production: 2005 t from Ranger, 3728 t from Olympic Dam (corrected mid-2016), 935 t from Four Mile,
total 6668 tonnes (5654 tU)
Calendar year 2016 U3O8 production: 2351 t from Ranger, 3813 t from Olympic Dam, 100 t from Beverley, 1183 t from Four Mile,
total 7447 tonnes (6315 tU)

Operating Mines
The Ranger mine and associated town of Jabiru is about 230 kilometres east of Darwin, in the Northern Territory, surrounded by
the Kakadu National Park, a major tourist attraction. The mine opened in 1981 at a production rate of approximately 3300
tonnes per year of uranium oxide and has since been expanded to 5500 t/yr capacity. Mining of the second pit was 1997 to
2012, and this is now being back lled. Treatment is conventional acid leach. Any future development will be underground, and
application was made for approval of this in January 2013. Substantial development was undertaken to mine the Ranger Deeps,
and in June 2015 ERA announced that it will defer proceeding further with development of the underground mine to access
27,650 tonnes of uranium, after spending A$ 177 million on the project. This is due both to slow recovery in the uranium market
and the requirement to cease operations under the present Ranger Authority, which expires in 2021. Negotiations are exploring
the potential to extend the deadline. Ranger is owned by Energy Resources of Australia Ltd (ERA), a 68.39% subsidiary of Rio
Tinto.
During 1988 the Olympic Dam project, then a joint venture of Western Mining Corporation and BP Minerals, commenced
operations about 560 km north of Adelaide, in an arid part of South Australia. The massive deposit is underground, some 350
metres below the surface, and is the largest known uranium orebody in the world. The large underground mine produces copper,
with gold and uranium as major by-products. Annual production capacity for uranium oxide has been expanded from 1800 to
4600 tonnes U3O8. It is now owned by BHP Billiton, following its 2005 takeover of WMC Resources. There were plans to greatly
increase the mine's size and output, by accessing the orebody with a huge open pit, about 4.1 x 3.5 km and 1000m deep,but
since 2015 only underground development is planned. (Further details below.)
About 80% of the uranium is recovered in conventional acid leach of the otation tailings from copper recovery. Most of the
remaining 20% is from acid leach of the copper concentrate, but that concentrate then still contains up to 0.15% uranium. Hence
the copper must be smelted at site, since selling it to overseas smelters would create both processing and safeguards
complications for the smelter operator. This could change as part of a major envisaged expansion.
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Both Ranger and the now-closed and rehabilitated Nabarlek mines are on aboriginal land in the Alligator Rivers region3of
Northern Territory. Aboriginal people receive royalties of 4.25% on sales of uranium from Northern Territory mines. The total
received simply from Ranger is now over $207 million, and $14 million came from Nabarlek.

The Olympic Dam mine is on formerly pastoral land in the middle of South Australia. A town to accommodate 3500 people was
built at Roxby Downs to service the mine. The 18,000 ha mine lease is managed as a nature reserve.
The small Beverley mine in South Australia started operation late in 2000, 520 kilometres north of Adelaide, on the plains northwest of Lake Frome. It was Australia's rst in situ leach (ISL) mine, accessing a palaeochannel deposit in sand in a saline
aquifer. It was licensed to produce 1180 t/yr U3O8 (1000 tU), and reached this level in 2004, though production has declined
since. It is owned and operated by Heathgate Resources Pty Ltd, an associate of General Atomics in the USA. In December 2010
the company received government approval to mine the Beverley North deposits, and now almost all production through the
Beverley plant comes from this north orebody which is contiguous with the Four Mile deposits. Mining of Beverley ceased at the
end of 2013, and of Beverley North early in 2014, though 100 tonnes was reported for the second half of 2016.
The Four Mile leases are contiguous with Beverley, and mining the east orebody by ISL commenced in April 2014. Resources are
split between the west and the east orebodies, and the northeast orebody is also prospective. Uranium recovery is through
Heathgate’s Pannikin satellite ion exchange plant then trucking the loaded resin to the main Beverley plant for stripping (elution)
and precipitation, as is done at two US mines. Alliance Resources Ltd is a 25% free-carried joint venture partner after
Heathgate’s Quasar subsidiary farmed in to the project. Production is at about 1000 t U3O8 per year.
The Honeymoon ISL mine in South Australia commenced operation in 2011. The owners received government approval to
proceed with ISL mine development in November 2001 but reassessed its ore reserves and Uranium One, based in Toronto,
nally moved to development in 2007. In 2008 Mitsui agreed to join the project as 49% joint venture partner, and a construction
contract was then let. Operations were ramping up to 400 t/yr. In 2012 production was expected to be 275 tonnes U3O8, at
$47/lb - three times the average cost of production in Kazakhstan. In fact it produced less. Mitsui largely funded the
development and commissioning, but then withdrew from the project in 2012. In November 2013 Uranium One, by then owned
by Russia’s ARMZ, closed the mine and put it on care and maintenance until uranium prices improved. In September 2015 Boss
Resources Ltd based in Perth agreed to buy Uranium One Australia which owned the mine.
For more detail of mines see appendix: Australia's Uranium Mines.
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Uranium resources
On the basis of December 2012 data Australia has 29% of the world's uranium resources (under US$ 130/kg) – 1.7 million
tonnes of uranium. Almost half of Australia's 1.174 million tonnes of reasonably assured resources of uranium in this price
category were actually in the under $80/kg U category when this was last reported. The vast majority of Australia's uranium
resources (to $130/kgU) are within ve deposits: Olympic Dam (the world's largest known uranium deposit), Ranger, Jabiluka,
Kintyre and Yeelirrie.
The world’s Reasonably Assured plus Inferred Resources in the $130/kg category are tabulated in the Supply of
Uranium information paper.
A review of Australia’s uranium is provided in Australia’s Uranium: Resources, Geology and Development of Deposits from
Geoscience Australia.
Uranium resources at mines and major deposits
tonnes U3O8
Mine or deposit Type

Reserves

Measured &
Inferred Resources
Indicated Resources

Ranger

hard rock, most underground

8,081

44,883

11,087

Olympic Dam

hard rock, underground

305,150

1,555,100

1,012,800

Beverley

palaeochannel, ISL

?

?

Four Mile

palaeochannel, ISL

14,520

39,926

Honeymoon

palaeochannel, ISL

4,920

7,620

Jabiluka

hard tock, underground

82,945

54,162

Kintyre

hard rock

25,274

2,400

Yeelirrie

calcrete

57,760

0

Wiluna

calcrete

27,400

9,600

Mulga Rock

palaeochannel and lignite

20,650

20,000

Samphire

palaeochannel and basement granite

0

21,000

Valhalla

hard rock

24,765

5,860

Resources are additional to reserves.

Prospective mines and expansion
The Jabiluka uranium deposit in the Northern Territory was discovered in 1971-73, 20 kilometres north of Ranger. It is
surrounded by the Kakadu National Park, but the mine lease area is excluded from the National Park and adjoins the Ranger
lease. It has resources of over 130 000 tonnes of uranium oxide, and is one of the world's larger high-grade uranium deposits. A
mining lease was granted in 1982 but development was stalled due to disagreements with the Aboriginal traditional owners.
Then with the Australian Labor Party coming to power in the 1983 federal election, Commonwealth approval was withdrawn and
development ceased. In 1991 Energy Resources of Australia (ERA), the operator of the adjacent Ranger mine, bought the
Jabiluka lease from Pancontinental for A $125 million.
Following the 1996 change of government and further approvals, development of the underground mine proceeded with an 1150
metre access decline and a further 700 metres of excavation around the orebody. However, mining was deferred until
agreement could be reached regarding treatment of Jabiluka ore at the Ranger mill. ERA (whose parent company is Rio Tinto)
will not proceed with the mine until there is agreement from the local Mirrar Aboriginal people.
For Olympic Dam BHP Billiton undertook a major feasibility study on greatly expanding the mine, and in 2009 it released the
4600-page environmental impact statement for the project. This was approved by state and federal governments in October
2011. The plan was to develop a large open pit with associated infrastructure over 11 years and lift uranium production to
19,000 tonnes U3O8 per year. The open pit would mean that up to 98% of the ore is mined rather than much less of it. Most of
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the uranium would be separated at the mine, but up to 2000 t/yr would be exported in copper concentrates, requiring 5a of
smelter
for these in China or Japan which is subject to international nuclear safeguards. New infrastructure would include a 280 ML/day
desalination plant on Spencer Gulf, supplying 200 ML/day to the operation, and 650 MWe increase in power supply. The present
underground mining would continue in the narrow northern part of the orebody. However, in August 2012 the company said that
it would investigate a new and less-costly design for its planned open-pit expansion, which meant it could not approve the
project in time to meet a government deadline in December. In November 2012 the state government granted a four-year
extension, conditional on the company spending $650 million on pre-project research on heap leaching and on community work.

In November 2014, in a general announcement about productivity, BHP Billiton agged a 27% increase in copper production at
Olympic Dam from 2018, and a doubling from that level subsequently by “a low-risk underground expansion with signi cantly
lower capital intensity than the previous open cut design. This has the potential to deliver over 450,000 tonnes of copper
production a year at rst quartile C1 costs by the middle of next decade”. The uranium implications were not mentioned, but
assuming the same ore as today, it would mean about 5000 t U3O8 (4200 tU) per year from 2018 and some 9400 t U3O8 (8000
tU) per year in mid-2020s. In July 2016 the company con rmed that it would now focus on underground development only and
not pursue the earlier open pit plan. Its increased copper production would involve a corresponding increase in uranium
production.
Cameco and Mitsubishi (70:30%) bought the Kintyre deposit in WA in 2008 from Rio Tinto for uS$ 495 million. Cameco initially
envisaged starting mine construction in 2013 and operation in 2015, to produce 2700 to 3600 t U3O8 per year for 15 years. In
mid-2012 Cameco put the project on hold pending rmer uranium prices or lower development costs. State and federal
environmental approvals were given in 2015.
BHP Billiton applied to bring its Yeelirrie, WA, deposit into production and projected 2000 t/yr U3O8 production from 2014,
though in February 2010 approval was sought for production at 3500 t/yr. However, in 2011 the project was wound down due to
high treatment costs and in 2012 it was sold to Cameco for US$ 340 million. In November 2014 Cameco requested the WA EPA
to cancel the earlier environmental application, and submit a new one involving production at 7500 t U3O8 per year, and to
assess the application under new 2012 EPA procedures. In January 2017 the state government approved development.
Toro Energy is well advanced with plans to produce 900 t/yr U3O8 from its Wiluna project, comprising the shallow Lake Way and
Centipede-Millipede deposits and the nearby Lake Maitland deposit in WA, from 2016. In January 2017 the state government
approved development, but the company awaits higher uranium prices.
Vimy Resources is developing the Mulga Rock deposits in WA to produce 1300 t/yr U3O8, with progressive open pits to 32
metres depth. In December 2016 the state government approved development and federal government approval followed in
March 2017.
The largest prospective Queensland mine is Paladin's Valhalla, 40 km north of Mount Isa. This is a major deposit but was stalled
to 2012 by state government policies.
There has been increasing foreign equity in Australian uranium deposits. As well as the Honeymoon, Kintyre and Yeelirrie
projects above, in February 2009 Mega Uranium sold 35% of the Lake Maitland project to the Itochu Corporation (10% of
Japanese share) and Japan Australia Uranium Resources Development Co. Ltd. (JAURD), acting on behalf of Kansai Electric
Power Company (50%), Kyushu Electric Power Company (25%) and Shikoku Electric Power Company (15%) for US$ 49 million.
In 2006 Sinosteel bought 60% of Pepinini's Curnamona project for A$ 31 million, and in 2009 China Guangdong NPC bought 70%
of Energy Metals' Bigrlyi project for A$ 83.6 million. Both are early-stage exploration ventures.
For more detail of mine prospects see paper on Australia's Uranium Deposits and Prospective Mines.
Despite restrictive state government policies and perhaps in anticipation of their disappearance, uranium exploration gathered
pace during 2006, with more than 200 companies professing an interest, compared with 34 the previous year, and A$ 80 million
being spent. Expenditure then more than doubled, to A$ 182 million in 2007, A$ 227 million in 2008, A$ 180 million in 2009 and
A$ 190 million in 2011. It then declined abruptly to A$ 98 million in 2012.
Uranium exploration has been illegal in Victoria and New South Wales, and remains so in Victoria. Uranium mining is being
reinstated in Queensland after a few years' break.

Economic bene ts of mining uranium
About 1200 people are employed in uranium mining, at least 500 in uranium exploration, and 60 jobs are in regulation of uranium
mining.
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Uranium mines generate about A$ 21 million in royalties each year (in 2005: Ranger $13.1 million, Beverley $1.0 million
and
Olympic Dam $6.9 million attributable to uranium). Corporate taxes amount to over $42 million per year.

Uranium exports from Australia
Australian production is all exported, and over the six years has averaged over 8600 t/yr U3O8, and in 2012 provided 12% of
world uranium supply from mines. Uranium comprises about 35% of the country's energy exports (4150 PJ av) in thermal terms.
Australia's uranium is sold strictly for electrical power generation only, and safeguards are in place to ensure this. Australia is a
party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as a non-nuclear weapons state. Its safeguards agreement under the NPT
came into force in 1974 and it was the rst country in the world to bring into force the Additional Protocol in relation to this – in
1997. In addition to these international arrangements Australia requires customer countries to have entered a bilateral
safeguards treaty which is more rigorous than NPT arrangements.
The value of Australia's uranium oxide concentrate exports is considerable, and in 2009 they reached a value of over A$ 1.1
billion. However, production problems at Olympic Dam from late 2009 into 2010 set production back considerably over those
two years, then the Fukushima accident in March 2011 softened prices.
In 2014, U3O8 sales were to North America (mainly USA) 2668 t (39.0%), Europe 2354 t (34.4%) and Asia 1822 t (26.6%), total
6844 tonnes. (These gures are deliveries of Australian product to customers’ converter accounts and exclude third party
material purchased to ful ll contract obligations. There is a time lag relative to export gures tabulated above.)
The nations which currently purchase Australia's uranium are set out below, though up-to-date details on country destinations is
not available. All have a large commitment to nuclear power.
The USA generates around 30% of the world's nuclear power. Much of its uranium comes from Canada, but Australia is a major
source – 4409 t U3O8 in 2016, more than half of total Australian exports. Europe depends heavily on nuclear power and EU
countries are also major customers. In 2015, 1910 tU or 12% of EU uranium was from Australia. In 2016 Australia provided 13%
of EU supply. Japan, South Korea and now China and India are important customers due to their increasing dependence on
nuclear energy.
Customer countries' contracted imports of Australian uranium oxide concentrate – U3O8 – may be summarised as follows,
though detailed information has not been readily available in recent years (see also the reactor table):
USA: up to 5000 tonnes per year.
EU: up to 3500 tonnes per year, including Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Spain, Sweden, UK.
Japan: formerly up to 2500 tonnes per year.
South Korea: up to 1500 tonnes per year.
China: about 500 tonnes per year.
Taiwan: up to 500 tonnes per year.
India: up to 300 tonnes per year likely from 2018.
Australia is a preferred uranium supplier to world, especially East Asian, markets where demand is growing most rapidly. In 2006
a bilateral safeguards agreement was concluded with China, enabling exports there, and in 2007 a similar agreement was
signed with Russia, which came into force in 2010. An agreement with the United Arab Emirates (UAE) came into force in 2014,
and another with India came into force in November 2015, at which time administrative arrangements for each were also
nalised and they became operational. In 2016 a bilateral agreement was signed with Ukraine. This made the total 25 treaties
covering 43 countries plus Taiwan. Australia could readily increase its share of the world market because of its low cost
resources and its political and economic stability.
As well as uranium sold to overseas customers (mainly utilities) by the four mining companies, Energy Metals Ltd, an
exploration company with majority Chinese ownership, has an export permit. In December 2011 it announced the sale of 68
tonnes of U3O8 to its parent company, China General Nuclear Power, for shipment in 2012. (CGN’s wholly-owned subsidiary,
China Uranium Development Co., is Energy Metals’ largest shareholder with a 60.6% stake. The company sources uranium from
Australian producers.)
Environmental aspects of uranium exports are notable: Shipping 7000 tonnes of U3O8 as in 2010 is the energy equivalent of
shipping 140 million tonnes of thermal coal. Australia's present thermal coal exports are over 100 million tonnes, requiring
between 3,000 and 4,000 voyages of bulk carriers through environmentally sensitive regions such as the Great Barrier Reef.
Export coal also has an environmental impact through the provision of harbours and railways.

Nuclear power prospects in Australia
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Australia has a signi cant infrastructure to support any future nuclear power program. As well as the Australian Nuclear Science
& Technology Organisation (ANSTO), which owns and runs the modern 20 MWt Opal research reactor, there is a world-ranking
safeguards set-up – the Australian Safeguards & Non-proliferation O ce (ASNO), the Australian Radiation Protection and
Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA) and a well-developed uranium mining industry.
However, in contrast to most G20 countries, the only real driver for nuclear power in Australia is reduction of CO2 emissions, or
costs arising from that. Apart from that, Australia's huge coal resources and signi cant natural gas underwrite energy security
and provide low-cost power. (Many other countries have cost of electricity and energy security as major factors.)
There are several legal hurdles impeding consideration of nuclear power for Australia. NSW has a Uranium Mining and Nuclear
Facilities (Prohibition) Act 1986, and Victoria has a Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Act 1983. Federally, the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Act 1988 will need to
be amended to remove prohibitions against effective regulation of nuclear power.*
* The ARPANS Act 1998 has section 10 Prohibition on certain nuclear installations, and the EPBC Act 1999 much the same in section 140A. ARPANS
Act section 10:

1. Nothing in this Act is to be taken to authorise the construction or operation of any of the following nuclear installations:
(a) a nuclear fuel fabrication plant;
2. The CEO must not issue a licence under section 32 in respect of any of the facilities mentioned in
(b) a nuclear power plant;

subsection (1).

(c) an enrichment plant;
(d) a reprocessing facility.

Fuller details and context are on the Decarbonise SA website.

UMPNER report 2006 and follow-on
In December 2006 the report of the Prime Minster's expert taskforce considering nuclear power was released. It concluded that
“the Review sees nuclear power as a practical option for part of Australia’s electricity production” and said nuclear power would
be 20-50% more expensive than coal- red power and (with renewables) it would only be competitive if "low to moderate" costs
are imposed on carbon emissions (A$ 15-40 – US$ 12-30 – per tonne CO2). "Nuclear power is the least-cost low-emission
technology that can provide base-load power" and has low life cycle impacts environmentally.
The then Prime Minister said that in the context of meeting increased energy needs while reducing greenhouse gas emissions
"if we are to have a sensible response we have to include nuclear power". "The report provides a thorough examination of all
aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle and the possible role of nuclear power in generating electricity in Australia in the longer term. It
provides a clear and comprehensive analysis of the facts surrounding the nuclear industry and debunks a number of myths. I
am certain that the report will make a signi cant contribution to informing public debate on these issues."
The report said that the rst nuclear plants could be running in 15 years, and looking beyond that, 25 reactors at coastal sites
might be supplying one-third of Australia's (doubled) electricity demand by 2050. Certainly "the challenge to contain and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions would be considerably eased by investment in nuclear plants." "Emission reductions from nuclear
power could reach 8 to 18% of national emissions in 2050".
In April 2007 the Prime Minister announced that the government would proceed to open the way for nuclear power in Australia
by setting up a nuclear regulatory regime and removing any regulatory obstacles which might unreasonably stand in the way of
building nuclear power plants. Australia would also apply to join the Generation IV International Forum, which is developing
advanced reactor designs for deployment about 2025. The government would also take steps to remove impediments to
uranium mining. "Policies or political platforms that seek to constrain the development of a safe and reliable Australian uranium
industry – and which rule out the possibility of climate-friendly nuclear energy – are not really serious about addressing climate
change in a practical way that does not strangle the Australian economy."
In June 2007 the emissions trading taskforce report proposed that Australia should move steadily to implement an emissions
trading scheme by 2012. While Australia cannot afford to wait upon a global regime, its own should be devised so as to avoid
the shortcomings of present schemes and also articulate internationally. Both emission reduction targets and carbon price
would be low initially and ramp up. The need for a trading scheme "more comprehensive, more rigorously grounded in
economics and with better governance than anything in Europe" was noted. It would be designed to appeal to developing
nations. The cost increment on coal- red power generation brought about by a carbon emission cost would be likely to make
nuclear power competitive in Australia.
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With a change of government late in 2007 the move towards nuclear power was halted and the implementation of an emissions
trading scheme became bogged down in political rhetoric.

National Generators Forum 2006
Any proposal for building nuclear power plants would need to be brought forward by generating companies. The National
Generators Forum published a report in 2006 on Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Power Generation which concluded
that "Stabilising emissions at present levels and meeting base-load requirements could be achieved with nuclear power at
comparatively modest cost." While projected cost increases to 2050 could be more than 120%, using nuclear power would halve
the increase. "At $20 per tonne of CO2 price, nuclear starts to become more cost-effective than current fossil fuel technologies."
Cooling will be a major issue in respect to future base-load generating capacity in Australia. At present about 80% of electricity
is produced from coal- red plants, mostly cooled by evaporating water in cooling towers. An estimated 400 GL/yr of fresh water
is thus evaporated and lost - about the same as Melbourne's water use. In the light of widespread shortage of fresh water,
cooling of nuclear plants would need to be by seawater, hence coastal sites would be required* and to the extent that nuclear
plants actually replaced coal- red plants, a very large amount of fresh water would be freed up for other uses. Coastal location
of nuclear plants would also give rise to the possibility of cogeneration, using waste heat or surplus heat for desalination and
production of potable water.
* A coal plant is normally sited on a coal eld (inland), so does use a lot of water for evaporative cooling towers. A nuclear plant can be anywhere, from the
point of view of fuel supply.

IFNEC & GIF participation
In September 2007 Australia was one of eleven countries joining the ve founders in the Global Nuclear Energy
Partnership (now the International Framework for Nuclear Energy Cooperation – IFNEC). Australia made it a condition that it is
not obliged to accept any foreign nuclear wastes, and it reserved the right to enrich uranium in the future. In the lead up to this
Australia and the USA nalized a joint action plan for civil nuclear energy cooperation including R&D and regulatory issues.
In April 2016 Australia became the 14th member of the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) which is working on advanced
nuclear technologies, focused on six power reactor designs expected to be commercially viable from about 2030. ANSTO will be
the means of contributing to GIF’s goals. GIF was set up in 2001, and the technical secretariat is with the OECD’s Nuclear Energy
Agency in Paris, alongside IFNEC and another major international program. The membership was formalised in September
2017.

ATSE action plan 2014
In July 2013 the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering (ATSE) held a two-day conference on nuclear
power for Australia. This resulted in an action plan in 2014, which included comparing the nuclear option with alternative energy
scenarios in the 2030-2050 timeframe, reviewing current policies which preclude consideration of nuclear power, commence
open and active community engagement, building on overseas R&D program linkages.

SA royal commission 2015-16
In February 2015 the Labor state government of South Australia set up a royal commission into the potential for nuclear power
in that state, which already produces two-thirds of Australia’s uranium. The terms of reference included fuel cycle and high-level
waste disposal as well as power generation. The inquiry was supported by the state Liberal (conservative) opposition and the
federal Liberal coalition government, but not by the federal Labor party (though it supports uranium mining). Though the royal
commission’s ndings were positive in many respects, several would require federal laws to be changed.
Insofar as the royal commission will direct future power investment in SA, the question of reactor unit size arises. At present the
unit size of any generating unit there is regulated at 260 MWe, though modelling has shown 500 MWe units are possible. Small
modular reactors would therefore be indicated. But if transmission links were expanded a SA nuclear power plant with large
reactors could serve the eastern states.
In May 2016 the Royal Commission into the Nuclear Fuel Cycle reported. It found that it would not be commercially viable to
develop a nuclear power plant in the state under current market rules, but noted that as "a low-carbon energy source comparable
with other renewable technologies", nuclear may be required in the future. It therefore recommended that the South Australian
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contribute to a low-carbon electricity system, if required." It also called for the removal at the federal level of prohibitions on the
licensing of fuel cycle facilities, although it noted that in a currently oversupplied market the provision of such services would
not be commercially viable in the next decade.

In November the South Australian government said it would support nine of the 12 recommendations of its royal commission.
Five accepted recommendations relate to uranium mining and exploration, and include the expansion of uranium mining. The
government also supported the commission’s recommendations to collaborate at the national level “on the development of a
comprehensive national energy policy that enables all technologies, including nuclear, to contribute to a reliable low-carbon
electricity network at the lowest possible system cost,” and to monitor the development of new nuclear reactor designs. It also
supported a recommendation to promote and increase the use of nuclear medicine at the South Australian Health and Medical
Research Institute. It did not support the commission's recommendation that it should pursue the removal of existing
prohibitions on nuclear power generation in the state, "recognising that in the short-to-medium term, nuclear power is not a costeffective source of low-carbon electricity for South Australia." Nor did it support removal of restrictions on nuclear fuel cycle
activities.
The major recommendation was to set up an international high-level waste storage facility and repository in the state, but the
government will not "pursue policy or legislative change" relating to this but would "continue to encourage" discussion on the
issue and "remain open to pursuing this opportunity for South Australia" eventually. This would be by restoration of
bipartisanship and broad social consent secured through a state-wide referendum as "the only path forward."

Earlier background to considering nuclear power
See also Appendix on Australian Research Reactors.
In 1953 the Australian Parliament passed the Atomic Energy Act, which established the Australian Atomic Energy Commission
(AAEC). AAEC's functions included advising the Government on nuclear energy matters, and the Commission quickly decided
that effective and informed advice could only be provided if there was underlying expertise directly available to it. Hence in 1955
it established a research establishment at Lucas Heights, near Sydney and began assembling a world class team of scientists
and engineers. It also began construction of a materials testing reactor, HIFAR, which rst achieved criticality and started up on
Australia Day, in January 1958.
The AAEC's research program was initially very ambitious and included studies of two different power reactor systems, on the
base of substantial multi-disciplinary research in the elds of physics, chemistry, materials science and engineering. Later,
recognising Australia's potential as a source of uranium, AAEC also undertook an experimental research program in the
enrichment of uranium.
The AAEC also initially convinced the Government that there would be bene ts from the construction of a "lead" nuclear power
station on Commonwealth land at Jervis Bay, south of Sydney. After competitive bids were obtained, a reshu e of leadership in
the Government led to a loss of interest in the proposal and the project was eventually abandoned in 1972.
In the late 1950s nuclear power was considered for the large new power station at Port Augusta in SA, which was eventually
commissioned in 1963 to burn very low-grade coal from Leigh Creek. In the late 1960s Victoria's State Electricity Commission
undertook preliminary studies on building a large nuclear plant on French Island in Westernport. In 1969 the South Australian
government proposed a nuclear power plant in SA to supply the eastern states' grid. Then in 1976 the SA government in its
submission to the Ranger Uranium Inquiry said nuclear power appeared inevitable for SA, perhaps by 2000.
In 1981, the government's National Energy Advisory Committee presented a report on the administrative and legal issues
associated with any domestic nuclear power program. It recommended that "the commonwealth, state and Northern Territory
governments should develop with minimum delay a legal framework using complementary legislation as appropriate for
licensing and regulating health, safety and environmental and third party liability aspects."
In Australia the possibility of nuclear power is hindered in Victoria and NSW, by legislation enacted by previous governments. In
Victoria the Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Act 1983 prohibits the construction or operation of any nuclear reactor, and
consequential amendments to other Acts reinforce this. In NSW the Uranium Mining and Nuclear Facilities (Prohibitions) Act
1986 is similar. In 2007 the Queensland government enacted the Nuclear Facilities Prohibition Act 2006, which is similar (but
allows uranium mining).

Electricity options
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Coal provides the majority of Australia's electricity, and the full picture is given in the paper Australia's Electricity, as an
to this. This also accounts for most of the 200 Mt/yr carbon dioxide emissions from electricity and heat production and uses up
about 400 GL/yr of fresh water for evaporative cooling. Preliminary IEA gures show 2016 generation of 258 TWh, 63% from
coal and 20% from gas.

Australia is fortunate in having large easily-mined deposits of coal close to the major urban centres in the eastern mainland
states. It has been possible to site the major power stations close to those coal deposits and thus eliminate much of the cost
and inconvenience of moving large tonnages of a bulky material. Energy losses in electricity transmission are relatively low.
Western and South Australia have relatively less coal but plenty of gas and also lower demand for electricity. More than half of
their electricity is derived from burning gas. Development of Tasmania's large hydro-electric resources has put off the day when
it needs any large thermal power stations, but hydro potential is now almost fully utilised.
In the next 15 years or so Australia is likely to need to replace the oldest quarter of its thermal generating capacity, simply due to
old age. This is at least 8000 MWe, practically all coal- red. If it were replaced by gas- red plant, there would be a reduction of
about 25-30 million tonnes of CO2 emissions per year. If it were replaced by say six nuclear reactors there would be a reduction
of about 50 million tonnes of CO2 emissions per year. Every 22 tonnes of uranium (26 t U3O8) used saves the emission of one
million tonnes of CO2 relative to coal.
In other parts of the world as well as Western and South Australia, there was a conspicuous " ight to gas" in the late 1990s
while gas prices were low. Generating plant to utilise gas is relatively cheap and quickly built, and at the point of use, gas- red
electricity does cause only half the greenhouse emission of coal. It is clearly an option to utilise more gas for electricity in
Australia if low gas prices can be maintained many years ahead.
Moving to gas would be seen by some as a great step forward for the environment. Others would see it as a tragic waste of a
valuable and versatile energy resource. Gas can be reticulated to homes and factories to be burned there at much greater
e ciency overall.
In January 2007 the Energy Supply Association of Australia (ESAA) completed a study on electricity supply options relative to
CO2 emission constraints in meeting projected load in 2030. For a 67% increase in electricity load, greenhouse gas emission
targets of 140%, 100% and 70% of 2000 levels were modeled, with three supply options: all credible technologies; without
nuclear; and without both nuclear and fossil fuel (with carbon capture and storage). Constraining CO2 emissions would require
nuclear contributing 20% of the power, with overall about 30% increase in costs, hence a need for costing carbon to cover this.
ESAA concluded that "the widest possible range of generation technologies will be needed."

Radioactive wastes - domestic
While Australia has no nuclear power producing electricity, it does have well-developed usage of radioisotopes in medicine,
research and industry. Many of these isotopes are produced in the research reactor at Lucas Heights, near Sydney, then used at
hospitals, industrial sites and laboratories around the country.
Each year Australia produces about 45 cubic metres of radioactive wastes arising from these uses and from the manufacture of
the isotopes – about 40 m3 low-level wastes (LLW) and 5 m3 intermediate-level wastes (ILW). These wastes are now stored at
over a hundred sites around Australia. This is not considered a suitable long-term strategy.
Since the late 1970s there has been an evolving process of site selection for a national radioactive waste repository for LLW and
short-lived ILW. There has also been consideration of the need to locate a secure storage facility for long-lived intermediate-level
wastes including those returned to Australia following the reprocessing of used fuel from Lucas Heights. Eventually, disposal
options for this will need to be considered also.
Low-level wastes and short-lived intermediate-level wastes will be disposed of in a shallow, engineered repository designed to
ensure that radioactive material is contained and allowed to decay safely to background levels. Dry conditions will allow a
simpler structure than some overseas repositories. The material will be buried in drums or contained in concrete. The repository
will have a secure multi-layer cover at least 5 metres thick, so that it does not add to local background radiation levels at the
site.
There is a total of about 3700 cubic metres of low-level waste awaiting proper disposal, though annual arisings are small (the 40
cubic metres would be three truckloads). Over half of the present material is lightly-contaminated soil from CSIRO mineral
processing research decades ago (and could conceivably be reclassi ed, since it is no more radioactive than many natural rocks
and sands).
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Long-lived intermediate-level (category S) wastes will be stored above ground in an engineered facility designed to hold
secure for an extended period and to shield their radiation until a geological repository is eventually justi ed and established, or
alternative arrangements made.

There is about 500 cubic metres of category S waste at various locations awaiting disposal, and future annual arisings will be
about 5 cubic metres from all sources including states & territories, Commonwealth agencies and from radiopharmaceutical
production, plus the returned material from reprocessing spent ANSTO research reactor fuel in Europe. This will be conditioned
by vitri cation or embedding in cement, and some 26 cubic metres of it is expected by about 2020.
In March 2012 parliament passed the National Radioactive Waste Management Bill 2010 which provides for a national
repository for low-level wastes and store for intermediate-level wastes, on land which has been volunteered by its owners,
probably at Muckaty Station in the Northern Territory. In April 2016 the government selected one site in South Australia from a
shortlist of six, for further consultation.
See further: Radioactive Waste Repository & Store for Australia, as Appendix to this paper.

International waste repository proposal
In May 2016 the South Australian Royal Commission into the Nuclear Fuel Cycle reported. A major recommendation was that a
facility for the interim storage and subsequent disposal of international used nuclear fuel and intermediate-level waste should
be established. It found that the state "has the necessary attributes and capabilities to develop a world-class waste disposal
facility, and to do so safely." Interim above-ground storage for used fuel inside heavily engineered, purpose-built dry casks would
be followed by deep geological disposal, the repository design based on that under construction at Olkiluoto in Finland at 400450 metre depth. In the analysis, the geological disposal facility for used fuel is notionally co-located with an intermediate-level
waste facility, where those packages are placed in medium-depth vaults of 50-250 metres. The report said that integrated
facilities with capacity to store and dispose of used fuel would be viable.
Based on a "cautious and conservative approach", from assessments of used fuel inventories and potential global interest the
commission determined that such a facility could generate more than A$ 100 billion in income in excess of expenditure
(including a reserve fund of A$ 32 billion for facility closure and ongoing monitoring) over the 120-year life of the project. The
quantities assumed are about one-eighth of the used fuel (138,000 t) and intermediate-level wastes, commencing in year 11
with 3000 t/yr used fuel to interim storage.
The World Nuclear Association said that the report had "fundamentally changed the nature of the global nuclear waste
discourse", and a multinational waste facility based in South Australia would provide a welcome option for countries operating
nuclear facilities today. It would be a “viable alternative" to national projects. Such a large multinational waste storage facility
would be a world rst and should offer advantages in terms of siting and economics when compared to smaller national
approaches.
A fuller account of the proposal is in the information paper on International Waste Disposal Concepts.

Research & development, isotope production
The High Flux Australian Reactor (HIFAR) operated at Lucas Heights near Sydney from 1958 to 2007, and was for many years
the only operating nuclear reactor in Australia. It was used for materials research, to produce radioactive materials for medicine
and industry and to irradiate silicon for the high performance computer industry. It was a 10 MW unit which had the highest level
of availability of any research reactor in the world. It was at the heart of almost all the research activities of the Australian
Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) and supported those of several other organisations on the same site.
In 2006 HIFAR was replaced by a new research reactor, known as OPAL (Open Pool Australian Light-water reactor), a modern 20
MW neutron source. It achieves over 300 operational days per year, in the top league of the world's 240 research reactors. OPAL
uses low-enriched fuel and for Mo-99 production it irradiates low-enriched targets which are then processed to recover the Mo99.
In December 2016 the draft National Infrastructure Research Roadmap was released, setting out priorities for the decade ahead.
Research infrastructure such as the OPAL reactor and the Australian Synchrotron in Melbourne are recognised in the document
as "a category of research infrastructure that is of such scale that the national interest is best served by landmark facilities,"
which rely on government investment.
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In September 2012 ANSTO announced a A$ 168 million expansion of its Sydney facilities, principally for molybdenum-99
production, the source of technetium-99 which is widely used in nuclear medicine for diagnosis. Current world demand is about
45 million doses (23,000 six-day TBq/yr) per year, and the new plant will be capable of meeting about one-quarter of this from
2016 at a time when the main plants in Canada and Europe are set to close. The new plant will more fully utilise the OPAL
reactor's capacity. The investment also covers building an industrial-scale plant for Synroc waste form to immobilise the
intermediate-level wastes from Mo-99 production. ANSTO hopes that the Synroc technology “will become the benchmark for
waste treatment in the production of Mo-99 radiopharmaceuticals."

See further: Australian Research Reactors, as Appendix to this paper, and Synroc Wasteform appendix to the information paper
on Treatment and Conditioning of Nuclear Wastes.
General Sources:
ABARE, DITR, ANSTO,
ERA & WMC/ BHP Billiton quarterly and Annual Reports
OECD NEA & IAEA, 2006, Uranium 2005: Resources, Production and Demand
Commonwealth of Australia 2006, Uranium Mining, Processing and Nuclear Energy – Opportunities for Australia?, Report to the
Prime Minister by the Uranium Mining, Processing and Nuclear Energy Review Taskforce, December 2006
Alder, Keith, 1996, Australia's Uranium Opportunities, P.M.Alder, Sydney.
Hardy C. 1999, Atomic Rise and Fall – the AAEC 1953-87, Glen Haven Press.
Cawte A 1992, UNSW Press.
ANSTO media release Feb 2016

Appendix

A brief history of Australian uranium mining
The existence of uranium deposits in Australia has been known since the 1890s. Some uranium ores were mined in the 1930s at
Radium Hill and Mount Painter, South Australia, to recover minute amounts of radium for medical purposes. Some uranium was
also recovered and used as a bright yellow pigment in glass and ceramics.
Following requests from the British and United States governments, systematic exploration for uranium began in 1944. In 1948
the Commonwealth Government offered tax-free rewards for the discovery of uranium orebodies. As a result, uranium was
discovered by prospectors at Rum Jungle in 1949, and in the South Alligator River region (1953) of the Northern Territory, then at
Mary Kathleen (1954) and Westmoreland (1956) in north west Queensland.
In 1952 a decision was taken to mine Rum Jungle, NT and it opened in 1954 as a Commonwealth Government
enterprise. Radium Hill, SA was reopened in 1954 as a uranium mine. Mining began at Mary Kathleen, Qld in 1958 and in
the South Alligator region, NT in 1959. Production at most mines ceased by 1964 and Rum Jungle closed in 1971, either when
ore reserves were exhausted or contracts were lled. Sales of some 7730 tonnes of uranium from these operations were to
supply material primarily intended for USA and UK weapons programs at that time. However much of it was used in civil power
production.
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The development of nuclear power stimulated a second wave of exploration activity in the late 1960s. In the Northern Territory,
Ranger was discovered in 1969, Nabarlek and Koongarra in 1970, and Jabiluka in 1971. New sales contracts (for electric power
generation) were made by Mary Kathleen Uranium Ltd., Queensland Mines Ltd. (for Nabarlek), and Ranger Uranium Mines Pty.
Ltd., in the years 1970-72.
Successive governments (both Liberal Coalition and Labor) approved these, and Mary Kathleen began recommissioning its
mine and mill in 1974. Consideration by the Commonwealth Government of additional sales contracts was deferred pending the
ndings of the Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry, and its decision in the light of these. Mary Kathleen recommenced
production of uranium oxide in 1976, after the Commonwealth Government had taken up a 42% share of the company.
The Commonwealth Government announced in 1977 that new uranium mining was to proceed, commencing with
the Ranger project in the Northern Territory. In 1979 it decided to sell its interest in Ranger, and as a result Energy Resources of
Australia Ltd was set up to own and operate the mine. The mine opened in 1981, producing 2800 t/yr of uranium, sold to utilities
in several countries. Production over three years to mid 2002 averaged 3533 t/yr of uranium.
In 1980, Queensland Mines opened Nabarlek in the same region of Northern Territory. The orebody was mined out in one dry
season and the ore stockpiled for treatment from 1980. A total of 10,858 tonnes of uranium oxide were produced and sold to
Japan, Finland and France, over 1981-88. The mine site is now rehabilitated.
At the end of 1982 Mary Kathleen in Queensland had depleted its ore and nally closed down after 4802 tonnes of uranium
oxide had been produced in its second phase of operation. This then became the site of Australia's rst major rehabilitation
project on a uranium mine site, which was completed at the end of 1985. A Rum Jungle Rehabilitation project also took place in
the 1980s.

Australian Labor Party (ALP) policy on uranium mining has varied over four decades. The 1971 Platform, on which the Whitlam
Government was elected in 1972, committed the party to working towards the establishment of a domestic uranium enrichment
and nuclear power sector. But after losing government in 1975, pressure grew in the Labor Party for a strong stance against
uranium mining and export, as a counterpoint to Liberal Coalition policies to expedite uranium mining and export. An antinuclear movement gained strength and campaigned to end Australian uranium mining.
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The 1977 ALP National Conference adopted a new policy. Community concerns with the threat of nuclear war were to
allayed
by ending uranium mining and ceasing Australia's contribution to the nuclear fuel cycle. The change committed a future Labor
government to declare a moratorium on uranium mining and treatment and to repudiating any commitments to mining,
processing or export made by a non-Labor government. The policy made a strong statement and was seen to provide moral
leadership.

By the time of the 1982 ALP National Conference, many in the Labor Party were troubled about how an incoming Labor
Government would implement the party's moratorium policy. There was concern that the repudiation of contracts would raise
issues of sovereign risk and would expose a Labor government to compensation liabilities. An amendment to the ALP Platform
in 1982 sought a compromise between the positions of those who wanted to shut the industry down and those who felt that
doing so was neither possible nor in the national interest. It committed Labor to a policy on uranium mining which was a classic
political compromise, the core of which endured as Labor policy for 25 years. The policy was designed to prevent new uranium
mines; limit Australia's uranium production with a view to the eventual phasing out of mining altogether; and provide moral
leadership in ending the nuclear industry.
However, in a concession to South Australia, it also said that a Labor government would "consider applications for the export of
uranium mined incidentally to the mining of other minerals on a case by case basis". This was the Roxby Downs amendment,
which would allow export of uranium from Olympic Dam - a major copper and uranium deposit. So the 1982 anti-uranium policy
actually authorised the development of the world's largest uranium mine!
In the 1983 federal election the ALP won o ce. The 1984 ALP National Conference then dropped the language of moratorium,
repudiation of contracts and phase-out from the Platform. For the rst time the three-mines-policy was delineated by naming
Nabarlek, Ranger and Roxby Downs (Olympic Dam) as the only projects from which exports would be permitted. Provisional
approvals for marketing from other prospective uranium mines were cancelled.
The naming of speci c mines was later deleted from the Labor Platform in the light of the fact that Nabarlek ceased production
in 1988 and under a (conservative) Coalition government Beverley started up in 2000. The ALP policy then only allowed exports
from existing mines and prevented the establishment of new ones. This endured as a "no new mines" policy through a change of
government in 1996 until 2007, when it was abandoned as ineffective and likely to be electorally negative due to changed public
opinion arising from global warming concerns. Opposition to uranium mining was then left to state ALP branches and
governments. This continued in WA and Queensland until changes of government in 2008 and 2012 respectively. (NSW and
Victoria have legislation banning uranium exploration and mining, which has not been repealed by conservative governments.) A
fourth mine, Honeymoon, started up in South Australia in 2011.

Adapted from Senator Chris Evans speech 23/3/07 to Labor Business Roundtable, Perth.

During 1988 the Olympic Dam project commenced operations. This is a large underground mine at Roxby Downs, South
Australia, producing copper, with uranium and gold as by-products. Annual production of uranium started at some 1300 tonnes,
with sales to Sweden, UK, South Korea and Japan. After a A$ 1.9 billion expansion project, production increased to over 4000
tonnes uranium per year by mid 2001. In 2005 it was taken over by BHP Billiton.
Beverley, the rst Australian in situ leach (ISL) mine started up in 2001 and closed early in 2014. Another ISL mine, Honeymoon,
came on line in 2011 and closed in 2013. Production from Four Mile started in 2014, using a satellite plant to capture the
uranium from ISL and the Beverley plant for nal product recovery. Beverley and Honeymoon may resume production with
increased uranium prices.
Both Ranger and Nabarlek mines are on aboriginal land in the Alligator Rivers region of the Northern Territory, close to the
Kakadu National Park. In fact the Ranger and two other leases are surrounded by the National Park but were deliberately
excluded from it when the park was established. Ranger is served by the township of Jabiru, constructed largely for that
purpose. Nabarlek employees were based in Darwin and commuted by air.

See also: Former Australian Uranium Mines paper.
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Nuclear Power in Ukraine
(Updated September 2017)
Ukraine is heavily dependent on nuclear energy – it has 15 reactors generating about half of its electricity.
Ukraine receives most of its nuclear services and nuclear fuel from Russia, but is reducing this dependence by buying
fuel from Westinghouse.
In 2004 Ukraine commissioned two large new reactors. The government plans to maintain nuclear share in electricity
production to 2030, which will involve substantial new build.
The government is looking to the West for both technology and investment in its nuclear plants.
A large share of primary energy supply in Ukraine comes from the country's uranium and substantial coal resources. The
remainder is oil and gas, mostly imported from Russia, but increasingly from the EU*. In 1991, due to breakdown of the Soviet
Union, the country's economy collapsed and its electricity consumption declined dramatically from 296 TWh in 1990 to 170 TWh
in 2000, all the decrease being from coal and gas plants. In December 2005 Ukraine and the EU signed an energy cooperation
agreement which links the country more strongly to western Europe in respect to both nuclear energy and electricity supply.
Today Ukraine is developing shale gas deposits and hoping to export this to western Europe by 2020 through the established
pipeline infrastructure crossing its territory from the east.
* In 2011-13, up to 92% of gas and 40% of oil came from Russia. In 2015, 63% of imported gas was from the EU, and Russia’s share of oil imports was
down to 20%.

Total electricity production in 2014 amounted to 183 TWh, with 8 TWh net exports to Europe. In 2014, 88 TWh was from nuclear,
71 TWh from coal, 13 TWh from gas, and 9 TWh from hydro. Electricity consumption was 134 TWh after transmission losses of
20 TWh due to old grid. Peak demand is about 28 GWe. Total capacity is about 52 GWe, including 22 GWe coal- red, 13.8 GWe
nuclear, 5 GWe gas and 4.8 GWe hydro. Much of the coal- red plant is old and with unconstrained emissions, and nearly half of
it is due to close down. In 2014, 48.6% of electricity was from nuclear, and in 2015, 82.4 TWh comprised 56.5%. A new 750 kV
link from Rovno to Kiev was commissioned in December 2015, and allowed Rovno and Khmelnitski plants to operate at full
power (4,840 MWe gross) for the rst time.
In mid-2012 the Ukraine energy strategy to 2030 was updated, and 5000 to 7000 MWe of new nuclear capacity was proposed by
2030, costing some $25 billion. A major increase in electricity demand to 307 TWh per year by 2020 and 420 TWh by 2030 is
envisaged, and government policy was to continue supplying half of this from nuclear power. This would have required 29.5
GWe of nuclear capacity in 2030, up from 13.8 GWe (13.1 GWe net) now. The new government formed in 2014 has con rmed
these targets, and said that Ukraine aimed to integrate with the European power grid and gas network to make the country part
of the European energy market by 2017. A further update of energy strategy in August 2017 put the nuclear share of electricity
at about 50% to 2035, with hydro 13% and other renewables 25%.
Nuclear generation is the responsibility of State Enterprise National Nuclear Energy Generating Company Energoatom (NNEGC
Energoatom), established in October 1996.
In September 2014 the new government introduced a bill to parliament that allowed the sale of 40% of Energoatom to a foreign
investor. This followed an announcement that the prime minister expected agreements for new nuclear reactor construction to
be signed by the end of the year. However, refurbishment of older plants to extend operating lifetimes and bring them into
conformity with EU standards seemed more probable, both economically and regarding timescale.
In November 2015 Energoatom signed an agreement with Areva “for safety upgrades of existing and future nuclear power
plants in Ukraine, lifetime extension and performance optimization.” It said that its “very strong modernization and
reconstruction program …. is being funded by the European Community, Euratom and the EBRD” as part of a new phase in the
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development of EU-Ukraine contractual relations, aiming at political association and economic integration. A 2012 agreement
for Rosatom to complete two Russian reactors had been revoked in September 2015.

In September 2017, Energoatom signed a contract with Westinghouse to supply monitoring instrumentation systems to the
Zaporozhe plant as part of the ongoing Complex Consolidated Safety Upgrade Program of nuclear power plants in Ukraine.

Ukraine-EU ‘energy bridge’
In March 2015 an agreement was signed by Ukraine’s Ukrenergo distribution company and Polenergia, a Polish counterpart, to
export electricity as part of the Ukraine-European Union ‘energy bridge’, and related to the Baltic Energy Market Interconnection
Plan. This will enable greater use of Ukraine’s nuclear capacity and is to generate funds to pay for increasing that capacity at
Khmelnitski by completing units 3&4. A 750 kV transmission connection from Khmelnistki 2 to Rzeszow in Poland is planned,
taking in also Ukraine’s Burshtyn coal- red plant in the far west of the country, with Khmelnistki 2 then being disconnected from
the Ukraine grid and synchronized with the EU grid, as Burshtyn already is*. Albertirsa in Hungary is also to be linked. In June
2015 the government approved the project, and in March 2017 Energoatom said that it would start to function in 2019 with 1550
MWe as the " rst step on the way to fully integrated strategic synchronisation of the Ukrainian and European energy systems." It
will be completed by 2025, with 2550 MWe.
* The 2300 MWe Burshtyn power station was disconnected from the national grid in 2002 to form the Burshtyn Energy Island, synchronized with the EU
grid – ENTSO-E – and with a 400 kV connection to Hungary, Slovakia and Romania and a HVDC link proposed. Replacement of one-third of its old
capacity with a new supercritical unit is proposed. However, Burshtyn partly relies on coal from eastern Ukraine mines now controlled by pro-Russian
rebels. In 2017, 550 MWe effective capacity was reported.

In August 2016 Energoatom signed an agreement with Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power (KHNP), one objective of which is to
cooperate in the Ukraine-EU 'energy bridge' project, as well as completing Khmelnitski 3&4.
A 750 kV transmission link from Zaporozhe to the Kherson region southwest of it is expected to be commissioned late in 2017,
enabling an extra 700 MWe output from Zaporozhe (to full capacity) and reducing dependence on coal from the Donetsk region.
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Nuclear industry development
Nuclear energy development started in 1970 with construction of the Chernobyl power plant, the rst unit being commissioned
in 1977. Unit 4 came online in 1983 and was destroyed in 1986.
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Though the Ukrainian nuclear industry was closely involved with Russia for many years, it remained relatively stable during
changes that occurred when the country became independent of the former Soviet Union. In fact, during that period and since,
there have been continuing improvements in the operational safety and output levels of Ukraine's nuclear reactors.

Ukraine's 15 nuclear power units at four nuclear power plants are operated by NNEGC Energoatom, the country's nuclear power
utility. Following the addition of two new VVER-1000 reactors in 2005, capacity increased to 13,107 which was 26.3% of the
country’s total installed capacity. Energoatom expects nuclear to retain its contribution of 50-52% of Ukraine's electricity in 2020.
All are Russian VVER types, two being upgraded 440 MWe V-312 models and the rest the larger 1000 MWe units – two early
models and the rest V-320s.
Power reactors have operated in Ukraine since 1977, and over 300 reactor years of operating experience have been
accumulated. Load factors have increased steadily and reached 81.4% in 2004. A decrease of the country's load factor after
2005 is related to restrictions imposed by the national electricity grid. Early in 2010 it was at 73%. "Operational disturbances" at
nuclear plants dropped from 71 in 1999 to 21 in 2009.
At the end of 1995 Zaporozhe unit 6 was connected to the grid making Zaporozhe the largest nuclear power station in Europe,
with a net capacity of 5718 MWe. (The second largest station operating is Gravelines, near Dunkerque in France, with a net
capacity of 5460 MWe.)
In August and October 2004 Khmelnitski 2 and Rovno 4 respectively were connected to the grid, bringing their long and
interrupted construction to an end and adding 1900 MWe to replace that lost by closure of Chernobyl 1&3 in 1996 and 2000
respectively. They were completed by Energoatom using a consortium of Framatome ANP and Atomstroyexport. See fuller
account of K2-R4 in Appendix below.
In 1990 construction of three reactors (units 2-4) at Khmelnitski had been halted, though the site infrastructure for all four units
was largely complete. Unit 3 was (and is) 75% complete, unit 4: 28% complete. These have been maintained to some extent
since. See section on Building further nuclear power capacity below.
Other, single VVER-1000 reactors were under construction at Chyhyryn, Odessa, Kharkiv and in Crimea at Shcholkine, but work
on all ceased in 1989-90.
In June 2014 the energy ministry said that a new concept for the development of nuclear power would include the technical and
nancial aspects of the construction of new power units, as well as advancing plans for a fuel fabrication plant and a waste
repository. In July the cabinet reviewed the situation, a rmed the priority of nuclear power, and said that a western-design
reactor might be built at South Ukraine, which had access from the sea for large equipment delivery.
Ukraine power reactors operating
Reactor

Type
MWe net Commercial operation Scheduled close, likely close
V=PWR

Northwest:
Khmelnitski 1

V-320

950

Aug 1988

2018, 2032

Khmelnitski 2

V-320

950

Aug 2005

2035, 2050

Rivne/Rovno 1

V-213

381

Sep 1981

2030

Rivne/Rovno 2

V-213

376

Jul 1982

2031

Rivne/Rovno 3

V-320

950

May 1987

2017, 2032

Rivne/Rovno 4

V-320

950

late 2005

2035, 2050

South Ukraine 1

V-302

950

Oct 1983

2023, 2033

South Ukraine 2

V-338

950

Apr 1985

2025

South Ukraine 3

V-320

950

Dec 1989

2019, 2034

Zaporozhe 1

V-320

950

Dec 1985

2025, 2030

Zaporozhe 2

V-320

950

Feb 1986

2026, 2031

Zaporozhe 3

V-320

950

Mar 1987

2017, 2027

South:

Total (15)

13,107 MWe net (13,835 MWe gross – Energoatom May 2010)

Reactor

Type
MWe net Commercial operation Scheduled close, likely close
V=PWR

Zaporozhe 4

V-320

950

Apr 1988

2018, 2033

Zaporozhe 5

V-320

950

Oct 1989

2019, 2034

Zaporozhe 6

V-320

950

Sep 1996

2026, 2041

Total (15)
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13,107 MWe net (13,835 MWe gross – Energoatom May 2010)

Life extension and upgrades
Original design lifetime of the Russian reactors was 30 years. Energoatom initially planned to extend the lifetimes of Rovno 1&2
and South Ukraine 1 by 15 years and nal checking of the pressure vessels (for embrittlement) and the internals of all three
units was in 2008-9. In mid-2012 Energoatom announced that the 11 oldest 1000 MWe reactors were to have 20-year life
extensions by 2030.
A 20-year extension of the operating licences for Rovno 1&2 was granted by the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of
Ukraine (SNRI or SNRC) in December 2010. Energoatom said that more than US$ 300 million had been invested in upgrading the
two units since 2004, in collaboration with the IAEA. In 2006 Rovno was the rst Russian-designed plant to host an IAEA OSART
mission to review safety. Then in 2016 it hosted the rst IAEA cross-regional joint-centre peer review, incorporating postFukushima aspects. Work has been underway at Rovno 3 to prepare for a licence extension application to SNRI at the end of
2016, following a long maintenance outage during the year.
In February 2013 the SNRI said that South Ukraine 1 could have life extension after a major upgrade during 2013, and in October
it approved plans for a ten-year extension to 2023. In May 2015 South Ukraine 2 was shut for major upgrading over seven
months costing $114 million to enable a ten-year life extension, which was con rmed by SNRI in December. In January 2016 the
government approved a $38 million project over three years to increase the cooling water supply to the South Ukraine plant so
as to achieve up to a 2.5 TWh increase in annual output.

Zaporozhe (Image: Energoatom)
In May 2015 Energoatom applied for a 15-year licence extension for Zaporozhe 1, and in September 2016 the licence was
extended to December 2025 after an extended outage for upgrading. With a similar upgrade underway, in August 2016
Zaporozhe 2 was cleared for operation to 2026, and the licence was extended in October. Zaporozhe 3 shut down in February
2017 for a similar upgrade and ten-year licence extension, and will come back online when a new transmission link is
commissioned late in 2017.
In March 2013 the European Bank for Reconstruction & Development (EBRD) announced a €300 million loan for comprehensive
reactor safety upgrading, matching €300 million from Euratom. The €1.4 billion project will include up to 87 safety measures
addressing design safety issues comprising the replacement of equipment in safety relevant systems, improvements of
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instrumentation and control for safety relevant systems and the introduction of organisational improvements for accident
management. The programme began in 2011 and was to be completed by the end of 2017, but is delayed three years to 2020
due to delays in the loans following the 2014 change in government.

The life extension programme was challenged under the UN Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a
Transboundary Context – informally known as the Espoo Convention – which has been rati ed by 44 countries and the EU. The
convention comes under the Economic Commission for Europe and the challenge was on the basis of inadequate
environmental assessment.
In October 2015 Energoatom signed agreements with Tractabel Engineering from Belgium for safety upgrades and capacity
uprates of reactors. Tractabel has offered technical and engineering assistance with completing Khmelnitski 3&4. In March
2016 Energoatom announced an agreement between Turboatom and Westinghouse to uprate the capacity of 13 VVER-1000
turbine generator sets by up to 10%.
In 2016 the government set an end-of-year target date for Energoatom to introduce load-following capability in all its VVER
reactors, though the company said it would take at least two years to achieve this. Trials have been in the range 100% to 75% of
power.
In October 2016 Energoatom signed an agreement with GE Power Sp. Zo. – formerly Alstom’s Polish subsidiary – to upgrade
nuclear power plant turbine hall equipment and to expand cooperation in the long-term service of such equipment.
Ukraine's best-known nuclear power plant was Chernobyl (Chornobyl in Ukrainian). This had the only RBMK type reactors in the
country. Unit 4 was destroyed in the 1986 accident, unit 2 was shut down after a turbine hall re in 1991, unit 1 was closed in
1997 and unit 3 closed at the end of 2000 due to international pressure.

Building further nuclear power capacity
Interruptions in natural gas supply from Russia in January 2006 sharply focused attention on the need for greater energy
security and the role of nuclear power in achieving this. A nuclear power strategy involving building and commissioning 11 new
reactors with total capacity of 16.5 GWe (and 9 replacement units totaling 10.5 GWe) to more than double nuclear capacity by
2030 was approved by the government in 2006 to enhance Ukraine's energy independence. See Table below.
Ukraine's 2006 strategy envisaged completing Khmelnitski 3&4, which were respectively 75% and 28% complete when work
stopped in 1990.
Initially it was expected that an international tender would open up the choice of technology and in March 2008 Areva,
Westinghouse and South Korean suppliers were invited to bid on completing or replacing them, along with Atomstroyexport and
Skoda – all involving pressurized water (PWR) types. In the event only Atomstroyexport and Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power
submitted bids, with the former being chosen to complete the partially-built units. KHNP renewed its interest in the project in
2016 (see below).
The government announced in September 2008 that construction of Khmelnitski 3&4 would resume in 2010 for completion in
2016 and 2017, these completion dates being rea rmed in the mid-2011 energy policy update. An intergovernmental agreement
with Russia on completing the two units was signed in June 2010, and in February 2011 a framework contract was signed for
Atomstroyexport to complete them as AES-92 plants with V-392B reactors similar to those already on the site. Under the
intergovernmental agreement, some 85% of the estimated UAH 40 billion (€3.7 billion) project would be nanced through a
Russian loan, with 15% funding coming from Ukraine. The loan would be repaid within ve years after the reactors went into
service. In July 2012 the government con rmed the feasibility, costings and timing of the project – then $4.9 billion total. The
loan agreement was expected to be nalized by the end of 2012. At the end of 2013 the energy minister said that construction
might resume in 2015.
After the annexation of Crimea by Russia in March 2014, in December 2014 the prime minister rea rmed the priority of
completing the Khmelnitski 3&4 units by 2018 to meet anticipated demand, although Energoatom said that the government was
in the process of revoking the intergovernmental agreement with Russia and amending the corresponding domestic legislation
for Khmelnitski 3&4 construction by Atomstroyexport (now NIAEP-ASE). The energy ministry was reported to want Skoda JS to
take over the contract from Atomstroyexport. However the foreign ministry initially opposed this due to Skoda JS being owned
by Russia’s OMZ, and Energoatom appealed to the president to resolve the matter. The cost for completing the two units had
been put at €3.7 billion including the rst fuel load at €296 million. Energoatom’s later estimate is €4 billion. A Polish investor
has offered nance of €1.48 billion in return for electricity supply to Poland.
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In September 2015 parliament voted to repeal the 2012 law on construction of the two units on the basis of non-performance
Atomstroyexport. The government wanted Skoda JS to take over the project, and Skoda was keen to do so. Energoatom has

signed an agreement with Barclays bank to nance completion of the Khmelnitski 3&4 units, and stresses that Skoda JS
“operates by European laws in spite of the fact that the Russian company is its shareholder.” Energoatom has dismissed
Chinese expressions of interest. Then in August 2016 Energoatom signed an agreement with Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power
(KHNP), one objective of which is to cooperate on the completion of Khmelnitski 3&4. An associated objective is to cooperate
on the Ukraine-EU 'energy bridge' project, exporting power from Khmelnitski 2 to Poland. In July 2017 Energoatom said that
Skoda JS had modi ed the design and would supply both engineering services as well as many of the components for the two
units, with overall 70% Ukrainian content. They are now expected online in 2023 and 2025, using Westinghouse fuel.
In July 2014 the cabinet reviewed the political situation with Russia, a rmed the priority of nuclear power, and said that a
western-design reactor might be built at South Ukraine, which had access from the sea for large equipment delivery.
Ukraine power reactor construction, planned and proposed (all PWR type)
Reactor

Type
MWe gross Start construction Start operation
V=PWR

Khmelnitski 3

V-392

1000

9/85, 2015?

2023

Khmelnitski 4

V-392

1000

6/86, 2015?

2025

?

1200

?

2020

New unit

1200

?

2020

Replacement 1

1000

2021

2026

Replacement 2

1000

2022

2027

Replacement 3

1200

2024

2030

Replacement 4

1000

2027

2033

Replacement 5

1000

2027

2033

Replacement 6

1000

2028

2034

Replacement 7

1200

2027

2033

Replacement 8

1200

2028

2034

Replacement 9

1000

2029

2035

South Ukraine 4

Total (13)

14,000 MWe

In the WNA reactor Table, K3&4 are "planned", the other 11 (12,000 MWe) "proposed".

The mid-2011 energy policy revision proposes 2300 MWe of new capacity with decision on technology to be after 2015.
Following this there will be a need for replacing plants which are decommissioned in the 2030s. Energoatom proposes to select
a standard PWR (or possibly Candu) design from among leading vendors for the remaining planned units after Khmelnitski 3&4.
This will involve consideration of local content in the plants. While Russian VVER technology was the most obvious t until
2014, Energoatom's Atomproektengineering division had provided a feasibility study recommending making provision for use of
CANDU EC-6 reactors to the Ministry in October 2010.
Chigirin/Chyhyryn on the Tyasmyn River in the Cherkassy Oblast in hte centre of the country is proposed as one site for a new
nuclear plant.
In connection with the South Ukraine nuclear power plant, the South Ukraine Power Complex also consists of the 11.5 MWe
Olexandrivka Hydro Power Plant on the river Pivdenny Buh, generating annually over 25 million kWh; and the 2 x 151 MWe
Tashlyk Hydro Pumped Storage Power Plant commissioned in 2006-07, with total annual production of 175 million kWh. Four
further units are planned to take capacity to 900 MWe, and in mid-2016 the third unit was under construction. The 2x11.5 MWe
Alexandrovka Hydro Power Plant on the river Pivdenny Buh river, generating annually over 35 million kWh, is part of the complex.
The hydro units of the South Ukraine Power Complex including Tashlyk PSP belong to the country's nuclear utility Energoatom,
and they serve as an important regulation of the peak capacity for load-following.
Energoatom has been planning to raise its electricity tariff in order to nance reorganization of the nuclear fuel cycle complex
and to implement safety modernizations at all plants, as well as to enable funding of life extensions and construction of new
plants. A 2013 EBRD report related to a €300 million loan for reactor safety upgrading forecast a wholesale price doubling from
27 kopek/kWh in 2012 to 54 kopek/kWh in 2020.
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Nuclear supply chain
Atomenergomash’s Energomashspetsstal (EMSS), a castings and forgings manufacturer, is at Kramatorsk in the Donetsk
region. Major upgrading of EMSS was completed in 2012, enabling it to make the forged components of large reactor pressure
vessels such as those for VVER-TOI units. As well as power engineering, it has metallurgy, mechanical engineering and
shipbuilding divisions, and earlier (to 1989) provided steam generators and reactor pressure vessels for Atommash at
Volgodonsk in Russia. It is part of Rosatom's AEM-Technology and provides forgings to be nished at AEM's Petrozavodskmash
and Atommash plants in Russia.
JSC Turboatom at Kharkov in the northeast, established in 1934 and now 75.2% government-owned (but with this share being
reduced), is among the leading world turbine-building companies. It specializes in steam turbines for thermal and nuclear power
plants, and has the capacity to produce 8000 MWe of such per year, with individual units up to 1100 MWe. It has supplied 110
turbines totalling 50 GWe for 24 nuclear power plants, and in 2015 supplied its 20th 1000 MWe unit. Ukrainian power plants
employ 47 Turboatom-made turbines and 43 Russian ones, for which Turboatom is now making spare parts. It also has a
contract to modernize the turbines at Hungary’s Paks nuclear power plant. From 2014 it is offering also a 1250 MWe low-speed
turbine for VVER-TOI reactors. In March 2016 it signed an agreement with Westinghouse to uprate the capacity of VVER-1000
turbine generator sets by up to 10%.
Turboatom is also building Holtec’s Hi-Storm 190 casks for Ukraine’s Central Spent Fuel Storage Facility (CSFSF) for VVER fuel,
celebrated as “the dawn of a new chapter in US-Ukraine cooperation.” As noted above, Westinghouse is working with Turboatom
to uprate the capacity of 13 VVER-1000 turbine generator sets by up to 10%. The company is developing export markets in
Europe, to replace Russia.
In February 2010 Energoatom signed a cooperation agreement with China Guangdong Nuclear Power Co (CGN) relating to
nuclear power plant design, construction, operation and maintenance.

Uranium resources and mining
Ukraine has modest recoverable resources of uranium – 221,000 tU according to the IAEA 'Red Book' 2016, 59,000 tU of these
recoverable at under $80/kgU. Reasonably assured resources are 139,400 tU, nearly all in metasomatite deposits in the
Kirovograd block of the Ukrainian Shield and requiring underground mining. A few sandstone deposits in the Dnieper-Bug area
are amenable to ISL.
Uranium mining began in 1946 underground at Pervomayskoye and Zheltorechenskoye, and in 1951 the government set up the
Vostochny Gorno-Obogatitel’niy Kombinat (VostGOK), Eastern Mining and Processing Enterprise or Skhidniy GornoZdobychuval’nyi Kombinat (SkhidGZK in Ukrainian, or Skhidniy HZK) at Zheltiye Vody or Zhovti Vody (Ukr) in the Dnepropetrovsk
oblast, close to the border of Kirovograd, to process the ore. In 1959 a second plant was built here. A total of about 130,000 tU
had been produced to the end of 2014. VostGOK expects increased annual production to 1500 tU in 2018, due to contribution
from Novokonstantinovskoye.
Uranium mine production, tonnes U
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Zheltye Vody mill 892

960

922

926

2018

1200 1005 plan 1220 plan 1500

Novokonstantinovskoye is not separately reported.

VostGOK had been producing up to 830 tonnes of uranium per year – around 30% of the country's requirements. The central mill
is at Zheltye Vody, close to the border of Kirovograd. Mine production is from several sources – notably Ingulskaya and
Smolinskaya mines in the Kirovograd region, with about 66,000 tU and 5000 tU resources respectively. At Ingulskaya block
leaching in the Centralniy and Michurinskoye deposits is undertaken, and at Smolinskaya, mining the Vatutinskoye deposit,
bene ciated ore from radiometric sorting at site is railed to the central mill. VostGOK plans to start mining the Severinskiy
deposit in 2020. The mineralization occurs in metasomatite deposits up to 1300 metres deep, with typical grade of 0.1%U.
The Novokonstantinovskoye uranium project in the Kirovograd region (40 km west of Kirovograd) is claimed to be the largest
uranium deposit in Europe, and about 90,000 tU resources at 0.14% are quoted in the 2016 Red Book. It is also a metasomatite
deposit. Ceremonial rst production was in August 2008, but development then languished. Three underground levels have been
opened up at 680 to 1090 metres depth. Russia's Rosatom had said it was keen to invest in developing the project, but
agreement on equity was not reached. The government was seeking partners to help fund the $820 million development cost,
but after becoming impatient with disputes, it legislated to put the project under VostGOK from December 2009.*
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* This edict was cancelled in February 2010, and the regional Public Utility Company Nedra Kirovogradshchiny was then to take over

responsibility. However, this was reversed in September, and the project reverted to VostGOK. Earlier, the project was being developed
independently of VostGOK by the Novokonstantinov uranium development company, to produce up to 1500 t/yr by 2013, and 2500 t/yr
eventually.

In October 2010 VostGOK announced that production would commence in 2011, ramping up towards 1050 tU/yr. Russian
overtures were again rejected. First production was in June 2011, with 99 tU projected to end of year. Production in 2012 was
expected to be 180-190 tU, and then 424 tU in 2013, 760 tU in 2014, 1270 tU in 2015, and 2100 tU in 2017. VostGOK is aiming to
invest over UAH 6 billion ($736 million) to develop the Novokonstantinovskoye mine, but nancing this depends on securing
long-term sales contracts with NAEC Energoatom. In May 2013 nancing seemed to be stalled though some stope development
was proceeding.
Heap leaching occurs at Smolinskaya, and also Novokonstantinovskoye to treat one-third of its ore. Higher-grade ore is railed
100 km east from the Ingulskiy mine, 150 km east from Smolinskaya and 130 km east from Novokonstantinovskoye to the
central mill and hydrometallurgical plant at Zheltye Vody in Dnipropetrovsk oblast, southeast of Kiev. After crushing and
radiometric sorting there, the ore is acid leached in autoclaves at high temperature and pressure.
In 2016 Kazatomprom agreed with Ukraine’s minister for coal and energy to establish a uranium mining joint venture,
presumably for ISL mining.
In June 2009 VostGOK announced that it planned to develop the Safonovskoye deposit in Kazankovsky District of Nikolaev
Region, northwest Ukraine, using in situ leaching (ISL) to produce 100-150 tU/yr in a sandstone deposit 80 m deep. The 2016
Red Book puts the start date at 2017 and recoverable resources at 2250 tU. This deposit had been mined with acid leaching
from 1982 to 1993, but mining was discontinued for environmental reasons.
In 2013 VostGOK nished re-treatment of about 3 million tonnes of tailings at Smolinskaya mine, and a mobile ore-sorting
complex was commissioned at Ingulskaya mine in 2011 to enable the same there, both for uranium recovery and to enable
proper rehabilitation of the sites.
Ukraine is giving priority and investing heavily to boost uranium production and this involves opening the way for foreign
investment. It hopes to fully satisfy its domestic demand of up to 1880 tU/yr by 2015. Projections to 2020 showed fairly steady
production from existing mines at about 800 tU/yr, about 2500 tU/yr from Novokonstantinovskoye, and about 1500 tU/yr from
new mines. A further target is 6400 tU/yr by 2030.
In November 2015 China Nuclear Energy Industry Corporation (CNEIC) expressed some interest in development of
Novokonstantinovskoye. VostGOK commented on the possibility of uranium exports to China.
The 2016 Red Book says that foreign or private companies do not carry out any uranium exploration activities in Ukraine.*
* Australian-based Uran Ltd had agreed with Ukraine's Ministry of Fuel & Energy and VostGOK to carry out a feasibility study for ISL mining of the small
Surskoye and Novogurevskoye uranium deposits in the east of the country, near VostGOK's existing operations. In mid-2008 Safonovskoye was added
to the project. However, Uran then abandoned the prospect. The agreements had set out terms under which Uran might enter into a joint venture over
the two sedimentary deposits in the Dnipropetrovsky region. However, in September 2009 the company said that "Following on the repeated failure of
the Ukrainian uranium mining enterprise VostGOK to honour a number of agreements with Uran, a decision was made in 2008 to abandon our activities
in Ukraine, at least until a more settled and effective political process is established."

Ukraine also has zirconium resources, and supplies zirconium to Russia.
There are legacy issues with former uranium mining and processing, particularly at the Pridniprovsky Chemical Plant (PHZ) at
Dniprodzerzhinsk, not far from the Dnipro River. Nine tailings dams containing 42 million tonnes of mine tailings and 4 PBq of
activity and derelict production facilities from operations over 1948-91 are the subject of a large-scale remediation program.
PHZ processed ores from the Michurinskoye deposit (near Kirovograd), phosphate ores of the Melovoye deposit (near
Shevchenko, now Aktau, Kazakhstan) and raw concentrate from GDR, Hungary and Bulgaria.

Fuel cycle beyond mining
Ukrainian uranium concentrate and zirconium alloy are sent to Russia for fuel fabrication. The nuclear fuel produced from these
Ukrainian components by TVEL in Russia then returns to Ukrainian NPPs.
The country depends primarily on Russia to provide other nuclear fuel cycle services also, notably enrichment. In June 2007
Ukraine agreed to investigate joining the new International Uranium Enrichment Centre (IUEC) at Angarsk, in Siberia, and to
explore other areas of cooperation in the nuclear fuel cycle and building power reactors in other countries. Late in 2008 it signed
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an agreement for Ukraine's State Concern Nuclear Fuel to take a 10% stake in the IUEC based at Angarsk, and in October
this came into effect. Ukraine’s State Concern Nuclear Fuel apparently sells natural uranium to IUEC, which enriches it at
Russian plants. Then IUEC sells the enriched uranium to the Fuel Company TVEL, which fabricates fuel assemblies and supplies
them to NAEC Energoatom. The rst commercial supply from IUEC was in November 2012. The contracted volume is 60,000
SWU/yr, proportional to the Ukrainian shareholding. Ukraine requires about 1.96 million SWU/yr overall.

In July 2015 State Concern Nuclear Fuel signed an agreement with Converdyn in USA to investigate building a conversion plant
to supply Ukraine’s needs.
In April 2015 Enegoatom signed an agreement with Areva for supply of enriched uranium, as “a real step towards diversifying
the supply of nuclear materials to Ukrainian nuclear power plants.” Deliveries would begin in 2015 or when Ukraine’s new fuel
fabrication plant being built by TVEL at Smolino was operational. This is now aborted, and it is uncertain where fuel fabrication
from Areva sources might occur.

Fabricated fuel imports
In order to diversify nuclear fuel supplies, Energoatom started implementation of the Ukraine Nuclear Fuel Quali cation Project
(UNFQP) for VVER-1000 fuel. The Project assumed the use of Western-manufactured fuel in the VVER-1000 following the
selection of Westinghouse as a vendor on a tender basis. In 2005, South Ukraine's third unit was the country's rst to use the six
lead test assemblies supplied by Westinghouse, which were placed into the reactor core together with Russian fuel for a period
of pilot operation. A reload batch of 42 fuel assemblies was provided by Westinghouse in mid-2009 for a three-year period of
commercial operation at the unit with regular monitoring and reporting. In addition to the initial supply of fuel from
Westinghouse, other aims of the project included the transfer of technology for the design of nuclear fuel.
Under a 2008 contract, Westinghouse supplied a total of 630 fuel assemblies for South Ukraine 2&3. However, these trials to
2011 were contentious, with Energoatom claiming manufacturing defects in the fuel and Westinghouse asserting errors in fuel
loading. Each reactor has 163 fuel assemblies.
In June 2010, Energoatom signed a long-term fuel supply contract with Russia's TVEL for all 15 reactors. Earlier, Rosatom had
offered a substantial discount to Ukraine if it signed up with TVEL for 20 years. In 2010, TVEL sold Ukraine nuclear fuel for $608
million (€449 million). Ukraine is TVEL's biggest foreign client, totalling 55% of its exports. Ukraine continues to depend on TVEL
for VVER-440 fuel for Rovno 1&2. In 2013 all fuel came from TVEL, valued at $601 million. In 2014 Ukraine bought $588 million
of fuel services from TVEL and $39 million from Westinghouse Sweden. In 2015 the gures were $611 million and $33 million
respectively.
Following the annexation of Crimea by Russia, in April 2014 Ukraine extended its 2008 contract with Westinghouse for fuel
supply through to 2020. In 2015 Energoatom ordered Westinghouse fuel for unit 5 of the Zaporozhe plant, as well as for South
Ukraine. It plans to use Westinghouse fuel in Zaporozhe 1, 3, 4 and 5, and has loaded this fuel into unit 5. This fuel is fabricated
at the Westinghouse plant at Vasteras in Sweden. Westinghouse commented: "This new agreement for Westinghouse VVER fuel
design testi es to the quality of our fuel design and demonstrates that it has, in fact, operated without issue at the South
Ukraine nuclear power plant, as con rmed by extensive and recent joint Energoatom and Westinghouse inspections. This
contract extension .... will allow Energoatom to continue diversi cation of its fuel supply. We expect that ... Westinghouse will
grow its share of the Ukrainian nuclear fuel market.” Russian sources have since suggested that the Westinghouse VVER fuel is
unlicensed and dangerous. In 2015 Energoatom bought 5% of its fuel from Westinghouse, worth $32 million, out of a total of
$644 million. In 2016 Energoatom imported $549 million of fuel, with $387 million (70.5%) of this from TVEL and $162 million
(29.5%) from Westinghouse – less than the expected 40%. In February 2017 Energoatom said that it intended to increase the
Westinghouse share to 55% in 2017.
In June 2014 the energy minister said: “We will work with those [suppliers] who provide the best conditions for Ukraine to ensure
reliability, operational safety and economic conditions" with its nuclear fuel. In September 2014 the energy ministry said that it
was in negotiation with Rosatom regarding sending used fuel to Russia (though see CSFSF in Radioactive waste management
section below).
While Ukraine is not imminently a part of the EU, it is germane to note that in May 2014 the EC said that as a condition of
investment, any non-EU reactor design built in the EU must have more than one source of fuel.

Ukraine fuel fabrication plans
In 2016 the government was talking with Kazatomprom about joint venture fuel fabrication for Ukraine being undertaken in
Kazakhstan, previous plans for a plant in Ukraine having failed.
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About 2009 TVEL and Westinghouse both bid to build a fuel fabrication plant in Ukraine, and in September 2010 the Ministry of
Fuels & Energy selected TVEL. The State Concern Nuclear Fuel signed an agreement with TVEL for a 50-50 joint venture to build
a plant to manufacture VVER-1000 fuel assemblies. Preparatory work was undertaken for the US$ 460 million (€355 million)
plant at Smolino, Kirovograd region, 300 km southeast of Kiev, to produce about 400 fuel assemblies (200 tU) per year, but with
eventual capacity of 800 per year. The site is near Smolinskaya uranium mine.
One condition was that Ukraine held a controlling stake in the joint venture company that was to be established to manage the
plant, despite relying on TVEL to provide 70% of the loan funds to construct it. Another condition was that TVEL transfer the
technology for the manufacture of fuel assemblies under a non-exclusive licence by 2020, for reactors both in Ukraine and
abroad. Russia agreed to transfer fuel fabrication technology by 2020. Ukraine’s prime minister called it “the most substantial
project towards energy independence in the history of independent Ukraine." In December 2011 the private joint-stock company
Nuclear Fuel Production Plant (NFPP) was set up to run it.
Site works started in 2012 and full construction was due to start in mid-2014, with the rst phase to 2015 setting up capacity for
fabrication of fuel rods and assemblies (using pellets from Ulba in Kazakhstan, 34% TVEL-owned), the second phase to 2020
involving production of fuel pellets. It was expected to start supplying fuel in 2016, and that it would cater all nuclear fuel needs
of Ukraine’s nuclear power plants, while surplus products could be exported under separate arrangements with TVEL, mainly to
Eastern Europe. In July 2014 construction was delayed due to disagreement on terms and conditions of the contract, and the
Ukraine deputy minister said that Westinghouse or Areva might be called upon. In August 2014 TVEL said it was ready to supply
the equipment for the plant as soon as contract disagreements and nancing were resolved, and Novosibirsk Chemical
Concentrates Plant (NCCP) said it had manufactured the process lines and was putting them into storage. In October 2015 the
energy minister said that the government planned to terminate the agreement with TVEL.
In the 1990s an attempt had been made to set up a complete suite of fuel cycle facilities other than enrichment, but this failed
for political and nancial reasons. The December 2006 decision to form Ukratomprom revived intentions to build a fuel
fabrication plant.
In May 2008 Ukraine's Ministry of Fuels and Energy signed an agreement with Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd (AECL) to develop
CANDU technology. This could provide synergies with the existing Ukrainian VVER reactors by burning uranium recovered from
the VVERs' used fuel. However, no developments have eventuated in Ukraine.

Radioactive waste management
There is no intention to close the fuel cycle in Ukraine, though the possibility remains under consideration. In 2008 the National
Target Environmental Program of Radioactive Waste Management was approved. Storage of used fuel for at least 50 years
before disposal remains the policy. The new program meets the requirements of European legislation and recommendations of
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom). Its implementation will
create an integrated system of radioactive waste of all types and categories for 50 years. In 2014 Energoatom commenced a
study on having used fuel of both TVEL and Westinghouse origin reprocessed by Areva at La Hague in France.
Used fuel is mostly stored on site though some VVER-440 fuel continued to be sent to Russia for reprocessing under a 1993
arrangement, with a shipment delivered in November 2015. At Zaporozhe a long-term dry storage facility for spent fuel has
operated since 2001, but other VVER-1000 spent fuel has been sent to Russia for storage, at a cost to Ukraine of over $100
million per year. A centralised dry storage facility for spent fuel (CSFSF) was proposed for construction in the government's
2006 energy strategy.
Preliminary investigations have shortlisted sites for a deep geological repository for high- and intermediate-level wastes
including all those arising from Chernobyl decommissioning and clean-up.
A new facility for treatment solid radioactive waste is at the site of Zaporozhe nuclear power plant, commissioned in 2015. It will
be tted with a state-of-the-art incinerator of Danish design.
In 2013, a four-year Ukraine-NATO project began to clean up low-level radioactive waste at nine military facilities in the country.
€25 million was budgeted. The wastes will be buried in the Chernobyl exclusion zone.

CSFSF near Chernobyl
In December 2005, Energoatom signed a US$ 150 million agreement with the US-based Holtec International to implement the
Central Spent Fuel Storage Facility (CSFSF) project for Ukraine's VVER reactors. Holtec's work involves design, licensing,
construction, commissioning of the facility, and the supply of transport and vertical ventilated dry storage systems for used
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VVER nuclear fuel, initially 2500 VVER-1000 and 1100 VVER-440 assemblies. This was projected for completion in 2008,
was held up pending legislation. Then in October 2011 parliament passed a bill on management of spent nuclear fuel, and this
was approved in the upper house in February 2012. It provides for construction of the dry storage facility within the Chernobyl
exclusion area, between the resettled villages Staraya Krasnitsa, Buryakovka, Chistogalovka and Stechanka in Kiev Region,
southeast of Chernobyl. Ukraine requires all spent fuel to be stored in double wall multi-purpose canisters (DWC).

The new storage facility will become a part of the common spent nuclear fuel management complex of the state-owned
company Chernobyl NPP, though it will not take any Chernobyl fuel. In April 2014 the government approved the 45 hectare site
for the facility, to take fuel from Rovno, South Ukraine and Khmelnitski. The total storage capacity of the facility will be 16,530
used fuel assemblies, including 12,010 VVER-1000 assemblies and 4520 VVER-440 assemblies. Some of these have highburnup fuel and are hot, with up to 38 kW heat load. It is expected to cost $460 million, including 'start-up complex' $160 million.
Holtec quoted three years for construction from mid-2014, when the project was reactivated under a new government with a
new contract. The contract was amended in January 2015 so that the civil design and construction of CSFSF will be the
responsibility of NNEGC Energoatom (Ukraine). The project was to span six years, with the rst stage for 3600 fuel assemblies
complete in 2018, and the fourth in January 2021.
At the same time, Holtec International (USA) is responsible for the supply of speci c dry spent nuclear fuel storage and
transport canisters and casks which will be used at the three nuclear power plant sites, and during the used nuclear fuel
transport from them to the CSFSF, as well as at the facility itself. Holtec HI-STAR 190 transport casks will be used for
transporting canisters to the site where they will be loaded into Holtec’s HI-STORM 190 ventilated vertical storage system, to
provide physical protection, radiation shielding and allow passive heat removal. The double-wall canisters (DWC) were approved
by the State Nuclear Inspectorate (SNRI) early in 2015. In October 2015 Holtec agreed with Turboatom in Ukraine to
manufacture the HI-STORM 190 casks, initially 94 of them.
The cost of the project is equivalent to a few years of payments to Russia for storing Ukraine's fuel from the three plants (about
$200 million per year). Construction of the CSFSF commenced in August 2014, with Holtec acting as the general contractor of
the project, while two Ukrainian companies, YUTEM Engineering Ltd and Ukrtransbud Inc, started to build it. In August 2015
Holtec said that site construction (of stage 1?) was 57% complete and due to be nished in July 2016. Then in October 2016
Energoatom subsidiary AtomProjectEngineering said that the active phase of construction was due to start in March 2017. In
July 2017 SNRI issued a licence for the project, which is expected to start accepting fuel in 2019.
Holtec earlier said that hostilities in the east had set back the schedule. Commissioning is now anticipated at the end of 2018.
Vitri ed high-level wastes from reprocessing Ukrainian fuel will be returned from Russia to Ukraine from 2018, and go to the
CSFSF.

Chernobyl ISF-2
Used fuel from decommissioned RBMK reactors at Chernobyl nuclear power plant will be stored in a new dry storage facility
being built a few kilometres from the plant, and not far from CSFSF. In September 2007 Holtec International and the Ukrainian
government signed a contract to complete the placement of Chernobyl's used nuclear fuel in dry storage systems at the
Chernobyl Interim Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Facility (ISF-2). Removing the radioactive fuel from the three undamaged
Chernobyl reactors is essential to the start of demolishing them. Holtec will complete the dry storage project, begun in 1999 by
the French company Framatome (now Areva), and is utilising as much of the previous work on the project as possible, with the
protection of public health and safety as the overriding criteria. Areva’s €80 million contract was suspended in October 2005,
after donor countries rejected its proposal to correct problems with its endeavours. Areva was required to pay €45 million to
Ukraine in compensation for the botched project.
Transfer of most used fuel to the site from Chernobyl units 1-3 was completed in 2013, with the last damaged fuel removed in
June 2016. Initially this is stored in ISF-1, a wet storage facility which was commissioned in 1986. The Chernobyl Dry Storage
(ISF-2) project requires dividing over 21,000 fuel assemblies into 42,000 fuel bundles in a custom-engineered hot cell, and drying
them – a step overlooked in the Areva era. The bundles will be put into steel canisters which are then lled with inert gas and
welded shut. Each metal canister is placed horizontally in a NUHOMS concrete storage module where it will be enclosed for up
to 100 years. Once all the used fuel has been transferred, ISF-1 will be decommissioned. The rst Holtec canisters for the Arevadesigned NUHOMS dry storage system were delivered from the USA in November 2015, and about 85 of these will be involved in
stage 1. The balance of 231 will be delivered over 2017-19. They will store the fuel long-term in an inert gas environment.
ISF-2 has a xed price of $411 million and is due to be completed in 2018, though Holtec said that hostilities in the east have set
back the schedule. Nevertheless, in August 2017 SNRI approved an integrated systems test of the facility, which is expected to
lead to fuel loading from March 2018. There is full endorsement from the Assembly of Donors, who provide funding for
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Chernobyl remediation and decommissioning through the EBRD’s Nuclear Safety Account. The works are being carried
out
Ukrainian companies UTEM-Engineering (principal contractor) and Ukrtransbud.

Chernobyl: other wastes
Also at Chernobyl, Nukem has constructed an Industrial Complex for Solid Radwaste Management (ICSRM) which was handed
over in April 2009. In this, solid low- and intermediate-level wastes accumulated from the power plant operations and the
decommissioning of reactor blocks 1 to 3 is conditioned by incineration, high-force compaction, and cementation, as required
and then packaged for disposal. In addition, highly radioactive and long-lived solid waste is sorted out for temporary separate
storage. A low-level waste repository has also been built at the Vektor complex 17 km away.
The Liquid Radioactive Waste Treatment Plant (LRTP) at Chernobyl retrieves some 35,000 cubic metres of low- and
intermediate-level liquid wastes at the site from their current tanks, processes them into a solid state and moves them to
containers for long-term storage. Construction of the plant has been completed and the start of operations was due late in
2015. LRTP is also funded through EBRD’s Nuclear Safety Account.

Decommissioning Chernobyl
Four Chernobyl RBMK-1000 reactors, plus two almost-completed ones, are being decommissioned. Unit 4, which was destroyed
in the 1986 accident, is enclosed in a large shelter and a new, more durable containment structure is being built, for completion
in 2016. The last of the other three shut down in December 2000. In mid-2001 a new enterprise, SSE ChNPP was set up to take
over management of the site and decommissioning from Energoatom. Its remit includes eventual decommissioning of all
Ukraine nuclear plants.
This New Safe Con nement (NSC) project is expected to cost about €1.5 billion. In September 2007 a €430 million contract was
signed with a French-led consortium Novarka to build this new shelter, to enclose both the destroyed Chernobyl 4 reactor and
the hastily-built 1986 structure over it. It is a metal arch 110 metres high and spanning 257 m, which is being built adjacent and
will then be moved into place.
The International Chernobyl Shelter Fund facilitated by the EBRD was set up in 1997. In May 2005, international donors made
pledges worth approximately €150 million towards the new safe con nement. The largest contribution came from the G8 and
the EU. Russia contributed to the fund for the rst time and other fund members, which include the USA, increased their
contributions, with the Ukrainian government pledging some €15 million. The European Commission has committed €239.5
million since 1997, making it the main donor.
In November 2014 the EBRD said the overall €2.15 billion Shelter Implementation Plan including the NSC had a funding shortfall
of €615 million. It proposed an additional contribution of €350 million by the EBRD in anticipation of a €165 million contribution
by the G7/European Commission and the balance of €100 million by non-G7 donors. "The G7 leads the effort to mobilize the
additional funds and will organize a pledging event in the spring of 2015," the EBRD said. "Should pledging efforts fall short of
the amount allocated to non-G7 donors, the EBRD would step in."
Units 1-3 are undergoing decommissioning conventionally – the rst RBMK units to do so – and work will accelerate when the
new ISF-2 dry storage facility for fuel is built (see above).

Research & development
Ukraine has had two research reactors, a 10 MW tank type one – VVR-M – which was commissioned in 1960 at the Institute for
Nuclear Research in Kiev. This was converted to LEU fuel in 2008 under the US Global Threat Reduction Program, but was due to
close in 2015. Plans for a $250 million replacement were announced in 2008.
In 2012 the government approved construction of KIPT Experimental Neutron Source at the Kharkov Institute of Physics and
Technology, using LEU. It is basically an accelerator system, subcritical. The USA is providing technical assistance and $25
million towards it, the total contribution being $73 million. Construction was nearly complete in March 2016, and there is
cooperation with Oak Ridge and Idaho National Laboratory in the USA. It is intended for research in nuclear physics as well as
isotope production, particularly for nuclear medicine.
There is also a very small IR-100 training reactor (200 kW) at the Naval Engineering school in the Sevastopol National University
of Nuclear Energy and Industry in Crimea. This was taken over in the Russian annexation of Crimea, and Ukraine has raised with
IAEA the safeguards implication. Russia's national radioactive waste management company, NO RAO, will receive data for the
accounting and control of radioactive materials and waste from Crimea.

Organisation
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In 1996 the former nuclear operating entity Goskomatom set up a new corporate nuclear utility, National Nuclear Energy
Generating Company (NNEGC) Energoatom. NNEGC Energoatom is responsible for the safety of all Ukrainian NPPs under the
law on Nuclear Power Use and Radiation Safety. Its main task is construction of new power capacities and life extension for the
existing plants, procurement of new fuel and transportation of used fuel, establishment of the national infrastructure for
management of irradiated fuel, ensuring physical security of nuclear power facilities, and professional training and development
of personnel. Energoatom's initial priorities were to increase safety, bring load factors up to 83-85%, and extend the working lives
of the reactors by 10-15 years (at about US$ 150 million per VVER-1000 reactor).
Goskomatom was replaced by two Departments within the Fuel & Energy Ministry: a Department for Nuclear Energy, responsible
for civil nuclear power plants operation, and a Department for Atomic Industry, responsible for the development of nuclear fuel
cycle.
The regulator is the State Nuclear Regulatory Inspectorate of Ukraine (SNRI or SNRC), now an independent authority (it was until
2001 under the Ministry of Environment Protection & Nuclear Safety). In March 2015 SNRI was accepted as a full member of the
Western European Nuclear Regulators' Association (WENRA).
The 1995 law on Nuclear Energy Use and Radiation Safety establishes the legal basis of the industry and included a provision
for the operating plant to have full legal responsibility for the consequences of any accident. The 1995 law on Radioactive Waste
Management complements this, and the consequent state program was approved in 2002.

Nuclear industry structure and the Russian connection
Late in 2006 the government moved to set up a new national nuclear industry entity - Ukratomprom, as a vertically-integrated
nuclear holding company reporting to Energy Ministry and cabinet. Ukratomprom was to consist of six state-owned enterprises
including Energoatom, the VostGOK uranium mining company, and the Novokonstantinov uranium development company, with
assets of some US$ 10 billion, including $6.35 billion for Energoatom. Three major projects were to be launched in 2007,
including a $1875 million uranium production venture comprising refurbishment of VostGOK's hydrometallurgical plant and
construction of a uranium mill at Novokonstantinov. Then it was announced that Energoatom would not be included in
Ukratomprom, and soon afterwards plans were abandoned.
Russia has made strenuous efforts to regain its in uence in Ukraine, and early in 2010 various proposals for civil nuclear joint
ventures were put forward. In April the Russian president suggested "full-scale cooperation of our nuclear industries," and that
the two countries establish a large holding company that would include power generation, heavy engineering and fuel cycle
facilities. As a rst stage, he suggested a merger involving Ukrainian uranium mining with Russia's Novosibirsk Chemical
Concentrates Plant in Siberia, which produces VVER fuel. Also he noted that Ukraine's Turboatom was producing large steam
turbines solely for Russia. Furthermore, all Ukrainian reactors need modernization which, he said, could be most effective with
close cooperation of Russian enterprises, at the same time as opening access for Ukrainian partners to the Russian market as it
greatly expands nuclear capacity. In addition, Russia and Ukraine could collaborate in foreign markets on the basis of nancing
provided by the Russian government and leading nancial institutions. Ukraine's president agreed in principle that some of these
particular suggestions might have merit.
Rosatom followed up with the suggestion that if Ukraine signed long-term (25-year) fuel supply contracts with Russia it would
enjoy a discount of more than US$ 1 billion. Furthermore, Rosatom was ready to transfer up to 50% of the shares in the
Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrates Plant to Ukrainian partners and establish domestic fuel production, either “either [as] a
branch of the combine where we can be shareholders together, or a new plant in the Ukrainian territory." Rosatom reiterated its
long-standing desire to take a share of Ukraine's Novokonstantinov uranium project, and also proposed a joint venture bringing
together the heavy engineering assets of Russia's Atomenergomash and Ukraine's Turboatom at Kharkov.
Energoatom has set up Atomproektengineering to handle new nuclear power projects, including investment, design, and
construction. It has already been involved with Khmelnitski 3&4 (see below). In October 2010 Atomenergomash announced that
it and NAEC Energoatom would set up a strategic consortium to localize nuclear equipment manufacture in Ukraine, particularly
in relation to Khmelnitski 3&4.
Ukraine's plans for fuel cycle developments are to develop uranium mining and fuel fabrication, but not conversion, enrichment
or reprocessing - these being done in Russia, albeit with some Ukraine equity in IUEC (see above).
Ukraine's JSC Turboatom at Kharkov, established in 1934 and now 75.2% government-owned, is among the leading world
turbine-building companies. It specializes in steam turbines for thermal and nuclear power plants, and has the capacity to
produce 8000 MWe of such per year, with individual units up to 1100 MWe. It has supplied 110 turbines totaling 50 GWe for 24
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nuclear power plants. Ukrainian power plants employ 47 Turboatom-made turbines plus 43 Russian ones. Turboatom's
major
competitors are the Power Machines Co in Russia and Germany's Siemens. Much of its production in 2010 was for Russia.

Non-proliferation
After the break-up of the Soviet Union, Ukraine negotiated to repatriate nuclear warheads and missiles to Russia in return for
nuclear fuel supplies. Ukraine then joined the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) as a non-nuclear weapons state. Its
safeguards agreement under the NPT came into force in 1998, and in 2005 the Additional Protocol to this agreement was
rati ed.
Main sources:
Perera, Judith 2003, Nuclear Power in the Former USSR, McCloskey, UK.
Ukrainian Ministry of Fuel & Energy http://mpe.kmu.gov.ua
National Energy Regulatory Commission http://www.snrc.gov.ua/nuclear/en/index
National Nuclear Energy Generating Company ENERGOATOM http://www.energoatom.kiev.ua/
IAEA 1999: http://www.iaea.org/NewsCenter/Features/Chernobyl-15/shelter-fund.pdf
SSE ChNPP update of ISF-2, The rst batch of canisters for ISF-2 has been delivered to ChNPP, 26 November 2015
Areva’s Incredible Fiasco in Chernobyl, le Journal de l’Energie, 17 February 2016
Karel Beckman, Energy Post, Ukrainian crisis can be solved – with an Energiewende, 22 August 2016

Appendix: The K2-R4 saga
In the 1990s both the government and Energoatom were determined to bring two new reactors – Khmelnitski 2 and Rovno 4
(K2-R4) – into operation as soon as possible. Both reactors were 80% complete when a halt was imposed in 1990.
In 1995 a Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the Governments of the G7 countries, the EC and the Ukrainian
government which required closure of the operating Chernobyl reactors. Thus, Chernobyl reactors were shut down – the last in
December 2000.
The Memorandum stipulated the agreement on international nancial aid to Ukraine to support Chernobyl decommissioning,
power sector restructuring, completion of K2-R4 nuclear reactors, thermal and hydro plant rehabilitation, construction of a
pumped storage plant, and to support energy e ciency projects in accordance with Ukraine's energy sector strategy.
In 2000 the European Bank for Reconstruction & Development (EBRD) approved (by an 89% vote apart from abstentions) a US$
215 million loan towards completion of K2-R4. This EBRD funding, though a modest part of the US$ 1480 million estimated to
be required, was a key factor in plans for their completion to western safety standards. Conditions on the loan included safety
enhancement of all 13 Ukraine nuclear power reactors, independence for the country's nuclear regulator, and electricity market
reform.
Following approval of the EBRD loan, the European Commission (EC) approved a US$ 585 million loan to Energoatom. The EC
said that approval of this Euratom funding "a few days before the permanent closure of Chernobyl gives a clear sign of the
Commission's commitment to nuclear safety ... as well as to the deepening of [EU] relations with Ukraine." It "will nance the
completion, modernisation and commissioning of two third-generation nuclear units". The EC pointed out that it and the EBRD
had concluded that the project met all safety, environmental, economic and nancial criteria.
Russia earlier provided US$ 225 million credit for K2/R4 equipment and fuel, then in 2002 a Russian loan of US$ 44 million for
completion of the units was approved. The arrangement covered goods and services from Russia. It followed signing of a US$
144 million agreement in June, including about US$ 100 million of fuel.
However the promised loans of US$ 215 million and the Euratom's US$ 585 million were deferred late in 2001 because the
government had baulked at doubling the wholesale price of power to USD 2.5 cent/kWh as required by EBRD. Ukraine also
rejected almost all approved Russian loans. The Ukrainian government then approved estimates for the completion, site works
and upgrades for the K2 - R4 nuclear power reactors, at US$ 621 million and US$ 642 million respectively. With local nance and
a bond issue, Energoatom proceeded with work on both units.
In July 2004, prior to start-up of the two units, the EBRD nally approved a scaled-down loan of US$ 42 million. This sum was
matched by US$ 83 million from Euratom, approved by the EC. The project nances the post-start-up component of a safety and
modernisation program developed for K2 and R4.
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The loan was approved on condition that revised tariffs are implemented in order to fund upgrading of all 13 operating
power
reactors in Ukraine to K2-R4 standards, that a decommissioning fund is set up and "an internationally agreed level of nuclear
liability insurance" is reached.

The program on modernisation and safety improvement of K2-R4 was established taking into account IAEA's recommendations.
It consists of 147 "pre-commissioning", as well as "post-commissioning" and "before and after commissioning" measures. In
2003-2004, Framatome ANP, an independent expert of the EBRD, together with the local Riskaudit Company, reviewed the
implementation status and su ciency of the program. They assessed positively the result of this program's implementation to
date. The post-commissioning modernization measures were completed in November 2010, under the US$ 125 million budget
from EBRD and Euratom.
In August 2004 the Ukrainian President said that Western governments had failed to honour their 1995 undertakings to assist
his country in exchange for closing the Chernobyl plant, particularly in relation to the Khmelnitski 2 and Rovno 4 completion, grid
infrastructure and a pumped storage hydro plant.
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Uranium in Namibia
(Updated October 2017)
Namibia has two signi cant uranium mines capable of providing 10% of world mining output. A larger mine is set to start
production.
Its rst commercial uranium mine began operating in 1976.
There is strong government support for expanding uranium mining and some interest in using nuclear power.
Uranium was discovered in the Namib Desert in 1928, but was not until intensive exploration got under way in the late 1950s
that much interest was shown in Rössing. Rio Tinto discovered numerous uranium occurrences and in 1966 took the rights over
the low-grade Rössing deposit, 65 km inland from Swakopmund.
Two other signi cant deposits found in early exploration were Trekkopje, a calcrete deposit 80km NE of Swakopmund and near
Rössing, and Langer Heinrich, a calcrete deposit discovered in 1973 by Gencor, 80 km inland from Walvis Bay and 50 km
southeast of Rössing.
In April 2011 the Namibian government announced that its state-owned mineral exploration company, Epangelo Mining Ltd,
would have exclusive control over new strategic minerals developments, including uranium. However, this does not apply
retrospectively or amount to nationalisation of existing mines or leases. Paladin and Kalahari have both expressed con dence
that their assets are not at risk of expropriation, and in April 2012 Epangelo agreed to buy a share of the Etango project and pay
a corresponding share of development costs. A task force was formed in May 2010 by Epangelo and Russia's ARMZ, which
brie y seemed to threaten existing developments, but the government gave strong reassurance then, borne out since. New
exploration licences will be granted only to Epangelo, and others interested will need to negotiate farm-ins with it, to become
joint-venture partners.
Over 2011-12 a Strategic Environmental Assessment was undertaken over the whole uranium province inland from
Swakopmund and Walvis Bay. This addressed the whole region and all the projects, and is to result in a Strategic Environmental
Management Plan to be implemented by the government and individual project companies.
Deposit type

Known resources
Measured & indicated

Inferred

Rössing SJ

hard rock

219,270 tU in 0.02% ore** 800 tU in 0.018% ore

Rössing Z20

hard rock

20,656 tU in 0.024% ore

25,354 tU in 0.022% ore

Langer Heinrich palaeochannel

57,500 tU in 0.055% ore

9,200 tU in 0.06% ore

Trekkopje

palaeochannel

0

26,000 tU in 0.01% ore

Husab

hard rock

137,700 tU in 0.039% ore

50,000 tU in 0.029% ore

Norasa

hard rock

39,700 tU in 0.0167% ore

8,500 tU in 0.014% ore

Etango *

hard rock

57,330 tU in 0.019% ore

24,630 tU in 0.016% ore

Marenica

palaeochannel & hard rock 2500 tU in 0.010% ore

19,600 tU in 0.008% ore

Omahola

hard rock

10,400 tU in 0.036% ore

6950 tU in 0.036% ore

Tubas-TRS

aeolian

0

10,900 tU in 0.0125% ore

** in addition to 33,900 tU proven & probable reserves, see below.
* reserves are 46,000 tU at 0.0165%U,

Namibia Uranium Production – tonnes U
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Rössing

Rio Tinto 3449 3519 3083 2641 2289 2043 1308 1057 1569

Langer Heinrich Paladin

919

1108 1419 1437 1960 2098 1947 1937 1893

Husab
Trekkopje
Total

Areva

0

0

0

0

251

186

0?

0

192

0

0

4078 4500 4327 3255 2994 3654

Both China and India are interested in acquiring uranium from Namibia. Chinese companies have taken major equity positions,
notably with Husab, but also Langer Heinrich. India is discussing how to open the way to be able to buy Namibian uranium, at
present ruled out by Namibia’s non-proliferation commitments – see nal section below.

Water supply
One of the aspects of the Strategic Environmental Management Plan is water supply. Since 2010 water has been supplied to
Trekkopje from a coastal RO desalination plant 20 km north of Swakopmund in the Erongo region with about 20 million m3/yr
output and requiring 16 MWe from the grid. Some of this water, up to 10 million m3 per year, is available to mines other than
Areva's. In 2016 the plant was supplying 5.04 million m3/yr to Namibian Water Corp (NamWater) for Rössing and Husab
(reported to be taking 2 million m3/yr). Rössing requires about 3 million m3/yr. Langer Heinrich was also being supplied
earlier. However, the commercial arrangements for maintaining and operating the plant are contentious, and lead to costs to
these companies of at least $4 per cubic metre.
The plant is owned by Erongo Desalination Company which was a joint venture of Areva and a local company, United Africa
Group, but the latter is apparently no longer involved. It is operated by Aveng Water Treatment Namibia. Areva Resources
Namibia plans to sell down its share to Namibia Water, retaining only 10-20% to provide for Trekkopje. In 2016 it put a price of
N$ 3 billion ($216 million) on the plant, which is capable of expansion to 26 million m3/yr. The government declined the offer,
and said it would proceed with building a new plant in a public-private partnership, reviving an earlier proposal for a 60 million
m3/yr capacity plant adjacent, costing $145 million. This could be operational by 2019, with Namibian Water Corp holding 30%
initially. Some expansion of Erongo's capacity was expected by the end of 2016.
In November 2016 the Ministry of Agriculture, Water & Forestry was in talks with German state-owned KfW Development Bank to
fund a feasibility study for the plant. It would be built and operated by “a competent private rm, and Namibian Water
Corporation, or alternative consuming entity, shall have a water purchase relationship with the desalination facility." A tender is
envisaged in 2019.
In July 2014 Rössing Uranium said that it had been unable to reach agreement on purchasing water long-term from Erongo at a
satisfactory price, so would set up its own 3 million m3/yr (8200 m3/d) RO plant near Swakopmund. However, the Ministry of
Environment & Tourism has rejected this proposal.
The coastal towns of Swakopmund and Walvis Bay are short of water. Sources such as the Omaruru delta and Kuseb River
aquifers dwindled in 2013 during Namibia's worst drought for 30 years, and in August 2016 the President declared a state of
emergency since the drought then was unparalleled. The Erongo plant supplies some water to Swakopmund.

Rössing
Rössing Uranium Ltd was formed in 1970 (now 68.6% Rio Tinto, 15% Iranian Foreign Investment Co., 10% Industrial
Development Corporation of South Africa, 3% Namibian government). The company has mined the deposit from 1976 as a
large-scale open pit in very hard rock. Rössing has nominal capacity of 4000 tU/yr and to the end of 2011 had supplied 101,123
tU. Annual production is tabulated above. Production for the rst nine months of 2016 was 1131 tU.
Rössing's reserves at the end of 2015 were 6270 tU proven at 0.027 %U, and 33,250 tU probable, at 0.030% U in ore (calculated
without allowing for 85% mill recovery). Its uranium is sold to power utilities in Central Europe, North America and South-East
Asia including China.
After three years evaluation it was decided in December 2005 to invest US$ 112 million to further develop the Rössing mine,
extend its life to 2016 and increase the output to 3400 tU/yr. In 2007 Rio Tinto proposed a further expansion to 3800 tU/yr from
2012 and extending mine life. The rst phase extended mining in 2008 to a new small orebody, introduced radiometric ore
sorting to bene ciate material from stockpiled coarse ore, and commissioned a new 1200 t/day sulfur-burning acid plant also
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producing 9.5 MWe net of electricity. Phase 2 de ned in 2008 included heap leaching of low-grade ore and development
small satellite orebodies with different mineralisation and hence needing a new treatment plant for them. For Rössing, 2007 was
a year of consolidation, preparing for increased production. Unit costs therefore rose to US$ 38 per pound ($99/kgU) from $22
($57/kgU) in 2006.

In 2013 resources for the Z20 orebody, south of the main pit, were quoted, with 46,274 tU at higher grades than the main
orebody, and in 2014 development was said to be feasible when the uranium price returned to $60/lb.
The company reported losses in 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2014, but was pro table in 2013 after major cuts in expenditure and
layoffs. In 2015 the company announced that it expected to continue production to 2032, with current reserves taking it to 2025.
In 2011 the Namibian government initiated negotiations with Iran regarding holding in trust the Iranian 15% share in Rössing
while UN sanctions on Iran apply, or Epangelo buying that share. As of May 2014, Epangelo did not have any equity in Rössing.
Rössing uses about 3 million m3 of water per year, some recycled. A RO desalination plant is planned at a site 6 km north of
Swakopmund.

Langer Heinrich
Paladin's Langer Heinrich is 50 km south-southeast of Rössing, in the Namib Park, and 80 km from the coast. It was bought by
Paladin Resources Ltd (now Paladin Energy) in 2002. The open pit mine commenced operation late in 2006 with 1000 tU/yr
capacity. The ore occurs over 15 km in a palaeochannel system, some 50m deep. Some vanadium is present in the carnotite
mineral. There is a conventional hard rock mill with an alkaline leaching circuit.
Annual production by calendar year is tabulated above. That for 2015-16 was 2161 t U3O8, 1832 tU. Stage 3 development
boosted production capacity to 2000 tU/yr from late 2011 at a cost of US$ 100 million. In 2015-16 the C1 cash costs were US$
25.38/lb, with sales at $37.75/lb U3O8. Recovery in late 2014 was 84.5%. A heap leach to produce about 400 tU/yr from lowgrade ore by mid-2014 was proposed for stage 4, in moving towards 3850 tU/yr production level. AMEC Minproc is undertaking
a de nitive feasibility study on this. However, in April 2014 new plant investment was put on hold for at least two years.
The 2017 plan is to reduce feed grade to about 0.056% U3O8 from 0.07%, using stockpiled low-grade ore and leaving some
higher-grade ore for when uranium prices improve. C1 cash costs are expected to be $19-22/lb, due to less material being
moved.
Reserves are 46,500 tU at 0.01%U cut-off (JORC and NI 43-101 compliant) plus 5100 tU in stockpiles. In 2010 most of the 2008
inferred resources were upgraded with in ll drilling. A further 12,000 tU was intended to end up in low-grade stockpiles at the
end of mining, with a view to possible recovery then. In mid-2017 a trial program was commenced with Marenica’s U-pgrade
technology on ore samples, with a view to possible bene ciation of the low-grade ore as at Tumas (see below).
In January 2014 China National Nuclear Corporation’s subsidiary CNNC Overseas Uranium Holding Limited (CNNC Overseas)
bought a 25% joint venture equity stake in the mine for $190 million, entitling it to that share of output. In mid-2016 Paladin
agreed to sell another 24% of the equity for $175 million, also to CNNC, but this did not proceed. In March 2017 CNNC Overseas
asked Paladin to begin determining “fair market value” of the operation so that it might possibly exercise an option to acquire
the 75% balance of it. In August 2017 CNNC Overseas decided not to proceed with acquiring any further equity.

Husab
Swakop Uranium started development of the mine in February 2013, and production commenced at the end of 2016, with 192 tU
in 2016, and will ramp up to 5500 tU/yr. Swakop Uranium is now 90% owned by Taurus Minerals and 10% by Epangelo Mining
Co. Taurus is 60% owned by China’s CGN-Uranium Resources Co (CGN-URC) and 40% by China-Africa Development Fund, set up
by China Development Bank in 2007. In July 2014 CGN Global Uranium Ltd (CGU) was incorporated in the UK to sell Husab
uranium on the world market.
The main part of the Husab project is the Rössing South orebody, about 5 kilometres south of the Rössing mine and 45 km
northeast of Walvis Bay port. A de nitive feasibility study demonstrating the technical and economic viability of mining Zones
1&2 was completed by Perth-based Extract Resources on the basis of measured resource for them of 32,000 tU averaging
0.043%U, and indicated resources of 105,500 tU at 0.037%U (JORC and NI 43-101- compliant). Inferred resources in Zones 1 to
5 are 50,000 tU averaging 0.029%U. This comes to 188,000 tU averaging about 0.035%U proven to June 2011, all with 100 ppm
cut-off and still open along strike and dip. It is evidently the highest grade granite-hosted uranium deposit in Namibia, and it is
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an extension of the Rössing stratigraphy. Only 10km of 15km strike on the company's lease – contiguous with Rössing4–ofhad
then been drilled. It lies under a shallow (50m) alluvial sand cover. Zone 1 pit will be 1.3 x 2.5 km and Zone 2 pit will be 1.0 x 1.5
km.

The company's Husab uranium project includes the Ida Dome 20 km south, with 9600 tU inferred resource at 0.02% (contiguous
with Reptile's Ongalo).
The de nitive feasibility study involved the project's zones 1&2, and showed a production cost of US$ 32/lb U3O8 including
royalties, marketing and transport, with capital cost of $1.66 billion. The study envisages mining of 15 million tonnes of ore per
year from two separate open pits to feed a processing plant producing 5770 tU per year. The Ministry of Mines and Energy
approved the mining licence in November 2011, and in January and July 2011 the Ministry of Environment and Tourism gave
environmental approval for the mine and related works to subsidiary Swakop Uranium, which holds some of the
tenements. Water supply and labour agreements were signed in April 2014. Mine development commenced in May 2014. A
1500 t/day sulfuric acid plant is built and additional acid may be imported. Late in 2016, water supply was a problem, and 140
million tonnes of overburden had been moved. The EPC contract was the largest for any African mine. First production was at
the end of 2016.
Corporate history: The two-stage takeover by Taurus/CGN-URC was complex. Kalahari Minerals PLC owned 42.74% of Extract
Resources. In March 2010 Itochu Corp* bought a 14.94% stake in Kalahari for $92 million, and in May Hong Kong-listed APAC
Resources bought 7.1% of Kalahari for $44.6 million. In March 2011 China Guangdong Nuclear Power UraniumResources Co
(CGN-URC) noti ed a possible $1.22 billion cash offer for the whole of Kalahari Minerals PLC, but this was withdrawn in May. It
was then renewed, and in December a GBP 632 million (US$ 984 million) bid by Taurus Minerals, a Hong Kong company 60%
owned by CGN-URC and 40% by the China-Africa Development Fund, was unanimously recommended by Kalahari directors. It
then acquired some 90% of Kalahari, including Rio Tinto's 11.5% and Itochu's 14.9% stake, requiring it to make a $2.2 billion
downstream cash offer for Extract shares. It did this, Extract directors recommended acceptance, and the takeover was
completed in April 2012. CGN-URC became CGNPC-Nuclear Fuel Co (CGNPC-NFC) in February 2012.
* through Nippon Uranium Resources (Australia) Pty Ltd., Itochu's wholly-owned Australian subsidiary. Also, Itochu had a 10.3% direct stake in Extract.

In November 2012 the Namibian government’s Epangelo Mining Company Ltd agreed to buy a 10% interest in Swakop Uranium
for $213 million, funded by the vendor and to be repaid from dividends**. While CGN-URC is majority shareholder, some of the
production will be sold on world markets.
** Epangelo had for some years been a potential partner in the project. A joint task force announced in May 2010 comprising Russia's ARMZ and
Epangelo Mining Ltd with $1 billion funding was reported to be "aimed at Rössing South", but Extract received assurance from the government that its
leases were secure, and Namibia's international reputation supported this.

Extract Resources had earlier rejected overtures from Rössing Uranium for joint development, using the Rössing treatment plant,
though in February 2011 Extract con rmed that it was holding discussions with Rio Tinto about combining its Husab Uranium
Project with Rio's adjacent Rössing Uranium mine (68.6% owned), "with a view to capturing the signi cant potential synergies
that could be generated from a joint development of the two projects". These discussions were inconclusive. Rio Tinto had
direct equity in Extract of 14.22%, and 11.52% of Kalahari (formerly 19% overall in Husab) but sold both holdings to Taurus.

Omahola
Australia's Deep Yellow Ltd, through wholly-owned subsidiary Reptile Uranium Namibia, is focused on the Omahola Project. It
includes the high-grade Inca primary uraniferous magnetite deposit at about 200 metres depth, the Ongolo Alaskite 10 km away,
and MS7 Alaskite in between and possibly connected to it. An acid leach mill near the Ongolo Alaskite deposit was envisaged
treating ore from Ongalo and MS7 Alaskite deposits and the INCA uraniferous magnetite deposit, all mined by shallow open pit
(to 200 m).
Inca has 2800 tU indicated and 2400 tU inferred resources at about 0.04%U. It is about 10 km south of Etango and 35 km in
from the coast. Some 12km northeast of Inca, the Ongolo Alaskite deposit was discovered in 2010, and has 2600 tU measured,
3000 tU indicated and 4000 tU inferred resources at 0.032%U grade and a strike length of up to 2km (contiguous with Extract's
Ida Dome). In between is MS7 with 1660 tU measured, 370 tU indicated and 500 tU inferred resource. It is 600m along strike and
400m wide.
All resources (Jan 2013) are JORC-compliant. In January 2013 the company reported resources of 17,400 tU grading 0.036%U
at 250 ppm cut-off for the whole greater Omahola project comprising Inca, Ongolo and MS7. This gure was the same in
September 2017.
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In November 2011 the company submitted an environmental assessment report for Inca envisaging an open pit mine producing
up to 2.5 Mt/yr of uranium and iron-bearing ore which could result in production of up to 960 tU/yr, depending on project
economics. The company has applied for a mining licence. Environmental assessment of Ongolo-MS7 was done in 2012. A mill
situated close to Ongalo was envisaged.

However, test work on Ongalo alaskite ore reported in April 2013 showed promising results from heap leaching. In June 2014
the results were con rmed, with potential uranium recoveries of 80% after seven days' leaching and acid consumption of 12.4
kg per tonne. This means that the cut-off grade could be 100 ppm and hence average grade of the ore would be reduced to
0.0191%, with large increase in recoverable uranium to 48,000 tU.
Tubas and Tumas
These calcrete deposits contain a total of 12,300 tU in all resource categories as of mid 2017, to which 9050 tU inferred
resources for Tumas 3 was added in September 2017. The company has about 100 km of palaeochannels on its leases, with
much scope for further exploration.
Tumas
Deep Yellow/Reptile's Tumas project takes in a major palaeochannel and has three zones stretching over about 30 km
southeast of Omahola. At 200 ppm cut-off, Tumas 1 & 2 has 3320 tU measured resources and 1855 tU indicated resources (Oct
2016, JORC-compliant). In May 2016 bene ciation results using Marenica Energy’s U-pgrade process were reported for bulk
samples from Tumas. Scrubbing produced good liberation of carnotite, then gravity separation gave process feed grade of 1.3%
U3O8. A maiden 9050 tU inferred resource for Tumas 3 on an adjoining tenement was announced in September 2017.
Deep Yellow said that given its grades are much better than Marenica’s own ores, Tumas provided an excellent opportunity to
commercialise the process. In September 2016 Deep Yellow and Marenica executed a technology licence agreement to use the
U-pgrade process* for the Tumas project (east of Tubas Sand) and other ores. The long-term licence fee to Marenica is about
25% of NPV of the Tumas project, and should dramatically reduce capital and operating expenses. However, this agreement was
then suspended as Deep Yellow focused on other priorities for Tumas resources, and in 2017 there was no mention the Upgrade process.
* The U-pgrade process takes run-of-mine calcrete ore at about 350 ppm. First is scrubbing and screening, then clay and calcite removal (about tenfold
bene ciation to here), then carnotite concentration to give product of 10-15,000 ppm U3O8 (1 to 1.5%) with 85% of the original uranium. It can treat
high-sulfate ore which is otherwise discarded. The product is suitable for acid leaching.

Tubas Sand
Deep Yellow/Reptile’s Tubas Sand project is 10 km south of Omahola and comprises the shallow aeolian Tubas Red Sand (TRS)
deposit immediately south of the Tubas palaeochannel. It has inferred resources of 4900 tU as carnotite, which can be readily
bene ciated to 0.05% using German hydrocyclone technology. There are also calcrete ores in the Tubas palaeochannel. It has
been seen as a stand-alone operation, possibly supplying other uranium mills, or eventually Omahola, but has not been
progressed since 2014.
Aussinanis
Reptile's Aussinanis project, also a palaeochannel deposit, near the coast about 60km south of the others. It has 6976 tU
indicated and inferred resources at about 0.02%U, and the hydrocyclone technology tested on TRS has potential application
here. In January 2013 Deep Yellow agreed with Namibia's Epangelo to transfer its Aussinanis and Ripnes projects into a new
company, Yellow Dune Uranium Resources Ltd. Epangelo acquired a 5% stake in Yellow Dune to fund test work and con rm that
the Aussinanis deposit can be upgraded by bene ciation. Reptile holds 85% and Oponona Investments 10%. If the test work at
Aussinanis is successful, Epangelo will become the operator of the joint venture and would earn up to 70% in Yellow Dune by
funding the project through to a bankable feasibility study. Reptile's holding would then shrink to 20%.
Nova Energy is a joint venture with Reptile Uranium (65% share) and holding an exclusive prospecting licence (EPL 3670)
contiguous on the south with its tenement holding Inca and Tubas. It and EPL 3699 near Inca and Etango are prospective both
for alaskite and palaeochannel calcrete. Nova Africa, a subsidiary of Toro Energy, holds 25% and Sixzone Investments (a
Namibian group) holds 10%. In March 2017 Deep Yellow agreed to a farm-in by Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation
(JOGMEC), which can earn a 39.5% share of Nova with expenditure of A$ 4.5 million in four years. Reptile will continue to
manage the project.
Paladin held 15% of Deep Yellow until December 2016.
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Trekkopje
Areva's Trekkopje is about 80 km northeast of Swakopmund, and 35 km north of Rössing. In 2007 UraMin Inc announced an
upgrade of uranium resources at this project, comprising two adjacent palaeochannel deposits (Klein Trekkopje being the main
one) over an area about 16 km by 1 to 3 km. The company was then taken over by Areva to become Areva Resources Southern
Africa, with subsidiary Areva Resources Namibia developing the mine (Areva 100%).
The US$ 1 billion project has a shallow open-pit mine and plans a sodium carbonate/bicarbonate heap leach process. About 80
percent of the ore is less than 15 metres deep, but is very low grade - 0.012-0.015%. Since 2010 water has been supplied from a
coastal desalination plant set up by Areva with about 55,000 m3/day (20 million m3/yr) output. Some of this water is available to
other mines. The plant was jointly owned by Areva and a local company, United Africa Group, and was to remain in operation
despite the mine’s mothballing.
A substantial conversion of 'inferred' resources to reserves occurred as a result of drilling in 2006 and 2007, taking the
Measured and Indicated resource category to 42,000 tU in the main deposit. Areva quoted 45,600 tU resources in 2008, but then
revised this to 26,000 tU in 2011 at lower grades, as it announced a massive EUR 1.8 billion write-down of its investment. Over
9000 tonnes of vanadium pentoxide by-product was envisaged. The mine was intended to produce 3200 tU/yr from 2013.
A mining licence was granted in June 2008, rst concentrate from the pilot phase was produced in January 2011 but
development stalled in October 2011 due to low uranium prices. The second stage pilot operation had been commissioned in
mid-2010, and the main ore stacking for on-off alkaline leach operation commenced early in 2012. However, the project was put
onto a care and maintenance basis in October 2012: "considering both the continued decrease of uranium prices coupled with
the investments yet to be made on site, Areva has no other option than to postpone the launch of the Trekkopje mine."
Production in 2012-13 was 437 tU, “demonstrating the feasibility of the technical solutions adopted and con rming the
production cost targets.”

Norasa (Valencia + Namibplaas)
Forsys Metals Corp. of Toronto is developing the Valencia uranium project along strike from Rössing and 25 km northeast of it,
with geology (alaskite) similar to Rössing. Environmental approval for an open pit mine was granted in June 2008 and a 25-year
mining licence was granted in August 2008 to Valencia Uranium P/L (a wholly owned subsidiary of Forsys). Further drilling from
2010 has been at the Namibplaas area, 7 km northeast, with similar geology and which Forsys now fully owns through Dune eld
Mining P/L.
Consolidated measured and indicated resources gures (October 2013, NI 43-101 compliant) are 39,700 tonnes U at 0.0167% U
with 100 ppm cut-off at Valencia and 160 ppm at Namibplaas. This includes reserves of 35,000 tU at 0.017% U. Inferred
resources are 8500 tU at same grade. The Valencia open pit will be 1600x1000 metres and 450 m deep, with a small satellite pit
adjacent. The Namibplaas pit will be 1900x500 m and 210 m deep.
The Norasa project is a proposed development involving both deposits. A March 2015 feasibility study estimates annual
production of about 2000 tU over a 15-year mine life. Costs are estimated at $32.96 per lb U3O8 over the rst ve years of
production and $34.72 per lb U3O8 over the mine life. Test work has improved uranium recovery from 85% to 91% by using
hydrogen peroxide rather than pyrolusite (MnO2) as the leach oxidant. Radiometric sorting is planned from mid-2018.

Etango
In October 2010 Perth-based Bannerman Resources Ltd announced measured and indicated resources of 57,330 tU at about
0.019% and inferred resources of 24,600 tU at slightly lower grade, both with 100 ppm cut-off (JORC & NI 43-101 compliant) for
the Etango project 30 km southwest of Rössing and 35 km east of Swakopmund. This was formerly known as Goanikontes. The
inferred resources are mostly at the adjacent Ondjamba and hyena orebodies. The alaskite ore is very similar to that at Rössing,
up to 400m deep, but with two thirds of the resource less than 200 m deep, and open pit mining is envisaged. From trials in a
pilot plant using four 2m square columns, each 7m high, heap leaching appears to be the most cost-effective recovery method.
Environmental approval for development of the project was received in 2010, and that for infrastructure in mid 2011.A mineral
deposit retention licence was issued in October 2017, enabling mining.
A de nitive feasibility study was completed by AMEC Minproc in March 2012, con rming the viability of the project on the basis
of measured and indicated resources only, and putting its cost estimate at $870 million. Some 80% of measured and indicated
resources were converted to proven and probable reserves of 46,000 tU at 0.0165%U, supporting minimum open pit life of 16
years. Production at 2700-3500 tU/yr is now envisaged over the rst ve years, then 2300-3100 tU/yr, with production costs of
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US$ 41/lb U3O8 over the rst ve years and $46 longer-term. In September 2014 the company awarded contracts to construct
and operate a heap leach demonstration plant, whcih was commissioned in March 2015. In July and then November 2015 the
company said that this supported the assumptions in the de nitive feasibility study, with over 90% U recovery and only 15 kg/t
acid consumption. It thus demonstrated the viability of the operation for potential investors and nanciers. A further three
phases of leach and SX testing ran successfully to mid-2016, and operation of the demonstration plant was extended. A project
schedule drawn up as part of the de nitive feasibility study envisages an engineering and construction period of about 30
months from project approval to plant commissioning. A further De nitive Feasibility Study based on results from the
demonstration plant was commissioned from AMEC FosterWheeler in mid 2017.

Bannerman originally held 80% of the Etango project and in December 2015 acquired the balance of it. It has been seeking a
development partner. In July 2011 China's Sichuan Hanlong group made a conditional A$144 million takeover offer for
Bannerman, but this did not proceed. In April 2012 state-owned Epangelo Mining Ltd agreed to buy a 5% stake in the project for
about $3.9 million, with an option to buy a further 5% upon commitment to mine development. However the deal was called off
when the companies could not agree on terms. Funding was formerly from a major shareholder, Resource Capital Funds, but at
the end of 2015 the company was debt-free and looking forward to project funding. In July 2017 the One Economy Foundation
in Namibia became a 5% loan-carried shareholder in the project, as a "key pillar" in Bannerman's corporate social responsibility.
The Windhoek-based organisation works to bridge the divide between the country's prosperous and knowledge-based urban
' rst economy' and the township or rural-based 'second economy' which lacks access to the networks, technology and capital
required to succeed in the rst economy.

Marenica
In July 2008 West Australian Metals, now re-named Marenica Energy, announced a modest JORC-compliant inferred resource in
the Marenica palaeochannel deposit 30 km north of Areva's Trekkopje and similar to it. In December 2011 the company revised
this to Indicated Resource of 2500 tU at 0.01%U, and an Inferred Resource of 19,600 tU in 0.008%U ore, mostly palaeochannel
but with some granite-alaskite basement rock down to 60 metres. There is good potential to signi cantly upgrade the uranium
plant feed grades by sizing and gravity separation, achieving bene ciation from 0.01% to 0.55% U3O8, and increasing the leach
feed grade accordingly. The uranium occurs as carnotite of a particular particle size, signi cantly denser than the host gangue,
mainly calcite. This upgrade potential effectively dismisses heap leaching as a process option with the preferred process now
being acid tank leaching of the bene ciation product. (Earlier, the company was considering a $260 million heap leach operation
with production of 1350 tU/yr over 13 years at $82/lb.)
In 2012 the company set about improving the grade of the bene ciation product. It now says that its U-pgrade process has wide
potential for sur cial deposits, especially calcrete ones, and it holds a provisional patent through its subsidiary Uranium
Bene ciation Pty Ltd. This process is now the primary focus of Marenica Energy. It is being applied to Deep Yellow’s Tumas ore
(see above) and in Australia it is being trialled for Toro Energy’s Wiluna ore.
Marenica Energy has a 75% interest in the project company, Marenica Minerals Pty Ltd, with Xanthos Mining Ltd holding 20%
and Millennium Minerals 5%, both being Namibian.
Minor equity in Marenica Energy Ltd is Hanlong Energy Ltd 18%, and Mingsun Technology Co Ltd 7%. China's Hanlong Energy
Ltd is a subsidiary of privately-owned Sichuan Hanlong Group.

Zhonghe
Zhonghe Resources (Namibia) Development P/L is a Namibian registered company founded in 2008 by China Uranium
Corporation Ltd (SinoU) (58%) a wholly owned subsidiary of China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC), and a private company,
Namibia-China Mineral Resources Investment and Development P/L (Nam-China) (42%). It was looking at alaskites northeast of
Swakopmund, close to Rössing with a view to open pit mining and heap leaching a low-grade (0.02%U) uranium deposit to
produce about 600 tU/yr. Resources are believed to be 6000-12,000 tU. A mining licence was issued by the Ministry of Mines &
Energy in November 2012, then the 2011 EIS was released in April 2013, this being the rst public information on the project.
Nothing further has been heard, but with CNNC’s greater involvement in CGN, its attention is possibly focused on Husab. In
2014 Zhonghe was one of six uranium producers listed by the Ministry of Mines and Energy.

Other exploration
Canada's Xemplar Energy Corp of Canada is exploring its Cape Cross Uranium Project in the Namibian "uranium corridor", near
the coast.

GoviEx Uranium is exploring the Dome deposit.
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Namibia's identi ed uranium resources are about 5% of the world's known total. Those recoverable at up to $130/kg are about
275,000 tonnes U. The Reasonably Assured Resources portion of this is 176,000 tU, accessible by open pit mining.

Nuclear power
Namibia's electricity supply of some 3.8 TWh per year is two-thirds supplied by South Africa, which faces serious supply
constraints itself. About 1.5 TWh/yr comes from hydro. A coal- red plant is planned for Walvis Bay.
The government has articulated a policy position of supplying its own electricity from nuclear power by about 2018, but there is
no evident progress towards this goal. The country faces severe challenges in power supply.

Organisation
Mining is regulated under the Atomic Energy Act 2005 and Environmental Management Act 2007. An Atomic Energy Board has
been established along with a National Radiation Protection Authority.
Finland’s Radiation & Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK) is working with Namibian authorities to help develop uranium mining
policies and a safeguards and non-proliferation regime, under a program funded by the Finnish Foreign Ministry. As of early
2011 this did not include any development of a regulatory regime for nuclear power.

Non-proliferation
Namibia is party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and has had a comprehensive safeguards agreement in force since
1998 and in 2000 signed the Additional Protocol.
Namibia has also rati ed the 1996 African Nuclear Weapon Free Zone Treaty, also known as the Pelindaba Treaty, which came
into force in 2009 and precludes export of uranium to India.
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Uranium in Niger
(Updated November 2017)
Niger has two signi cant uranium mines providing about 7% of world mining output from Africa's highest-grade uranium
ores.
Niger's rst commercial uranium mine began operating in 1971.
There is strong government support for expanding uranium mining.
Uranium was discovered at Azelik in Niger in 1957 by the French Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Minières (BRGM),
looking for copper. The French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) initiated further studies. Further discoveries in sandstone
followed including at Abokurum (1959), Madaouela (1963), Arlette, Ariege, Artois & Tassa/Taza (1965), Imouraren (1966) and
Akouta (1967). In the midst of this, Niger became independent of France in 1960.
In 1964 the coal deposit of Thirozerine was also discovered. It is currently operated by SONICHAR and produces electricity for
the northern Agadez region, including the uranium mines.
Historically, uranium mining in Gabon has been closely linked with Niger due to the role of the French Atomic Energy
Commission and Cogema (now Areva NC).

Uranium mining today
Niger is the world's fourth-ranking producer of uranium. In 2011 it produced 4351 tU, and cumulative production from the
country was 114,346 tU to the end of 2010. About 62,000 tU of this was from underground, and 52,000 t from open pit mining.
Uranium is mined close to the twin mining towns of Arlit and Akokan, 900 km north-east of the capital Niamey (more than 1200
km by road) on the southern border of the Sahara desert and on the western range of the Air mountains. The concentrates are
trucked 1600 km to Parakou in Benin, then railed 400 km to Cotonou port and exported for conversion, mostly to Comurhex in
France.
Production is rst sold to the partners in proportion to their equity at an 'extraction price' determined by the government,
notionally based on operation costs, but somewhat higher. From February 2012 the extraction price is CFA 73,000/kgU
($145/kgU), paid in Euros. The partners then sell or use it, in the case of the government, through a trading company.
Areva’s SOMAIR and COMINAK were licensed to the end of 2013, and in mid-December 2013 both were shut down for
maintenance, pending resolution of negotiation on licence renewal. The Niger government has been seeking a new deal to be
based on the 2006 mining law, which raised royalty taxes from 5.5% as set in the 10-year licence to between 12% and 15%,
depending on pro ts. However, current low uranium prices limited the economic scope for higher taxes, and negotiations were
protracted. The mines resumed operation at the end of January 2014 under the terms of a government decree.
In May 2014 the government and Areva signed a new ve-year agreement for the two mines based on the 2006 mining law and
expressing what both sides said was a balanced partnership. The royalty rate will potentially increase to 12% of market value,
but depending on pro tability. The deal stipulates for the rst time that the rms' boards will include Nigerien managing
directors – appointed this year for SOMAIR, and in 2016 for COMINAK. Also, Areva will provide €90 million ($122 million) to
support construction of a road from Tahoua to Arlit, near the uranium developments, as well as a further €17 million ($23.1
million) for development in the surrounding Irhazer Valley. Areva will also build a new headquarters for the two operations in the
capital Niamey at a cost of €10 million ($13.6 million). The government expects more than $39 million in additional tax revenues
annually from the new agreement. In October 2014 the government formally approved the agreement.
Areva’s Niger website documents some of the wider issues involved with its long-term activity in the country. Areva claims that
“in 2013, 90% of the direct revenue from the mines went to the state of Niger.”

SOMAIR: Arlit/Arlette, Tamou, Tagora, Artois
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The Société des Mines de l'Air (SOMAIR) was formed in 1968 and started production from the Arlette/Arlit deposit in 1971, by
open cut mining of 0.30-0.35% ore down to 70 metres depth. The mine is 250 km north of Agadez and 7 km northwest of Arlit
town. Capacity was subsequently expanded to about 2100 tU/yr in 1981 (though half was then laid up). Since 2003, production
ramped up again, with the Tamou deposit producing 1565 tU in 2006. The Artois deposit is deeper (90 metres) and at a lower
grade (0.20-0.25%). Mill capacity was increased to 3000 tU/yr in 2012 and product is sodium uranate. Average head grade in
2015 was 0.28%U. Resources at end of 2016 are tabulated below. A 16% drop in production is planned by 2017 (from 2015).
A new 1.4 Mt per year heap-leach operation for low-grade ore (<0.1%U) – Somair Lixi – has contributed up to 1000 tU/yr to
production from 2010. Mine operations are certi ed under ISO 14001 for environmental management.
In May 2013 a terrorist car bomb damaged the mine plant and killed one employee, also injuring 14. Production partially
resumed four weeks later, in mid-June, and was fully restored in August. Four French nationals including an Areva employee,
among a group of seven who were kidnapped from Arlit in 2010, were released in October 2013.
At the end of 2013 Areva reported 20,000 tU inferred resources for a 100% owned Arlit Concession.

COMINAK: Akouta, Akola, Afasto/Ebba
The Compagnie Miniere d'Akouta (COMINAK) was set up in 1974 and started production from the Akouta deposit in 1978, a few
kilometres southwest of Akokan, and then from Akola and Afasto orebodies. This is an underground operation at a depth of
about 250 metres, with 250 km of tunnels. Mill capacity is 2000 t/yr of magnesium uranate (75% U) or 1800 tU/yr. Head grade in
2015 was 0.4%U. Resources at end of 2016 are tabulated below. A 13% drop in production is planned by 2017 (from 2015), and
the mine is expected to close about 2023.
Cominak has been engaged in a process to improve its competitiveness. Production is switching to the new deposit of
Ebba/Afasto, south of Akouta and Akola. Mine operations are certi ed under ISO 14001 for environmental management. Areva
is the operator.

SOMINA: Azelik
The Societe des Mines d'Azelik SA (SOMINA) was established in 2007 to mine Azelik/Teguidda, 160 km southwest of Arlit and
150 km northwest of Agadez, in the Agadez region. Azelik is being developed with major Chinese (CNNC) equity and came into
production at the end of 2010, with the aim to ramp up to 700 tU/yr. It is an open pit and underground operation using alkaline
leach, and with resources of 15,600 tU at 0.2%. CNNC said in August 2014 that Azelik has experienced prolonged project delays,
overruns in its construction budget, and low production “which led to heavy losses and causing default [on the] repayment of
bank loans.” In February 2015 CNNC International announced that the mine would be closed and put on care and maintenance
due to “tight cash ow". It had earlier hoped to raise production to 2500 t/yr by 2015 and double that by 2020.
Niger mine production (tonnes U)
2009 2010 2011
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2013

2014

2015 2016 2017
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3865
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4057
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0

4116 3477

Imouraren
Development of the large Imouraren deposit about 80 km south of Arlit and 160 km north of Agadez was con rmed in January
2008, after Areva agreed to increase royalty payments to the government by 50%, following a 2006 agreement. In January 2009
Areva was awarded a mining licence. The project company is Imouraren Inc, 57.65% owned by Areva, 9% by Kepco and 33.35%
by Sopamin and Niger government. Kepco paid €170 million for its share and the right to take 10% of production. This is in line
with Kepco's 2.5% equity in the new Georges Besse II enrichment plant in France. In February 2012, in connection with a 20,000
tU purchase agreement over 15 years, EdF agreed with Areva to take a 12.7% stake in the mine but this did not proceed. In
January 2013 CNNC’s SinoU subsidiary agreed to buy a 10% stake for €200 million, though this did not proceed.
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The Imouraren project is a €1.9 billion investment, and Areva has also agreed to spend €6 million per year on health, education,
training, transport and access to water and energy for local people. Areva was aiming for initial production in 2014, ramping up
to 5000 tU/yr for 35 years. Production is expected to be 5000 tU/yr for 35 years from late 2013. It will be the largest mining
project ever undertaken in Niger, the largest open pit uranium mine in Africa, and the largest anywhere to use heap leaching – on
a 42-hectare pad. The deposit covers 8 km by 2.5 km and Areva lists 213,700 tonnes of uranium reserves at 0.07% U, plus
62,500 tU indicated resources. Orebody depth is between 100 and 150 metres and maximum thickness is 60 m. At full
production, the project’s acid heap leaching facility will process 20,000 tonnes of ore per day with an expected 85% rate of
recovery.

Excavation of the rst pit was under way in mid 2012, but labour disputes put the schedule in su cient doubt for the
government to warn the company that delays were unacceptable. Areva agreed to pay the government €35 million to support
security at the site. In May 2014, with current uranium prices not su cient to justify mining of the deposit, the government and
Areva agreed to set up a joint strategic committee which will determine when mining should start – possibly not until about
2020 or when COMINAK resources are depleted. Almost €1 billion in capital expenditure is still required, and 4 billion tonnes of
ore and overburden will need to be moved over the life of the mine.
In 2015-16 Areva recorded €194 million and then €316 million impairment charges on the project, writing it down to €348
million.
An earlier Imouraren joint venture agreement was signed in 1974 but development stalled on economic grounds.

Mine equity
SOMAIR is 63.6% owned by Areva NC and 36.4% by O ce National des Ressources Minieres du Niger (ONAREM) through
Sopamin, the Niger mining assets company.
COMINAK is 34% owned by Areva NC, 25% by Japan's Overseas Uranium Resources Development Co. (OURD), 10% by Enusa SA,
Spain and 31% by ONAREM through Sopamin.
Imouraren Inc joint venture has 66.65% held by Areva NC Expansion (86.5% Areva, 13.5% Korea Electric Power Co
(Kepco/KHNP)) and 33.35% by the state: Niger government (10%) and Sopamin (23.35%).
SOMINA is a joint venture established in 2007. Its equity is 37.2% China's CNNC International, 33% Niger government, 24.8%
ZXJOY Invest (Chinese) and 5% Trend eld Holdings Ltd. In 2009 Trend eld sold its 5% of the Teguidda/Azelik deposit to Korea
Resources Corp (KORES).

New mines and prospects
Madaouela
Goviex Uranium's Madaouela project is 15 km from the Arlit and Akouta mines (SOMAIR & COMINAK) in the Arlit region of the
Air Massif, and was discovered by the CEA in the early 1960s. Trend eld (25%) and UK-based GoviEx Uranium Inc formed the
GoviEx Niger JV in 2007 to explore the Madaouela and Anou Melle mineralisation, but Trend eld then exchanged this equity for
a 10% share of GoviEx. GoviEx Uranium is a private company founded by Govind Friedland, who holds 10% of it following an IPO
in 2014. Denison holds 20% of GoviEx U, after transferring some African interests in 2016. Toshiba, Ivanhoe Industries and
Cameco are also shareholders, with 9%, 6% and 4% respectively. The Niger government holds a 10% free carried interest and
had the option to increase its share. In April 2012, Toshiba Corporation entered a convertible debt- nancing agreement with
GoviEx Uranium Inc, providing support for the company's operations through to the start of uranium extraction and
processing, from which time it has a 14-year offtake agreement for 230 tU/yr.
In November 2017, measured and indicated resources of the Madaouela Uranium Project were 42,600 tU plus 10,640 tU inferred
resources (NI 43-101 compliant), most in sandstone of the Marianne/Marilyn (M&M), Miriam and MSNE (Madaouela South
North East) deposits over 15 km. The unusual Miriam deposit was discovered in 2012. Probable reserves were 23,330 tU, with
underground mining of M&M and MSNE, open pit for Miriam. GoviEx completed an environmental impact and social impact
assessment (ESIA) in March 2015, applied for a mining permit in June, and the government issued the mining permit in February
2016 for Madaouela I, an area including the above deposits. Conventional processing following radiometric sorting and use of
ablation technology is expected to produce 1040 tU/yr over 18 years, with potential for expanding the resource. Ablation applies
a physical, grain-size bene ciation process to ore slurries. Start-up capital cost is expected to be $359 million, and operating
cost $24.50/lb U3O8, or $31.50 including royalties. Project economics are based on a $70/lb uranium price.
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GoviEx’s application for the Eralrar exploration tenement was approved in February 2016, as well as renewal for Madaouela 2, 3
& 4 and the Anou Melle tenements. The application for Agaliouk (Agal) tenement, a signi cant part of the project, was not
approved until November 2017. It is adjacent to Madaouela I and covers part of Miriam as well as MSEE (Madaouela South
Extreme East) and La Banane deposits.

Dasa
Global Atomic Fuels Corporation, a private Canadian company, is developing four uranium deposits, with the agship Dasa
deposit undergoing a preliminary economic assessment (PEA). The company has announced 8,250 tU at 0.22% U indicated
resources (0.10% U cut-off), and more than double that for inferred resources (NI 43-101 compliant) for Dasa over a 1.2
kilometre strike length. It expects to complete a pre-feasibility study early in 2018 and to apply for a mining licence by the end of
2018, for underground mining. In July 2017 the company signed an ore sales agreement with Areva Mines to sell its ore for
processing by SOMAIR at Arlit, 80 km north. Dasa is part of the Adrar Emoles tenement about halfway between Arlit and
Agadez, about 30 km southeast of Imouraren. The company’s Tin Negouran (west of Agadez), Isakanan and Dajy (part of Adrar
Emoles) deposits are less advanced.

Abokorum
In July 2006 the China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) agreed to develop the 12,790 tU Abokorum deposit in the Agadez
region, through its subsidiary China Nuclear International Uranium Corporation (SinoU), but no more has been heard of this.
SinoU and China's ZTE Energy Corporation have established a joint venture to carry out uranium exploration near the Azelik
mine.
Trend eld formed the UREX joint venture (approx 50:50) with Australia's Artemis Resources to explore the Tagaza deposits
adjacent to Teguidda. (Parent company Trend eld Energy and Resources is a China-based "private international mining and
consulting rm".)
In April 2007 the government issued uranium exploration permits to Areva, Rio Tinto and others for the Tchirozerine area, 40 km
northwest of Agadez. An Indian company took out an exploration licence in the Arlit region.
Niger Uranium Reserves and Resources
Reserves
SOMAIR

Resources

proven & probable

measured

indicated

inferred

3205 tU @ 0.115%

0

30,042 tU @ 0.143%

22,653 tU @ 0.164%

Arlit concesion

20,403 tU @ 0.159%

COMINAK

8702 tU @ 0.327%

-

-

942 tU @ 0.277%

Imouraren

213,722 tU @ 0.07%

-

62,584 tU @ 0.058%

2879 tU @ 0.066%

-

15,600 tU @ 0.2%

-

-

SOMINA Azelik
Dasa
Madaouela

12,250 tU at 0.124%U
38,200 tU @ 0.12%

7050 tU @ 0.11%

First four above from Areva DDR2016 (Reference Document 2016), April 2017

At the end of 2014 Niger's reasonably assured resources (RAR) were estimated by the IAEA as 235,000 tU up to US$ 130/kgU,
mostly accessible by open pit. Inferred resources were 56,200 tU at up to $130/kg, accessible by open pit (56%) and
underground. All are in sandstone.
In April 2007 the government said that it aimed for uranium production of 10,500 tU/yr "in the next few years", and named Areva
as its strategic partner in uranium development.
Areva is reported to have been paying royalty on the basis of a product valuation of 27,300 CFA francs (US$ 57) per kilogram,
and in 2007 this was increased to 40,000 CFA (US$ 83/kg), plus the provision of 300 tonnes of product for Niger to sell on the
open market. This was then sold to Exelon in USA for $42 million.
In August 2008 Niger Uranium Ltd announced an inferred resource of 1700 tU at In Gall, this being Samrec-compliant and in
shallow sandstone.
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In January 2010 NGM Resources announced an inferred resource of 5000 t U3O8 at Takardeit, some 100 km south of
Imouraren. Paladin Energy made a $24 million takeover bid for NGM, but it decided to let this lapse in October 2010 due to
armed hostilities in the region. However, the Australian Takeovers panel disallowed the decision and Paladin proceeded with the
takeover of NGM and its Indo Energy Ltd (IEL) subsidiary, in line with the recommendations of NGM directors. Following attacks
on Areva’s operations, in mid-2013 Paladin ceased its exploration activities and invoked a Force Majeure consideration.
In 2009 Korea Resources Corp. agreed to buy 400 tonnes per year of uranium or U3O8 and take a 5% share of the Teguidda mine
in central Niger from Trend eld, a Chinese company.

Non-proliferation
Niger is party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. It has a comprehensive safeguards agreement in force and in 2004 signed
the Additional Protocol.

Notes & references
Areva NC
OECD NEA & IAEA, 2016, Uranium 2016: Resources, Production and Demand (often referred to as the 'Red Book')
WISE
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Wyoming Uranium Industry Value - 2016
Production in pounds
Severance Tax
Ad Valorem Tax on Production
Ad Valorem Tax on Real and Pers. Prop.
State Royalties
Sales Tax
Payroll Including Benefits
TOTAL
No. of Employees
Source: Wyoming Mining Association Industry Survey

1,969,204
$1,855,274.00
$3,636,424.00
$1,460,780.97
$282,357.00
$876,102.00
$24,943,200.00
$33,054,137.97
280
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